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PREFACE 
The appearance of MidAmerica VIII marks the first year of 

the Society's second decade. During the first, the Society estab
lished itself as a vital force in understanding and defining the 
literature and culture of the region and the nation through its 
publications, its programs, and the scholarly and creative energy 
of its members, and the first year of the second decade insures 
that its role will continue, as the contents of this volume make 
clear. 

Included are three essays in honor of Wright Morris, to whom 
this volume is dedicated, two of which were presented at a 
special Society program in honor of Morris at San Francisco in 
December, 1979, and the text of the symposium "Midwestern 
Writers and the Nobel Prize," presented at Houston in Decem
ber, 1980. Similar symposia will be featured at future programs 
in various cities, and the annual symposium "The Cultural Heri
tage of the Midwest" and "The Midwest Poetry Festival," at 
which Midwestern poets read from their works, will be held in 
May, 1982 at East Lansing. The future of the Society seems as 
promising as the past has been productive. 

DAVID D. ANDERSON 
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SINCLAIR LEWIS AND THE NOBEL PRIZE . 

DAVID D. ANDERSON 

I The Award 

In 1867 an anonymous visitor to Chicago and what had been 
the Old Northwest a generation earlier essayed an enthusiastic 
projection of the future of the region and its accomplishment: 

In good time the western bottom lands ·will spontane
ously grow poets. The American miod will be brought to 
maturity along the chain of Great Lakes, the banks of the 
Mississippi, the Missouri, and their tributaries .... There, 
on the rolling plains, will be formed a republic of letters, 
which, not governed like that on our seaboard by the gni"at 
literary powers of Europe, shall be free indeed. . . . The 
winds sweep unhindered from the lakes to the Gulf and 
from the Alleghenies to the Rocky Mountains; arid so do 
the thoughts of the Lord of the prairie .... Some day he 
will make his own books as well as his own laws . . . all 
the arts of the world will come arid make obeisance to him. 
He will be the American man and beside him there will 
be none else. 

Sixty-three years later, in the late summer of 1930 it appeared 
that obeisance would finally be made by those who determioed 
the recipient of the world's most prestigious if controversial 
literary prize. It was common knowledge in Stockholm that an 
American would be the recipient of the N abel Prize for Litera tore 
in 1930, the first American to be so honored in the twenty-nine
year history of the prize. William Dean Howells, Henry James, 
and Mark Twain had been overlooked by the committee in their 
later years, but in 1930 the consensus of the committee was that 
American literature had come of age. Shortly before the awards 

9 
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were made the Stockholm Dagens Nyheter published three arti
cles on the new American literature, a general article and two 
specific articles on Sinclair Lewis of Sauk Center, Minnesota, and 
Theodore Dreiser of Terre Haute, Indiana, believed to be the 
two Americans seriously considered for the award. 

In the Nobel Committee Lewis was formally nominated by 
Professor Henrik Schuk, University of Uppsala professor of the 
history of art and literature-no record has been kept of Dreiser's 
nominator-and the special three-person literature committee of 
the Academy voted two to one for Lewis, Anders Osterling for 
Dreiser and Per Hallstrom and Erik Axel Karlfeldt for Lewis. 
Osterling himself later commented that Lewis's "gay virtuosity 
and flashing satire" prevailed over the more substantial but 
"ponderous and solenm" Dreiser. 

On November 5, when the award was announced, the reac
tions were predictable. Lewis, who had previously-and rather 
snidely-refused election to both the National Institute of Arts 
and Letters and the Author's Club in 1922 and turned down the 
Pulitzer Prize for Arrowsmith in 1926, commented initially that 
he would use the prize money "to support a well-known young 
American author and his family, and to enable him to continue 
writing." Dreiser brooded silently, and his friends sent hiro dozens 
of adverse criticisms of Lewis; Sherwood Anderson said that 
Lewis had received the prize "because his sharp criticism of 
American life catered to the dislike, distrust, and envy which 
most Europeans feel toward the United States;" Benjamin DeCas
seres, in Bookman, wrote that in giving Lewis the award, ''Europe 
gave America the worst back-handed crack in the jaw she ever 
got, for Babbitt is America." But the Manchester Guardian 
praised Lewis and the choice; Bernard Shaw commented that 
Lewis's criticisms were not true only of Americans, but that 
Americans are convinced they are unique. American newspapers 
in general, in spite of reservations about Lewis's subject matter, 
were delighted, agreeing with Harry Hansen in the New York 
World that "It is a recognition that evolving America is a suit
able theme for the novelist, and that Sinclair Lewis is representa· 
tive." But others compiled lists of American authors more repre
sentative or more deserving, and the award to Lewis remains 
controversial. Recently, his award has been called both a dis-
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grace and a significant recognition of the maturity of American 
literature. 

But the Swedish Academy was both more succinct and more 
effusive. The official citation stated siroply that "The 1930 Nobel 
prize in literature is awarded to Sinclair Lewis for his powedul 
and vivid art of description and his ability to use wit and humor 
in the creation of original characters." Unprecedentedly, how
ever, on December 10, 1930, Erik Axel Karlfeldt, permanent sec
retary of the Swedish Academy, addressed that group at length. 
His topic was ''Why Sinclair Lewis Got the Nobel Prize." 

Professor Karlfeldt's address might have been writte'\ by that 
anonymous visitor to the Midwest sixty-three years earlier. First 
he discussed Lewis's origins in "Sauk Centre, a place of about 
two or three thousand inhabitants in the great wheat and barley 
land of Minnesota." He continued, 

It is the great prairie, an undulating land with lakes 
and oak groves, that has produced that little city and many 
others exactly like it. The pioneers have had need of places 
to sell their grain, stores for their supplies, banks for their 
mortgage loans, physicians for their bodies and clergymen 
for their souls. There is cooperation between the country 
and the city and at the same time conflict. Does the city 
exist for the sake of the country or the country for the city? 

The prairie makes its power felt .... But yet the city, 
of course, feels its superiority ... lives in its self-confidence 
and its belief in true democracy, ... its faith in a sound 
business morality, and the blessings of being motorized; 
for there are many Fords on Main Street .... 

He turned then to Lewis's works, those of the 1920s, from 
Main Street to Dodsworth. Of the former, he said, "As a descrip· 
tion of life in a small town, Main Street is certainly one of the 
best ever written;" of Babbitt, "There are bounders and Philistines 
in all countries, and one can only wish that they were all half 
as amusing as Babbitt;" of Arrowsmith, "The book contains a rich 
gallery of different medical types .... He has built a monument 
to the profession of his own father;" of Elmer Gantry, "It ought 
to be unnecessary to point out that hypocrisy thrives a little 
everywhere and that any one who attacts it at such a close range 
places himself before a hydra with many heads;" of Dodsworth, 
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"America is. the land of youth and daring experiments. And 
when he [Dodsworth] returns there, we understand that the 
heart of Sinclair Lewis follows him there." He concluded, 

Yes Sinclair Lewis is an American. He writes the new 
language~American-as one of the representatives of 
120,000,000 souls. He asks us to consider that this nation 
is not yet finished or melted down; that it is still in the 
turbulent years of adolescence. · 
' The new great American literature has started with 
national self-criticism. It is a sign of health. Sinclair Lewis 
has the blessed gift of wielding his land-clearing implement, 
not only with a firm hand, but with a smile on his lips and 
youth in his heart. He has the manners of a pioneer. He is 

· a new builder. 

Lewis's address at the ceremony in the Stockholm Stock 
Exchange two days later was equally unprecedented in the hal
lowed halls of the Swedish Academy. Although genuinely moved 
by the award-yet two years later when refused admission to 
Club 21 in New York he was heard to exclaim, "What's the use 
of winning the Nobel Prize if it doesn't get you into speak
easies?"-much of the substance of his speech, a consideration of 
what he described as "certain trends, certain dangers, and certain 
high and exciting promises in present-day American literature," 
had been discussed before, in interviews, reviews, and articles, 
especially in "Self-Conscious America," which appeared in The 
American Mercury for October, 1925. In the address he prefaced 
his remarks by pointing out that "it will be necessary for me to 
be a little impolite regarding certain institutions and persons of 
my own greatly beloved land." 

Mter dwelling at some length on adverse reactions to his 
award-citing in particular the comment of Henry Van Dyke
anonymous in the speech-that Lewis's award was an insult to 
America, he speculated on the reactions had others been chosen: 
Dreiser would have produced the complaint that. his "men .and 
women are often sinful and tragic and despairing instead of being 
forever sunny;" O'Neill, that he sees life "as a terrifying, magnifi
cent, and quite horrible thing;" Cabell, that he is "fantastically 
malicious·" Cather that she has written "a story without any , , 
moral·" Mencken that he is "the worst of all scoffers;" Sherwood , . , 
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Anderson, that he "viciously errs in considering sex as important 
a force in life as fishing;" Hergesheimer, that he is "unAmerican;" 
Sinclair, that he is a "Socialist;" Hemingway, that he "uses lan
guage which should be unknown to gentlemen." 

Lewis's tributes to his fellow writers were more gracious than 
one might expect, but then he turned his attention to those institu
tions, the American Academy of Arts and Letters and the universi
ties, to which American writers might reasonably look for support. 
Of the former he said that it "cuts itself off from much of what 
is living and vigorous and original in American letters," that it 
has "no relationship whatever to our life and aspirations. It 
does not represent literary America of today-it represents only 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow; it is so perfect an example of the 
divorce in America of intellectual life from all authentic standards 
of importance and reality." 

"Our universities and colleges," he said, "exhibit the same 
unfortunate divorce; our American professors like their literature 
clear and cold and dead; in the new and vital and experimental 
land of America, one would expect the teachers of literature to 
be less monastic, more human, than in the traditional shadows of 
old Europe-they are not." 

Mter passing jabs at "an astonishing circus" called the "New 
Humanism," at "one of the gentlest, sweetest, and most honest 
of men ... [with] the code of a pious old maid'; named William 
Dean Howells, and at tl1e taming of Mark Twain and Hamlin 
Garland by Howells, he turned to the future: ''We are coming 
out ... of the stuffiness of safe, sane, and incredibly dull pro
vincialism. There are young Americans today who are doing such 
passionate and authentic work that it makes me sick to see I am 
a little too old to be one of tl1em." There are "Ernest Hemingway, 
a bitter youth ... Thomas Wolfe, a child ... of thirty . . . 
Thornton Wilder ... John Dos Passos ... Stephen Benet ... 
Michael Gold ... William Faulkner . . . who, however insane 
they may be, have refused to be genteel and traditional and dull." 

Lewis's conclusion was dedicated to those young writers: 

I salute them, with a joy in being not yet too far 
removed from their determination to give to the America 
that has mountains and ·endless prairies, enormous cities 
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and lost far cabins, billions of money and tons of faith, to 
an America that is as strange as Russia and complex as 
China, a literature worthy of her vastness. 

II The Legacy 

When Sinclair Lewis stood before the Swedish Academy and 
distinguished guests on December 12, 1930, as the first American 
to win the Nobel Prize in Literature, he was, although he was 
unaware of it, at the end of the second phase of his career and 
at the beginning of the third, the period that was to continue to 
his death, to the detriment of his literary reputation. The first 
phase, from Our Mr. Wrenn of 1914 through Free Air (191~), 
was essentially that of Lewis's apprenticeship, the period durmg 
which he discovered a major theme that was to dominate his 
best work under the guise of satire, that is, that dull people are, 
in spite of-or perhaps because of-their dullness and the shal
lowness of the world in which they live, essentially likeable, even 
good. 

During the second phase, extending from Main Street in 
1920 to Dodsworth in 1929, with the single lapse of Mantrap 
( 1926), Lewis created his best work as he earned the reputation 
that brought him wealth, notoriety, and the Nobel Prize. It was 
also the period that brought a series of best-sellers unprecedented 
among writers who purported to b'e serious: Main Street sold 
200,000 copies shortly after publication; Babbitt sold out, and 
subsequent printings paralleled tl1e sales of Main Street; Elmer 
Gantry's initial printing, 140,000, the largest in history, quickly 
sold out; Dodsworth, published in 1929, sold 80,00 in spite of the 
stock-market crash. These early successes were to continue: Ann 
Vickers ( 1933), his first novel after receiving the Nobel Prize, 
sold 130,000 copies; It Cant Happen Here, published in 1935, 
sold 300,000; Cass Timberlane ( 1945) sold over a million, an~ 
Kingsblood Royal ( 1947) a million and a half. A number of his 
novels have never been out of print, none was ever a popular 
failure, and no estimate has ever been made of continuing paper
back sales. Foreign sales and translations beginning with Main 
Street were equally impressive: By 1930, various of his books had 
been translated into Russian, German, Swedish, Polish, Hun-
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garian, Danish, Norwegian, Czech, French, Dutch, Spanish, 
Italian, and Hebrew, and at the time he received the Nobel Prize 
he was America's best-known writer at home and abroad, and he 
had added "Main Street" and "Babbitt" to America's vocabulary. 
That fame continued to the end. His death, in 1951, shortly before 
his sixty-fifth birthday, was, unlike those of F. Scott Fitzgerald, 
Sherwood Anderson, and many others of his generation, noted 
on the front pages of papers around the world. 

Whether it was because of his success, as .Lewis always 
believed-just after the publication of Main Street he wrote that 
"Every once in a while some friend indignantly tells me, that 
some bunch of the young jeunes-say those at the Cafe Rotonde 
in the rive gauche- assert that if the damned book has sold so 
well, I must be rotten"-or because of fundamental flaws in his 
work, Lewis has never been a favorite of his fellow writers. Early 
supporters-H. L. Mencken, T. K. Whipple, and V. F. Parring
ton-deserted him early, and as Mark Shorer, Lewis's biographer, 
has pointed out, his works have almost never been the subject of 
serious criticism. Conversely, from the publication of Our Mr. 
Wrenn in 1914 to the posthumous World So Wide in 1951, he 
was a favorite of the book reviewers in the popular journals. 

Throughout his career and even yet Lewis remains the great 
paradoxical figure in our literary history. As early as 1922, in an 
essay in the New Republic, Sherwood Anderson wrote that "The 
texture of the prose written by Mr. Lewis gives me but faint joy 
and I cannot escape the conviction that for some reason Lewis 
has himself found but little joy, either in life among us or in his 
own effort to channel his reactions to our life into prose ... one 
has the feeling that Lewis never laughs at all, that he is in an 
odd way too serious about something to laugh." More succinctly, 
on page 813 of his definitive 814-page biography of Lewis, Mark 
Shorer comments that "He was one of the worst writers in modem 
American literature. . . ." Yet, in spite of his flaws as a writer, 
in spite of our condescension toward his work, in spite of our 
refusal to give his works serious critical appraisal, we not only do 
not ignore him, but we cannot. As Shorer goes on to point out, we 
cannot imagine modem American literature without him. 

We cannot, I think, for reasons that are psychological, socio
logical, and historical rather than literary-qualities that, I sus-
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pect, are the source of his continued popularity as well as the 
reasons why he was selected to be the first American to receive 
the Nobel Prize for literature. Unable to define the tragic dimen
sions of human life, mcapable of expressing joy or revealing, even 
in moments, the subjective life, the inner life, of his people in spite 
of his sometimes grudging affection for them, he did, nevertheless, 
provide fleeting, distorted, but frightening moments of insight 
into ourselves, into the reality of our lives, and into the myths 
by which we live. 

Lewis was a product of the Midwest as it reached maturity, 
as it became Middle America, the mainstream that has given 
focus to American life in this century, and it is this Middle 
America that is not only the substance of the works-Main Street, 
Babbitt, Arrowsmith, Elmer Gantry, Dodsworth-that we remem
ber when we speak of Lewis, but it is also the substance of those 
glimpses of ourselves that fascinate and frighten us. In this sense, 
Lewis was, perhaps, the democratic literatus out of the West for 
whom Walt Whitman called, but he was not the voice for which 
Whitman listened. 

Nevertheless, Whitman and certainly Mark Twain would 
recognize Lewis's people-or more properly his character-types
as they appear in the best of his works, those of the 1920's (before 
he absorbed Dorothy Thompson's passion for justice, to the 
detriment of his work in the 1930's and '40's). His people are of 
the American past, the mythic, folkloric past of the Old West and 
the nineteenth century; they are the confidence man-Ehner 
Gantry; the hero__,.-Arrows!I)ith; the uncertain seeker after an 
ambiguous fulfillment-Babbitt; the braggart-Lowell Schmaltz, 
the man who knew Coolidge; the helpless romantic-Dodsworth; 
the reformer-Carol Kennicott-all of them caught up in an age 
that distorted their weaknesses and perverted their strengths, the 
age of Gopher Prairie and Zenith, of prosperity, prohibition, and 
the culmination of the American myth of success, the age Lewis 
describes in the opening of Main Street: 

The days of pioneering, of lassies in sunbonnets, and 
bears killed with axes in piney clearings, are deader now 
than Camelot; and a rebellious girl is the spirit of that 
bewildered empire called the American Middlewest. 
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In the nineteenth cerittiry each of Lewis's people would have 
been larger than life; in the twentieth, the age of the bewildered 
empire, Gopher Prairie, Zenith, and values defined and per
petuated by place and by things have become Lewis's gargantuan 

·reality. A1fred Kazin describes the result in terms of a resulting 
nightmare: 

There is indeed more significant terror of a kind in 
Lewis's ·novels than in a writer like Faulkner or the hard
boiled novelists, for it is the terror immanent in the com
monplace, the terror that arises out of the repressions, the 
meanness, the hard jokes of the world Lewis had soaked 
into his pores. 

The terror that Kazin defines, the nightmare that permeates 
Lewis's best work, is the result of the fact that none of Lewis's 
people, including Arrowsmith, is large enough to manipulate the 
new America as the con men, the braggarts, the heroes, the 
romantics of the nineteenth century had been able to manipulate 
the old. It is not the nightmare. of Faulkner's Popeye, of grotesque 
horror, but the nightmare of the ordinary, of a world larger and 
more materially successful than life, more spiritually bankrupt 
than we can imagine. 

Contrary to too many popular-and critical-conclusions, 
Lewis's people, limited in perception as they often are, are never 
the enemy; Lewis was eminently capable of creating a fool or a 
knave but never a villain. Beneath the veneer of satire, of exag
geration, of sophistication, of vulgarity, Lewis's people, limited 
in the breadth and depth of their lives, are innocently corrupt, 
insignificantly rebellious, ultimately defeated, each of them low
keyed but real. Out of all of them, from Carol :Kennicott to Sam 
Dodsworth, only Martin Arrowsmith and Lowell Schmaltz sur
vive emotionally and psychologically, Arrowsmitl1 because he 
rejects all but the god that he serves, Schmaltz because he is a 
fool. Not incidentally, however, Anowsmith endures as an 
authentic American hero at the cost of his humanity; he must, 
unlike Carol Kennicott, George Babbitt, Ehner Gantry, and Sam 
Dodsworth, make his own separate, lonely peace. For the others
Carol, who asserts that she may not have fought the good fight 
but she has kept the faith, for Babbitt, who insists that tl1e bright 
new world is his son's, for Gantry, whose new-found faith is 
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marred by a glimpse of charnring ankles and lively eyes, for 
Dodsworth, whose happiness is so complete that he did not yearn 
for Fran for two whole days, there is only a moment of self
realization, a shadow-like acceptance of personal defeat. 

For each of Lewis's protagonists except the new American 
hero, survival is possible, re-admission to the institutions that 
govern the new America and reward its members is readily avail
able, but only at the price of two of the three premises that marked 
the beginning of the search for American fulfillment. Life, a 
materially successful life, is theirs at the cost of their liberty and 
the sacrifice of whatever potential happiness they no longer 
pursue. 

For Lewis's women-and no adequate study of Lewis's women 
has yet been undertaken-whether protagonist or secondary char
acter, whether Carol Kennicott, Leora Arrowsmith, or Cleo 
Gantry, the price is identical in kind but greater in degree: if 
his men are captured by a social system and value structure that 
they can neither understand nor overcome, his women are en
slaved by the conventional role of women as well as the structure 
of the society in which they live. His women, protagonists or 
secondary characters, career women or housewives, seekers after 
direct or vicarious ful£Ilment, are limited not only by the flaws 
of insight and judgement imposed on them by their environment, 
but they are limited by the peculiarly female roles imposed on 
them by biology as well. Just as Carol Kennicott returns pregnant 
to home and hearth, defeated and unfullllled, Leora Arrowsmith 
goes quietly and loyally to her grave, and Cleo Ganhy and Lulu 
Bains surrender to the godhead manifested in the ·Rev. Elmer 
Gantry. Even the later Ann Vickers, who had confidently declared 
her independence of convention, finds her properly subservient 
role as woman: Barney, her lover, speaks: 

"And while I was in the pen, I read your paper on the 
relationship of crime and tuberculosis, in the I ournal of 
Economics. f d question your figures. Shall I check up 
on them?" 

"Oh, would you? That would be terribly kind. Oh, 
Barney!" 
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With no sense of the ironic implications of her comment, she 
rejoices in the promise of the future as naively as had Babbitt in 
his promise to his son a generation earlier. She says: 

."You, you and Mat, have brought me out of the prison 
of Russell Spaulding, the prison of ambition, the prison of 
desire for praise, the prison of myself. We're out of prison!" 

And Barney, who had only moments before been pacing in a 
two-feet by nine-feet prison-cell pattern agrees: "Why! We are!" 
he tells her in confidence. 

In a sense, perhaps, all of Lewis's people, male or female, 
protagonists or secondary characters, deserve the ignominy of 
their surrender, conscious or not, to the forces of convention, 
but not because they are mean-spirited or small-spirited, al
though many of them are. Lewis's people are intensely if two
dimensionally human, likeable in their humanity, even in a sense 
admirable in their weaknesses. Lewis's people live their lives 
as tragicomic players reading lines they don't understand in a 
play that bafHes them before a set that overwhelms them. But 
they go on, in determined dignity, to the end that life has written 
for them. They are members of what Lewis has described as 
the "cranky, hysterical, brave, mass-timorous, hard-minded, imagi
native Chosen Race, the Americans," those, he adds, whose his
tory for nearly a century can best be read in the long sequence 
of catalogues issued by Sears, Roebuck and Company. 

Lewis recognized early what his critics have yet to perceive 
but his readers note intuitively: that his works are neither poetry 
nor drama; they are history, sociology, psychology. They are not 
the reality of Howells's real grasshopper but the reality of tl1e 
monograph, the field study, or the case history. The substance 
of his work, then, is not the "fearless exposure of humbuggery," 
as one of his early critics commented, nor is it the result of his 
"Satirist's hard eye and the romancer's soft heart," as a more 
recent critic insists; it is tl1e nighhnare of mass society, of mate
rial values, of carefully-assigned roles to players who know their 
lines but not their parts, and the terror is not that of standardiza
tion; it is that of inevitable depersonalization and dehumanization. 
Lewis's people seek God in their dreams, their work, themselves, 
but they find instead that they are trapped not only by time, place, 
and circumstances, but by their very humanity. 
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Lewis's people accept the reality imposed on them and survive, 
but Lewis-and here he is at his best-perceives the nightmare, 
the terror of survival after surrender. Each of his authentic 
American types-and I think that perhaps this is the reason why 
Lewis's people are types rather than fully developed individuals
is both product and victim of his or her environment, beset and 
imprisoned by hypocrisy, narrowness, greed, and prejudice not 
only from without but from within, and the new beginnings, the 
happy endings, the escapes that appear to become possible for 
his people are, Lewis makes clear, compounded of cosmic irony, 
acceptance, and self-delusion. 

Lewis prided himself on the faithfulness with which he 
reproduced and exaggerated the America he knew, that of the 
forty years of his active writing career, and because he gave free 
rein to his gift of mimicry, it has become a critical cliche to 
insist that he is out of date, that the America of the teens, 
twenties, thirties, and forties has long vanished, that today, as 
Geoffrey Moore comments, the bankers and lawyers of Gopher 
Prairie have been to Yale, the storekeepers to the state university, 
and, of course, three generations of Midwestern males-and some 
females-have experienced government-sponsored junkets to 
virtually every part of the world. 

The implication of these observations is clear: that today 
Lewis merits little more than a footnote in literary history. But 
the bankers and lawyers have read Lewis at Yale and the shop
keepers at State as part of their new sophistication and learning, 
and Main Street and Babbitt were published by tl1e tl10usands in 
Armed Forces Editions during World War II and read by many 
on those government-sponsored tours of Europe, Mrica, the South 
Pacific, and the Far East. And in spite of the apparent or alleged 
transformation of American society, these new generations of 
readers continue to recognize, if not themselves, certainly their 
contemporaries, their families, perhaps even their professors. 
They recognize, too, that Lewis's world, beneath its veneer of 
contemporaneity, is their world, that Babbitt's "carrying on" is 
today's "lifestyle," that the Good Citizen's League and the 
Booster's Club are only a generation removed from the Old News
boys, the Downtown Coaches Club, and the Chamber of Com
merce, that the Elks, Rotary, and the Lions clubs are with us yet, 
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perhaps more democratic but no more imaginative than in 1924. 
And Lewis was spared tl1e Reverend Jerry Falwell, the Moral 
Majority, and the spectre of an actor in the White House, an 
actor whose favorite predecessor is Calvin Coolidge. To point to 

. Lewis's shortcomings as a writer is to ignore the accuracy with 
which he defined our lives and our world as we enter the last 
decades of the twentieth century. 

Lewis was not a great writer, nor perhaps was he good enough 
to win the Nobel Prize in literature-although the political and 
social dimensions of that award often outweigh literary considera
tions. But the best of his works, those that have added words to 
our language, those that give us greater insight into the moral 
shortcomings of our times and ourselves, those that define the 
victimization of the individual in a world of mass vulgarity, 
deserve better of us than we have been willing to give. 

Michigan State University 



ERNEST HEMINGWAY: A READER'S PERSPECTIVE 

RoGER J. BREsNAHAN 

Carlos Baker tells us that Hemingway conceived a "sour
grapes theory that 'no son of a bitch that ever won the Nobel 
Prize ever wrote anything worth reading afterwards'."' Rumored 
to be next in line for the prize from 1950 until he received it in 
1954, he had developed a thick skin about the award, but clearly 
he wanted it. It was hard for him to see Faulkoer, whose work 
he considered useless, get the Prize in 1949 and harder to be 
generous in his congratulations. The rumors were strongest in 
'53, but the Swedish Academy shied away from Hemingway in 
favor of Churchill because they feared the ideals of Alfred Nobel 
would be ill-served by a writer whose work had shown "brutal, 
cynical, and callous" tendencies. When he was awarded the 
Prize the following year he was recovering from two plane crashes 
and couldn't attend the ceremony. Besides, for years he had 
threatened that if he should ever be chosen he might just refuse 
it and in any case would not attend a ceremony. Hemingway 
hated ceremonies anyway, and he hated talking about his writing. 

So Ernest Hemingway sent a 337-word message to be read by 
the American ambassador to Sweden. In it he expressed gratitude 
for his selection and a sense of humility. He spoke briefly of the 
loneliness of the writer's work and of the need, with each new 
book, to make "a new beginning where he tries again for some
thing that is beyond attainment," declaring that in this need to 
do something new or perfect, something which has never before 
succeeded, the "writer is driven far out past where he can go, out 
to where no one can help him," doubtless reminding his auditors 
of the old fisherman in his latest book. He closed by saying he 
had already "spoken too long for a writer" and admonished the 
audience to 1·ead what a writer has to say? 

22 
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As for a formal defense of his literary method, there is no 
more than a hint in the Nobel Prize speech, but it is a telling 
hint: "Things may not be immediately discernible in what a man 
writes, and in this sometimes he is fortunate: but eventually 
they are· quite clear and by these and the degree of alchemy 
that he possesses he will endure or be forgotten.''• In these few 
words he offered the key to his practice as a writer-the participa
tion of the reader in the creation of meaning. To see how thls 
operates in his work we shall have to travel quite far from the 
seminal text contained in the prize speech and content ourselves 
with only tl1e most sketchy analysis. But, as we shall see, Heming
way's understanding of his craft was flawless-even if his practice 
was not always so-and its outlines are only now being acknowl
edged in formal critical theory. 

In his interview with George Plimpton, somewhat exasperated 
by the superficiality of the interviewer's questions, Hemingway 
came as close as he ever did to a literary theory. Disappointingly 
but typically, Plimpton failed to follow up. "If it is any use to 
know it," Hemingway told him, "I always by to write on the 
principle of the iceberg. There is seven-eights of it under water 
for every part that shows. Anything you know you can elinlinate 
and it only strengthens your iceberg. It is the part that doesn't 
show. . . . I have tried to eliminate everything unnecessary to 
convey experience to the reader so that after he or she has read 
something it will become a part of his or her experience and 
seem actually to have happened."4 Perhaps exasperated by Plimp
ton's failure to ask intelligent questions concerning this process, 
Hemingway abandons discussion of "how it is done" and gives 
an example from his writing of The Old Man and the Sea: "I've 
seen the marlin mate and I know about that. So I leave that out. 
I've seen a school (or pod) of more than fifty sperm whales in 
that same stretch of water and once harpooned one nearly sixty 
feet in length and lost him. So I left that out. All the stories I 
know from the fishing village I leave out. But the knowledge is 
what makes the underwater part of the iceberg."• Earlier in the 
interview Plimpton had commented on the dissimilarity between 
Hemingway and Bosch's nightmarish paintings which Hemingway 
professed to admire. His reply is instructive: "I have the rught
mares and I know about the ones other people have. But you do 
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not have to write them down. Anything you can omit that you 
know you still have in the writing and its quality will show."" 

This so-called iceberg theory is consonant with Hemingway's 
practice as a writer and his statement composed for the Nobel 
Prize ceremony. As a writer, he had to stake out new territory. 
In his reading, he discovered that what was self-evident need not 
be displayed. To Hemingway, the significance of the iceberg 
image was that information pruned from the text was still repre
sented in the text by knowledge. Because The Old Man and the 
Sea is a tale told out of the tradition of the fishing village tale, 
the other tales need not be retold or even alluded to. This is not 
the same tiling as omissions caused by mere ignorance which 
would result in "a hole in the story."7 

The best expotinder of the iceberg theory, Romeo Giger, has 
observed "a decided propensity in Hemingway's work towards 
a technique similar to what in painting is called sfumato, the 
deliberately blurred image . or veiled form that cuts down the 
information on the canvas and thereby stimulates the mechanism 
of projection."• Thus, the act of reading consists of the same kinds 
of projections characterized by contemplation of a painting whose 
images are deliberately blurred. Giger shows at length how 
Hemingway manipulates these projections of the reader "until 
they explode upon our consciousness as flashes of insight .into our 
state of being.''• Giger cautions, however, that the reader is not 
completely free to make projections. Through what Giger calls 
"steering mechanisms" Hemingway limits the interpretations 
which might be made. 

The legitimacy of the activity which Hemingway has taken 
as his achievement-that of making the reader a co-creator of the 
text-may be seen in the critical speculations of the Konstanz 
school represented in English by translations of the writings of 
Wolfgang Iser. Indeed, Hemingway's remarks to Plimpton pro
vide a favorable recommendation for· the Konstanz Rezeptions
iisthetik: "Read anytlllng I write for the pleasure of reading it. 
Whatever else you find will be the measure of what you brought 
to the reading."10 

Iser' s aesthetic derives from the Hegelian notion of alienation, 
the theory of indeterminacy of literary interpretation propounded 
by the Polish phenomenologist Roman Ingarden, and R. D. Laing's 
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psychoanalytic theory of communication.ll Frank Lentricchia' s 
recent book, After the New Criticism, characterizes Iser' s view 
of reading as "not to know the text ... but to experience our
selves as active, creative, and free agents; and the author, by 
leaving gaps, encourages us to have tills experience."12 Iser him
self, in The Implied Reader, summarizes his view thus: "As we 
read, we oscillate to a greater or lesser degree between the 
building and the breaking of illusions. In a process of trial and 
error, we organize and reorganize the various data offered us 
by the text. These· are the given factors, the fixed points on which 
we base our 'interpretation,' trying to fit them together in the 
way we tlunk the author meant them to be fitted."13 

Iser' s view of the reading process has placed greatest emphasis 
on the activity of the reader-not as a slave to the text, a kind 
of passive automaton that receives and stores information, but 
rather as a reflecting being who reacts to each piece of informa
tion, comparing it with patterns previously found in the text and 
with the world outside the text. Iser has explained that "the 
phenomenological theory of art lays full stress on the idea that, 
in considering a literary work, one must take into account not 
only the actual text but also, in equal measure, the actions involved 
in responding to that text."14 In this activity he posits two poles 
winch he calls the "artistic" and the "esthetic." The artistic pole 
consists of tl1e text as it comes from the author. This is the given 
of the literary work and, as we shall see, it impels the reader in 
certain directions to prevent misreading or gross misinterpreta
tion. Iser' s esthetic pole refers to the realization of the text accom
plished by tl1e reader, an insight which has previously been taken 
for granted and thus unduly minimized. The achievement of 
Iser and tim Konstanz school has been to focus on the reader's 
activity as an avenue to tl1e experience of literature and, in focus
ing on it, to systematize the reader's activity so that we will have 
a greater knowledge of the workings of the author's text and the 
breadth and limits of possible interpretations. The literary work 
can no longer be considered identical to tim author's text, nor 
can it be sinlply the realization accomplished by the reader. To 
do that would introduce a ie-ne-sais-quoi interpretation where the 
reader might be permitted to make anything of the author's text, 
regardless of the author's intentions. The literary work must be 
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seen to lie between the author's text and the reader's text. Read
ing then, is an interactive process which is on-going and which 
exists, as Iser puts it, as a "convergence (which) can never be 
precisely pinpointed. . . ."15 

Thus, the most exciting thing about reading is reading itself. 
And re-reading a text is more exciting because as readers we 
create a text which is based not only on the projections and 
reflections we make while re-reading but equally on our previous 
lmowledge of the author's text and on our recollections of reader's 
texts we have previously constructed. When we read "The Short 
Happy Life of Francis Macomber" for the second, third, or 
fiftieth time, we know the events of the narrative and anticipate 

. their unfolding. We know that Francis will show himself a coward 
on safari, will thus become more subjected to his beautiful and 
bitchy wife, and will eventually free himself of her emotional 
hold by an act of bravery in the face of great danger. We know 
that Margaret Macomber will exercise her rule over Francis by 
deriding him for his public cowardice, will punish him further 
by sleeping with the hunting guide, will be impelled to save 
Francis from a charging, wounded animal and in so doing will 
blow his head off, and will finally submit herself emotionally to 
the gnide. We know that Robert Wilson will vacillate among 
pity, hatred, and reluctant admiration for Francis, will consider 
Margaret an emotional terrorist for her control over Francis 
but will sleep with her just the same, will lose control of the hunt 
first to Margaret and then to a newly courageous Francis, and 
will regain control by asserting dominance over the confused 
Margaret who does not want to admit to herself that she inten
tionally shot Francis rather than the charging buffalo. This, in 
large outline, is a synopsis of the author's text. What makes it 
more enjoyable with each reading is the opportunity to create 
a new reader's text and from that perspective to grapple with the 
author's intentions and so converge on the literary work, the 
literary experience. . Iser finds in the act of reading "an active 
interweaving of anticipation and retrospection, which a second 
reading may tum into a kind of advanced retrospection."16 

"The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber" begins in 
medias res, the time-honored technique for activating the reader's 
imagination: "It was now lunch time and they were all sitting 
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under the double green fly of the dining tent pretending that 
nothing had happened."17 Beginning ip medias res creates a gap 
for the reader to fill even if only through the five journalistic ques
tions. A more momentous gap is· presented by the words pretend
ing that nothing had happened. Unless the author is playing an 
awful trick on us-and as readers who have read a good deal of 
Hemingway we may decide that is unlikely-something has 
happened. This gap, then, is provided in the author's text to 
allow us to project a reader's text of what might have happened. 
As we proceed fmther in the reading we compare each new piece 
of information with those that have gone before and with similar 
patterns of information in systems outside the text. We evaluate 
and re-evaluate the possible patterns each new piece of informa
tion may fit. In this 32-page story it will only take us two pages 
to discover that what has happened is an unnamed act of cow
ardice by Francis dealing with a lion. As readers, we will continue 
to project the exact nature of that act of cowardice for the next 
14 pages while our anticipations are reinforced or denied by each 
new piece of information. Even in subsequent 'readings we will 
compare each piece of information we receive with information 
we know will appear subsequently. Having completed the flash
back which shows when and how Francis bolted from tl1e charg
ing, wounded lion, we turn back to the threesome under the 
dining fly and make and adjust projections as to how Francis 
and Margaret will play out their confrontation over his cowardice 
and how the three of them will play out the rest of the safari. 

What enables us to make and continually adjust our projections 
are the cues given by the author's text. It is the gaps in the 
author's text which impel the reader to project a text which 
inevitably diverges from the author's and which must therefore 
be continuously realigned with the author's unfolding text. Anais 
Nin sheds some light on the restraint which must necessarily be 
exercised by the author in leaving gaps for the reader to fill when 
she describes her own technique for leaving out the obvious as 
that of Brancusi who expressed "the Hight of a bird . . . by 
eliminating the wings."" 

Immediately after we witness Francis, Margaret, and Wilson 
"pretending that nothing had happened" we discover than Francis 
had been carried to his tent in triumph by "the cook, the per-
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sonal boys, the skinners, and the porters" but that "the gun-bearers 
had taken no part in the demonstration." Thus, the author both 
gives and withholds information. This is the first we discover 
that hunting is involved. At the same time we discover that it is 
Francis who is somehow at fault for whatever has happened and 
that he is disdained by the native hunters. 

"You've got your lion and a damned fine one too," the guide 
says to Francis while Margaret looks quickly at the speaker. 
Then, after a narrator's paragraph on Margaret's beauty, social 
position, and lack of ethics, Francis echoes Wilson, "He is a good 
lion, isn't he?" while Margaret looks at both men "as though she 
had never seen them before." This exchange sacrifices nothing 
of life-likeness yet leaves many gaps for the reader to fill by pro- . 
jecting intervening and subsequent scenarios. 

"Well, here's to the lion," Wilson says as he takes his gimlet. 
"Here's to the lion," Francis says taking his and adding "I can't 
ever thank you for what you did." "Let's not talk about the lion," 
Margaret says. Well, what about the lion? Why does Robert 
Wilson consider it "a damned fine one"? And what does Francis 
understand by that? And why doesn't Margaret want to hear 
about it? More gaps for us to fill in while we attend more closely 
to the author's text so that our own interpretation does not become 
purely personal. 

Another page later Francis insists "I won't forget what you 
did for me though," thus reminding the reader to project scenarios 
which might fill in that gap. The point must be made here that 
the reader is not left in "suspended animation" as traditional 
literary theorists might have it. The primary data for phenomeno
logical theories of literature is our own experiences as competent 
readers. Faced with gaps like these, I have never been held in 
anything like suspended animation, eagerly waiting for the gaps 
to be filled in by the author but refraining.from doing that myself. 
The same is true of any competent reader. Furthermore, even if 
readers could read inc suspended animation, the reader of Heming
way would be left hanging at the end of the story. For Heming
way does not merely postpone revelation; he fails to reveal signifi
cant parts of every narrative so that the reader must either fill in 
the gaps or abandon the story as an ill-made work. 
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As gaps are filled in, the reader continually revises expecta
tions about the narrative and the characters. When Francis 
awakens from sleep the night following his cowardice "he realized 
that his wife was not in the other cot in the tent. He lay awake 
with that' knowledge for two hours." The reader, too, has two 
hours with that knowledge. The reader's expectations concerning 
Margaret Macomber may be revised as other pieces of informa
tion are recalled which have foreshadowed her infidelity: her 
earlier remarks on Wilson's red face, her apparent admiration of 
him as a killer, her anticipation of the thrill of the lion hunt, her 
readiness to do whatever Wilson should ask when she balks at 
the same request from her husband, her apparent resentment of 
Francis' cowardice, and her kissing Wilson on the mouth. Indeed, 
as readers we are apt to too readily revise our expectations of 
Margaret Macomber during her two hours oilt of the tent. The 
author provides more cues to revise again when she returns to 
the tent. Francis upbraids her, ''You said if we made this trip 
that there would be none of that. You promised." So, this is not 
the first time. And there was a promise. Margaret retorts: ''Yes, 
darling. That's the way I meant it to be. But the trip was spoiled 
yesterday." There's a certain logic to that retort which justifies 
her action. Here again, the reader's expectations concerning 
Margaret might be revised. In any case, the reader must evaluate 
her contention that the promise no longer had validity because 
Francis had failed to act the role of the lion hunter. 

And then there's Robert Wilson. If Margaret slipped out of 
her tent to join him, how could he be at fault? A reader holding 
that expectation would be confirmed by Wilson's breakfast 
thoughts next morning. "So she woke him when she came in, 
Wilson thought.· ... Well, why doesn't he keep his wife where 
she belongs? What does he think I am, a bloody plaster saint? 
Let him keep her where she belongs. It's his own fault." Poor 
Wilson, the reader might think. He seems hardly more than an 
innocent victim. And how noble that he feels guilty he's slept 
with another man's wife, even though he half-despises Francis! 
But two pages later the reader may want to revise expectations 
of Robert Wilson and of Margaret when it is revealed that Wilson 
carries a double cot "to accommodate any windfalls he might 
receive" among the people for whom he hunted "where the 
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women did not feel they were getting their money's worth unless 
they had shared that cot with the white hunter." Though Wilson 
feels remorse that he's slept with Francis' wife, he sleeps with all 
the wives on safari, even those whose husbands he admires. And 
while no one can be expected to be a "bloody plaster saint," the 
packing and unpacking of that double-sized cot could constitute 
a suggestive invitation. 

In addition to gaps to fill in and expectations to revise, the 
reader's text is composed of shifting perspectives. In a paper 
delivered at the International Colloquium on Interpretation of 
Narrative at Toronto in 1976, Iser advanced the thesis that the 
author's narrative strategies are cues which allow the reader to 
rearrange information, and that these narrative strategies control 
the reader by prestructuring the interpretation the reader will 
produce. Among the strategies discussed by Iser in his paper, 
one which especially applies to Hemingway's practice is the 
system of perspectives operating within a narrative. Iser deline
ated four such perspectives: that of the narrator, that of the plot, 
those of each character, "and that marked out for the reader."19 

To say that there is often a specific perspective for the reader is 
not to deny that in the reading process each perspective is assumed 
and discarded as the author's text may direct. These multiple 
perspectives are subsumed under the strategy of theme-and
horizon. "Because textual perspectives are continually inter
weaving and interacting, it is not possible for the reader to em
brace all perspectives at once, so that the view he is involved 
with at any one moment constitutes for him the 'theme.' This, 
however, always stands before the 'horizon' of the other perspec
tive segments in which it had previously been situated.''20 Thus, 
in "The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber" we assume and 
discard each perspective serially. As we assume a new perspec
tive we do not entirely discard previous ones. Instead, we hold 
the other perspectives in abeyance so that as we view the narra
tive from our currently held perspective-what Iser calls the 
theme-we examine its validity against the horizon, that is against 
other perspectives both within and outside the narrative. 

In "The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber" Hemingway 
provides few authorial intrusions and little in the way of narra
tive. Since the story is carried mainly by dialogue and interior 
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monologue, the reader takes on the perspectives, one by one, of 
the characters. This strategy complements the activities of filling 
gaps and altering expectations. Thus, as. the story opens, the 
reader is engaged in filling the most obvious gap by projecting 
what has happened, by forming and altering expectations for each 
character and for prior and subsequent events, and by taking on 
and putting off the perspective of each character while holding 
the other perspectives, including the reader's self-perspective as 
a reader of Hemingway, on the horizon and evaluating each as
sumed perspective against those others which form the horizon. 
In the first few paragraphs of the story this exchange among per
spectives forming theme and horizon occurs quite rapidly. 

While describing the reader's process of projecting possible 
patterns to fill in gaps and in posing and altering expectations, 
we have already (at least implicitly) examined the perspectives 
of Francis and Margaret Macomber and Robert Wilson. It would 
be well to be reminded, however, that each of these perspectives 
changes over time in the story; and so when a perspective is re
sumed, it is as if a new theme has been introduced. Besides those 
of these three main characters there are other perspectives which 
the author's text cues us to assume. The perspectives of the ser
vants, though only briefly held by the reader, must affect the 
interpretation. The gun-bearers' failure to participate in the fan
fare of bringing the lion and Francis into camp indicates a disdain 
which fairly negates the perspective of the other servants who 
may only celebrate Francis' lion for the gratuity he might give. 
When Francis is forced to go after the wounded lion, he and the 
reader put on the perspective telegraphed by the gun-bearers 
and thus discover there is really something to fear. 

From the time he first appears on the bank of the stream until 
his head is blown off by Robert Wilson, the lion is a character 
in the story and the reader assumes that perspective as well. The 
lion first sees the silhouette of the car and is mystified. Seeing 
"a man figme detach itself from the silhoutte," the lion "swung 
away toward the cover of the trees as he heard a cracking crash 
and felt the slam of a .30-06 220-grain solid bullet that hit his 
Hank and ripped in sudden hot scalding nausea through his 
stomach.'' Later, hiding in the tall grass, the lion plots how he 
will "make them bring the crashing thing close enough so that 
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he could make a rush and get the man that held it." At this point 
the author's text cues the reader to drop the lion's perspective, 
storing it on the horizon, and assume another: "Macomber had 
not thought how the lion felt as he got out of the car. He only 
!mew his hands were shaking and as he walked away from the 
car it was almost impossible for him to make his legs move." 
Later on, as Macomber and his companions wade into the tall 
grass for the kill, the reader will be cued to assume and put off 
the perspectives of the lion, Francis, Wilson, and Kongoni the 
bearer. 

Earlier, during the recital of Francis' nightmare before the 
hunt, one of Hemingway's few authorial instructions marks out a 
perspective proper to the reader: ''he did not know the Somali 
proverb that says a brave man is always frightened three times 
by a lion: when he first sees his track, when he first hears his 
roar and when he first confronts him." Similarly, a reader's per
spective is offered momentarily while the lion's perspective is 
being held by the reader. Surely the information that the bullet 
was a .30-06 220-grain solid could not have been significant to 
the lion. As an authorial instruction to the reader it is awkwardly 
done. One might wish Hemingway had better observed the ice
berg principle here by refraining from an idle display of his · 
lmowledge of ammunition. 

For Iser, the multiple perspectives which contribute to theme 
and horizon form "a structure that constitutes the basic rule for 
the combination of textual strategies. . . .''21 The effects of the 
theme-horizon complex of strategies are manifold in Iser's view. 
First, it organizes the text-reader relationship. The pattern which 
the reader formulates as the reader's text is conditioned by "the 
continual switching of perspectives during the time-flow of read
ing."22 Iser further elucidates this control of the text-reader rela
tionship by explaining that through practice with theme and 
horizon the reader will gradually assume the author's view of the 
world."3 Secondly, the theme-horizon complex of strategies en-. 
abies the reader to perceive the significance of individual segments 
of the text, especially as they interact with other segments. For 
Iser, "the structure of theme and horizon allows all positions to be 
observed, expanded, and changed. Our attitude toward each 
theme is influenced by the horizon of past themes, and as each 
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theme itself becomes part of the horizon during the time-flow of 
our reading so it exerts an influence on subsequent themes.''24 

Thus, the changing perspective of Robert Wilson becomes a new 
theme each time we assume it, and as we assume his perspective 
we evaluate it in terms of the horizon, that is in terms of previous 
moments in the time flow of the reading when we have assumed 
his perspective, our anticipation of subsequent assumptions of 
his perspective, the previous and anticipated assumptions of the 
perspectives of the other characters, our previous readings arid 
interpretations of this story, our expectations for this genre gained 
from our whole experience with literature, and the horizon of 
our actual life situation. The literary text, in other words the 
literary experience which resides beween the author's text and 
the reader's text, is embedded in two different systems which exist 
apart from the reader or the author, the system of its own histori
cal situation and the previous literary experience of the reader. 
As readers we must take into account during the reading both 
those expectations generated by literature and those generated 
by an awareness of our own historical situation as well as that 
of the author and the author's text It is complex to recite all of 
the activities which are subsumed by the process of reading intel
ligently because the human intelligence is itself so complex and 
creative. 

The reading process is accomplished in the same way by all 
readers, but it is accomplished to different. degrees by different 
readers and by the same reader at different times. In contem
porary theory the ideal reader is the "competent'' reader. I had 
intended to explore competence in terms of readers of Heming
way, but at this moment I can only hint at the directions such 
a discussion might take. Certainly it is clear from the care with 
which he worked and the few hints he has given in the Nobel 
Prize message, the Plimpton interview, A Moveable Feast, "Death 
in the Mternoon," and some of the prefaces that Hemingway 
wrote to a reader who would read a work more than once and 
would read it carefully. He wrote to a reader who didn't need 
a tour guide. He recalled that Joyce explained his own work only 
to jerks. "Other writers that he respected were supposed to be 
able to know what he was doing by reading it.''25 
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Romeo Giger, in his elucidation of the iceberg principle, writes 
of "Hemingway's conviction that the reader, provided he has had 
the experience himself, will know through feeling . . . (that) 
the felt experience was the common ground on which a mutual 
understanding between author and reader is feasible."26 The 
competent reader would be a person whose life experiences
either actually lived or vicariously so-would enable the author 
to trigger a response. The competent reader would also need 
what Hemingway. thought of as "the most essential gift" for a 
writer-"a built-in, shockproof shit detector."27 And finally, 
Hemingway's competent reader would be a person with a highly 
developed moral sense for, as he told George Plimpton, "A writer 
without a sense of justice and of injustice would be better off 
editing the yearbook of a school for exceptional children than 
writing novels."28 

Michigan State University 
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THE "FIGURINE" IN THE CHINA CABINET: 
SAUL BELLOW AND THE NOBEL PRIZE 

MARILYN JumTII An.As 

In 1976, Saul Bellow, then sixty-one years old, became the 
sixth American to win the Nobel Prize for literature. When the 
judges gave their reasons for awarding the Nobel Prize for Litera
ture to Bellow, they noted that his early books had helped to 
emancipate the American novel from what had become the "hard
boiled" writing formula of the 1930s, and that his novels had 
pointed a new direction in the post-war years for "that familiar, 
dangling, universal man, the anti-hero." The judges were im
pressed with these anti-heroes because they had the courage to 
keep on trying to find a foothold even in an obviously tottering 
world. While the judges praised Bellow for his subtle analysis of 
contemporary culture and his gift of introspection, what impressed 
them most was his ability to depict the ordinary inner agonies and 
joys of modern life: they correctly perceived that Bellow's strength 
was characterization. 

Bellow's response to receiving the award showed that he also 
realized tl1at characterization was what made his novels so power
ful. For him, the ability to create character was intimately con
nected with an interest in and sensitivity to the inner tensions 
of ordinary people. He was afraid of the award and what it 
might do to his ability to make contact with people and there
fore to his ability to create viable art. When he received the 
Nobel Prize, only part of him responded witl1 extravagant joy: 
while his colleague, Milton Friedman, that year's winner of the 
Nobel Prize in Economics, brought his wife, Bellow celebrated by 
bringing fifteen members of his family to Stockhohn. At the Nobel 
banquet, he verbalized his joy, but he also verbalized some 
ambivalence: 
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There are not many things on which the world agrees, 
but evmyone I think acknowledges the importance of a 
Nobel Prize. I myself take most seriously the Nobel Com
mittee's recognition of the highest excellence in several 
fields, and I accept the honor of this award with profound 
gratitude. · ' ' 

When the committee's choice was announced and the 
press rushed at me-a terrifying phenomenon-ai:td :,tsked 
how I felt about winning the Nobel Prize in Literature; I 
said that the child in me-f9r despite appearances there is 
a child within-was delighted, the adult skeptical. Tonight 
is the child's night entirely. . . .1 

Part of his pleasure at receiving this award came from tension 
release: he would no longer have to wait to be so honored. He 
had been nominated for the award the year before but.had not 
received it. Now the anxiety of waiting for it would permanently 
dissolve. Richard Stern, in a New York Times essay on Bellow 
and the Nobel Prize, found an excellent metaphor through which 
to show Bellow's ambivalent response to receiving the award: 

From a delicate, brass-figure, many drawered mahogany 
desk, he fetches a white pamphlet: Steinbeck~s Nobel 
Prize lecture, 1962, inscribed to "Saul Bellow. You're next." 
He was right. Poor fellow. It was a burden on him. He 
took it seriously, felt he didn't live up to it. Well, it must 
mean something. At least I don't have to worry anymore 
about recognition. Not a total loss. Spurlos, versenkt. 
(Sunk, witl1out a trace. )2 · 

Other recognitions had partially prepared him for the award. 
Graduating from Northwestern with honors in Anthropology and 
Sociology was the first of many honors. At thirty-one he received 
the National Book Award for The Adventures of Augie March, 
an honor he was to receive again for Herzog and Mr. Sammler's 
Planet. Among the other awards Bellow could claim before the 
Nobel were the Distinguished Service to Literature Award, the 
Friends of Literature Award, the B'nai B'rith Jewish Heritage 
Award, and the Pulitzer Prize. But the Nobel Prize was somehow 
more frightening, more absolute.·. Too many of the other Anieri-
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cans who received it in literature, did so at the end of their 
writing careers. 

His defensive response to the award is well illustrated in the 
many interviews he gave after receiving it. In an interview with 
W. J. Weatherby his defensiveness is covert: "I have an American 
weakness to believe that I have a lot of time before me now that 
I have reached my full maturity as a writer .... I'm a bit embar
rassed by the Nobel Prize because I haven't got my teeth into 
things yet."• But Bellow was clearly more than embarrassed over 
winning the award: he was afraid that the award might force him 
into false positions and perspectives. In an interview with Joseph 
Epstein of the New York Times his fear took on more overt form: 
when Epstein inquired how he would feel if he did not win the 
award especially since he had come so close to winning the year 
before, Bellow's response illustrated that he saw the award as 
double edged: 

One of the things one fails to realize till one has won it 
is that the Nobel Prize for Literature has many extra
literary aspects. Winning it makes you an eminent person; 
it gives you certain kinds of power. I have never had much 
taste for the power that goes with eminence.• 

His discomfort over being a Nobel Prize recipient was revealed 
again in this same interview when he mentioned that eminence 
and talent did not necessarily correlate and that the award itself, 
while not particularly negative, proved nothing: 

J oumalists are fond of pointing out to me all the great 
writers who did not win a Nobel; Tolstoy, Proust, James, 
Joyce. They ask how it feels to be among the company of 
such distinguished literary figures as Sully-Prudhomme, 
Carl Spitteler, Wladyslaw S. Reymont, and Halldor K. 
Laxness. It causes me to scramble to remember that some 
pretty fair figures did win the Nobel Prize, among them 
Yeats, Mann, Eliot, Camus.• 

Bellow obviously did not appreciate being teased about some 
of the less talented winners of the Nobel Prize. He was seriously 
concerned about how the way he was viewed would affect his 
self-image. In this same interview he asserted a little too vigor
ously that he would not begin thinking of himself as Saul Bellow 
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who won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1976. He admitted 
that he feared losing his feeling for the common life. Viewing 
himself as a Nobel Prize winner could only be destructive: "To 
think of oneself as a Nobel Prize winner is finally to think of 
oneself as· an enameled figurine in a China cabinet, and I don't 
intend to find myself in a China cabinet." Bellow did ncit care 
to become a cultural functionary for such an individual could not 
study the alienating awareness and consciousness of the urban 
inhabitant, nor could he have exuberant ideas flashing irony, 
hilarious comedy, or burning compassion. He did not enjoy being 
treated like a "corpse in a coffin," and he asserted that just because 
he was accepting some of this type of treatment at the moment 
that he planned to limit his public life and glory and to return 
to himself, not as the eminent Saul Bellow but as Saul Bellow 
the writer.' He indicated in this interview with Epstein that part 
of him wished that he, like Samuel Beckett, had the ability to 
tum his back on the publicity connected with the prize, but even 
though he might lack the coldness, or strength of character, or 
whatever it took, to refuse the publicity, he stressed that he had 
no intention of being overcome by it. 6 

Bellow's interview with Epstein revealed his fear of being a 
Nobel Prize recipient, but it also indicated that he has a clear 
sense that his strength as a novelist came from his honest interest 
in finding the essential in the chaos of twentieth century life, 
and his honest interest in individuality. As a functionary, Bellow 
would be a type and too removed from reality to perceive the 
essence of real people or to depict viable characters. 

If one looks at Bellow's roots, one better understands his in
terest and sensitivity toward individuality and his fear of being 
stereotyped. His parents were Russian Jews, fleeing antisemitism, 
a form of stereotyping. First they immigrated to Canada where 
Saul was born and then, when he was nine, they moved to 
Chicago. Even in his youth he saw his destiny as special and he 
wanted to get in touch with his essential roots. He was interested 
in the Midwestern naturalists and realists, not in the Tahnud, for 
writers like Theodore Dreiser, Edgar Lee Masters, and Sherwood 
Anderson saw even poor, displaced people as living, vital beings. 
Bellow was fascinated with people and characters who were trying 
to survive as individuals. Perhaps he wanted to understand them 
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in order to better understand himself. In his essay, "Starting Out 
in Chicago," Bellow explained that he saw the study of individu
ality as his calling: 

It appeared to me that this one thing [that the life lived 
in great manufacturing, shipping, and banking centers, 
with their slaughter stink, their great slums, prisons, hos
pitals, and schools, was also a human life], so intensely 
known that not only nerves, senses; minds; but also my 
very bones wanted to put it into words, might contain 
elements that not even Dreiser, whom I admired most, had 
yet reached. I felt that I was born to be a performing and 
interpretive creature, that .I was~ meant to take part in a 
peculiar, exalted game. 7 

Bellow's novels depict his interests in writers, people, and 
characters who are concerned with their riwral as well as physical 
survival. He is driven, like other novelists who focus on charac
ter, back to the real lives of people. Through characterization, he 
explores individuals and he leads them to discover what he 
himself has discovered, whi~h in the words of Charlie Citrine, the 
protagonist of H umboldf s · Gift, is: ''You don't make yourself 
interesting through madness, eccentricity, or anything of the 
sort but because you have the power to cancel the world's dis
tractions, activity, noise and become fit to hear the essence of 
things." 

It is Bellow's need to be an individual, to continue exploring 
character in art, and through this exploration to help discover 
and share the essence of life, which serves as the central focus 
of Saul Bellow's Nobel lecture. This lecture reflects his concern 
over the plight of the individual attempting to make order out 
ofthe chaotic twentieth century, and his own desire to be vital, 
both as an artist and a person. Bellow's lecture is not one of a 
victor, but one of an individual intimately concerned with his 
own search for balance and understanding and the essential need 
for respecting, examining, and sharing perception through indi
vidual lives. 

Bellow began his Nobel lecture aptly. He spoke about his own 
individuality, his own contrary nature, and his own unwilling
ness, or inability, to simply mesh into his surroundings: 
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I was a very contrary undergraduate more than forty 
years ago. It was my habit to register for a course and 
then to do most of my reading in another field of study, so 
that when I should have been grinding away at "Money 
and Banking," I was reading the novels of Joseph Conrad.• 

He presented his points concretely, explaining his attraction to 
writers like Joseph Conrad: 

Perhaps Comad appealed to me because he was like 
an American-he was an uprooted Pole sailing exotic seas, 
speaking French and writing English with extraordinary 
power and beauty. Nothing could be more natural to me, 
the child of immigrants who grew up in one of Chicago's 
immigrant neighborhoods than-of coursel-a Slav who 
was a British sea captain and knew his way around Mar
seilles and wrote an Oriental sort of English. 

Bellow identified with Joseph Conrad, the displaced person, as 
well as Joseph Conrad the artist. Like Conrad, he attempted to 
render the highest justice to the visible universe, trying to find 
in it, both in matter and the nonmaterial facts of life, what is 
fundamental, enduring, essential. Artists are not scientists who 
can know the world by systematic examination; artists have to 
!mow themselves. Bellow paraphrased Conrad: 

To begin with, the artist had only himself; he descended 
within himself and in the lonely regions to which he de
scended he found "the terms of his appeal." He appealed, 
said Conrad, "to that part of our being which is a gift, not 
an acquisition, to the capacity for delight and wonder ... 
our sense of pity and pain, to the latent feeling of fellowship 
with all creation-and to the subtle but invincible convic
tion of solidarity that knits together the loneliness of in
numerable hearts ... which binds together all humanity
the dead to the living and the living to the unborn."• 

Bellow believed that Comad spoke directly to him, reinforcing 
his own ideas about the individual which were that the indi
vidual appeared weak and felt nothing but his own weakness, 
but if he accepted his weakness and separateness and descended 
into himself, intensifying his loneliness, he discovered his soli
darity with other isolated individuals. Bellow devoted most of 
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his lecture to arguing against those writers like M. Alain Robbe
Grillet who find that the Conradian type of novel is "finished." 
For Robbe-Grillet, the novel of character belongs to the past 
and even if this state of affairs is not an improvement, it is the 
truth. Bellow argued against this perception, refusing to renounce 
the possibility of individuality. Although Bellow admitted know
ing what it feels like to be tired of characters who have become 
false and boring, he believes it is still possible to create interesting 
ones. The remainder of his Nobel lecture continued to be a 
defense of character. He argued that if the reader still finds 
pleasure in the master novelists of the nineteenth century who 
relied so heavily on character, then character cannot be as mum
mified as Robbe-Grillet suggests. 

Bellow's faith in character parallels his faith in people. He 
does not see individuality as totally dependent on historical and 
cultural conditions, nor does he accept that human beings are at 
a dead end. Even if the best one can do is, as Bellow's character, 
Mr. Arthur Sammler suggests, "to have some order within one
self,"• even that gives hope. Without denying private disorder 
or public bewilderment, Bellow argued that terrible predictions 
need not destroy us. As long as people think, feel, and discriminate 
there is hope for human beings. He appealed to his fellow artists 
to keep this in mind and to help preserve interest in individuality: 
"It may be more difficult to reach the whirling mind of a modem 
reader but it is possible to cut tlrrough tl1e noise and reach the 
quiet zone."10 

Through characterization, Bellow argued, the novelist can 
reconnect art and life. If the novelist does this, the novel will 
move from the margins of human enterprise back to a more 
central location where it belongs. He acknowledges that the 
central energies of people are taken up by crises yet he believes 
in the power of individuals and suggests that artists can and must 
represent people more adequately. As artists and individuals 
Bellow pleads for people to refuse to be shrunk or to slrrink 
themselves. He suggested tl1at while owning our disasters that 
we continue to love life and ourselves. We must go beyond our 
stock of ideas, myths, and strategies and find new ways to chal
lenge depressing theories. Through ilie novel, through ilie ex
ploration of character we can form a shelter for the human spirit. 

I 
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We are more than the pessimists suppose and we must go beyond 
that which represents us poorly. Again Bellow used Robbe
Grillet's pessimism in order to assert the opposite: 

·What Robbe-Grillet says about character can be said 
also about these ideas, maintaining all the usual things 
about mass society, dehumanization and the rest. How 
weary we are of them. How poorly they represent us. The 
pictures they offer no more resemble us than we resemble 
ilie reconstructed reptiles in a museum of paleontology. 
We are much more limber, versatile, better articulated, 
there is much more to us; we all feel it.11 

Bellow recommended that we lighten ourselves, throw off 
the encumbrance of pretension and falseness and act on our own
that is exactly what his most successful· protagonists try to do 
whether in Mrica, Chicago, or New York. We, like Eugene 
Henderson, Moses Herzog, and Charlie Citrine, must fight for 
the germ of our individuality under the wreckage of false and 
complicated systems. 

He ended his Nobel lecture, basically a "call to action" essay, 
affirming his belief in the novel as a spiritual shelter, in charac
terization, and in the wisdom of Conrad. 

A novel is balanced between a few true inlpressions and 
the multitude of false ones that make up most of what we 
call life. It tells us that for every human being there is a 
diversity of existences, that the single existence is itself 
an illusion in part, that these many existences signify some
thing, tend to something, fulfill something; it promises us 
meaning, harmony, and even justice. What Conrad said 
was true: art attempts to find in the universe, in matter 
as well as in the facts of life, what is fundamental, endur
ing, essential.12 

It is as if Bellow, in writing his Nobel lecture, took a look at 
his own novels and tried to define what was good in them. What 
he must have decided was that the honest searching of his pro
tagonists, their diverse existences, and their fight to get through 
their own complications and reach what was essential in iliem
selves, was the best part of his writing. Bellow knew he could 
create character. Often autl1ors who speak of their own work 
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are wrong about what gives their works power, but Bellow knows 
that the characters of his novels give them their passion and their 
integrity. 

The most memorable of these are thinkers interested in self
redemption. In his first novel, Dangling Man, 1944, Bellow cre
ated a remarkable hero who has the strength to accurately 
perceive his experience even though his life is dismal. The novel 
is in the form of a diary and through it, Joseph, the protagonist, 
an isolated man, communicates his disappointments with family 
and friends. He has recently been drafted into the army and the 
diary reflects his sickness of heart. He is insulted by relatives 
and friends who disapprove of his politics and life style. Joseph 
keeps writing, refusing to close his eyes to the world or to their 
response toward him. He is Bellow's first intellectual protagonist 
trying to come to terms with reality. 

The Victim, 1947, Bellow's second novel, also examines the 
life of a central protagonist. In this novel, rather than only 
examine the isolated individual, Bellow also examines people's 
relationships and obligations to one another. The novel's central 
character, Asa Levanthal, a man who has barely survived the 
depression and acutely remembers the humiliation of joblessness, 
has found himself alone in New York. It is summer; his wife is 
out of town as is his brother whose youngest child suddenly be
comes seriously ill. Amidst these changes and confusions, Levan
thai is directly confronted by a man named Kirby Allbee who 
claims tl1at Levan thai is. the cause of Allbee's ruined life. Years 
ago Allbee had given Levanthal, then out of a job, a letter of 
introduction to his employer. When Levanthal presented himself 
and tl1e letter, the employer was rude and Levanthal responded 
in kind. The enraged employer fired Allbee. 

Levanthal is forced to come to terms with his responsibility 
to his brother's family as well as to Allbee. As Allbee trails him, 
making demands, their relationship develops. Through their rela
tionship Bellow asks questions about the natme of brotherhood. 

With The Adventures of Augie March, 1953, Bellow explores 
the uses of humor in developing character. This is Bellow's most 
ambitious book. Delmore Schwartz praised the brilliance of 
Bellow's characterization. Augie March is a unique American 
hero: 
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The Adventures of Augie March is a new kind of book 
first of all because Augie March possesses a new attitude 
toward experience in America: instead of the blindness of 
affirmation and the poverty of rejection, Augie March rises 
from the streets of the modem city to encounter the reality 
of experience with an attitude of satirical acceptance, ironic 
affirmation, the comic transcendence of affirmation and 
rejection.13 

Like Joseph and Levan thai, Augie is trying to maintain his own 
integrity as best he can. If he is more light-hearted than Bellow's 
earlier protagonists and more adventmesome, he is still the intel
lect attempting to come to terms witl1 the world. If he is more 
mobile, he is no less spiritual than his predecessors. 

In Seize the Day, 1956, Bellow again explores a single charac
ter, Tommy Wilhehn (ne Adler). The canvas is smaller, the action 
of the novel spans a single day, but the protagonist, like Bellow's 
earlier ones, is trying to come to terms with his life, Wilhehn, 
suffocating in his isolation, tries to talk with his successful father, 
Dr. Adler, who is too threatened by his son's failme and neediness 
to be of use. In desperation, Wilhelm tmns to Dr. Tamkin, a 
charlatan who talks philosophy with him, but who robs him of 
his last few dollars. Mter losing the money and realizing that 
Dr. Tamkin betrayed him, Wilhehn breaks down. ·Only then is 
there the possibility of rebirtl1: Willielm enters a church, puts 
down his head and begins to cry. There is a funeral being held 
at the chmch and the other guests assume that this man must be 
bereaved over their friend's death. They try to comfort him. The 
situation, while obviously ironic, is also warmly humane. The 
comfort Wilhelm receives is real and because of it he is able to 
experience the value of just being alive. 

If optimism helped win Saul Bellow the Nobel Prize, it was 
not his optimism concerning heterosexual relationships; nor was 
it his ability to create fully developed female characters: In 
Dangling Man, Joseph's marriage is neither important nor neces
sary. The affair he has is meaningless. No woman in the novel 
is developed. In The Victim Levanthal's wife is out-of-town and 
remains undeveloped. Elena, Levanthal's sister-in-law, remains 
shadowy and her· superstitious mother serves as little more than 
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a symbol of impending doom. Robert Baker finds his treatment 
and depiction of women his greatest fault: 

The most apparent of Bellow's faults is his incapacity 
to deal convincingly with women. The female figures in 
his novels repeatedly fall into one of two categories: they 
are either nags or nymphomaniacs .... No Bellow novel 
has a heroine and in none of them does the protagonist's 
fate directly hinge upon his relationship with a woman .... 
Surely, with the .slow erasure of the distinction between 
the sexes that has been occurring in tl1e past half-century, 
women are not incomprehensible and one could serve as 
the, or at least a, central figure in a Bellow novel.14 

Baker's comments were written in a review of Seize the Day, a 
novel which contained as its most developed female character, 
Williehn's nagging wife. The review was published in 1957. Since 
then Bellow has created four novels: Henderson the Rain King, 
Herzog, Mr. Sammler's Planet, and Humboldt's Gift. Although 
these novels are brilliant explorations of male characters, none of 
them contains the kind of female character that Baker is re
questing. 

II enderson the Rain King, 1959, is his next and perhaps best 
novel. Eugene Henderson, a man in his second unsatisfactory 
marriage, is a Jewish WASP, a self-defined outcast, and a mil
lionaire. He is an absurd seeker of high qualities which he cannot 
name. He goes to Mrica and tl1ere, slowly, his abstract cries of 
"I want," change to more concrete and healthy questions con
cerning action. Henderson, exuberant, delightfully self-mocking, 
finds healthier outlets for his vitality in Mrica where he finally 
makes contact with nature and forms some intimate relationships. 

Like Henderson the Rain King, Herzog, 1964, also centers 
around a male protagmiist. The novel takes place during a two 
week period in the early summer of Moses Herzog's forty-seventh 
year. Herzog is distraught over his relationship with Madeline, 
his wife, who has recently left with their daughter, June, and 
is having an affair with Valentine Gersbach, his ex-best friend. 
He deals with his distraught state by writing angry letters to those 
who have frustrated him, but he does not send them. These 
letters, however, serve as an excellent vehicle through which 
Bellow can explain Herzog's past relationships and reactions. 
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Beverly Gross, in reviewing the book, stresses the importance of 
character: "What matters is the character of Herzog himself, 
and he matters enough to make the experience of reading the 
novel something like reading Joyce or Henry James-the experi-

. ence itself becomes a lesson in experience."" Madeline Herzog 
is as close as any of Bellow's female characters to being central, 
but she remains underdeveloped and incomprehensible, a castrat
ing intellectual whose relationship to her daughter seems genuine 
but remains unexplored. The reader never understands the cause 
of Madeline's dispassionate hatred for Herzog. The other major 
woman in the novel, Ramona, Herzog's lover, is no more de
veloped. When she is not acting like a pornographic fantasy, she 
seems capable and genuinely affectionate, but we never under
stand her behavior toward either herself or Herzog. 

In Mr. Sammler's Planet, 1970, Bellow examined a different 
type of male protagonist, one who is European and elderly, but 
as Ben Siegel suggests in his essay, "Saul Bellow & Mr. Sammler: 
Absurd Seekers of High Qualities," Bellow's views have not 
altered: "His primary concern, as always, is at the loss of moral 
and intellectual authority in America by the rational, the dis
ciplined, the humane."16 Mr. Sammler, a Polish Jew by birth, 
lost an eye during the war, survived a mass burial in which his 
wife died, lived liis happiest years in London where he was inti
mate with the Bloomsbury literary set and with H. G. Wells on 
whom he is planning to write a book Sammler is attempting 
to cope with the values of post-World War II America and of his 
young relatives. 

No woman plays a major role in the novel. Angela, his dying 
friend's daughter, is oversexed; his own daughter, Shula-Slawa, 
although forty, is treated as an overly-sensitive, well-meaning 
problem child. Her double name symbolizes her lack of a stable 
identity. And the young woman with whom Mr. Sammler celi
bately lives, Margotte, also a relative, is strong, nurturing, a 
marriagable widow who never transcends the boring. 

Bellow's last novel, Humboldt's Gift, published in 1975, the 
.year before he was awarded the Nobel Prize and which probably 
helped him win it, centers around another male protagonist, 
Charlie Citrine, a successful writer who must come to terms with 
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the materialism of his own generation and the brilliant energetic, 
metaphysical, and paranoid world of his mentor, the dead poet, 
Von Humboldt Fleisher. 

Charlie Citrine, sixty years old, is caught in a difficult divorce , 
and is quickly losing his money. He is too confused to concen
trate on his writing. Images of death surround him. Even his 
beautiful young lover, Renata, throws him over for a death image: 
she marries a funeral director. Citrine, like Bellow's other male 
protagonists, is fighting for a viable relationship to the world; 
Renata, like Bellow's other· female characters, needs further 
development. 

If Bellow, in writing his N obellecture, took a look at his own 
novels and tried to define what was good in them, and if he 
indeed decided that the horiest search of his protagonists, their 
complicated needs, and their fight to reach whatever was essen
tial in themselves, was the best part of his writing, he was judg
ing his work accurately. Bellow's male protagonists and their 
attempt to get through the world without losing their souls is 
what is best in his novels. His male protagonists give his novels 
emotional power; their personalities control even the form of 
each book: The Adventure of Augie March, like Angie, is expan
sive; Dangling Man, like Joseph, is tight, careful, a diary; Herzog, 
like Herzog, is tortured, filled with letters that will never be sent. 
But although character is his strength and character controls both 
the themes and form of his novels, he has not yet been able to 
create a viable female character. 

Female characters play an important role in his novels but 
they always appear in shadow, and one finds the inadequacy of 
their development jarring. If Bellow insists on dealing with 
female characters he must learn to make them more than types 
or they will continue to represent the greatest weakness in his art. 

Bellow, in receiving the Nobel Prize, verbalized some fear of 
becoming a functionary, a type, of losing his ability to make con
tact with the common life. If we look closely at his fear of losing 
contact with the common life, if we look at Bellow's language, 
what he specifically fears is becoming a "figurine in a China 
cabinet."" It is important to notice that he sees powerlessness 
as a female form-certainly this might help explain his unwilling
ness to closely examine the common life of women: he does not 
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want to identify with that which he fears and he cannot create 
viable characters without identifying with them. Bellow must 
overcome this fear if he is to do what he states in his Nobel lecture 
should be the aim of every artist: to discover the essential and 
once again connect art with life. But as he himself said: "One 
can't tell writers what to do. The imagination niust find its own 
path. But one can fervently wish that they.,---that we-would 
come back from the periphery. We do not, we writers, represent 
mankind adequately."18 Bellow does represent mankind ade
quately, and although he must find his own path, let us hope 
that he will learn to represent womankind with equal imagination 
and sensitivity. 
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THE PROBLEM OF UNITY IN 
THE VALLEY OF SHADOWS 

JoHN E. HALLWAS 

Fifteen years ago Harold P. Simonson produced the most 
extensive discussion yet to appear of Francis Grierson's long
neglected literary work, The Valley of Shadows ( 1909). In that 
study, he asserts that the various sections of the book are more 
unified than readers have suspected. However, Simonson's argu
ment is unconvincing, for his central insight-that "Sangamon 
County represents for Grierson the mythical Garden of Eden"
relates only to the first twelve chapters, which are set in that 
county.1 Indeed, his sensitive interpretation of the book is ahnost 
entirely focused on those chapters, and so he actually detracts 
from the notion that The Valley of Shadows has any significant 
unity beyond .chapters I-XII. This is as it should be, for that 
lengthy section of the book is superb while the other parts are 
comparatively undistinguished. In fact, a careful examination 
of the book's structure leads toward two conclusions: that the 
entire book has no meaningful unity, but that the first twelve 
chapters are as highly unified as any work of fiction-novel or 
novelette-needs to be. This circumstance suggests something 
about the composition history of the book and indicates the direc
tion that future criticism ought to take. 

The surface structure of The Valley of Shadows is not difficult 
to discern. Chapters I-XII are set in Sangamon County, Illinois 
and portray the pioneer culture in which the author's family had 
settled after emigrating from England. The year is 1858, when 
Grierson was ten years old. In the next two chapters, an unnamed 
stranger tells a story that occurred more than three decades 
earlier in the Sangamon River country: the love triangle involving 
Vicky Roberts, Hank Cutler, and Jack Stone. Nothing about the 
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story relates to preceding or following chapters in the book. 
Although the author claimed that ·The Valley of Shadows was 
based on his recollections, and no scholar has disputed this asser
tion, the Roberts-Cutler-Stone narrative was, in fact, derived from 
John L. McConnel's little-known cultural study,'Western Charac
ters ( 1853), where it is entitled "The First Grave."2 Chapter XV 
describes Alton, Illinois, where Grierson's family moved in 1858. 
It is the first chapter of the book which reads like autobiographical 
nonfiction. Grierson uses tl1e first-person pronoun constantly in 
Chapter XV as he records the sights and sounds of the Alton area. 
Chapter XVI is an account of the final Lincoln-Douglas debate, 
which he witnessed at Alton on October 15, 1858. However, the 
chapter reads much more like an analysis based upon study of the 
two men than a recollection. Chapters XVII-XXI are obviously 
autobiographical, offering the author's memories of St. Louis 
society, the city fair of 1860, The Planter's House hotel, the last 
torch-light procession before the 1860 election, and a military 
clash at Camp Jackson in May of 1861. (His family had moved 
to St. Louis in 1859.) Because Grierson was a page to General 
Fremont in the summer of 1861, chapters XXII-XXIV are de
voted to an account of Fremont's western expedition of 1848, 
which the author claims was at least partially based on oral infor
mation supplied by friends of the General. Chapter XXV gives 
an account of General B. H. Grierson's raid through the South in 
1863. This part was evidently included sinlply because the 
famous Civil War general was the author's cousin. Finally, Chap
ter XXVI presents Grierson's memories of the busy St. Louis 
riverfront in 1862 and 1863, as preparations were being made for 
Grant's surprise attack on Vicksburg. It also includes a brief 
account of the battle, which the author did not witness. 

As this summary indicates, at least seven very different sub
jects are covered in The Valley of Shadows, and some of those 
are not autobiographical. Hence, the book is a collection of 
materials rather than a unified whole. Moreover, evidence of 
fictionalizing is apparent in several sections, especially where 
Grierson presents dialogue that he could not have heard or 
remembered. Therefore, the various parts' of The Valley of 
Shadows must be evaluated separately, as one would approach 
a collection of essays and short fiction. 
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Most sections of the book have little literary value. The sum
:O,ary of General Grierson's raid is of historical interest only, while 
the reminiscences of Alton and St. Louis, although frequently 
vivid, are neither powerful nor probing. The tale of the Roberts
Cutler-Stone love triangle and the somewhat fictionalized histori
cal narrative concerning Fremont's expedition have slight charac" 
terizations and no thematic complexity. Only the long first section 
of the book, concerning the pioneers of Sangamon County in 1858, 
has unusual literary significance. 
. The unity of the opening section is achieved in several ways. 
First of all, the characters and setting are consistent throughout. 
Elihu Gest, Zack Caverly, Kezia Jordan, and the others interact 
in various locations within Sangamon County. Secondly, the 
twelve chapters contain a loose but engaging plot that involves 
conflict over abolition and the helping of runaway slaves. Further
more, as Simonson has indicated, Grierson depicts cultural change 
in America by presenting Sangamon County in terms of three 
symbolic concepts: Edenic Garden (the vanishing old order), 
valley of shadows (the transitional era), and new Canaan (the 
coming new order). Hence, as he says, "The Valley of Shadows 
is an allegory of a paradise lost and a vision of a paradise 
regained.''3 However, once again he errs by referring to the 
book as a whole. Grierson's symbolic structure is evident only 
in chapters I-XII, in spite of later references to Lincoln at Alton 
as "the prophetic man of the present and the political saviour of 
the future" (Chapter XVI) and to events on the St. Louis river
front as "ushering in a new era and a new world" (Chapter 

·XXVI) .4 The reader does not experience Lincoln as either a 
prophet or a political saviour in the Alton debate chapter, and 
he does not feel that activity on the St. Louis riverfront in the 
final chapter has any connection with a coming era. 

Aside from the symbolic meaning in chapters I -XII, there is 
also a unifying theme in that section: the mixture of religion and 
politics in the culture of the region. This is introduced very early 
in the story, when Zack Caverly (nicknamed Socrates) comments 
that in politics and religion people fall into tln·ee groups. " 'Pears 

· like thar' s allers three kyinds o' everything-thar war the Whigs, 
tl>e Demicrats, en the Know-nothin' s, en thar air thre,e kyinds o' 
folks all over tl1is here kintry-the Methodists the Hardshells en 

' ' 
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them thet' s ... dead shet again religion'' ( p. 35). And this comes 
in the middle of a conversation which mixes talk about the aboli
tionists with mention of the influence of theMethodist and Baptist 
churches in tl1e area. More importantly, in the sermon which' is 
central to the first chapter, the preacher uses the' Old Testament 
story of the freeing of the Israelites from Egypt to advocate the 
freeing of the slaves, and he asserts that Lincoln will be the 
deliverer ( p. 41). Thus, Grierson makes the point that the people 
in Sangamon County in the 1850's had an understanding of 
America's political situation that was greatly influenced by 

religion. 
Of course, tllis view of Lincoln as an American Moses was not 

part of Sangamon County culture before the Civil War .. Rather, 
it is a well-known aspect of the Lincoln legend that developed 
after the assassination in 1865. Grierson simply interpreted cen
tral Illinois culture of 1858 in terms of his later perspective. 
There could be no clearer evidence that the story contained in 
chapters I-XII is fictionalized, no matter how much it may owe 
to the author's recollections. . 

In the same way, much of Chapter VI is devoted to a discus~ 
sian of religion and politics. The Load-Bearer (Elihu Gest), for 
example, comments on one of the Lincoln-Douglas debates by 

saying, 

"Thar's a new dispensation a-comin' ... but it warn't 
made plain what it ud be till I heerd Abe Lincoln en Steve 
Douglas discussin' some p'ints o law fer the fust tinle. 

I 'low Steve Douglas hed the law on his side ... but 
Lawyer Lincoln hedn't been speakin' more'n ten minutes 
afore I see he war a-bein' called on, en 'peared like I could 
hear the words, 'jedgment, jedgmentl' a-soundin' in the 
air ... .'' (pp. 74-75) 

When slavery advocate Lem Stephens complains, " 'ye war on:Iy 
listenin' to an Abolitionist a-stumpin' this hull tarnation keden
try,"' Socrates (Zack Caverly) says, '"I reckon religion en poli
tics air 'bout tl1e same,' " and the Load-Bearer agrees: " 'Sin in 
politics ... air ekil te sin in religion-thar ain't no dividin' line' " 
(p. 77). . 
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Likewise, Chapter XII is of central importance to the religion 
and politics theme. As Uriah Busby says about the camp meet
ing which fills the entire chapter, "'the people hev an idee that 
this here meetin' ain't so much fer religion ez it air fer politics' ". 
(p. 127), for '"they all want to see which a-way the black eat's 
a-goin' to jump"' (pp. 126-27). That is to say, they are gather
ing at the camp meeting to find out how the question of slavery 
is going to be decided. The answer comes when a son of the 
Waguers (a pro-slavery couple) drowns in a creek and lightning 
causes a tree to fall on Alek Jordan (the son of abolitionists). 
Those two deaths foreshadow the coming of the Civil War. In
deed, the Load-Bearer closes the chapter by saying, " 'Let 'em 
mourn, let 'em mourn; jedgment ain't far off!"' (p. 137)-which 
describes the assembled people as both "mourning for religion" 
in the face of approaching Judgment Day, and mouming over the 
dead young men in preparation for the Civil War, when a judg
ment on the political question will finally be made. 

It should be noted that the very pattern of Grierson's emphasis 
on the religion and politics theme-in chapters I, VI, and XII 
(the beginning, middle, and end)-indicates its structural im
portance. Furthermore, while Chapter I centers around a sermon 
with political implications, Chapter VI deals with a political 
speech that has religious meaning-at least for the Load-Bearer. 
And in Chapter XII, the only address given is both speech and 
sermon, as a black man tries to put the realms of religion and 
politics into proper perspective for his Negro listeners by asking 
them," 'which am it better to do-cross ober Jordan inter Canaan, 
er cross de State line inter Canada?' " and also, " 'which is better 
fer de coloured folks-to be boun' in dis wurrul and free in de 
nex', er to be free in dis wurrul an' boun' after you am dead?"' 
(p. 128). 

There is, then, considerable unity in the first section of The 
Valley of Shadows, and this is perhaps not surprising when one 
considers that it is the most highly fictionalized portion of the 
book. Even if the plot is based on Grierson's childhood experi
ences at age ten, chapters I-XII are full of invented dialogue and 
exhibit considerable symbolic and thematic development. It is 
also possible that some of the characterizations may be derived 
from historical materials as well as from the author's recollections. 
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In particular, the Morgan County, Illinois, history by Charles M. 
Eames, Historic Morgan and Classic Jacksonville (1885), de
scribes Underground Railroad conductor Isaac Snedeker at 
some length, indicating that he was "a total stranger to fear."5 

A photograph of Snedeker-displaying his large mane of hair 
and beard-is also included in the volume. When Grierson intro
duces Isaac Snedeker in The Valley of Shadows, the latter is 
called a man "who had never known fear" and is described in 
terms that relate to the photograph: "His hair stood out thick 
and bushy, and his bearded face, with the upper lip clean-shaven, 
gave to his whole countenance a massive, formidable look. ... " 
( p. 102) .. Hence, the Morgan County history could have influ
enced this characterization. It is also worth noting that Eames 
describes Elihu Wolcott as "the head" of the Underground Rail
road in the Lower Illinois River Valley area, and his photograph 
is included in the historical volume too.• Wolcott was probably 
the basis for Elihu Gest, the Load-Bearer, who not only has the 
same unusual first name but is the leading figure in Underground 
Railroad activity in Grierson's narrative. In any case, the first 
section of The Valley of Shadows is not only better than all other 
parts of the book; it is different from them .. It is neither recol
lection nor historical interpretation, but a carefully constructed 
and surprisingly complex achievement in fiction. 

Moreover, there is some evidence that Grierson may have 
written chapters I-XII at an earlier period than the rest of the 
book, for the Proem relates only to those chapters. It refers 
directly to the "late fifties" in Illinois, when there was a feeling 
that "something biblical applied to the circumstances of the 
hour," and "the whole country round about Springfield was being 
illuminated by the genius of one man, Abraham Lincoln, whose 
influence penetrated all hearts, creeds, parties, and institutions" 
( pp. 29-30). It also refers to the hard-working settlers, the in
fluence of. the prairies, and the marvels that were interpreted as 
"signs of divine preparation and warning" (p. 29)-all of which 
relate closely to the first twelve chapters but not to the rest of 
the book. In other words, it is likely that Grierson wrote chap
ters I-XII as a short novel-blending his recollections with his
torical information about the Lincoln era in Illinois and inventing 
some scenes, characters, and dialogue. Mter he created a Proem 
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for the novel, he decided to make that work part of a larger, more 
directly autobiographical volume. This would explain the vast 
difference between the first section and the rest of the book. 

Why would Grierson make such a change in plans? He may 
have placed the short novel in a nonfiction, autobiographical con
text in order to lend the authority of personal experience to his , 
uimsual interpretation of Sangamon County culture in 1858. In 
other words, having produced a work that was based to some 
extent on recollections but was fictionalized, he may have wanted 
to de-emphasize the imaginative quality of his achievement in 
order to promote his view of cultural change in America. It is 
interesting that, in the opening sentence of his Preface, which 
is dated 1909, Grierson emphasizes that the work is not a novel: 
"This book is not a novel, but the recollections of scenes and 
episodes of my early life in Illinois and Missouri. ... " (p. 27). 
As mentioned above, the discovery of the source for chapters 
XIII -XIV, concerning the Roberts-Cutler-Stone love triangle, 
demonstrates that the book was not simply composed of recollec
tions and orally transmitted narratives. If The Valley of Shadows 
had been just a collection of autobiographical episodes, this state
ment by Grierson would have been unnecessary. As it is, no· 
reader would ever mistake the book for a novel-except for the 
first section, which Grierson hoped would blend in with, and give 
meaning to, the recollections and historical narratives that fol
lowed. If he had not added the Roberts-Cutler-Stone episode 
directly after chapters I-XII, and had not presented it as if told 
to the Sangamon County pioneers (and himself) in 1858, the 
change in technique-from fiction to nonfiction-would have 
been even more apparent than it is. 

In any case, regardless of what the author intended, a short 
novel is exactly what chapters I-XII are because of the single 
plot, distinctive characterizations, thematic complexity, symbolic 
depth, and imaginative dialogue. In the future, scholars should 
approach that section of The Valley of Shadows as a separate 
work-for which the present title and Proem of the book were 
probably originally intended. It is a fine fictional achievement, 
published along with other narratives and recollections that are 
unimportant by comparison. 

Western Illinois University 
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BRAND WHITLOCK'S LITERARY REPUTATION 
IN BELGIUM, 1917-1934' 

PAUL W. MILLER 

By the time of his death in 1934, Brand Whitlock's literary 
reputation in Belgium was eclipsed by his reputation as a diplo
mat, as a noble and courageous human being, and as a friend of 
Belgium. Be it long to their credit, the Belgian people did not 
in his lifetime forget Whitlock the ministre protecteur whom 
they had virtually canonized during the war for helping initiate 
and for expediting the American relief program and for standing 
whenever possible between tl1e awesome power of the German 
Army of Occupation and its potential victims. By May, 1934, 
however, the high tributes paid earlier in Belgium to Whit}ock 
the distinguished man of letters, had been discounted or all but 
forgotten. 

It must be conceded, however, that Whitlock's literary repu
tation in Belgium, beginning with his appointment as American 
Minister in 1913, was ancillary in and probably derivative from 
his reputation as a diplomat. Moreover, his reputation as a writer 
in Belgium was rather narrowly based on a first-hand knowledge 
of only four of his works translated into French ·and published 
in France or Belgium between 1917 and 1932. The chief of these 
works, unquestionably, was Belgium: A Personal Narrative pub
lished in France in 1922 as La Belgique sous l'Occupation Alle
mande? In the United States, on the other hand, Whitlock's 
reputation as a writer had always been somewhat independent 
of his professional and political activities, and had been much 
more broadly based on a knowledge of his eighteen books pub
lished over a long period, between 1902 and 1933. 

Although Whitlock's literary reputation in the United States 
would seem to have been much more solidly established and 
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secure than in Belgium, at least from the time of his election to 
the prestigious National Academy of Arts and Letters in 1916, 
such was not in fact the case, since the revolution in literary taste 
that became marked in the twenties was glorifying a bold, new 
generation' of post-war writers such as Sherwood Anderson Sin-

. ' 
clair Lewis, Fitzgerald and Hemingway at the expense of "archaic" 
Howellsian realists like Whitlock Thus, though perhaps for rather 
different reasons, the decline of Whitlock's literary reputation in 
the United States parallels its decline in Belgium. Typifying this 
decline, Whitlock's lengthy obituary in the New York Times de
scribed him as "primarily a writer," but mentioned-in passing
only one of his books.• 

A special problem for one seeking to make a just estimate of 
Whitlock's literary reputation in Belgium during and soon after 
World War I, lies in the fact that Whitlock was in Belgium eyes 
a diplomat first, a writer second. Thus according to Belgian 
canons of good taste he was exempt from adverse criticism of his 
writings. One could quote a diplomat, praise him, or even ignore 
him on occasion, but not attack his writing publicly in print. 
Consequently it is fair to conclude that Whitlock's writings in 
Belgium during his lifetime received kid-glove treatment, the kind 
of "diplomatic immunity" tl1at goes beyond our American under
standing of the term and of which Whitlock himself may have 
been unaware. In reading Belgian "reviews" of Whitlock's writ
ings, then, one must note all the degrees and nuances of praise 
offered, confident that no dispraise will appear. An unflattering 
corollary of the above might be that the literary productions of 
a diplomat, except insofar as they bear on his diplomatic roles, 
need not be taken altogether seriously, no more seriously, perhaps, 
than the Sunday paintings of a politician like Winston Churchill. 
Consequently, one should not expect Belgian reviews of Whit
lock's writing to be as thorough or penetrating as though they 
concerned a foreigner without diplomatic connections, or a native 
Belgian. 

A final consideration for anyone attempting to assess Whit
lock's literary reputation in Belgium from 1917 to 1934 issues from 
the flat statement by a highly placed, present member of tl1e 
Academie Royale de Langue et de Litterature Francaises in Bel
gium, that Whitlock was elected in 1922 to foreign membership 
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in this distinguished body not because of his literary achieve
ments, but because of gratitude for his role during the war. 

Beginning with Un Americain (1917) and Lincoln (1920) 
and reaching a climax of praise with La Belgique ( 1922) that was 
already becoming muted with Narcisse ( 1932), the Belgian re
viewers of Whitlock ordinarily saw him as a distinguished diplo
mat, a heroic individual, or as a friend of Belgium whose writings 
more or less brilliantly illustrated whichever of the above roles 
they chose to emphasize. By the time of his death, however one 
of Whitlock's newspaper obituaries, though demonstrating a' con
siderable knowledge of his writings, relegated them to tl1e status 
of m_ere leisme-time pursuits.• Other obits mentioned only La 
Belgzque among his literary achievements.' Two of Whitlock's 
long-term friends and admirers, however, ilie Countess Carton de 
Wiart and Gustave Van Zype, stand as marked exceptions to the 
prevailing tone of criticism. Though both admired Whitlock ilie 
man and diplomat, both, and especially Van Zype, took his writ
ings seriously, and both wrote substantial accounts of his life and 
writings at the time of his death. What makes tl1e penetration, of 
his comments on Whitlock especially remarkable, especially when 
discussing the untranslated works, is Van Zype's confessed in-
adequacy with the English language.' , · 

In the words of ilie Countess Carton de Wiart ilie first to 
translate one of Whitlock's works, Un Americain d'aufourd'hui was 
much appreciated ["tres gout<\"] when copies reached Belgium 
~rom France in the summer and fall of 1917, soon after U.S. entry 
mto the war. (By early April, Whitlock, as representative of an 
enemy power in Belgium, had been forced to leave Brussels for 
Le Havre, seat of ilie Belgian wartime government.) Whole 
articles of praise, including one by the patriarchal French writer 
Maurice Barres, were devoted to Whitlock's autobiography. 
Shortly after publication it received an extensive tribute includ-. . ' 
mg some analysis, from ilie Belgian Academy of Moral and Politi-
cal Sciences, whose spokesman praised Whitlock as eminent 
minister of the United States, man of action, able politician, 
lawyer, and in fifth and sixth places, as a jomnalist and novelist.7 

Written between ilie lines of this praise is the continuing Belgian 
defiance of tl1e German army of occupation, togeilier wiili appre
ciation of Whitlock's previous role as "ministre protecteti:r," and 
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of U.S. entry into the war, which Whitlock had more and more 
openly favored and supported while in Brussels. 

In contrast to U n Americain, Whitlock's Abraham Lincoln 
( 1920), seems to have been passed over by the Belgian re~iewers 
in almost total silence. Though he was perhaps Whitlock s most 
ardent literary champion in Belgium, the only tiring iliat Van 
Zype could find to say about Lincoln was that it was translated by 
its author. One can now only speculate on why this work, which 
had a moderate success in two American editions and one British 
edition before it appeared in France, evidently failed in Belgium. 
Perhaps the alien subject matter, the long delay in publication 
since its first appearance in English in 1909, and ilie quality of the 
translation, over which Whitlock struggled painfully for a con
siderable time, were all factors in its quiet Belgian demise. 

As had been the case in the United States when Belgium was 
published in 1919," Whitlock's reputation as a man of letters 
reached new heights in Belgium wiili the publication of La 
Belgique sous !'Occupation Allemande in 1922. In a letter to 
his close friend and editor Rutger Jewett, Whitlock himself took 
note of tills heady development in his literary career: "Perhaps 
it will interest you to kuow that Belgium in the French transla
tion is out, and has had an immense success in the press. All the 
Paris newspapers published literally columns in review of it, and 
the Brussels papers, of course, did likewise."' What must have 
been particularly gratifying to Whitlock was this first-regret
tably, also his last-experience in the European press of selected 
praise that went beyond the recognition of his diplomatic skill, 
his humanity, and his friendship for Belgium. Finally, it appeared, 
he was becoming appreciated as a writer, not merely as a diplomat 
who also wrote. 

The review of Whitlock's memoirs in La Nation Belge, how
ever, still sounds a familiar note. Here his writings are praised 
because in reading iliem, one experiences more joy in discovering 
a man than in rediscovering a diplomat. For iliis reviewer, the 
work is chiefly valuable as it reflects Whitlock the man (and 
diplomat) of fine and subtle sensitivity." According to this critic, 
the Belgians will not leam from Whitlock's work, they'll do better; 
in reading it, they will relive the war, the anguish, hope and 
indignation that tins compassionate, "resonant" soul underwent. 
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But before the Fren~h translation of Whitlock's work appeared, 
the new note of Belgian Whitlock criticism had already been 
~truck b~ a reviewer in Le Soir (Brussels) of 1919. Here Belgium 
IS descnbed as a book which portrays the war with such an 
accent _of ~ruth,_ such moving melancholy, and such literary. excel
lenc~ [Italics rnme] that it should have been written by a Belgian, 
and mdeed, one regrets that it was not.11 

. A_rnong the several Belgian newspapers enthusiastically re
VIew;ng ~a Belgique in 1922, the most glowing tribute was offered 
by L lndependance Beige, on the occasion of Whitlock's election 
t~ the recently founded Acadernie Royale de Langue et de Lit
terature Francai_ses. Here, moreover, one finds a striking ,depar
ture. fro~ the k~nd of praise Whitlock the writer had generally 
received m Belgmrn up to this point. He is portrayed as above all 
a man of letters, revealing subtlety, emotion expressed soberly, 
g~eat talent and delicate sensitivity. Aware that Whitlock calls 
himself a realist, this reviewer nevertheless sees La Belgique as 
a work dominated by great and profound idealism, which was 
before the war full of illusions.12 One detects in this review the 
i~uence if not the hand of Gustave Van Zype, who along with 
berng a playwright and journalist, became the editor-in-chief of 
L'lndependance Beige after the war. 

In his final assessment of Whitlock's life and work for the 
Royal A~aderny follo~ing Whitlock's death in 1934, Van Zype 
once agam gave special attention to La Belgique, this time as a 
wor~ set apart fro'? Whitlock's works of imagination by its exact, 
rnovmg but restramed account of his 30 months under the Ger
man occupation endured with the Belgian people. Van Zype sums 
up La Belgique as a masterful portrayal of reality from which 
the imagination is banished.'" One must conclude then that 
La Belgique was appreciated as an expression of lite:ary, though 
not ne~essarily i~aginative talent, and not just as an interesting 
revelatiOn of Whitlock the diplomat and great-hearted man. 

Whitlock's last work translated into French was Narcisse 
which first appeared in installments in the Belgian societ; 
wee_kly L'Eventail, from.Decernber 20, 1931 to February 7, 1932. 
Whitlock summarized the story of its Belgian publication up to 
the date of his letter, and accurately anticipated its publication as 
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a book (in June, 1932), though he proved unduly optimistic as 
to its eventual critical reception: 

I forgot to tell you that whilst I was in Brussells I 
arranged for the translation in French and publication of 
Narcissus, which seems to have excited a tremendous 
amount of interest and, if I may say so, pride in Belgium. 
Gustave van Zype wanted to print it first as a feuilleton in 
L'Eventail, and then to bring it out in book form, and I 
told them to go ahead and do it. Nell's old secretary, Made
moiselle Polinet, made a translation which van Zype re
vised; he is going to write a Preface for it, and then L'Even
tail are [sic] going to bring it out as a book in their series 
of publications .... I don't suppose there will be a penny 
in it for anybody .... 14 

As always, Van Zype did everything possible to make his 
friend's work a critical and popular success in Belgium. Most im
portant, he put on the line his own considerable reputation as 
Permanent Secretary of the Royal Academy, journalist and art 
critic, by writing a glowing preface to Narcisse. 

In fact, however, the impact of N m·cisse, even with Van Zype' s 
preface, was not great enough to cause any critical stir in Brussels. 
And since, according to L'Eventail, copies were still available in 
1934 at the time of Whitlock's death, one could infer that sales 
of this volume had not been brisk, just as Whitlock feru·ed.. Re
views of Narcisse are almost impossible to find except in the news
papers of Antwerp, the horne of the romance's protagonist Van 
Dyck and his great artistic mentor Rubens. Indeed almost half 
of Whitlock's story is set in Antwerp, much in Rubens' famed 
"Italian" palace. It is scarcely surprising, then, that Narcisse 
should have attracted attention in that city, especially since the 
Anversois are fiercely proud of their metropolis, very possessive 
of Rubens, and jealous to assess and preserve the reputation of 
their greatest painter. The limited critical attention paid to 
Narcisse in Brussels may be partly explained by Whitlock's long 
retirement from public life compounded by long absence from 
Brussels (apart from summer vacations spent there), and by the 
irregularity of the legend's appearance as a book published by a 
reputable but not highly prestigious magazine some time atter 
its initial publication in serial form. Add to this the equivocal 
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nature of the work itself, which led to widely divergent critical 
opinions of it from the moment of its first appearance in English." 

The Neptune, a nautical newspaper of Antwerp, paid a 
thoroughly conventional, "diplomatic" tribute to Whitlock's Nar
cisse. Along with mentioning Belgium's gratitude for the former 
American ambassador, it praises his evocation of Belgian scenes, 
including one in the Rubens house.16 From the more sophisti
cated, more cultivated critic of the Antwerp Metmpole, Narcisse 
receives more severe-and serious-scrutiny, politely signifying 
tl1at its author's years of diplomatic immunity to criticism are 
over. Indeed this is the only piece of Belgian criticism of Whit
lock I have found that circumvents the special privileges of the 
diplomat as writer-and does so in a wickedly clever way. Be
cause Mr. Brand Whitlock is-or was-an eminent diplomat and 
a great friend of Belgium, the critic of Narcisse would not wish 
to write a single word that could cause him pain. That is why 
the reviewer must address his reproaches to ilie preface writer, 
Mr. Gustave Van Zype, who should have put Mr. Whitlock on 
guard against certain blunders or tendentious interpretations 
that depreciate his little novel. He should at least have told his 
friend that there was no Belgian art as such in the time of Rubens 
[ilie Belgian nation having been formed in 1830], but only Flem
ish art, and that to put the phrase "Belgian art" into the mouili 
of tl1e seventeenth-century artist Jordaens is to be guilty not 
merely of nonsense but of absurdity. The critic also chides Van 
Zype for not correcting Whitlock's false assertion that Rubens 
had a "bourgeois taste" for riches. "Everything demonstrates, on 
the contrary, with ilie great Flemish painter, the absence of such 
a sentiment. What characterizes bourgeois taste is ostentation; 
showing off, the ridiculous and infantile pleasure of demonstrating 
to the world iliat one is rich . If Mr. Brand Whitlock finds such 
ostentation in ilie joy that Rubens felt in surrounding himself 
with beautiful iliings, with owning beautiful furniture and feast
ing his friends royally, then he is confusing, as they say, a hawk 
with a handsaw" [translation mine]. Services like those suggested 
above would have been worth a lot more to Van Zype' s friend 
Whitlock than writing him a preface stuffed with fulsome praise 
( "une preface banalement louangeuse") .'7 It is clear from ilie 
tone of this criticism iliat Whitlock, the classic innocent abroad 

l 
' 
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in spite of his urbanity, had stepped into an Anversois hornets' 
nest by allegedly maligning Pieter Paul Rubens, Antwerp's dar
ling. Hypersensitive as he was to criticism, one can only hope 
that no cljpping service sent Whitlock iliis ·brilliantly vicious 
invective, perhaps tl1e only unvarnished Belgian criticism he ever 

received! 
Though Narcisse seems to have been generally ignored by ilie 

Belgian press when it appeared in book as well as serial form, it 
was mentioned by several reviewers at ilie time of his death as 
his most recent book to be translated, as further proof of his 
attachment to the Belgian people, 18 and of his taste in artistic 
matters." One reviewer felt iliat this last volume especially bore 
the mark of his spirit and talent."0 

· 

In conclusion, one notes iliat Whitlock's literary reputation 
in Belgium, except as indicated by one scathing review of N ar
cisse written long after his retirement as ambassador, is con
sistently veiled, and in a measure falsified owning to his diplo
matic position, which dominated ilie view that Belgian reviewers 
and critics took of him to a degree that would be unimaginable in 
the United States, if a foreign ambassador were to offer his literary 
wares to the public. To the extent iliat one can separate Whit
lock's literary reputation from his diplomatic status among the 
Belgians, one would have to conclude iliat while boili Abraham 
Lincoln and Narcisse were damned with no praise or little praise, 
Un Americain d'auiow·d'hui was enthusiastically received as a 
manifestation of the American spirit of individual liberty and 
conscience, illustrated by tl1e achievements of Brand Whitlock 
himself. The contrast between the libertarian spirit of tl1e Ameri
cans and the authoritarian rule of the Germans is all but explicit, 
even while the Belgians are being ground under the iron heel. 
It remained for La Belgique, however, to receive the final acco
lade; it was perceived not only as a manifestation of its auilior' s 
noble spirit, but also as a product of literary genius at work on 
those subjects from which the imagination is necessarily banished 
("!'imagination en est bannie") .2' 

Wittenberg University 
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NOTES 

1. My study is based on a survey of francophone sources because 'Whitlock's 
works, having been translated into French, were chiefly reviewed by frarico
phone publications. I want to express here my gratitude for the opportunity 
afforded me by a grant from the Commission for Educational Exchange be
tween the_ United States- of America, Belgium and Luxembourg (Fulbright 
Commission) to study Whitlock at the Bibliotheque Royale Albert 1 er in 
Brussels during the summer and fall of 1979. 

2. B_elgium: A Personal Narrative (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 
1918); La Belgique sous VOccupation Allemande, trans. Paul de Reul (Paris: 
Berger-Levrault, 1922). The first of Whitlock's works to be published in 
French was Un Am6ricain d'aujourd'hui (Paris: Berger-Levrault, 1917). 
[Forty Years of ItJ, translated by Whitlock's loyal friend and supporter the 
Countess Carton de Wiart while she was confined to a German prison duting 
-the summer of 1915. This was followed by Whitlock's own translation. of 
Abraham Lincoln (Paris: Payot & Cie, 1920); La Belgique; and Narcisse/La 
L<!gende de Van Dyck (Bruxelle" l'Eventail, 1931 [1932]), translated by 
Alice Polinet, who had been Mrs. Whitlock's personal secretarY during the 
Belgian years. Two other interesting works that draw, upon Whitlock's ex
perience in Belgium but which have not been translated are Uprooted· 
(New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1926), and Transplanted (New 
York: D. Appleton and Company, 1927) .. In order not to offend his Belgian 
hosts by several unflattering portraits of Belgian aristocrats projected in 
Transplanted, he eventually changed its setting to France. This change was 
unfortunate in the first place because it caused Whitlock great pain to 
execute, in the second because his Belgian readers, taking for granted that 
this- novel concerned the French with whom Whitlock spent his retirement 
years, seem not to have suspected his original intent. Another possibility, of 
course, is that at least a few of Whitlock's Belgian readers recognized his 
portraits of their contemporaries and enjoyed or failed to enjoy them in 
discreet silence. 

Concerning Whitlock's agonies over his "Belgian novels," see his unpub
lished Journal, Brand Whitlock Papers, Library of Congress, Container 5, 
January 30, 1925, and Container 44, December 14, 1926, among other entries, 

3. New York Times, 25 May 1934, pp. 22-23. 
4. L'Etoile Belge, 25 May 1934, p. 1. 
5. See, for example, 'Les Obseques de M. Brand Whitlock," Le Petit Nigois, 

27 May 1934, n.p. 
6. Galeries des Portraits, Academie Royale de Langue et de Utterature Fran

caises, No. 117 (Bruxelle" Palais des Acaderrues, 1972), pp. 375-97. 
7. The above tributes, including quoted material, are found in Countess Carton 

de Wiart, "Brand Whitlock," Revue Getuffrale, 15 July 1934, pp. 13-16. 
,8, For example, the Boston Tramcript, 28 May 1919, p. 6 described Belgium 

as «a document with a soul, the kind that make [sic] literature imperish
able," and Nation, 7 June 1919, p. 919 called it "a literary masterpiece by 
a literary artist," (Quoted from Eleanor Steffens, "Brand Whitlock: an Essay, 
a Checklist, and an Annotated Bibliography," Diss. Case Western Reserve 
1972, p. 84, a remarkably thorough and helpful work.) 

9. "To Rutger B. Jewett," 7 April1922, The Letters and Journal of Broad Whit
lock/The Letters, ed. Allen Nevins (New York: D. Appleton-Century Com
pany, 1936), I, 341. 
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La Nation Belge, 24 January- 1922, p. 1. 
10. Le Soir, 16 June 1919, p. 3, cols. 1-3. 
11. L'Inde endance Belge, 6 October 1922, p. L . , B l-
12. . p d Port "t IV 393 The praises showered on Wh1tlock s La e 
13 Galerw es r01 s, ' · sh d d by the · · d Heated when they were not over a owe 

gique in Belgmm were up de F No 141 (1920) 857-58 discussing 
French reviews The Mercure ranee, . , '. ed St t 
the English ve~sion, called it the best book produ.ced ~ the "?mt aa:s 

th Whil th review dedicated to La Belgtque m Le Ftgaro, 28 J · 
~~22 e;a;.still c~oseeto focus more attention on Whitlock ~e man2 than. o~ 
the ~ter the review appearing in Le Temps, 22 Jan. 19 2, p, pr~l~e 
Whitlock for his fresh, graciously intimat~ sty~ th~~,~~eth~:.o~:~ ~19~;)~ 
new life even to well known events. W en e ' . f Whitlock 
252-53 also reviewed the French version, it :ombined _prru: o th t 
the writer of "infinite talent" with the presCient warnmg at . e gre~ , 

d . . tibl G nnan High Command of which Whit-
mysterious, ptilli~less. an ~~s~~e s:.me e ambitions, goals and dreams as before. 
lock wrote, s exiSts, WI d ·f . uld When will the 
It uld begin the war again tomorrow' to ay l lt ~o . 

wo. and others open their eyes, this reviewer wondered. 
Amencans B J tt" 16 Dec 1931 Whitlock Papers, Library of Congress, 

14. "To Rutger . ewe , · ' 

Container 47. d from the Boston Transcript's a~Sertion that nothing 
15. Critical comments range h d this romance "in sheer beauty of _conce:Ption, 

Whitlock had done approac e. h ti " to Books' judgment that 
. . of analysis and m appy execu on, 
!? surenes~ of fiction-it [Narcisse] hardly rises above the level of a pr~tty 

as a war fl B d Whitlock p. 139 quoting from Boston Trt.:nscnpt, 
story " See Ste ens, ran • 
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WILLA CATHER AND THE 
«AMERICAN METAPHYSIC" 

BARRY GROSS 

Those critics who pay attention to Willa Cather at all agree 
that One of Ours is her worst book. Reviewing it in October 
1922, ~,dmund Wilson called it a «Hat failure,"l her «least satis: 
fac~ory performance? Maxwell Geismar, who takes Cather more 
sen~usl~ than most critics-devoting a seventy-page chapter to 
her m his Last of the Provincials-thinks "One of Ours is Cather's 
weakest novel."• Louis Auchincloss, in Pioneers and Caretakers: 
A Study of Nine American Woman Novelists declares that "with 
the. ex~epti~n of One of Out·s, [Cather] u'taintained an' extra
ordmanly high level in her fiction."• 

. ~uch of the negative response is clearly based on the con
VIct~on that a woman has no business writing about war. Wilson 
attributes the failure of the novel to "the special handica f 
[Cather's] having to imagine her hero in relation to the or~e~ 
of th~ war."' Edward Wagenknecht, in his Cavalcade of the 
Amerzcan Novel, attributes the failure of the last part-the war 
part~of,~ne of Ours to the fact that "it was not Willa Cather's 
matenal. W. J. Stuckey, in his book on Pulitzer Prize novels
One of Ours won the Pulitzer Prize in 1922-finds that "M · 
Cath~r is unable to create convincingly her hero's [war J expe~:~ 
ence. 

7
• ~thur Hobson Quinn, in American Fiction: A Historical 

a~d Crztzc~l Survey, complains that "Miss Cather showed no spe
Cial capacity for the description of the skirmishes in whi h h h fi ,, cer 

ero gures. Auchincloss considers the "fighting scenes in 
Fr~ce · · . . certainly not good when contrasted with those of 
Enc~ Mana Remarque or Norman Mailer, but ... not bad if 
considered as exercises by a nonparticipant who has done her 
research conscientiously."• 

68 
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Erich Maria Remarque, author of All Quiet on the Western 
Front, all right. But Norman Mailer? t\.uchincloss' ·anomalous 
and gratuitous mention of Mailer in the context of World War I 
novels unwittingly reveals the unadmitted bias behind all this 
criticism: One of Ours is necessarily specious when compared 
with "the real thing," "the genuine article," that is, with the testi
mony of those-those men-who were really there, who really 
fought the war. In his book The Twenties, Frederick Hoffman 
argues that the «spiritual definition" Claude Wheeler achieves 
before his death must be considered "the worst kind of contriv
ance" because it "was so remote from contemporary accounts." 
Cather, after all, «had not fought the war . . . her descriptions 
of hattie were secondhand." Hoffman concedes that :'this need 
not have been a fatal deficiency, for war had been brilliantly 
described before by noncombatants." What makes it fatal in 
Cather's case 'is that, according to Hoffman, Cather "could not 
possibly have had an experience similar in kind to Heming
way's."10 

Not possibly? And how valid are the firsthand experiences 
of those whose accounts constitute the criterion to which One of 
Ours is implicitly compared and in comparison with which it is 
found wanting in credibility? Ernest Hemingway was, we must 
remember, a very young eighteen when he finally crossed the 
Atlantic in May, 1918. He was in the trenches for all of seven 
days when, on July 8, he, still eighteen, was struck by the explod
ing fragments of a trench mortar. He spent the rest of the 
summer in the hospital, he spent all the early fall on convalescent 
leave and returned to the trenches in October. The Armistice 

' 
was signed in November. And what of other contemporary 
accounts-Three Soldiers, The Enormous Room? John Dos Passos 
was twenty-one, E. E. Cummings was twenty-three when they, 
sheltered Harvard Esthetes and decidedly noncombatant, drove 
ambulances during, part of 1917. 

To the extent that the war experience is masculine, the criti
cism of One of Ours is sexist. Not only did Cather, being a 
woman, not fight the war; it is also assumed that, being a woman, 
she could not possibly have had an experience similar in kind. 
Perhaps we should not he surprised to discover the extent to 
which sexism has conditioned the critical response to One of Ours. 
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It is certainly not surprising to find it so blatantly expressed in 
a letter Hemingway wrote to Edmund Wilson in 1923: 

_Look at One of Ours. Prize, big sale, people taking it 
senously. You were in the war, weren't you? Wasn't that 
last scene in the lines wonderful? Do you know where it 
came f~om? The battle scene in Birth of a Nation. I identi
fied episode after episode, Catherized. Poor woman she 
had to get her war experience somewhere." ' 

. But it has also dominated the criticism and evaluation of all 
of Cather's work. Consider the final evaluation of her in the 
~uential Literary History of the United States by the Misters 
Spiller,_ Thorp, ?anby, Johnson, Ludwig, and Gibson, faint con
tempt m the gmse of praise: 

Her art was not a big art. It does not respond to the 
troubled sense of American might and magnitude realized 
bu~ not d!r~cted, and felt so stTongly by such men as Sin
clarr Lewis m the same decades .... Her colleagues among 
t?e men "swe,ated sore" over that job, whereas her books 
nse fr~e and are far more creative than critical. She is pre
s:rvative, ahnost antiquarian, content with much space in 
little room-feminine in this ... ,12 

Whence this acceptance of size as a standard, size determined 
by h~w much one sweats over and feels strongly about matters 
of ~ght and magnitude, a standard that, by definition, neces
sanly debars a Willa Cather from the ranks of major artists even 
from the ranks of critics, and sentences her to that backwater 
reserved for those who are merely "creative," for those who are 
presum~bly content w~th much space in little room, the dusty, 
musty httle room-or IS it tomb?-on!y antiquarians inhabit? 

Sexist, no doubt. But the sexist bias is a symptom of a larger 
and, I would argue, more grievous one, the American preference 
for youth over age, for experience over reflection, no matter how 
callow the experiencer and how shallow the experience, no matter 
~ow mature the reflector and how profound tl1e reflection. Sweat
mg o;er and feeling passionately about might and magnitude is 
perceived not only as masculine but as American· calm reflection 
?n ideas: ideals, values, especially if they are loc~ted in the past, 
IS perceived not only as feminine but as unAmerican: The net 
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result is the disenfranchisement of an entire gender and of all 
of those of the other gender who manifest similar preoccu-
pations. , · 

The problem has always been with us. In 1940, in his essay 
"Reality in America," Lionel Trilling complained about the 
American opposition "to the genteel and the academic," the 
American "alliance with the vigorous and the actual,"" the 
American belief in "a thing called reality [which is] one and 
inlmutable, . . , wholly external, . . ... irreducible," and the 
American conviction that "the artist's relation to reality [is] a 
sinlple one [:] reality being fixed and given, the artist has but 
to let it pass tlrrough him."14 

· 

In 1940 Trilling's jumping-off point for his attack on "the 
chronic American belief that there exists an opposition between 
reality ·and the mind and that one must enlist oneself in the 
party of reality."15 was V. L. Farrington's Main ~urren;s in Ame;i
can Thought. Trilling locates the poles at Parrmgton s denunCia
tion of Hawthorne and James and his praise of Dreiser. 

According to Farrington, Hawthorne failed "to change fashion 
in creeds" and "remained cold to the revolutionary criticism [of 
his enthusiastic contemporaries who were] eager to pull down 
the old temples;"16 he "knew no fierce storms"" and preferred 
the "barren field [of] the past."18 As for James, "the 'odors of 
the shop' are real, and ... those who breathe them [are] guaran
tee[d] a sense of vitality from which James is debarred. The idea 
of intellectual honor is not real, artd to that chimera James· was 
devoted."19 Thus, both Hawthorne and James are guilty of the 
one "deadly sin"-a "turning away from reality."20 

Dreiser, OJl the other hand, is praised for being "impatient 
of the sterile'literary gentility of the bourgeoisie ... as if wit, 
and flexibility of mind, and perception, and knowledge were to 
be equated with aristocracy and political reaction."21 What 
faults Dreiser has are "accepted and forgiven" because they are 
seen as "the sad lovable, honorable faults of reality itself, or of 

, . d •"22 America itself-huge, inchoate, struggling towar expressiOn. 

His books have the awkwardness, the chaos, the heavi
ness which we associate with "reality." In the American 
metaphysic, reality is always material reality, hard, resist' 
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ant, unformed, impenetrable, and unpleasant. And that 
mind is alone felt to be trustworthy which most resembles 
tl1is reality by most nearly reproducing the sensation it 
affords.23 

This "indulgenc~ ... is extended even to the style of [Dreiser' s] 
prose"24 in that "whoever finds in [the ungainliness of Dreiser's 
style] any fault at all ... is objecting to the ungainliness of reality 
itsel£."'5 And that is because, Trilling argues, Dreiser "thinks as 
the modem crowd thinks when it decides to think: religion and 
morality are nonsense, ... tradition is a fraud.''26 

Cather is, in effect, the twentieth century's Hawthorne the 
twentieth century's James. She is condemned for failing to ch~nge 
fashion in creeds, for being cold to the revolutionary criticism 
of her enthusiastic contemporaries who are eager to pull down 
the old temples, for knowing no fierce stmms, for preferring the 
past, for devoting herself to the "unreal" idea of intellectual honor 
for believing in religion, morality, tradition. Thus committin~ 
the deadly sin of "turning away from reality," she is debarred 
from the American metaphysic articulated and personified by 
those allied with the vigorous and actual, those enlisted in the 
party of reality, those who, because they have, presumably, 
known the fierce storms, know that religion and morality are 
nonsense and tradition is a fraud. · 

That is really what Wagenknecht is saying when he complains 
that Cather could "use only the themes of her youth."27 That is 
really what Hoffman is saying when he complains that Cather 
"was unable to reproduce the vitality of her subject [the pioneers] 
-such as, for example, 0. L. Rolvaag was able to give it in Giants 
in the Earth" and that she "failed . . . to explore the facts of 
modernism with the uninhibited honesty of a Hemingway.''" 
That is really what Geismar is saying when he complains that 
"her summary of 'machine change' in the West is curiously naive 
and remote in comparison with Sherwood Anderson's picture of 
the same historical process in Winesburg, Ohio or Poor White" 
and that "she is not only scornful of but hardly tries to under
stand . . . the increasingly respectable age of wealth and 
machines."'" And that is really what Trilling-yes, even Lionel 
Trilling-is saying when he complains that "it has always been · 
a personal failure of her talent that prevented her from involving 
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her people in truly dramatic relations with each other."30 Tins 
bias is extended even to the style of Cather's prose: in 1926 
Edmund Wilson summed her up by saying, "Willa Cather is a 
good craft~man, but she is usually rather dull."" Though that 

. "but" seems to intervene and qualify, what Wilson is really say
ing is that such craftsmanship goes hand in hand with dullness, 
as if to value such craftsmanship is to object to the ungainliness 
of reality, the ungainliness of America. 

At this late date it should not have to be said, but apparently 
it does: One of Ours is no more about World War I than Moby 
Dick is about whaling or The G~eat Gatsby is about bootlegging, 
than The Natural is about baseball or Henderson the Rain King 
is about Mrica. It is not about the war in Europe but the war in 
the United States: the enemy is not the German Hun, the victim 
is not the raped Belgium; the enemy is Claude Wheeler's philis
tin brother Bayliss and the materialism and avarice he repre
sents the victim is an American tradition that lies bleeding under 
the ~reedy boots of a generation of Bayliss Wheelers. As Claude 
says, 

there isn't much . . . in living at all, going on as we do. 
What do we get out of it? ... You wake up in the morning 

, and you're glad to be alive, it's a good enough day for a~~-
/ thing and you feel sure something will happen. [But] .1t s 
, all the same in the end. At night you go to bed-nothmg 

has happened .... If we've only got once to li_ve, it see~s 
like there ought to be something-well, somethmg splend1d 
about life, sometimes." 

The difference between Cather and the Hemingways, the 
Dos Passoses, the Cummingses is not one of gender but one 
of generation. If, as Hoffman says, "the young men went into 
the war without a sense of tradition,"" it was because, two decades 
younger than Cather, they did not know-could not know-that 
there was an America in which something had happened, some
thing splendid. Cather knows it and Claude can just glimpse it, 

felt sure that when he was a little boy and all the neighbors 
were poor, they and their houses and farms had more indi
viduality. The farmers took time then to plant fine cotton
wood groves on their places, and to set osage orange hedges 
along the borders of their fields. Now these trees were all 
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being cut down and grubbed up .... With prosperity came 
a kind of callousness; everybody wanted to destroy the old 
things they used to take pride in. The orchards, which had 
been nursed and tended so carefully twenty years ago 
were now left to die of neglect. It was less trouble to r~ 
into town in an automobile and buy fruit than it was to 
raise it. The people themselves had changed. He could 
r~member when all the farmers in this community were 
~nendly t~ward each other; now they were continually hav
mg lawsmts; Their sons were either stingy or grasping, or 
extravagant and lazy, and they were always stining up 
trouble.•• 

From the vantage point of France Claude realizes that 

there was no chance for the kind of life he wanted at home 
whe:e people were always buying and selling, building and 
pullmg down. He had begun to belie-&e that the Americans 
were a people of shallow emotions ... and if it was h·ue 
ther~ was no cure for it. Life was so short that it meant 
nothmg at all unless it were continually reinforced by some
ti~ng that endured; unless the shadows of individual 
existence came and went against a background that held 
together."' 

He finds something that endures, a background that holds to
gether, in the spectacle of thousands of anonymous and obscure 
farmboys and "roughnecks" and "low-brows" whose lives are sud
denly given significance by the "fateful purpose" in which they 
are caught up. 

For Claude-and, Cather wants to say, for all the Claude 
Wheelers-it is a "miracle," because it ensures the survival of 
the race, of civilization itself: 

No battle field or shattered country he had seen was as 
ugly as thi~ world would be if men like his brother Bayliss 
controlled It altogether. Until the war broke out he had 
supposed they did control it; his boyhood had been' clouded 
:md enervated by that belief. The Prussians had believed 
It, too, apparently. But the event had shown that there 
were a great many people left who cared about something 
else ... - . He knew the future of the world was safe· 
the .care~ul planners would never be able to put it into ~ 
strmght-Jacket-cunning and prudence would never have 
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it to themselves ..... Ideals were not archaic things, beau tic 
ful and impotent; they were. the real source of power among 
men. As long as that was true, and now.he knew it was 
true-he had come all this way to find· out-he had no 
quarrel with Destiny.•• 

Cather could not and would not .forget what she had seen, 
deny what she. had known. The experience, the reality of the 
frontier tl1at she had witnessed in Nebraska· "gave her mind an 
abiding ·image of . . . what so few have. associated with the 
pioneer tradition-of humanism,"37 as Alfred · Kazin has noted, 
a humanism that is not to be confused with what is currently 
called "humanistic" education· which, as best as one can tell, has 
something to do with being "humane," ''humanitarian" -kind, 
compas§lonate, benevolent. Rather, it is. that rigorous system of 
thought to which human ideals and tl1e perfection of the human 
personality are central and for which ti1e values and standards 
of the past are thought of and used as guides. It is_ the source 
of what Kazin calls Cather's "spiritual clarity," not merely a 
matter of "cultivation and sensibility" but "of the imagination 
and the will." 

It is humanism that is under attack in the Prussian march 
across Europe. It is humanism that is under attack in Bayliss 
Wheeler's ceaseless acquisition of land and things. And it is 
the attack on humanism that Ludwig Lewisobn alluded to in 
1932 when he wrote of Cather, "She has been froni the beginning 
concerned with the realities of the soul, which have been essen
tial realities to her, and this is a great quality in her and in tins 
age almost ::n heroic one."39 

In every age but, perhaps most particularly, in ours. Recall 
the scene in Saul Bellow's 1970 novel Mr. Sammler's Planet in 
which Mr. Sammler, a European intellectual, a survivor of the 
Holocaust, is heckled off the lectu;e platform at Columbia Uni
versity by militants shouting, "Why do you listen to this effete 
old shit? What has he gotto tell you? His balls are dry. He's 
dead. He can't come."40 _ Bellow notes that Sammler is· "not so 
much personally offended by the event as struck by the will to 
offend," by the· "passion to be real," a "real" that is "brutal," a 
"real:' that "accept[s] ... excrement as· a standard ... together 
with the idea of sexual potency."41 This "passion to be real" 
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makes Sammler feel "somewhat separated from the rest of the 
species, if not in some fashion severed-severed not so much by 
age as by preoccupations too different and remote."42 This "pas
sion to be real" makes no allowance for the possibility that "a 
human being, valuing himself for the right reasons," can achieve 
and restore "order, authority."43 

In One of Ours a dissatisfied American farmboy finds right 
reasons to live by and die for where his culture has failed to 

. provide them and, in so doing, achieves and restores order, not 
just in his name but in the name of that culture. That, finally, 
is why the novel-and Willa Cather-is held in such low esteem. 
Her insistence that there are right reasons to live by and even 
die for violates and rebukes the American metaphysic, the Ameri
can passion to be real, which rejects such preoccupations as 
remote, rendering those who insist on them separate, if not 
severed, from the rest of the species. 

In 1932 Ludwig Lewisohn predicted that, because "claims 
have been made for her which are childishly extravagant, . . . 
it is more than likely that in the inevitable reaction against indis
criminate touting the work of Willa Cather will suffer from undue 
neglect."'' It has come to pass, but the touting was not indis
criminate and the claims were not childishly extravagant. The 
claims were made for her by an older generation, the generation 
which, as Kazin puts it, had "to make room for Hemingway." To 
that generation, Kazin says, 

her importance ... was a simple and moving one: she was 
its consummate artist. To critics sated with the folksy 
satire or bitterness of the village revolt, she suggested a 
preoccupation with the larger motives; to critics weary of 
the meretriciousness of Cabell and Hergesheimer, she per
sonified a poised integrity; to critics impatient with the 
unkempt naturalism of Dreiser and Anderson, she offered 
a purity of style.45 

But the very qualities which made Cather important to one 
generation have made her anathema to subsequent ones.. Her 
"purity of style" is interpreted as dull craftsmanship. Her "poised 
integrity" is interpreted as inhibition, evasion. Her "preoccupa
tion with the large motives" is interpreted as a "turning away 
from reality." And yet what was true then is true now. To those 
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.sated with satire and bitterness, weary of meretriciousness, im
patient with the unkempt, Cather offers something better, some
thing else. For those who b~lieve that there are right reasons to 
live by anc). even die for and spend their lives searching for them, 
for those who believe that the life of the mind and the spirit is 
the essential reality, for those who believe order and authority 
need not be strait-jackets and can make life livable, Willa Cather 
is, like Hawthorne, like James, one of ours . 

Michigan State University 
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THE EVANESCENCE OF WRIGHT MORRIS'S 
THE HUGE SEASON 

RICHARD DAVERMAN 

At the beginning of the present time sequence of Wright 
Morris's The Huge Season (1954), Peter Foley-a self-effacing, 
perpetually detached professor of dead limguages-sees a picture 
of his old college roommate, Jesse Proctor, on the front page of 
the May 4, 1952 New York Times. Proctor is Professor Foley's 
opposite-a brash professional activist, a joiner of every move
ment-and because of those crusades, he is sitting before Joseph 
McCarthy and the House Un-American Activities Committee. 
Upon seeing tllis photograph of Proctor, Foley throws into the 
fireplace his life's work: an unfinished, autobiographical novel 
that focuses on Foley's college experiences during the nineteen
twenties. To Foley, the twenties was the decade of heroes. Due 
to that heroic past, Foley considers himself ''blighted." He is a 
captive of the past, a person unable to live his life in t~e· present. 
And the present, the bourgeois nineteen-fifties, is itself a pale 
reflection of the past. Too late for the age of heroes, Foley lives 
in the age of ''bullshit." By throwing his manuscript into the fire
place, Foley throws off the stultifying hold of the past. But what 
is the nature of his new understanding? And why does the picture 
of Proctor in front of the McCarthy committee provoke it? Wright 
Morris never explicitly answers these central questions of The 
Huge Season. . 

For many readers, frustrating loose ends like these are charac
teristic of Morris's fiction and represent Haws in his technique. 
I would like to argue, however, that this ambiguity-the thematic 
slipperyness at the center of each of his novels-provides their 
leitmotif. Too often, I tlllnk, readers mistake Morris's pillposeful 
ambiguity for an absence of form. Morris does· not· want to re-

·.79 
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duce the chaos of life into neat formulas. He suggests that life 
cannot be described completely, each moment containing so much 
content that the "truth" of that moment is no less than the sum 
of e~ch par~c.ipant' s impressions plus whatever they missed. 
Morn~ says: Smce I. find nothing simple, why should I simplify?"' 
He tnes to make hrs novels as 1 multifarious as life itself. This 
theory does not, of course, justify the sloppy structuring of a 
novel. However, the evanescence of The Huge Season's theme 
demands a correspondingly ineffable structure. 
. That structure is complicated. Past and present exist side by 

srde through the novel. Morris alternates chapters entitled "Peter 
Foley" with those called "the Captivity." "The Captivity" bears 
a resemblance to Foley's unfiilished manuscript, but it does not 
contain the pieces which Foley quotes from his work, so, appar
ently,. they a~e not the same. 'The Captivity" is a first person, 
autobrograplucal account of Foley's early years. It recounts the 
past and explains why the past blights Foley, giving us the 
material that the "Foley" sections contemplate. On the other 
hand, the "Foley" sequence is a third person narrative that de
tails Foley's actions on May 5, 1952, the day after he sees Proc
tor's picture in the Times. Physically, Foley spends the day going 
to New York City to see Proctor, but more importantly, these 
chapters combine Foley's thoughts on the present with his 
reactions to the past. Both sequences work toward May 5, 1929, 
the day the twenties ended for Foley and Proctor, the symbolic 
center of the novel. The past sections move chronologically for
~ard, the present sections remember backward. By understand
U:g the acts of that day, Foley frees himself from the past. The 
prcture of Proctor causes the epiphany, but Foley must travel to 
New York City to confirm its content. As the day progresses, 
Foley explains the captivity and the nature of its release. 

~o the characters of The Huge Season, the memory of the 
past rs so powerful that the present day world of their senses seems 
unreal by comparison. This preoccupation with the real is 
reminiscent of Plato, as Wayne C. Booth has pointed out.2 Morris 
dislikes the tendency of the modem age to identify the real with 
the material level of life. Like Plato, Morris sees another reality
the world of ideas-behind the world perceived through the 
senses. He believes that ideas change the perception of physical 
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reality, making thoughts just as important, or perhaps more im
portant, than the empirical world. Often in Morris's fiction, 
thoughts attain a near-physical state; the characters-and the 
readers-think they perceive these ideasc as tangible presences. 
To Foley and Proctor, the past is real, but the present is not. 
While ideas become increasingly palpable, the empirical world 
grows more and more shadowy, changing according to the ob
server, sometimes proving difficult to perceive at all. By using 
their presence as a symbol, Morris raises the ontological impor
tance of ideas. 

At certain points in the novel, however, the past-an idea
seems too weak to blight the characters of The Huge Season. 
Why don't they simply declare themselves free, forget the past, 
and begin living in the present? Morris .. uses' the image of a 
magnet to describe them, comparing the continuing .hold of the 
past to the lines of force which a magnet generates. The mag
net's lines of force are invisible, yet their effect on the filings, 
arranging them into neat little rows, is clear. In the same way, 
the twenties myth holds Proctor, Foley, and their friends in its 
thrall, despite the fact that the force may not seem sufficiently 
powerful to the materialist observer. Like the power of the 
magnet or the hold of the past, the newspaper picture of Proctor 
in front of the McCarthy committee seems too weak to provoke 
Professor Foley's response. Why does he throw his manuscript 
into the fireplace? The reader must search through The Huge 
Season to establish the lines of force. 

II 

To Professor Foley and his activist friend Proctor, the past 
cannot be separated from their college roommate, Charles Gans 
Lawrence. Lawrence is the novel's Gatsby figure: rich, mysteri
ous, attractive, the man in the advertisements who has, apparently, 
everything. Morris has long admired D. H. Lawrence, from whom 
this Lawrence evidently acquires a name and some characteris
tics. According to Morris, D. H. Lawrence lived his life in the 
"immediate present." He believed that good art would proceed 
from a well-lived life, and accordingly, he attempted to live 
sensually, not as an aesthete. Unlike many American authors, 
Lawrence's fictional interests did not .tum. from the confusing 
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cross currents of the here and now to a simplified view of the 
past or to the untrammeled purity of the wilderness. 3 The 
Lawrence of The Huge Season shares with his namesake the 
dedication to living fully and to questioning conventions of 
modem society .. Referring to Charles Lawrence, Foley quotes 
from his own book: "' .•. every generation must write its own 
music, and ·if these notes have a sequence the age has a style'" 
(104).4 However, Lawrence does not represent pure action; he 
is also dedicated· to idea. Like Gatsby, Lawrence believes he can 
transform the world into his platonic conception of it. He is a 
man of action; yet his action proceeds from an incredibly strong 
will which refuses to acknowledge ordinary human limitations. 
He begins to play tennis only after a skiing accident left him 
with an elbow that would not bend. According to Foley, Law
rence ", . . killed himself with thought . . . being as good as 
dead once he had made the decision. The actual shooting little 
more than an afterthought" ( 291) . Every one of Lawrence's 
acts is done with a touch of elan that sets it, and him, off from 
the ordinary run of humanity. Lawrence plays tennis on a world
class level, but he plays the game without ground strokes: the 
·ball never touches the ground on his side of the net. When he 
meets a player of superior skill, Lawrence refuses to alter his 
losing style and thus unnerves his opponent. He wins the match 
through sheer force of personality, not through technique. But 
.in Lawrence--and here is where he becomes distinct from his 
namesake-Morris embodies a theme that.he finds common in 
American literature: ", . . the tendency, long prevailing, to start 
well then peter out."5 Already 'in his sophomore year, Lawrence 
is bored with tennis and · college. He engages in a series of 
increasingly self-destructive acts, until he is fighting bulls in 
Spain. 

Lawrence had read Gatsby and The Sun Also Rises; both had 
a tremendous effect on him. He models himself on the Heming-

. way code hero, the person who trusts only physical sensations 
and basic emotions that are too strong to be articulated-in the 
imagery of the novel, the things that aren't bullshit. In many 
of Morris's novels, another novel floats between the lines. Because . 
of Hemingway and Fitzgerald, the twenties are no longer virgin .· 
territory for fiction. For this reason, Morris writes about people 
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who are responding to· the novels of the period rather than to 
the decade itself. Morris is not part of the contemporary absurdist 
movement, but as this reflexive technique shows, he occasionally 
exhibits some of their characteristics. 

After being gored, Lawrence commits suicide, .twenty-three 
years to the day before Proctor and the House Un-American 
Activities Committee appear on the front page of The New Y ark 
Times. Lawrence's suicide cements his hold on the .imaginations 
of Foley and Proctor. As Professor Foley &ays, "The single shot 
that killed Lawrence had crippled ·all of them" ( 18). Professor 
Foley seems more crippled than Proctor. ·He lacks any engage
ment with present day life. After Lawrence, nothing seems worth 
doing. Throughout his life, Foley never dates, never engages in 
sports, and worst of all, never publishes. In Europe, he half
heartedly sends postcards to the girl back home, as if that will 
take care of sex. When his phone connection is cut before his 
plans are finalized, Foley muses: "He was .free, he realized to 
let the matter drop or to show up later. He was not connnitted. 
A state of mind that came to him naturally" ( 82). 

Unlike Foley, Proctor is active, but all of his actions are open 
imitations of Lawrence. In college, Proctor begins writing a 
novel in which the major character is a thinly veiled version of 
Lawrence. Proctor knows that he is, in the terminology of the 
novel, a "shit-heel," because he uses Lawrence for his own pur
poses, but he proudly says, ''I'm going to write the greatest 
book a shit-heel ever wrote" ( 181). He calls the novel "Queren
cia," after the place in the bullring where the bull feels safe. 
Proctor quickly records Lawrence's past and catches up with his 
present. At that point, Proctor is stymied. After Lawrence is 
gored, Proctor knows that the Lawrence character must die, that 
any other ending would be false to the rest of his novel. But 
Proctor is frightened of his growing power over Lawrence, and 
rightly so. He is afraid that Lawrence may take a hint where 
none is intended. And for that reason, the novel remains un
finished. As Morris says in The Territory Ahead, putting down 
the facts straight, without the intellectual intervention of the 
author, is a well-established American ·tradition. For Morris, 
this lack of thought constitutes an intellectual and artistic. abdica
tion. He feels that technique must shape the raw material, giving 
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it form, makiog it coherent. By themselves, facts never explain 
the world: they must be ordered through technique to create a 
statement. • Foley and Proctor write their novels hoping that the 
meaning of the past will be implicit in the facts. Like anyone 
reading their books, Foley and Proctor must get to the ends of 
their works in order to find out what they are about. No wonder 
the books remain unfinished. After Lawrence dies, Proctor bikes 
up the active life that he perceives to be the outstanding charac
teristic of Lawrence's short, heroic existence: he becomes involved 
with, in turn, the Communist Party, selling canes at the World's 
Fair, the Civil War in Spain, and smuggling Jews into America 
during World War II. Proctor is active but frenetically so, as he 
takes up one cause after another, always searching for some 
purpose. 

Throughout the novel, Morris characterizes Proctor as a 
martyr, a person who seeks self-slaughter rather than success. 
In front of McCarthy, in the scene reported by The New York 
Times, Proctor makes the committee laugh. Asked if he was a 
member of the Party, Proctor responds: 

"Back at that time, he replied, he had been a very good 
American. A good American had to believe in something 
good. The Party had been it. It had been something in 
which a man could believe. 

Did he mean to say he was no longer a good American? 
If he was, he answered, he wouldn't be here. 
In Russia perhaps? 
No, just in jail, he had replied." ( 12) 

To Foley, this sounds exactly like the Proctor he met as a fresh
man in college, the person who mocked his own Jewish heritage. 
In the novel's climactic scene, Proctor reveals that the accident 
in which he shot himself in the foot, ruining his career as a track 
star, was not an accident at all. To no one's surprise, Proctor 
admits he shot himself purposely. He wanted to show Lawrence, 
he said, " ... a Jew who could give it up" ( 27 4). In each case, 
his martyr's response allows Proctor to escape the risk of failure 
by quitting at the outset. Before McCarthy, Proctor finesses the 
committee with a laugh. His action will keep him out of the 
fight, and it will not cause change. To his friends, Proctor con
fesses that, given more courage, he would have shot McCarthy. 

l 
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But he allows none of that anger to slirface. In playing his usual 
martyr's role, Proctor indulges his tendency toward premeditated 
ineffectuality. . 

Foley repognizes the same impulse within himself. At the 
end of The Huge Season, he thinks back to his own attempt at 
action-a failure of course-when he wished to register as ·a, 

conscientious objector· to the draft. His lengthy, philosophic 
appeal was never heard over the loud, irregular beat of his heart.· 
Because of his heart murmur, he was rejected by the draft before 
he ever had a chance to resist. This leads Foley to decry the urge 
to stay uninvolved, saying sarcastically: 

The doing of anything led to action, all action was 
blended with evil, but one could be good, one could only 
be good by sitting on one's hands. Otherwise they would 
get bloodied in an earthly, temporal fight· of some sort. 
Settling nothing. For what was ever settled here on 
earth? (300) 

Here, Foley seems to be a disciple of Lawrence, as though, like 
Proctor, he is fascinated with action. Nevertheless, he also states 
that action by itself is not enough-the epiphany brought on by 
the picture of Proctor in front of the McCarthy committee and 
confirmed by his visit to New York City, the major insight of 
the novel: 

Did they lack conviction? No, they had conviction. 
What they lacked was intention. They . could shoot off 
guns, at themselves, leap from upper-floor windows by 
themselves, or· take sleeping pills to quiet the. bloody crie.s 
of the interior. But they would not carry this to the enemy: 
That led to action, action to evil, blood on the escutcheon 
of lily-white Goodness, and to the temporal kingdom 
rather than the eternal heavenly one. That led, in short, 
where they had no intention of ending up. The world of 
men here below. The good-awful mess men had made of 
it. ( 299-300 ) 

In The Huge Season, action by itself is not. enough. It must be 
judged together with the intention which motivates it, an inten: 
tion which must seek to engage life with the hope of changing it. 
Foley quotes with approval the letter Heloise wrote to Abelard~ 
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"'Not the result of the act .but the disposition of the doer makes 
the crime: justice does not consider what happens, but through 
what intent it happens' " ( 273). Proctor and Foley .had admired 
Lawrence's level of activity; Proctor attempted to imitate it, 
Foley was rendered catatonic by it. However, upon seeing the 
picture of Proctor in front of McCarthy, Foley perceives that the 
motive behind Proctor's martyrdom and Lawrence's suicide are 
essentially the same: the refusal to involve themselves with life 
in an attempt to make changes. Furthermore, they are repeating 
themselves rather than responding to the present in ways that 
are new. Both reasons are significant. 

Given Morris's platonism, activity is the level of .observable 
reality, the level which the materialist considers real. Intention 
corresponds to the platonic level of idea which suffuses action 
and changes it. Here is one example from the novel: in the course 
of Foley's everyday life, he often runs across a tramp. At first 
the tramp troubles Foley because he "seemed to have no pride" 
( 26), but as Foley continues to see the tramp, he comes to a 
grudging admiration of the man: even at the laundromat, watch
ing his clothes spin behind the glass door of the machine, the 
tramp seems at ease, especially in comparison to the harried 
housewives who surround him. The words that Foley uses to 
describe the tramp are "intact" and "self-contained," the same 
phrases that he uses to describe Lawrence upon his arrival at 
college. In contrast, Foley, Proctor, and the later Lawrence skew 
their activities by attempting to copy somebody else. Lawrence, 
for example, accustomed to the flattering attention. of his room
mates, begins to imitate himself. He loses his self-possession and 
becomes dependent upon the regard of others. 

In this, Lawrence anticipates Gordon Boyd of The Field of 
Vision (1956) and Ceremony in Lone Tree (1960). Like Boyd, 
Lawrence possesses a great deal of promise when young. People 
flock around him because of the aura of excitement which he 
creates; he makes it seem as though "anything might happen," 
that the prosaic ordinariness of life might at some point be com
pletely thrown over.· But, like Lirwience, Boyd crosses some 
invisible line of the mind and becomes a parody of himself. Boyd 
attempts to fail, but since he knows only the cliches of failure, 
his failure never becomes complete. To the casual observer, 
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Lawrence's bullfighting is all of a piece with his earlier exploits; 
to the more experienced Lawrence-watcher, his acts ate desperate 
attempts to repeat former successes. He no longer.tries to do any
tiling new . .Instead, he tries to create the impression of. freshn~ss, 
whlle people who know him well perceive that .he IS co~_r~g 
himself in increasingly self-destructive .acts .. AgaJ.l\,. both. Imlta
tion and self-destruction are important. By committing suicide, 
Lawrence attempts the gesture whlch will transfix his audience 
rather than the authentic act which engages life meaningfully; 
He 'oins what Foley calls, "The steady erosion of the liberal 
min~. Winant, Matthiessen, Forrestal ... ~" ( 299-91). For. their 
parts, Proctor and Foley, both in their respectiv~ ways, imitat,e 
Lawrence Proctor through action, Foley ·by wearmg Lawrence s 
clothes. It is not the actions themselves which condemn .these 
two but the desire to imitate someone else .. The level of mten~ 
tion:_an idea-is just as important as the act itself. · · 

Because of Morris's platonism, the figure of Lawrence creates 
some confusion among readers of the novel. .Lawrence takes 
himself out of time and becomes the eternal figure admired by 
his followers; therefore, he is consid.ered to be a pos.itiv~ figure 
by many critics-although usually With some reservatiOn. · There 
are many things in The Huge Season that, like Lawrence, are 
"out of time"; in fact, the contrast betwen the fixed .and the 
fluid is one of the dominant motifs of the novel. A p1c~e _of 
Lawrence playing tennis, for example, hangs over Foley s· be~; 
It is the moment stopped, frozen for eternity. Only the ball IS 

in focus, its trade name clearly visible, while everything ru;ound 
it is blurred. Similarly, in Paris, Foley buys a post card piC~~ 
of the Seine, the shadows of the people walking by the nver 
preserved forever, the Seine stopped in its movement, eve~ thou?h, 
as Foley knows, it looks exactly the same today while bemg 
entirely different. Thus, Foley juxtaposes the mutable present 
moment with the eternal. Lawrence, photographs, and the past 
itself have one thing in common: they are finished and complete: 
The arrangement of their parts is known. They can be cone 
templated-like art. As Foley tells hls students, art has an im~ 
mortal status that transcends the mutable: 
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Once a work of art existed, .he had told them, once it 
had been imagined, truly created, it was beyond the reach 
of vandalism .... The outward form could be shattered 
become smoke and ashes, but. the inward form was radio: 
active, and the act of disappearance was the transformation 
of the dark into the ·light. Metamorphosis. The divine 

. power of art. ( 110). . 

The important words here are "imagined" and "truly created." 
By being imagined, these works .enter the mind of the human 
race and are passed down through succeeding generations .. By 
losing their physical properties, they gain power. But, these 
'JVOrks must be imaginative,. not copies of something else. 

While in New York City, Foley, trying to kill a little ti~e, 
watches a Disney ffim entitled God's Half-Acre, a film about 
"thE>. symbolic zero of Hiroshima." Despite the tremendous 
devastation which the radioactive cloud portends, it does not 
seem so horrible to Foley: he calls it a "miraculous birth" and 
compares it to a "flowering plant" ( 168). Morris often uses 
imagery of heat and light, destruction and creation. All instances 
of heat do not create light. Conversely, out of destruction some
thing creative can grow: "In the light of this blast, in this moment 
of revelation, they would tum from . . . [the past] . . . and take 
refuge in self-slaughter, or the ultimate truth" (169). Again, heat 
or destruction are not good in themselves; they only make a 
confrontation with "ultimate truth" possible. Lawrence's suicide 
is not the awesome act it seems; it is heat without light. It con
tinues to have power over the minds of Proctor and Foley because 
it is part of the past; thus, it is known and has been simplified. 
Lawrene's suicide does not have. the power of "truly created" 
art because it is not imaginative. . 

During his visit to New York City, Foley remembers an extra
ordinary vignette that revolves around this theme. It involves 
his cat, back in Philadelphia, and a chipmunk. The cat catches 
the chipmunk, and Foley, expecting it to be dead, carefully 
extracts it from the.cat's mouth. But the chipmunk is only play
ing dead and, at the instigation, of a light cuff from the cat, begins 
a dance which allows the ~hase to begin again. Foley stops this 
chase by locking the cat inside, giving the chipmunk a chance 
to escape. But the chiplliunk, ~pparently, does not want that 
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opportuuity .. Throughout the summer, the cat and chipmunk 
find each other. 8 Even though the chipmunk seems' suicidal, 
Foley considers the animal to be a positive evolutionary force. 
Foley calls its behavior a mutation, similar in some ways ~? the 
audacity which people like the early Lawrence show: [The 
incident with the chipmunk] led Foley to look into Darwin ... 
and to spend nights brooding on a creative evolution of his own. 
Founded on what? Well, founded on audacity. The unpredict
able behavior that lit up the darkness with something new" ( 167). 
The notion of audacity at times causes action, especially non
conformist action, to be an end in itself in Morris's work. For 
example, the drunken sailor at the novel's close plays his trumpet 
in an archetypal "I am," an artless blast that condemns Foley's 
conformity. But as Foley continues his thoughts about the chip
munk, he shows that audacious action is good only when it aids 
survival: "If what Nature had in mind was survival, Man has 
ceased to be at the heart of Nature and had gone off on a suicidal 
impulse of his own. And Foley's chipmunk, among others, had 
got wind of it" ( 168). Even though the chipmunk is a captive
like Foley and Proctor-he engages life in order to continue, not 
obliterate it, thus providing the antithesis to Lawrence. 

In The Huge Season, the empirical level-in this case, the 
level of observable actions-must be judged in conjunction with 
the idea which suffuses those actions-the desire to engage life 
imaginatively. Foley says: "You couldn't call a man a captive 
who had lost all interest in escape" ( 10). He doesn't need to 
repeat the past, but he does not need to run from it either. His 
life will consist of imaginative reformulations of his experience. 
If he is truly alive in his imagination, he need not be active 
physically. Foley must, however, live his life in authentic re
sponse to the moment and not cheapen it through imitative or 
suicidal gestures. His response must be new-it cannot copy 
something else-and it must be motivated by a healthy inten
tion-it cannot seek self-destruction. 

At the end of The Huge Season, Morris describes the new 
Foley: 

How explain that Lawrence, in whom the sun rose, 
and Proctor, in whom it set, were now alive in Foley, a 
man scarcely alive himself. Peter Foley, with no powers 
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to speak of,· had picked up the charge that such powers 
gave off-living in the field of the magnet, he had been 
magnetized. Impermanent himself, he had picked up 
this permanent thing. He was hot, he was radioactive, 
and the bones of Peter Foley would go on chirping in a 
time that had stopped. No man had given a name to this 
magnet, nor explained these imperishable lines of force, 
but they were there, captive in Peter Foley-once a captive 
himself. (306) 

In this passage, Morris draws together some of the imagistic pat
terns of the novel-permanence, radioactivity, magnetism, cap
tivity-:-all things that have seemed negative throughout The 
Huge Season. But Foley has transformed them into positive 
forces. Morris does not say how this will manifest itself. But it 
seems likely-and ironic-that he might finally write the novel 
that he threw away in The Huge Season's early chapters. Now 
he knows how to write it truly, imaginatively; he will no longer 
attempt to salvage the facts, . but will arrange the facts so that 
the novel i~ a finished work of art. 

·In many ways, The Huge Season is a difficult novel. The 
character motivations, the elaborate time structure that sets past 
and present off against each other, and the subtle nature of Foley's 
new understanding do not present themselves immediately. The 
concept of "intention," however, is no less airy than the novel's 
structure. It operates on a plane far less palpable than the physi
cal. Just as Foley must look beyond action to understand inten
tion, so the reader must look beyond appearance in order to 
understand why the picture of Proctor before McCarthy changes 
Professor Foley. completely even though no external change has 
taken place. The Huge Season is not a poorly motivated novel, 
nor is it structured haphazardly. To give "intention," the idea 
behind the visible, the correct fictional treatment, the structure 
of The Huge Season forces the reader to look beyond the visible 
to see that Professor Foley's change is entirely in his imagination. 
He can continue living exactly as he did before, but his new 
conception of the world will transform each act, making his 
life "real.'~ 
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CONSCIOUSNESS REFRACTED: 
PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE IMAGINATION IN THE 

WORKS OF WRIGHT MORRIS 

JOSEPH J. WYDEVEN 

Photographs, perhaps more than the products of other artistic 
media, defy generalization. We think we understand, or have 
grasped, a portion of a civilization or a culture, or the general 
world view of a particular photographer-and then another 
photograph comes our way, we tum the page, we see another 
exhibit. Perhaps this is true because photography by its very 
nature is equipped to exploit the adventitious and the circum
stantial. A novelist or an artist in oil or water color, although he 
may bring no more of his consciousness to bear on the final 
product, yet must shape recalcitrant materials so that they reveal 
his vision. The intentionality of the aesthetic is somehow more 
convoluted in photography because in essence the camera already 
begins with the given world in which we live our experiences. 
Part of that aesthetic derives from the fact that the camera lens 
is a technological imitation of a living organism. The dialectic 
of the camera eye and human purposes creates an ambiguity
an ambiguity which finds its peculiar way into the final product 
which is the photograph-as-art. 

This ambiguity has been the source of inspiration and inspired 
theory in the works of Wright Morris, novelist and photographer. 
Morris, in many of his works, deliberately mediates between 
visual and expository media; at a fundamental level critics have 
remarked that his prose is visual in intent and focus; on the other 
hand, Morris has himself remarked that photographs need cap
tions to be thoroughly understood in any historical sense. Thus 
his novels rely on visual effects-the things Morris makes his 
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readers see-and his photographs have ahnost always been com
bined with prose texts. 

It is useful to break Wright Morris' concern wi.th photog
raphy into four stages. Born in 1910, Morris first used the camera 

. in 1933, on' a wanderjahr in Europe. The photographs taken were 
apparently "straight" and independent of any complex artistic 
intention. The second stage began a few years latet,when Morris 
conceived the idea of combiniitg short prose texts with photo
graphs. He thought of his written texts as "condensed prose 
pieces, lyrical in nature, in which I attempted to capture a moment 
in time, or the verbal equivalent of a visible impression . . . a 
species of snapshots."' Morris's first national publication was "The 
Inhabitants" ( 1940), a photo-text experiment with photographs 
and prose texts facing each other across the page. In his intro
duction Morris protested against the use of photographs merely 
as illustrations, and he argued that in his own work "Two separate 
mediums are employed for two distinct views. Only . when re
focussed in the mind's eye will the third view result."2 In 1946 
Morris published tl1e book-length The Inhabitants, a modified 
and extended version of the earlier work. Two years later Morris 
published The Home Place ( 1948), a striking photo-text novel 
in which the photographs were coupled with narrative. The 
photo-text novel experiment was not repeated in The World in 
the Attic ( 1949) because of the difficulty experienced by the audi
ence in making the two media cohere: the narrative time-flow 
seemed contradictory to the photographic "still-life."3 

The third stage, beginning in 1954, has to do primarily with 
priorities. Morris virtually withdrew from active photography, 
apparently because his career as a novelist was taking precedence. 
Readers of the novels of the early fifties, nevertheless, will recog
nize that elements of the visual enter strongly into both the 
content and the form of those books: the static panning "camera'' 
in the descriptions of The W arks of Love ( 1952), the "photo
graphic" properties of the mirror in the early pages of The Deep 
Sleep ( 1953), and later the relativity of vision amounting to an 
epistemology in The Field of Vision ( 1956). Mter 1954 Morris 
did little public work with the camera. There were two photo
texts published later, but God's Country and My People (1968) 
added no new photos to those already published in book form,· 
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and Love Affair: A Venetian' Journal ( 1972) used color photo
graphs, taken as snapshots for "fireside, nostalgic viewing"• and 
not initially intended for publication. 

The fourth and final stage is Morris's renewal of interest in 
photographic theory and what may be called the metaphysics of 
photography. In the wake of the hubbub over Susan Sontag's 
On Photography, Morris has contributed some important cau, 
tionary notes on the culture which all but absorbs photographs, 
often without digesting their true significance. 5 

Given this development, it is apparent that Morris's work 
in photography has been almost unique: amid the welter of 
academic and professional discussions of photographic practice 
and theory, and more important, of the relationships between 
photography and language, Morris is virtually alone in combining 
language and photography in carefully planned and innovative 
ways. Few other contemporary writers' careers have been so 
involved with the theory and practice of the visual as a means of 
koowledge and a spur to the imagination. Photographers are 
notoriously unwilling to discuss theory; and while many novelists 
strive for visual descriptive effects, few incorporate visual con
. cems into their work in fundamentally epistemological ways. 
Morris, that is, in both his novels and his photography, is pre
eminently interested in the ways in which we see; and novels 
like The Deep Sleep, The Field of Vision, The Man Who Was 
There (1945), and The Fork River Space Project (1977) deal 
directly with the theme of vision and its potential for further 
imaginative creation within human life. 

To approach Morris's photographs after reading his novels is 
to re-experience, almost as if through deja vu, something of the 
lives of his characters. The photographs enrich that experience, 
giving it an anchor in reality, so that the photographs and the 
prose reinforce each other. This sounds like a banal, obvious 
statement, but the point is that Morris understands how easily 
we take experience-objects, environments, stray artifacts pre-

. sented to consciousness-for granted, and the effect of his work 
is to shock us into new recognitions. The 'photographs are par
ticularly important in this regard, for they are speechless, and 
they confront us with a ~orld of the everyday which in normal 
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life we have been trained not to see because the objects within 
the photographs are mundane, out of style, even verging on the 
obsolete. These photographs-and this is surely Morris's inten
tion-take us, once we allow them sway over us, into the realm 
of the sacred-in Mirceau Eliade' s word, into the hierophantic. 
As Morris told Peter Bunnell, many of the objects before his 
camera serve as "secular icons," having "a holy meaning they 
seek to give out."6 

Morris's photographs have long puzzled literary critics who 
have appreciated the novels and have felt. the need to come to 
terms with the photo-texts as welJ.7 On the other hand, perhaps 
because of Morris's insistence that photographs need words if 
they are to tell us very much, few critics of photography have 
commented on that body of work. 8 There are important excep
tions, of course, but on the whole there has been little work done 
on Morris's photography which moves beyond the appreciative. 
In the remainder of this essay I want to take one or two steps 
further, first (in most cases) by severing the relations between 
photo and text and then by using others of Morris's texts to clarify 
what I believe to be the artist's intentions in the photography . 
What this entails is a kind of typology of artistic motivations, at 
least a clarification of some of Morris's statements in relation to 
some specific photographic texts. I want to break these motiva
tions into three categories, according to Morris' interests in, 
1) "the thing itself," 2) the idea of "equivalence" in photographic 
practice, and 3) "metaphotography." It should be noted that 
these categories are hardly self-contained, and further, that tl1ey 
are simply heuristic in nature. Individual photographs may be 
inserted into otl1er categories than the ones I employ. My inten
tion is not to be definitive, buf ratl1er to further critical thought 
about the photographs which have intrigued readers and viewers 
for so many years. 

"The Thing Itself" 

Morris, surely, is not deceived by this term, and on the whole 
there are probably better ones, But the term has some validity, 
if only because of its status historically in terms of ontology, and 
second because of its recurrence in photographic journals and 
discussions of theory. "The thing-in-itself," says. Morris, "has 
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my respect and admiration. To let it speak for itself is a maxi
mum form of speech."' In photographic practice we have the 
example of Edward Weston, who spoke of "the thing itself" found 
in the viewfinder as a kind of metaphysical presence within the 
object, the thing-seen-in-its-essence. Weston wrote in his Day 
Books: "To see the Thing Itself is essential: the Quintessence 
revealed direct without the fog of impressionism-the casual 
noting of a superficial phase, or transitory mood. This then: to 
photograph a rock, have it look like a rock, but be more than a 
rock-Significant presentation-not interpretation."" 

"The Thing Itself" also recurs as one of five criteria isolated by 
John Szarkowski to distinguish between photographic methods. 
In Szarkowski's usage, the "thing itself" refers more or less to 
straight photography: "The first thing that the photographer 
learned was that photography dealt with the actual; he had not 
only to accept this fact, but to treasure it; unless he did, photog
raphy would defeat him." However, the photographer came to 
understand "that the factuality of his pictures, no matter how 
convincing and arguable, was a different thing than the reality 
itself."11 The argument is often made that the camera cannot 
depict "the thing itself," precisely because by framing the object 
and removing it from the world of real experience, it creates 
rather an abstraction, removed from life. But the argument can 
be turned about: by removing the object from time and allowing 
continuous focus and frame, the camera frees us to see the object 
as it looks (at least from one side), removed from subjective 
obstacles to comprehension. Some readers will recognize in this 
argument something of the viewpoint of phenomenology: to see 
into the essence of something is to bracket off the personal and 
reduce subjective distractions-to remove the "obviousness" of 
the object in order to see it with fresh eyes. This-or something 
similar to it-I want to argue, is the intent of some of Wright 
Morris's photographs. It is necssary only to add that Morris 
makes no claim that the object is "real" or realistic in photo
graphic, visual terms. 

l 
' ' 

There are many photographs by Morris which fall into this 
general category, and I have selected three which may be called 
"institution'' shots, for they picture for us the architectural places 
m whioh H~ = ormdoou.! wHhin ""' h=m •-=Uy. j 
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What these three photographs have in common is the fact that 
all three are directly frontal in nature, with the photographer, in 
Morris's words, "face to face to the fact."12 In two of the three, 
the structures are dead-center, clearly the point of focus. But 
more interesting, perhaps, is the fact that all three give the illu
sion of depthlessness-an illusion which reduces the "realism" 
of the objects and renders them in nearly. surreal terms. The 
starkness of each of the structures is emphasized through the 
photographic technique whereby the sky is darkened and given 
the status of a backdrop, cold and flat behind the structures .. The 
frontal stance provides us with no inkling of what the structmes 
look like from the side. In ''W el!Heet, White House,"13 the surreal 
quality is further manifested through the tree branches running 
diagonally across the front of the house, appearing nearly as 
silhouettes across the stark white of the house. This is a photo
graphic effect often seen in Morris's photographs-the sharp and 
vivid contrast which emphasizes sheer black and white values 
and reduces detail in the dark areas. 

The objects in these three photographs appear to have no 
substance or body; they could be flat-planed pictures of objects 
rather than objects. One may attribute this quality, perhaps, to 
Morris' attitude when facing the objects with the naked eye and 
the technological lens. He took these photographs for a reason, 
after all-and that reason may be deduced from his 1945 novel 
The Man Who Was Them. In that novel Morris writes of Agee 
Ward, the man of the title who is conspicuous by his .absence, 
but more important by his presence in the objects he leaves be
hind. Agee Ward had slowly come to understand that he had 
an overwhelming need to remember his past by describing those 
objects of his past through paintings. He leaves one of his "can
vasses" unfinished, for instance, because he can't remember the 
correct posture of the objects: 

~ 

One of the hardest pieces to fit has been the pump. It 
has twice been in-and once erased out-for either the 
barn is much too close or the pump is much too far away. 
This problem may have more to do with the weight of a 
full pail of water-:fetched water-than it has with the 
actual position of the pump. The only solution to this was 
to draw both pumps in, reconsider the matter, and then 
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take one pump out. This he did, but the pump that he left 
was where no sensible pump would be. And the one he 
took out was the pump in which he couldn't believe. 14 

Memory, that is, confuses the felt pump with the one which 
makes visual sense. 

In later years Morris has expressed his interest in the "repos
session" of objects through the photographic lens. Once he has 
the photograph, he says, he no longer needs the object itself." 
This is, in his words, an act of "salvage," a motive to help the 
world remember what it is busily discarding. The epigraph to 
God's Country and My People is from Samuel Beckett: "Let me 
try and explain. From things about to disappear I tum away in 
time. To watch them out of sight, no, I can't do it." 

For Morris, then, the photographs I am distinguishing as 
contained in the "Thing Itself" category are direct "descriptions" 
of things found in the world. The emphasis-as in the grain 
elevator, "GANO"-is on the structure itself, not on its relation 
to its environment (although the sky is crucial to all three of the 
images by reason of background spaciousness which dramatically 
pushes the object into the surface foreground). These are objects 
which, framed and centered as they are, call for ontological recog
nition, not necessarily as real objects in the world, but surely as 
objects which have validity in the imagination: the objects, that 
is, are ~of the real world, but they transcend their status as "real" 
in that world by showing us something of the play of the imagina
tion upon these materials. Photographs in this vein would appear 
to be ambivalent-even ambiguous-statements about the con
trast between the object existing in the world and the object as 
found and focused upon imaginatively. The "Thing Itself," that 
is, has been taken over by the imagination, the resultant image 
covered with a kind of dreamlike aura, a product finally of the 
mind and of the chemical bath. 

The Photograph as Equivalent 

The concept of the "equivalent" has long been part of the 
history of American photographic practice and theory, particu
larly in the works of Alfred Stieglitz and Minor White. Stieglitz, 
who had deliberately turned to clouds as subjects in order to 
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counter criticisms that he "influenced" his huml!Il subjects to get 
desired results, spoke of these cloud photographs as "equivalents 
of my most profound life experience, my basic philosophy of 
!ife."16 The "equivalents" were attempts to reduce the expected 
photographi~ content so that the viewer looked only at what lay 
within the frame itself: the "extraneous pictorial factors interven
ing between those who look at the pictures and the pictures 
themselves" were lessened and the audience was free to look 
precisely at what was there." The photographs became nearly 
abstract in nature, historical materials having been deliberately 
extracted. It is significl!Ilt that Wright Morris, too, began with 
cloud photographs, although he was led quickly to move beyond 
them to forms more immediately recognizable in the world at 
large." 

The abstract nature of the "equivalent" has been seized upon 
by Minor White as th~ ideal occasion for "meditation," with the 
photograph the focal point for the viewer's quite personal response 
and mental activity. For White, such photographs involve a kind 
of mystical transaction between the image and the viewer, with 
the photograph a visual metaphor for a state of mind or an 
emotion. He thinks of the "equivalent," it would seem, as a 
visual counterpart to T. S. Eliot's objective correlative, at its 
most successful an image which can call up similar associations 
in the minds of diflerent viewers. White has experimented with 
many types of photographs in this mode, but very rarely has 
utilized straight images, perhaps feeling-like Stieglitz-that 
pictorial content is often too distractive." 

Wright Morris's photographs often have certain similarities to 
those of Minor White in the"meditative" vein-with the im
portant difference that Morris deals almost exclusively with the 
given world, not in the abstract, but in the straight manner, often 
with the camera directly confronting the objects of the world 
through his typical "frontal stance." Morris's photographs in the 
"equivalent" manner Cl!Il be identified largely through their 
anecdotal content. Whereas the ''Thing Itself" photographs urge 
a kind of aesthetic penetration on the part of the viewer, the 
"equivalents'' have an interest in interpretation, the materials 
laid out within the frame distinctly in relation to each other. 
Often the photographs deal with a dualism of one kind or an-
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other; certainly the three I have selected as illustrations for this 
category give themselves to such interpretation. We may find 
Stieglitz useful once again in coming to terms with Morris; of 
his "equivalents" Stieglitz says: "My photographs are a picture 
of the chaos in the world, and of my relationship to that chaos. 
My prints show the world's constant upsetting of man's equilib
rium, and his eternal battle to reestablish it."20 Wright Morris's 
"Baltimore Steps, Painted and Unpainted" and the photograph 
of the houses with the cracked concrete in the foreground are 
deliberately dualistic in nature and must be interpreted in terms 
of the ongoing human endeavor to combat the forces of nature 
in the interests of civilization and culture. "Baltimore Steps" is 
quietly dramatic through the technique of juxtiposition. The 
structure shown in the approximately right two-thirds is in need 
of repair; it is the victim of poor maintenance over an extended 
period of time. The brick and the wooden steps are weather
beaten, in contrast to the carefully painted steps and the dis
tinctive brick of the structure to - the left. Clearly, part of 
Morris's "meaning" here is that human nurture is required to 
combat the weathering forces of nature left to themselves. The 
photograph as a whole has much to tell us about degrees of pride 
in ownership and the deliberate steps taken in the interest of 
maintaining human culture through the upkeep of human dwell
ings. Thus, the photograph is an "equivalent" in that it draws 
attention, specifically and concretely, to the struggle between 
natural and cultural values. 

The next photograph (Number 5), which appears in published 
book form only in God's Country and My People, makes a similar 
kind of statement, although perhaps a bit more dramatically. It 
deliberately employs what might be called a split-frame tech
nique, with the two "halves" of the photograph held in juxta
position. (Similar photographs, both well-known, which use tl1is 
technique are Stieglitz's "The Steerage," in which the two decks 
of a ship are visually separated into a social class hierarchy; and 
more dramatically, Eugene Smith's photograph of a corpse 
being shunted from the side of a ship into the sea: the photo is 
divided diagonally in terms of both shade and structure, the 
body a blur of white in sharp contrast to tl1e darkness of the 
ship and the water which lies below. )21 In the Morris photo-

l 
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graph the dualism of nature and culture is once again apparent, 
tlle upper approximate two-thirds representing the world of men 
and women through the structures which nurturing civilization 
has erected for their use, the bottom third showing the forces of 
nature at work in the process of undermining that civilization. 
Nature there-again through normal weathering processes-is 
seen to be eating away at the concrete which shores up the houses 
and keeps them from sinking into the ground-from whence, the 
picture suggests, they came. Reader-viewers of Morris will 
remember other photographs in this vein-in one case, of a house 
apparently being pulled down into the eroded earth; in another 
of a planed wooden board being reclaimed by the earth?2 

Yet another example of "equivalence" is the well-known 
photograph "Uncle Harry, Entering Barn" which concludes The 
Home Place. This is one of the rare occasions when human 
beings are found in Morris's photographic work, and this is 
characteristic of the type in that we get no glimpse of the face, 
and thus individuality is reduced for the sake of a more general 
comment. That is, the old man represents something; his own 
particular identity is not at issue. Here Uncle Harry enters the 
darkness of the bam tllrough an archetypal doorway. The mes
sage need not be belabored; the quotation across the page in 
The Home Place is sufficient: 

Out here you wear out, men and women wear out, the 
sheds and the houses, the machines wear out, and every 
ten years you put a new seat in the cane-bottomed chair. 
Every day it wears out, the nap wears off the top of tlle 
Axminster. The carpet wears out, but the life of the carpet, 
the Figure, wears in. The holy tlling, that is, comes natu
rally. Under the carpet, out here, is the floor. Mter you 
have lived your own life, worn it out, you will die your 
own death and it won't matter. It will be all right. It will 
be ripe, like the old man. 23 

In slllllmary, the tlrree photographs I have selected as "equiva
lents" have in common an important element of interpretation, 
founded on what may be termed archetypal responses to human 
experience. The viewer looking closely can see that the photo
graphs mean to speak to tlle issue of human involvement in 
natural processes, sometimes in terms of a direct dualism, some-
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times merely through the element of experience generalized in 
archetypal, and therefore universal, terms. 

The Photograph as "Metaphotograph" 

What I am terming metaphotography in Morris's work is a 
decided penchant for the self-conscious use of the camera to 
comment on photographs as photographs or to draw attention 
to the photographer, though not always directly, in the produc
tion of the final framed image. The clearest example of this is 
"Model-T with California Top," showing Morris's shadow in the 
lower right foreground. This is a photograph, as Morris tells us, 
he rejected as being inappropriate to his intentions when taking 
it. It was only after several years that he accepted the result 
for what it clearly showed. 24 According to John Szarkowski, the 
photograph shows an object having its picture taken; the inclu
sion of the photographer within the frame adds a ceremonial 
significance: now the photograph is one of an interaction between 
automobile and photographer, and the Ford appears posed and 
proper as an object with a personality of its own. 25 Clearly there 
is a difference when the photographer's shadow appears, for that 
shadow adds an epistemological comment that would be lacking 
if the car were shown alone. The camera itself becomes an im
portant element in this photograph, for its presence informs us 
that we are looking at a means of knowledge. 

Another photograph, "Front Room Reflected in Mirror," shows 
another typical Morris interest-in mirrors, the mirror being "one 
of the durable and inexhaustible metaphors we use in the inter
pretation of what we think constitutes reality."26 Like the camera, 
the mirror functions as a kind of lens, this one reflecting back 
the objects of past experience. We know that the photographer 
is present precisely because we are led to look for him: he must 
be there, just beyond the mirror's frame. In his 1953 novel The 
Deep Sleep Morris has his character Paul Webb looking into a 
mirror: "So he had looked at the bed, then he had turned and 
faced the mirror. on the dresser, where everything in the room 
seemed to be gathered, as if seen through a lens."21 Morris makes 
much of tlris relationship in the opening pages of the novel, and 

j 
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the mirror, like a lens, becomes. a deliberate instrument for the 
attainment of ·knowledge and· clarity of thought. 

Siroilarly, in this photograph, the mirror calls attention to 
itself and the objects in the photographer's immediate environ-

. ment. We might say that the mirror functions in much the same 
way as a camera, focusing on historical materials and framing 
them in the "viewfinder." Looking at the photograph we are 
led to considerations of time similar· to those to which photog
raphy itself has historically addressed itself: we are left with the 
paradox that we are at this moment involved in time already 
long past. The photographs on the wall and table, of course, 
reinforce this view, but what seems most interesting is that by 
framing the mirror within the rectangle of the whole image, 
Morris moves us another step back into past time. Thus tiroe is 
spatialized-and that on several levels, and one recognizes an
other of Morris's concerns in his fiction. In Cause for Wonder, 
for example, Howe meditates: "Due to certain accidents of my 
boyhood I feel that time exists in space, not unlike the graphic 
charts that hang on the walls of up-to-date schoolrooms. On 
the charts the past lies below, in marble-like stratifications .... "28 

Perhaps the most interesting of the three selected for this 
category is the photograph of a snapshot showing a family stand
ing in front of a house. The snapshot is tacked up on what 
appears to be the outer wall of a human dwelling. Again there 
are several dimensions of time present in the iroage as a whole, 
the first the time within the snapshot which obtained when it 
was taken, tl1e second the time during which the snapshot was 
attached to the wall which forms the background, the third the 
moment when the photographer snapped the image as we find it 
now-and finally, the time of our present act whereby we view 
the entire image. 

The participants in the snapshot are lined up before the house 
to have their picture taken. In the novel The Home Place, in 
which this photograph appears, Morris makes much of the ritual 
in which the family members comment, apparently, on the quality 
of this snapshot's endurance over a number of years. The snap
shot is, as these characters remark, faded. One character, Clara, 
remarks, "Most of us dead and gone, think it would be fadin'l ... 
Same as me an' you are fadin'."29 As a novelist, that is, Morris 
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adds yet another dimension of time, that in which the novel's 
participants deliberately view their lives in the past as given 
in a still image. And we, the readers of The Horne Place, are 
onlookers bringing our own memories to the interactions between 
characters in the text, the photograph, and the content of the 
photograph distanced through visual space as well as time. This 
is a complex series of events, and it speaks clearly to Morris's 
"metaphotographical" . interests. Photographs are a means of 
knowledge, but that knowledge is not easily acquired, and words 
are. necessary to explain the complexities of what we see. What 
Morris impresses upon us is that the art of seeing (through 
photography) involves layers and layers of subtle interrelations. 
Photography, finally, becomes an epistemological inquiry into the 
means· of our understanding of reality. 

Mention of various novels and Morris's interest in time and 
space within these novels makes dear how closely his fiction has 
employed methods which were first the province of his photo
graphic concerns. There is, of course, a great deal more evidence 
for this "collusion" between Morris-the-novelist and Morris-the
photographer than it is necessary to present here. My purpose 
has been to urge the viewer to seek out further relationships 
between vision and thought in Morris's work. As his photography 
has not yet been sufficiently studied, particularly in relation to his 
novels, readers may find this attempt to view tl1e photographs of 
some use. As Morris remains one of the most important "visual 
novelists" in our literature, we have need of a criticism which 
more closely examines both his fiction and his photography in 
ways which reveal his work to us more completely and im
mediately. 

Bellevue College 
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1. "Wellfleet, White House" 

2. [Title unknown] 
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4. "Baltimore Steps, Painted and Unpainted" 
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5. [Title unknown] 6. "Uncle Harry, Entering Barn" 
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7. "Model-T, With California Top" 8. "Front Room Reflected in Mirror" 
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9. [Title unknown] 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON WRIGHT MORRIS'S. 

TREATMENT OF "MY KIND OF PEOPLE, 

SELF-SUFFICIENT, SELF-DEPRIVED, 

SELF-UNKNOWING" 

KEITH CARABINE 

In a notorious sequence in the middle of Main Street, Sinclair 
Lewis hangs on the slender frame of Carol Kennicott an essay 
on Midwestern life and literature in which she is alleged to con
clude concerning Gopher Prairie: 1 

· 

It is an unimaginatively standardised background, a 
sluggishness of speech and manners, a rigid ruling of the 
spirit by the desire to appear respectable. It is content
ment ... the contentment of the quiet dead, who are scorn
ful of the living for their restless walking. . . . It is the 
prohibition of happiness. It is slavery self-sought and self
defended. It is dullness made God. 

I begin with Lewis's acid view of Main Street (typical of 
course of the 'revolt from the village' which characterised the 
work of such different writers as Edgar Lee Masters, .Willa Cather 
and Hemingway) because his stance and fictional pedormance 
are so diametrically opposed to Wright Morris's. The "unimagin
ably standardised background" characterised by "a sluggishness 
of speech and manners" is precisely the world Morris, in his Mid
west fiction, chooses to explore. The figures who Lewis the 
moralist scornfully pigeon-holes as "the quiet dead" are accepted 
by Morris as "iny kind of people, self-sufficient, self-deprived, 
self-unknowing.''2 Moreover, and more importantly, they provide 
the very foci through which Morris examines and ·presents his 
version of Middle America and of the human condition. 

115 
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Lewis's inability in Main Street to demonstrate an alternative 
lifestyle (embodying the positives of " 'spirit' and 'happiness' ") to 
that of 'the quiet dead', undercuts his confident moralistic stance 

' and more significantly, betrays a writer who would not think 
through the problem of craft his "version" of Middle America 
sponsored. Morris in contrast is a bolder and surer writer than 
Lewis because, as much of his fiction, essays, and photographs 
show, he h~s grappled all his career with problems of technique 
and vision which Lewis "skipped. In fact Morris's oeuvre con
stitutes, from this perspective, a sustained ·presentation of and 
commentary upon the .demands. his attachment to his chosen 
subject made upon his craft, and how his dedicated examination 
qf his craft revealed complexities he had intuitively believed were 
·inherent in his subject. · · 

The key fignre for any examination of the complexities Morris's 
faith in both his subject ("my kind of people") and his skill 
revealed is "the father" who has haunted his fiction from the 
beginning. I have therefore concentrated in the first part of this 
essay on how Morris coped with, and finally mastered, the prob

. !ems raised by and embodied in the "father" and. in the second 
part, because" I believe the great boon of Morris's struggle was 
the perfection of a voice and style supremely amenable to a rep

" resentation of his "kind of people," I analyze at length one very 
minor figure-Bud Momeyer of Ceremony in Lone Tree ( 1960 )
who ;nonetheless serves as a fit embodiment of Morris's fictional 
"prowess. 

· • As . the . three quotations below illustrate, whenever Morris 
coilfronts the fignre of the "father"-whether in photo-text or 
novels;_he simultaneously exhibits his major fictional preoccupa

•.tions and rehearses the procedural difficulties he encountered in, 
. and the solutions he discovered for, his chosen subject. 

Where do you go except back where you came from? 

I can't tell you how many people have lost track of 
where they were going--Jiow many" people are not too 

•. sure of where they are from. 

Dear Son-Have moved. Have nice little place of.our 
own now, two-plate gas. Have Chevrolet 28, spare tyre, 
wire wheels. Crazy to be without it, now get out in coun-
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try, get out in air. Have extra. room, wo~ldn't be so 
crowded, nice and quiet in rear. NICe warm sun .. there every 
morning, nice view in rear. Have plan to sell day old eggs 
to high class Restaurants, Hotels. Soon send "you to ~ar
vard"-send you to Yale. Saw Robin in yard this mornmg. 
Saw him catch worm;• 

As you probably" know, it is smart to advertise. A~m:~ 
Brady did it when he wanted a wife, Will .B~ady dr~ rt 
when he wanted an egg, as the only problem rs ;n .knowmg 
what you want. Knowing, that is, how to put rt m ten or 
twelve words. But that can be quite a sticlder .. Take some-
thing like this: . .. . 

FATHERANDSON seek matronly ~oman 
take charge modest home in suburbs. 

Was that what he wanted? Well, he thought .it w:as, 
But he would have to wait and see what an ad like that 
turned up. If what he said, so to speak, had covered the 
ground. On the advice of the girl in the office, he ran that 
ad in the "Personal" column, as he was looking for somec 
thing rather special, as she said. He gave his address: of 
course, as the Paxton Hotel. The lobby would be JUS~ 
the place for a meeting like that. It would no~ be ~ecessary 
for him to inquire what such a woman had m mmd;_ as ·rt 
was there in the ad, and all the woman had to do, was 
answer it. .. "• 

• 0 • • 
• • 0 • 0 .. •• 0 -

When you know what you want, perhaps you;still have 
to learn how to ask for it. 

FATHER seeks large matronly 
woman to mother homeless boy . 

Was that too plain? He would drop the large .. Some
how, when he was a boy, matronly women were all large. 

FATHER seeks matronly woman 
as companio!l growing boy. · 

Perhaps it was best to keep the father out of it.
4 

My father, from his irregular orbit, wmte his son pre
. dictable ·hitters, drilling his periods through the free "sta-
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tionery found in second-class hotel lobbies, the stub pointed 
pencil chained to the desk. Dear Son--Have found you 
new mother. Indicating he was lacking in neither faith 
nor talent. Most of his letters were written as want ads: 

FATHER SEEKS MATRONLY WOMAN 
FOR HOMELESS BOY. 

He looked for and found himself in the Sunday Help 
Wanted column. His son, having in mind more readers 
addresses himself to whom it may concern. He has spent 
most of his life speaking up for people who would rather 
remain silent (like his father) or live at peace with those 
who cry for help only in their sleep.• 

As the "voice over" legend of the first passage shows, Morris 
firmly locates the meaning of his subject and of his artistic pur
pose in that most venerable search of all in American life and 
letters, namely that of identity, both personal and national. 
Similarly Morris's cool ironies in the third passage do not dis
guise the filial piety and the personal need which fire his artistic 
resolve: in "speaking up" for the "silent" he is also enabled to 
rediscover his own origins. 6 Morris thus believes as did Twain 
and Sherwood Anderson before him, that because he was born 
in "the navel of the great continental land mass" and because 
that ''navel" was also "beneath the buckle of my belt" he was 
therefore in a unique position to explore the territory of the 
American character! 

It is typical of Morris's craft that even as early as The In
habitants he juxtaposes the central question of his own fictional 
c~reer ("Where do you go except back where you came from?") 
wrth a demonstration of a fictional answer he discovered. The 
letter locates the "home place" c:if the vernacular and is the 
expression of the limited syntax of the voiceless which Morris 
takes as his starting point. As the passages confirm, the problem 
for the "father" and for the "son" (author) reside in the syntax 
available to the former and usable by the son. The syntax of the 
letters and the "ads" in which the "I" and the definite and in
definite articles are omitted, confirm his father's "faith" in the 
c~ches of materialism and of the American dream to provide 
·himself with an identity and to draw his.son back into "his irregu-
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lar orbit." However, as all the passages illustrate, his "want ads" 
are written by a man unable to articulate his wants: after all 
"when you know what you-want, perhaps you still have to learn 
how to ask for it." The father is therefore "maimed" by his syntax: 

. and yet the son, if he wants to "speak up" for his father must in 
truth begin with the only syntax they. have in common-that 
embodied in the limited patterns of vernacular speech." 

It is remarkable that Morris as early as The Inhabitants pre
figured his subsequent discovery of what he calls "a mind-blowing 
statement" of Yeats in his last introduction to his plays. 

' ... As I altered my syntax I altered my intellect'. 

... It says simply that syntax shapes the mind, and it is 
syntax that does our thinking for us. If the words are 
rearranged, the workings of the mind are modified. Man 
is not free to think, as he believes: he is free to think along 
the lines syntax makes possible, as trains commute to. those 
points where the rails are laid down. He is more of· a 
prisoner of syntax than of sex.10 

Morris's grasp of the resonances of this central insight is one 
key to his achievement. His "kind of people" like the father are 
"prisoners of syntax"; they are locked in by the inevitable ("self 
unknowing") belief in, and acceptance of the cliches which 
encapsulate and entomb their experience. 

The Inhabitants is a seminal work in Morris's career because 
the dramatic monologues represent Morris's experiments with a 
whole range of voices which explore the potential availability 
of the vernacular for fictional purposes. The father's letter is 
more idiosyncratic than most of the pieces which attempt to 
mimic the vernacular, but it is typical in that Morris deliberately 
dons the straight-jacket of his characters' syntax in order to test 
his own ability for verbal action. And he does pull off one superb 
effort. The closing, seemingly inconsequential, "Saw Robin in 
the yard this morning . . . catch worm," records a simple . com
pleted action which serves, simultaneously, to explain why the 
father will continue to dream (he too, one day, may fulfil his 
reveries) and to point up his confusion of his material plans with 
the natural spontaneous gesture of the "Robin." 
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,, Yet despihi .this feliCity there are several clear reasons why 
Morris could not continue to "speak up" for the father within 
the strict boundaries of his syntax. Firstly; such a faithful mimicry 
begins either to demean . .the characters; or, if the author is felt 
to be earnestly pumping "signifieimce" into them .he becomes like 
Steinbeck a solemn bore. \Secondly, the: voice will quickly appear 
marmered. ' Thirdly:.of course. the noveL willlack (.as. Flimbert 
who grappled with similar problems feared) .. "the element of 
entertainment". ·a1ld thus fail to hold the attention of "to whom 
itmay conce;.n,"u J;i'ourthly the writerwould quickly discover, 
as did Will Brady, tha:t the syntax of tile '\id" had -not "covered 
the grolind" of either-his desires.: or his- designs. 

The struggle with the syntax of his father, embodied in the 
letter, prefigured Morris's inak:e or break atteinpuhrough6ut the 
middle and late nineteen forties to develop in The W arks of 
Love "a fiction style which opens up, reappraises, the familiar 
cliched vernacular"; ."a modified vernacular style to permit the 
infrusion of tones, moods, and qualities that ordinarily would be 
excluded from the vernaci:tlar."12 The :.end .result is Morris's 
yersiqn of the. free in_direct style which Gertrude Stein played 
with hi Three Lives and which Joyce mastered in Ulysses. As 
the pun in the title of Morris's most recent novel (Plain S~ng: 
For Female Voices, 1980) acknowledges,t:he free indirect style 
is a form of plain song whereby .the vernacular provides the 
basic beat, and the voice· of the author (ttY continue the figure) 
provides counterpoint and descant. · · 

thus in the passage from The Works of Love the· phrase "as 
you probably know, it is smart to advertise'~ remains on the one 
hand faithful to Brady's sincerely hopeful focus and to the words 
and values he 'earnestly accept~ and seriously-rehearses; and on 
the other deftly invites the reader to· at once share· and gmistion 
Brady's too ready acceptance of the cliches of advertising. 
Similarly Morris's bland representation of Brady's sober appraisal 
of his situation ("the only problem is in knowing what you want") 
fufiltrates ·an . ironic cotintetpohit ·because Brady's' thought is 
· (unconsciously) a ·massive understatement of the central theme 
of ide~tity. Thus the gentle, but painfcl phty of Morris's humour 
inVItes us to acknowledge ·that, given Brady's past attempts 

"th k f ·1· . " . " 'd'' uld · 'bl " . th. d" at e wor s o ove no- a co -poss1 y -cover· e groun 
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of his persistent longing. Typically, as Brady ponders how 
to "put it in ten .or twelve words" he allows Morris to quizzi
cally infiltrate the "stickler" they botl1 share as composers. Again 
Morris, as ever, uses the girl's ready cliche-"he was looking for 
something 'rather special"--,-"to permit the intrusion" of a wry, 
life-enhancing comedy as we note how the girl (inadvertently) 
acknowledges precisely why Brady ("a man with so much of 
his life left out") claims both the author's attention and our own. 
But, ·too, we see, as Brady literally cannot, that "to. put it in ten 
or twelve words" is the beginuing not the end of the enquiry, is 
a source of, not the cure for, his problem.· Brady's problem ("it 
was there in the ad") is that "syntax shapes :his mind" and that 
neither the syntax of the 'ad' nor the cliches of the American 
dream would enable him to recognize, let alone fulfill, his "wants." 

His creator is luckier. Because he believes that·"through voice 
he learns what he feels and hears what he thinks" he can "wait" 
and "see" what his commitment to Brady's voice will "turn up." 

As Morris anticipated as he laboured for years at his work of 
Iove-"speaking up for people who would rather remain silent" 
(like Brady and his fathe1')'-he discovered "that in Brady's 
emotionally muted relationships and in. his failure to relate to 
others there was the drama, however submerged, of much 
American life."14 It is because Brady "personally" has always 
been "out of it" as a lover and father that he becomes the type 
of the Plainsman ''West of the. 98th Meridian" who "in the dry 
places" (like the prophets of old) "begin to dream" ( p. 3). As 
Brady's attempts at "connection," based on his nation's cliches 
of se]£-fulfilment through material success continually collapse, 
his dreams of "connection" become increasingly more speculative 
and imaginative until by the end we almost believe that "the 
m:m who was more or less by himself' has both embodied and 
transcended "the malady of his race." We are almost persuaded 
that Brady in his last role of Santa Claus (the world's greatest 
lover after all) justifies Morris's noble contention that he "redeems 
himself and all of us."16 

That finally Monis's use of, and relationship to, Brady shows 
signs of strain can be . traced to the restrictions imposed by 
limiting the focalization of the novel to a single, simple conscious-
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ness. Thus despite. the authorial "ploy," and much as I am moved 
by Morris's awesome commitment to Brady's vision, and by his 
determination to persuade us of his discovery that Brady was a 
fit medium for his· own imaginative capacity to wonder, pro
foundly, about the human condition, nonetheless I remain aware, 
especially when "the big things . . . happen to him," of a dis
junction between the imperative purposes of the author and 
the muted gropings of Brady, between the amplifications of the 
author's voice and the restrictions of his characters' syntax.17 

One such moment occurs in the third section in The Works 
of Love, entitled 'In the Moonlight'. The title is appropriate 
because cut off from his young wife and the son who was foisted 
on him by the young prostitute, Mickey, Brady sits alone one 
night in his candling-room trying to figure why his "son" would 
read Journey to the Moon. The sequence is too long to quote 
in full but it Clearly provides Morris with im opportunity to 
rehearse, over emphatically and I think unconvincingly, his sense 
of his fictional preoccupations and aims. 

There before him lay the city ... -where many thousands 
of men, with no thought of the moon, lay asleep. He could 
cope with the moon, but somehow he couldn't cope with a 
thought like that. It seemed a curious arrangement he felt , , 
for God to make. By some foolish agreement, made long 
ago, men and women went into their houses and slept, or 
tried to sleep, right when there was the most to see .... 

... Without carrying things too far, he felt himself made 
part of the lives of these people, even part of the dreams 
that they were having, lying there, stranger, even, than a 
Journey to the Moon. 

And the thought came to him-to Will Jennings Brady, 
a prominent dealer in eggs-that he was a traveller, some
thing of an explorer, himself. That he did even stranger 
things than the men in books. It was one thing to go to 
the moon, like this foreigner, a writer of books but did 
this man know the man or woman across the str~et? Had 
he ever travelled into the neighboui s house? . . . That 
might be stranger, that might be harder to see, than the 
dark side of the moon. 
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Perhaps it was farther across the street, into that room 
where the lamp was burning, . than it was to the moon, 
around the moon, and back to earth. Where was there a 
traveler to take a voyage like that? Perhaps it was even 
farther than twenty thousand leagues under the sea. Men 
had been there, it was said, and made a thorough report 
of the matter; but where was the man who had traveled 
the length of his own house? . . . 

... Was it any wonder that men wrote books about other 
things? That they traveled to the moon, so to speak, to 
get away from themselves? . . . 

When he returned the Journey to the Moon, he spoke 
to Mrs. Giles, the librarian, and tried to phrase, for her, some 
of the thoughts that were troubling him. Had any man 
taken, he said, a journey around his own house? 

Not for public perusal, Mrs. Giles said. 

That would be a journey, he said, that he would like 
to take, or, for that matter, a journey around.his own son. 
( pp. 134-5, 137) 

Brady's meditation is too overtly Morris's self-conscious exhibi
tion of the daring and "su·angeness" of his own "traveling" (in
cluding his visions of Brady). It over-solicitously confirms the 
determination and visions of the author. For example Mrs. Giles's 
reply ("not for public perusal") to Brady's question "Had any 
man taken ... a journey around his own house" provides a lovely 
joke, but Morris's wit does not disguise the fact that Brady's 
unembarrassed question is too ''big" for him and too coyly self
reflective on Morris's part. 

Morris laboured for years over, and wrote several drafts of, 
The Works of Love. ·As he knew, the mied to develop "a con
sistency of tone" so as not "to question or ridicule the sober tenor 
of Brady's existence" was itself "a problem'' and "a challenge" 
because the reader's attention must of course be held.18 More 
important, I suspect, as a solirce of difficulty for Morris (and of 
strain for the reader) is, however, that Brady inevitably serves as 
both protagonist and vehicle for commentary. And, on occasion, 
as the sequence illustrates the two functions are at odds. Brady 
is at once too sober and naive and too knowing; at once simple 
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and at once the expression of Morris's noble and profound sense 
of the mystery and freslmess of his chosen subject. The end result 
is that Morris does not escape either mannerism or solemn bore
dom in such portentious moments as: "And the thought came to 
him-to Will Jennings Brady, a prominent dealer in eggs-that 
he was a traveller, something of an explorer, himself." 

It is, of course, a mark of Morris's boldness as a novelist that 
he faces up to these potential disjunctions in choosing Brady as 
his focus in the first place: but it is no surprise that even a 
novelist of his" craft-given the difficulties Morris encountered 
during the writing of The W arks of Love-should set it aside for 
two years and write Man and Boy ( 1951 ), the first of his "multiple 
voice" fictions. 

Though in 1975 Morris found "it hard to understand the great 
enthusiasm I brought to the multiple voice fiction I was once so 
fond of" surely" it is no accident that his greatest novels-The 
Deep Sleep (1953), The Huge Season (1954), The Field of Vision 
(1956), Ceremony in Lone Tree and One Day (1965)-are 
"multiple voice" and that they are much less open to the ''charges" 
than can be brought against The Works of Love?• This is be
cause the more perceptive, or articulate or intellectual characters 
(such as Webb, Foley, Lehmann and Boyd) are more natural 
commentators upon the world they inhabit and obsel'Ve than the 
more inarticulate figures. Morris is therefore more able to ''keep 
the puzzle puzzling, the pattern changing and alive:' because he 
can leave his readers to bring the thoughts and preoccupations of 
all the voices into their own "field of vision.''21 He can, too; 
dramatise through consciousnesses almost as intelligent and as 
quizzical as his own, the generating ideas of his fictional world. 
We are thus enabled to measure the voiceless simple characters 
(such as Mrs. "Porter, Parsons, Lawrence, the McKees, Paula 
Kahler, Bud Momeyer) against the more conscious and articulate 
characters. (They are not necessarily, of course, more rooted 
or more· generous, stabler or wiser; and they usually ·have less 
horse sense. ) " · " " 

·It is not surprising then, that after grappling with the problems 
Will Brady raised, that Morris's subsequent fiction treated "the 
self-sufficient; self~deprived, self-unknowing," characters. with 
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less self-conscious involvement and, because of his mastery of the 
"multiple voice" fiction, with greater authority. To put it simply: 
after The Works of Love he wove his patterns with greater ease 
because he )mew what he could and could not do with both his 
simple characters and his intellectuals and artists. It is to the 
most limited of Morris's "self-unknowing" characters I now must 
turn. 

II 

Bud Momeyer, the postman in Ceremony in Lone Tree, is 
regarded as so stupid by his long-suffering wife, Maxine, that she 
thinks "No-one in his right mind . . . paid attention to what 
Bud Mom eyer said"; and even the equable, dull McKee finds 
him so boring and infuriating that he imagines that "one day Bud 
would say 'how's tricks, McKee?' and McKee would put his hand 
onhis head and squash that mailman's hat like a pot down over 
his ears."22 · One can hardly blame them. Bud spends most of his 
time working at two jobs and his scant leisure hunting cats for 
bounty with a bow and arrow rescued from a neighbour's attic. 
Yet, as I hope a close reading of the following passage will show, 
it is a measure of Morris's achiev"ement that he can take the extra
ordinary risk of committing his narrative to a voice of such mas
sive ordinariness and yet still infiltrate "the intrusion of tones, 
moods and qualities" which engage our" attention and convince 
us that Bud's mundane life has been faithfully drawn arid given 
shape; and furthermore that it contributes without strain and 
without an over-exhibited self consciousness, to the pattern and 
significance of the novel. 23 

That was the sort of thing Bud didn't know until his 
route got back to normal, and Mrs. Milton Ashley had the 
time to bring him up to date on her son Milton, who was 
busy making a name for himself in the world. At the e~d 
of the war Standard "Oil had sent him. to the Far East w1th 
his family. Before the piece appeared in the Lincoln 
Courier, most of the people on Bud Momeyer's route ~ew 
that Milton Ashley had received "the Order of the Smm 
Cro'wn, Fourth Class, pinned on him in Bangkok by the 
Ambassador himself." If the letter;was -from ".Milton, with 
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one of those foreign stamps, Mrs. Ashley would open it 
there on the porch or ask Bud to step into the hallway 
while she read it to him. Bud had been a classmate of 
Milton's at Roosevelt High. Milton came to school in his 
mother's electric car just before the bell rang, ate apples 

· during recess, and once a year had a birthday party to 
which Bud, being in his class, was invited to come. As far 
as Bud could recall, Milton had never actually spoken 
to him. He had carried Milton's mail for more than ten 
years before the article appeared in the Omaha World
H erald citing Milton's achievements and listing his old 
Lincoln school friends who would remember him. Bud 
Mom eyer's name had appeared in that list. Several people 
remarked on that and often asked Bud what was new 
about Milton, as if he might know, and thanks to Mrs. 
Ashley keeping him posted, he usually did. His children 
were Wendy, Judy and Ronald; they had already flown 
more than sixty thousand miles, which was the equal of 
flying around the world two and half times. Mrs. Ashley 
Hew the children home to Lincoln for Christmas every 
two or three years. Bud had met the children, always 
surprised to see how pale they looked from such a hot 
country, and Mrs. Ashley had referred to him as their 
father's old friend. Their mother was usually in bed when 
he came by with the mail. When she and one of the chil
dren were lost at sea, Bud Momeyer was invited to the 
memorial service, for which he had to go out and buy 
another blue suit. His name appeared in the paper as an 
old close friend. None of this was important or changed 
his life or made him swell-headed or the like, but it was 
the sort or thing he couldn't explain to Maxine. Why he 
would rather work than take a vacation, that is. 

The Ashley family was just one of many that Bud 
Momeyer, in no way related, had somehow got to be part 
of. Take the coffee he had on cold winter mornings with 
Mrs. Rossiter. A woman of eighty now, almost blind, with 
one hip so bad she could hardly walk, yet as bright and 
independent as any person he knew. While she had her 
sight TV was a help, and in her seventies she had taken 
to watching baseball, soon knowing more about the game 
than most men ever did. All sununer long he had to give 
her time to keep him up to date. When Milwaukee won 
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the Series, she had him in to eat a dish of prune whip in 
celebration. 

Although he was married and the father of a daughter, 
whkh were things he had in common with so many people, 
Bud had more in common with their families than he did 
with his own. His opinion was asked. Was it the uniform? 
It helped. When they saw him without it, they never asked 
him any questions. 

When he didn't show up, there were people who 
phoned. He certainly knew their kids better than his own 
kid, especially the ones who liked to walk along with him, 
or those whose stories he got in detail from their worried 
parents. Maxine hardly ever said a word to him. When 
the mail cart came into his life and changed his old habits, 
Bud had lain awake nights like some of the people who 
talked to him. He wasn't losing his life or his kid, but he 
was losing everybody else's, and in some strange way these 
other families were his own. Their problems seemed to 
be the ones he could help. When he told Mrs. Clayton 
she was looking better, as she often was at nine twenty 
in the morning, he didn't have to be around at suppertime 
when she looked much worse. The secret was in the mail 
pouch. He had to move on. Only when the last letter was 
delivered did he have to come home. The strangest feeling 
Bud had had in all his life was when it occurred to him 
that Maxine might be telling Mr. Pollard their mailman, 
what she told nobody else. A bigger fool than Leo Pollard, 
Bud Momeyer had seldom seen. (pp. 109-112) 

This sequence justifies Eudora Welty's appraisal of Morris: 
"Laying sure hands on the daily is Wright Morris's forte. What 
the rest of us may have accepted too casually, he sets upon with 
his own highly specialised focus."'" Miss Welty recognizes that 
on the one hand in '1aying st:ire hands" Morris effortlessly accepts 
and has a ceremonial respect for "the daily," and on the other 
hand as "sets upon" captures, Morris's "highly specialized focus" 
also appropriates "the daily" for his own artistic purposes. 

As we have noted the free indirect style enables· Morris to 
produce a counterpoint of two or more voices. The more mundane 
the consciousness as with Miss Stein's 'The Good Anna' and Bud, 
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the greater the risks. There is (as in The WorkS of Love) an 
absence of "action" (as event). As Flaubert recognized, "painting 
in monotone without contrasts" is "not easy," and raises the con
comitant danger that the author's wrought "subtleties will be 
wearisome.'"'5 Or one might add, as with 'The Good Anna' we 
cease to hear her voice because of Miss Stein's over insistent 
mannered modulations which draw attention to the author'~ 
cleverness at the expense of the exhibited consciousness. Or, in 
contrast, as with Joyce and Bloom, an occasional opacity, result. 
ing from deliberately difficult transitions (allegedly) faithful to 
Bloom's mind at play in the City of Dublin. 

In common with his illustrious predecessors Morris discovered 
(in Flaubert's words) that "everything is a question of style."" 
Thus though Flaubert chafes at "his uninterrupted portrayal of 
bourgeois existence"27 and though Bud can be seen to illustrate 
"an unimaginably standardised background," authorial "play" is 
set against apparent dullness. "Having in mind" more readers 
than Miss Stein, Morris avoids her mannerism because he plays 
(largely) through Bud· rather than with him. (We cannot, as we 
have seen, say this of all of The Works of Love). And because 
Bud is a. "simpler" consciousness than Bloom (less alienated, less 
quizzical and more committed to his cliches) . and because he is 
not used by Morris to elucidate his purposes Morris is rarely 
either opaque or pretentious. The risk Morris accepts of course 
is that he has less opportunity to dazzle than Joyce. Yet I believe, 
as I hope my analysis will show, that no writer in English since 
Joyce has employed the free indirect style with a more disturbing 
"play," of comedy, pathos and submerged menace than Morris. 

The first cliche of the passage-"Milton . · .. was busy making 
a name for himself in the world" -expresses personal and com· 
muoal values, and readily serves, we come to realise, as Mrs. 

. Ashley's comfortable and evasive explanation for her son's failure 
to return home with his family at Christmas, or even for their 
fuoeral service when they die at sea. How delicately Morris plays 
off "in the world" against the resolute provinciality of "one of 
those foreign stamps." How apt the details are-"the electric 
car" and "apples during .recess" -which establish that Standard 

. Oil had fouod , a fit representative· iri this youth from a· frugal 
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family who never played. Given Bud and Milton were class
mates, how neatly. Morris times his revelation that Bud can 
soberly recall: "Milton had never actually spoken to him." How 
slyly Morris establishes ("Several people remarked . . . and 
thanks to Mrs. Ashley keeping him posted, he usually did") the 
mundane .chain of gossip Bud so enjoys, then jocosely exploits 
the only puo Bud would be capable of-"posted." How seem· 
ingly pointless is Morris's bland acceptance of Bud's sober recital 
of the Ashley's flying log, and then the shock as we learn laconi· 
cally "she and one of the children were lost at sea." 

Bud so defers, so accepts the cliches of sentiment which 
appear, so to speak, in ascending order of bathos ("Old Lincoln 
school friends," "their father's old friend" and finally "an old 
close friend") tllat out of respect for his customer so blithely con
fident of his attachment to her son he cannot remember talking 
to and for a woman he has rarely seen ("[she] was usually in bed 
when he came by with the mail'') he feels obliged "to go out and 
buy another blue suit." 

The end of the first paragraph is pure Morris; "the sort of 
thing he couldn't explain to Maxine. Why he would rather work 
than take a vacation that is." The transition is at once surprising 
and funny, pathetic and inevitable: surprising and funny because 
the link between the details released and the opinion expressed 
seems so tenuous; pathetic because anybody, it would seem, 
would need to break out of this rouod of dullness; inevitable 
because the author has no successfully rehearsed, and colluded in, 
the small satisfactions of a life built upon a pattern of acceptance. 
Thus Bud's "that is" serves to register his private sense of the 
fitness and meaning of things which the author does not betray. 

Bud would certainly seem to fit uoder Carol Kennicott' s urn· 
brella description of "a rigid ruling of the spirit by the desire to 
appear respectable." But as Morris develops the ramifications 
of Bud's "that is" we see that he sincerely believes with increasing 
conviction that "The Ashley family was just one of many tllat 
Bud Momeyer, in no way related, had somehow got to be .part 
of"; that he "had more in common with these families than he 
did with his own"; that "He certainly knew their kids better than 
his own"; and that "in some strange way these other families Ylere 
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his own"; and that finally "Their problems seemed to be the ones 
he could help." As we recognize the justice of Bud's satisfaction 
(after all Mrs. Ashley and Mrs. Rossiter would vouch for his kind 
assistance) we register, too, the pathetic and frightening lack of 
"connection" between Bud and his family. Morris's deliberate 
tentativeness ("somehow," "in some strange way") is richly 
suggestive.•• It is faithful at once to Bud's ready, if slightly 
beWildered, acceptance of the role his uniform and mail pouch 
have sponsored, and to Morris's bemused recognition that this 
mundane figure is simultaneously happy with and "maimed" by 
his syntax. Surely, too, it is no exaggeration to note that Bud's 
groping sense that though "no way related" he had nonetheless 
"somehow got to be part of" the Ashley's, earns Morris's respect 
and wonder because locked in though he may be by his cliches, 
Bud both embodies his creator's sympathy and enables his author 
. to search out, share and confirm his common identity with people 
whose problems (like Bud's, like his father's) "seem to be the 
ones he could help." Truly, too, through a commitment to such 
("silent") voices Morris could "learn what he feels and hear what 
he thinks." And what Morris feels and hears precludes both Carol 
Kennicott' s brisk dismissal, Willa Cather's abrasive scorn for (say) 
Lou and Oscar, the mediocre petit bourgeois brothers of Antonia, 
or Hemingway's sarcasm at the expense of 'The Doctor· and 
the Doctor's Wife'.29 

Which is not to say, of course, that Bud is neither satirised 
nor used as a vehicle for satire. The very fact that we have been 
obliged to share the author's blend of wonder and detachment 
·before Bud's half conscious knowledge and before the happy 
compensations of his job means that, on the one hand we under-
· stand why Bud lies awake at night worrying more about how 
to rid himself of his new mailcart than about, say, his daughter's 
•burgeoning sexuality or his wife's loneliness; and on the other 
hand we "hear what the author thinks" namely that it is not sur
prising his more conscious characters such as Bud's wife Maxine 
and Boyd endure, respectively, lives of quiet and unquiet despera
tion. Moreover it is not surprising given a world of kindly yet 
unconscious Buds that, in his daughter Etoile's words, it is 
because "Nobody wants to know why" (p. 117) that a Charlie 
Munger can shoot people like clay pigeons, or Bud's nephew 
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Lee Roy can run over and kill two bullies because he is tired of 
being pushed around. It is not surprising in a world lacking in 
fundamental human "connections" that modern "ceremonies" 
are debilitated. It is no accident that we begin to feel that per
haps Maxirie is right to think "we're all stark mad" (p. 91); and 
that the nuclear explosion is an apt metaphor for a world in which 
characters shelter behind cliches rather than confront the stark 
reality of murder and the bomb. Yet, too, such has been the 
generosity of Morris's vision we recognise, unlike Boyd, that to 
ask people to ''WAKE BEFORE BOMB" (p. 31) which is the 
central motif of the novel, is to demand what they will not, and 
perhaps cannot, perform. As Cowie in One Day ( 1965) realises 
in a meditation central to an appreciation 'of Morris's "self
unknowing" characters.•• 

Increasing numbers had given up their conscious lives. 
A non-conscious life they still lived, and the future looked 
bright for non-conscious dying. But to be fully conscious 
was to be fully exposed. Cause for alarm. As a matter of 
survival one gave it up. At one and the same moment this 
was an act of salvation and an act of destruction. 

For Bud to confront the potential "destruction" residing in his 
habits would demand another syntax, and such a syntax would 
destroy his "salvation" would destroy those connections, (how
ever banal and dull), essential to his sense of "that is," and to 
his being in this world. 

In the broadest meaning of the novel the values and precarious 
stability not just of Middle America, but of all mankind, depends 
upon the half conscious acceptance of the communal cliches and 
the small "daily" ceremonies they entail. This does not mean 
that we do not wince as we realize that Mrs~ Ashley can sin
cerely believe that Bud, her morning confidante, is her son's "old 
friend." Yet after all, as we realize with grim amusement, what 
"connection" has the old lady with her son than the communal 
acceptance of her son:s achievements recorded in the earnest 
gossip of Bud, in the Lincoln Courier, and in the Omaha World 
Herald? (Fame indeed for a son of Nebraska and rehearsed in 
dead pan fashion by a famous Nebraskan son!) 
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The provinciality of the characters' horizons is then at once 
pathetic, comic and given the larger issues the novel raises, ter
rible, even absurd: yet not dismissed. As Morris has said, and as 
his- whole· career demonstrates :31 

I am a son of the Middle Border and however concealed 
· I represent a sensibility like Mark Twain's right down the 
center. I will accept the absurd if I can see it in reasonably 
hinnan terms, humanized essentially by humour. I will 
accept the absolutely grotesque if I can see it in a context 
that makes it human. 

Only then can he present "an authentic terror, one which· you 
cannot ·dismiss as ridiculous or absurd."32 Morris begins with 
the· mundane, with the syntax of the vernacular and reveals to 
us, as he is so fond of saying, that "In the world of great fiction 
nothing is so strange as the commonplace, the familiar."" Think
ing of a Will Brady, or a Bud Momeyer, nothing either is so 
funny and pathetic, so grotesque and so ordinary, so unnerving 
and so authentically human. 

It is Morris's great distinction in Midwest letters that though 
he is "a son of the Middle Border" he is also simultaneously the 
inheritor of a European commitment to the novelist's craft and 
of Lawrence's noble sense of the novel's vital importance in a 
world where "we cannot bear connection. That is our malady." 
To those who his fiction does "concern'' we recognize that Morris 
did not exaggerate when he claimed: 34 

A successful passage in fiction for a brief moment completes 
circuits that are usuallybroken, connects nerves and tissues 

. we didn't know were there. We have the use, briefly, of 
sensation, that are new, the tingling of life in a limb numb 
with sleep. 

Keynes College, University of Kent, Canterbury 
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maimed" in Conversations, p. 99. 
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after One Day. 
20. It is also no accident that Morris's "multiple voice" fictions occupy only one 

day. He is thus able to hold his characters to a horizontal time present in 
relation to "narrative" and at the same time he can move "vertically" in 
and through his characters' consciousnesses and, in particular, their memories 
of time past. 

21. The phrase is Boyd's in The Field of Vision (Harcourt, Brace and World, 
Inc., 1956), p. 155. 

22. Ceremony in Lone Tree (New York: Atheneum, 1960), p. 70, p. 55. All 
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knowledge." (Earthly Delights, Unearthly Adornments, p. 8). At moments 
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29. Lou and Oscar are presented as "little men" who seem to live only to ensure 
Antonia's position is constricted and hopeless. In contrast "My Antonia" 
inspires the narrator's pious wish to imitate Virgil and to be- "the first to bring 
the Muse to my country'" (My Antonia, Boston: Houghton MiHiin Co., 1918, 
p. 264). That Morris avoids both zealous piety and withering scorn is for 
me a mark of his more just vision. 

30. One Day (New York: Atheneum, 1965), p. 365. 
31. Conversatiom, pp. 27-28. 

32. Ibid., p. 17. 
33. About Fiction, pp. 73-74. 
34. Conversatiom, p. 119, 

FROM CONROY TO STEINBECK: THE QUEST 

FOR AN IDIOM OF THE PEOPLE IN THE 1930s 

DouGLAS WIXSoN 

It has been many' years now since industrial workers were 
common figures in American fiction. One of the best American 
novels of the laboring man ever to appear was Jack Conroy's The 
Disinherited ( 1933). John Dos Passos called it "an absolutely 
solid, unfaked piece of narrative."' Whit Burnett, editor of Story; 
wrote: "It's the nearest to an American Gorky I've encountered. 
The Disinherited is a biography of most of America, pre-war, 
war-boom, post-war, depression and awakening."• Conroy's cre
dentials for writing American proletarian literature were impec· 
cable. Conroy, the son of a miner in north-central Missouri who 
was an official in the UMW, grew up in a mining camp, worked 
in railroad yards and factories, and later. edited The Anvil, a 
magazine devoted to publishing descriptions of life in the fac
tories, unemployment, and hunger. New writers like Erskine 
Caldwell, William Carlos Williams, Nelson Algren, James T. 
Farrell, Langston Hughes appeared in The Anvil. The worst days 
of the Depression produced a crop of writers whose creative 
fervor and spirit of rebelliousness would leave a permanent im· 
pression on American literature. Their subject was experience: 
what it was llke to be a black in Alabama, jobless in Detroit, a 
family on the road, on skidrow in Chicago. It was difficult to avoid 
such experience in the early Depression. Fortune magazine ob-
served in 1932 that in the mining industry alone "1,200,000 souls 
[are] dependent upon some 240,000 unemployed and distressed 
bituminous miners, most of whom live in six states in regions 
where coal mining is the only important enterprise, where mer
chants are bankrupt, banks closed, schools without funds, and 
once wealthy residents in actual want."' 
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The Disinherited, as well as most of Conroy's other work, is, 
however, a great deal more than a chronicle of bad times among 
workers in the 1930s; if it were only "proletarian fiction" it would 
have perished long ago on the scrap heap of fiction dominated by 
political ideology and fixed in moribund particularities. In fact 
The Disinherited has come through eleven printings, has been 
translated into many languages, and continues to be taught in 
courses wherever there is interest in social realism, regionalism, 
and documentary art. 

Conroy's The Disinherited is literary art of a particularly 
American brand: it is rooted in American humor,. the tall tale, 
oral :narrative, popular tradition-and Whitman's "democratic 
vistas."• Like Whitman (and Emerson) Conroy identifies with 
the common life; factory villages are as much a part of the whole 
order of society as Manhattan avenues. Like Whitman too Con
roy's interest is in the native idiom, the common man's speech. 
Whitman wrote in his preface to Leaves of Grass: 

· The English language befriends the grand American ex
pression .. .it is brawny enough and limber and full enough. 

· On the tough stock of a race who through all change of 
circumstances was never without the idea of political 
liberty, which is the animus of all liberty, it has attracted 
the terms of daintier and gayer and subtler and more ele
gent tongues. It is the powerful language of resistance ... 
it is the dialect of common sense.5 

Conroy, like Whitman, captured in his art the rhythms and idioms 
of the American language spoken by ordinary working people. 
Like Twain he drew upon material from native legend and popu
lar lore. 6 Conroy created a new figure in American literature, the 
migrant worker, a dispossessed laborer on the road in search of 
a job, and with luck a new life. The collective experience of the 
disinherited, Conroy showed, was not some isolated phenomenon 
affecting a few unfortunates in society; rather it involved all 
people, some through actual suffering, the rest because this experi
ence entered into their imaginations, the effect of which would 
have important consequences for American literature. 

Similarly, the frontier experience had acted upon the imagina
tion of the American people but with quite opposite results. The 
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frontier expanded the American vista and created an American 
myth of success gained through determination and luck. The 
Depression, on the other hand, shattered tllis myth, calling in to 
question the optimistic vistas of the American republic. 7 Both 
experiences, frontier and Depression, had to do with fundamental 
changes in the idea of community, and contributed a new popular 
lore, a unique idiom, a myth, and a literature. 

Conroy played a significant role in creating a literature and 
folklore that constitute an important legacy of the 1930s. Conroy's 
novels and short stories are not only grounded in native folklore 
and popular tradition; he added to these traditions, most sig
nificantly in the creation of an area of study called.industrial folk
lore. Finally, Conroy's two novels, The Disinherited and A World 
to Win ( 1935), are closely linked to a great new American myth 
that took shape in tl1e 1930s, the search of a dispossessed people 
for a new form of community. 

• • • 
The first part of The Disinherited is set in a mining camp in 

northern Missouri during the first decade of this century. The 
actual Eagle Mine, as well as the one of Conroy's novel," consisted 
of a tipple and a semicircle of camp houses, at the extreme end 
of which was Liam Byan's Barroom, "a favorite haunt of the 
miners."• The mine manager was on friendly terms with his 
miners who, despite unsafe working conditions (or perhaps be
cause of them), were relatively well paid. Most of the miners were 
immigrants from Wales, Ireland, and England, who had arrived 
by way of southern Illinois. They were veteran miners, skilled 
in the traditional method which consisted of placing a shot, 
digging out the coal, then hand-loading it into cars pulled by 
burros. 

As late as the turn of this century near feudal conditions still 
prevailed in certain mining regions of the Middle West. Indeed, 
Conroy suggests this in his description of Monkey Nest, the 
miners' name for tl1e Eagle Mine located near Moberly: 

Cold and white like the belly of some deep-sea monster 
incongruously cast out of the depths, the dump dominated 
Monkey Nest camp like an Old World cathedral towering 
over peasants' huts. ( p. 9) · 
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The Disinherited describes the hand-loading era of coal mining 
when little distinction existed between skilled and unskilled 
workers. The shot-firer received an extra hazard bonus (and, like 
Larry's father, often met an early death); but, in general, there 
was no economic or social ranking among miners at that time. 
Reflecting closely actual mining conditions The Disinherited por
trays a close-knit, unstratified industry in a period when coal was 
just beginning to compete with oil-and lose. The introduction 
of machines, the importation of strike-breakers, and falling prices 
of coal hasten the miners' involuntary transition to alienated 
factory work in northern cities. 

When World War I sends young miners like Ed Warden to 
France the breakup of Monkey Nest is already complete; only a 
few scattered drift mines are still worked by individual miners 
eking out a narrow existence. The Disinherited follows uprooted 
Monkey Nest families into northern factory cities like Toledo and 
Detroit to work on assembly lines in automobile plants-if they 
are lucky. Unemployment grows steadily worse in the early 
Depression until the tentative communities of displaced factory 
workers in cheap real estate developments (with names like 
"Rosewood Manor'') can no longer hold together. Henceforth, 
the twice "disinherited" must drift as migrants in search of work 
and a new community; or perish even as the timbers of the mines 
they were forced to abandon are slowly crumbling. 

In a qualified way Conroy's Monkey Nest matches Herman R. 
Lantz's classic description of "coal town."• Lantz's sociological 
study of a southern Illinois mining village shows a community 
poised between a vanishing frontier and an urbanized, popular 
society. Anglo-Irish and Italian immigrants have established pat
terns that include a strong family life, communal spirit, and sense 
of mining as a craft. Belonging to the frontier the mining com
munity exhibits the lawless behavior of "wide-open" towns else
where in the West, together with a cyclic pattern of economic 
crisis and political radicalism. Lantz's study treats the period 
after 1914 when a growing sense of impersonality and resignation 
had began to alter the community's traditional patterns, espe
cially its communal spirit. Smaller, more rural and isolated than 
Lantz's "coal town," however, Conroy's Monkey Nest fits more · 
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closely Robert Redfield's anthropological description of a "folk 
society."10 

Characteristic of a folk society are the closeness of its con
stituent families, their immediate contact with nature, and the 
rich abundance of lore that springs from the contacts and the 
communal life. In Conroy's novel all these things are on the verge 
of eclipse. Conroy, to borrow Granville Hick's term for George 
Gissing and Thomas Hardy, is a "figure of transition" recording 
the conflict between change and changelessness." Things are 
passing even as the narrator in The Disinherited, Larry Donovan, 
describes them; economic downturns, industrialization, modernity 
touch even this tiny, remote community. From 1900 to about 
1910, the period during which Larry is growing up in Monkey 
Nest, mines were shut down as strikes throughout the mining 
industry brought turmoil and scabs into coal communities. Work 
conditions deteriorated quickly; accidents increased and pay 
lowered as unemployed and inexperienced workers gravitated to 
the mines in search of work. A scheme of payment encouraged 
speed and negligence with respect to safety. After the strike 
was broken strike-breakers settled in the community and union 
members left for other occupations. Conroy describes these radi
cal alterations, the disintegration of a rural folk community and 
the rise of an urbanized mass culture in which members of the 
older community must first find a job and beyond that a place in 
the yet undefined new form of community. 

Like D. H. Lawrence, Richard Llewelyn, Thomas Hardy, and 
many other denizens of folk communities undergoing radical 
transformations Conroy experienced the early stages of transition 
to an industrialized society where mass culture competed with 
and nearly extinguished older popular traditions.'" Monkey Nest 
was still close to nineteenth century American popular tradition, 
such as the tall tale, frontier humor, popular legend, superstition, 
and popular comedy, when Conroy was young. Lawrence rejected 
the mining community of Bestwood, coming to recognize its 
importance in his art only later in his life; Conroy, on the other 
hand, never really broke away in spirit from his early experience. 
Conroy's writings chronicle the changes wrought in the people 
who move from primitive folk communities such as Monkey Nest 
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into the cities to·find work in the factories. Rather than portray, 
ing the eclipse of native popular tradition in the transition to 
urban culture, as Hardy did, Conroy traces its re-emergence in 
the factory, on the road, and in new fragmentary communities 
wherever laborers struggled to maintain a life that was not totally 
alienated from what they had experienced as children in com
munities such as Monkey Nest. And by preserving, however 
tenuously, their traditions and values nurtured in places ·like 
Monkey Nest they might preserve themselves from the effects 
of· rootlessness and alienation characteristic of the new urban 
dispossessed. At least this is the message we perceive through the 
figures of Larry Donovan who at the end of the· novel returns 
to Monkey Nest, renews his ties to the past and ventures forth 
again to seek social and political change in the company of Hans, 
a Liebknecht follower in the Spartacist Revolt of 1919. 

In many important ways Conroy's work as a novelist is the 
literary equivalent of work undertaken by folklorists, notably 
George Korson, in their search to capture the last survivances of 
native folk culture. In 1926, when Conroy was first formulating 
the shape his own work would take, Korson's first mining folklore 
research appeared in the United Mine Workers Journal, followed 
soon after by his classic study, Minstrels of the Mine Patch, and 
in 1943, Coal Dust on the Fiddle. In his study of Pennsylvania 
mining communities Korson concluded that miners were folk 
since " ( 1) Their songs behaved like folksongs. 'Their homespun 
ballads spread in the · charactertistic way of folklore. . . . The 
songs and ballads which sprang from the soil of the. anthracite 
coal region have in them the crude strength, the naturalness and 
the freshness of things that grow out of the earth'. ( 2) Miners 
were isolated in remote villages, set apart by harsh, dangerous 
Work, and they . retained an old life,style."13 A limitation . on 
Korson's work, which brilliantly gathers togetl1er the legends, 
superstitions, customs, songs, and ballads of miners, is.that beyond 
seeing industrialization as a threat and reason for the decline of 
folklore he was unable or unwilling to recognize its transforma
tions in urbanized milieus. · What he viewed as commercial, or 
linked to radical ideologies, he rejected out of hand. Conroy, on 
the other hand, perceived the messages in the folklore and experi
enced first-hand the symbiosis of folk and rnass culture .. ilath<fr 
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than dismissing new forms of popular expression he saw that some 
exhibited the vigor, freshness, and directness of the folk experi
ence he knew from instinct. The Disinherited abounds with rriin
ing and railroad lore as I have already indicated; but the popular 
. culture of the dispossessed workers in the cities appears with 
greater frequency and power after the first part of the novel 
when Larry Donovan leaves Monkey Nest, spends a brief stint 
in the Wabash railroad shops, where the lore and language are 
rich and traditional, and tl1en joins the millions of jobless on the 
road, seeking a new life in some distant factory city. 

Several currents flowed together in the early 1930s---'as Conroy 
was gatl1ering material in factories for his writing-which would 
alter radically the mainstream of American literatme. Arlin 
Tmner, the late American literatme specialist, tells us about a 
new ingredient in American letters: "It was about 1930 that 
Constance Romke, F. J. Meine, and Napier Wilt discovered the 
native humor and began dusting it off for others to study, notably 
Walter Blair, who followed second in what has become a dynasty 
of scholars working in this humor in Chicago.''14 While folklorists 
gathered materials Lewis Mumford, Howard W. Odum, B. A. 
Botkin, and others were defining the nature of regionalism and 
beginning to bring attention to literatme, folklore, and art rooted 
in place and local particularity. In Missomi, Conroy's contem
porary and friend, Thomas Hart Benton, was at work studying 
the "American Scene." "By 1931," Matthew Baigell writes, "the 
desire to find American roots for an American art culminated in 
a determined search. That year the term 'The American Wave' 
was coined to describe both a movement and an attitude working 
toward an art which could express without foreign influence the 
spirit of the land."" The Depression gave impetus to regionalism; 
it forced writers to stay at home; then recovery measures under 
the New Deal, such as the Works Progress Administration, paid 
them to re-evaluate their regional and national identity. State 
guidebooks, mmal art, and collections of oral history and folklore 
resulted from New Deal art and writers' projects. Like Twain 
and Melville· before them, Benton and Conroy understood that 
America is a land where work is, in Irving Howe's words, "the 
ground of character, the shaper of life."16 While Vance Randolph 
collected songs and ribald tales in the Ozarks, and B .. A. Botkin 
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published his annual Folk-Say, Regional Miscellany from Norman, 
Oklahoma-two men who were to play a role in Conroy's life and 
work-Conroy edited The Anvil from his rural address in Moberly, 
Missouri. In an effort to help create a working-class literature 
Conroy sought authentic portrayals of the dispossessed who la
bored in Southern cotton fields, in Detroit and Toledo auto fac
tories, Des Moines steel mills, and Hannibal rubber heel plants. 
The American literary mainstream of the 1930s experienced an 
awakened interest in the common man's lot, the small town, and 
regional particularity, such as shaped the work of writers in ob
scure towns like Moberly and Oxford, Mississippi. 

Conroy went into the factories again in 1938 when Nelson 
Algren helped him find a job on the Illinois Federal Writers' 
Project in Chicago, whose head was John T. Frederick, a regional
ist and scholar and former editor of Midland magazine. Partici
pating in a "Staff Conference in Industrial Folklore" in July of 
1939, Algren and Conroy proposed a collection of industrial folk
lore, similar to These Are Our Lives which the Southern F.W.P. 
had recently published." The proposed volume was never com
pleted, owing to the dismantlement of the Project when war came, 
but Conroy's fieldwork, often conducted in bars on North Clark 
Street where workers gathered, did appear in B. A. Botkin's 
A Treasury of Amm·ican Folklore in 1944. Further, it provided 
material for very successful children's stories, such as The Fast 
Soonm· Hound, which he wrote in collaboration with the Black 
novelist, Arna Bontemps. Conroy never abandoned the spirit of 
community and cooperation nurtured in the coalfields. 

Following his dispossessed worker along the highways and 
in boxcars to the factory cities Conroy showed that myth-making 
and tall tale telling continued in industrialized America wherever 
men felt the urge to entertain with stories that would stretch the 
imagination of their fellow workers and introduce an element 
of play in monotonous jobs. Conroy's industrial tales place the 
backwoodsman, to use Constance Rourke's expression, in the fac
tory. Davy Crockett becomes the "Sissy from Hardscrabble 
County Quarries"; Sam Patch is transformed into "Eddie La Breen, 
the High Diver," and so forth. Humorous characters, drawn after 
native American models of frontier humor, had earlier appeared 
in Conroy's work as I have tried to indicate. The "Barker'' of 
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The Disinherited is a rootless migrant worker who puts the bite 
on auto workers. "I got a $75.00 pay waiting for me out at Flint," 
he says. 

but fm damned near deadbroke. Got hi-jacked in a joint 
in Hamtramck. I just lack two-bits of having enough car
fare to get home. If you'll lend me tile quarter, rll send 
you a dollar by mail. First tinle I ever had to do this. fve 
been walking up and down here trying to screw up courage 
to ask somebody." 

The Barker is one of the "rootless drift" (Rourke's term) who 
follow in the wake of tl1e itinerant factory worker. Such charac
ters were part of the American scene in the Depression, just as 
"scalawags, gamblers, ne'er-do-wells, small rapscallions, or mere 
corncrackers" had been in the frontier.18 

But a more important contribution to American letters, or at 
least one that has left a more profound impression on American 
life, was Conroy's creation of the migrant worker as.a memorable 
figure in American literature of the 1930s. The Disinherited antici
pates Constance Rourke's appeal for a literature as native art 
which through· the use of the "enviromnental subject'' would 
help our culture define itsel£.1' Rourke argued that the "center 
of growth of any distinctive culture is to be found within the 
social organism and is created by peculiar and irreducible social 
forces."20 The migrant worker, the road, the quest for a new form 
of community that would not altogether efface the best elements 
of the old, these are Conroy's contribution to a new subject-matter 
in American literature shaped by tl1e social forces and native 
cultural traditions of the 1930s. 

The Disinherited describes the breakup of an older, close-knit 
community and traces tl1e course of workers to northern factory 
cities where they are eventually laid off and forced in the initial 
years of the Depression to make their way back home on the 
road as best they can. Conroy writes: 

As the factories closed or cut their forces and hours, the 
exodus from the city increased in volume. We lived by 
the Chicago pike, and had nothing better to do than to 
watch the procession pass. Some in shiny new sedans but 
more in asthmatic antiques, creaking under burdens of 
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furniture, bedding, lares and penates, children, and even 
Kentucky hound dogs, their long ears flying like banners 
in the breeze. (p. 224) 

By the time Conroy wrote A World to Win (1935) the migrant 
worker was a common figure in the landscape of the Great 
Depression. 

A World to Win describes a migrant family, packed into a 
deteriorating Model T, gone West to search for work, leaving 
behind ugly factory cities and decaying mines. In Utah the family 
finds temporary work in beet fields owned by a Mormon bishop 
who describes. the dispossessed Missourians thus: 

Transients. They came in this morning and I hired 'em 
to help in the beets.· Better than hirin' Mexicans, I reckon. 
Plenty of the saints need work, but most of 'em are too 
lazy to work in beets. Besides, the woman needs to see a 
doctor. They've five children with them, and they can work 
in the beets the same as the Mexican children, I guess. 
That's the way lots of the white families work it when they 
want to lay up a nest egg for the winter. Only the two 
littlest ones would only be in the way and ruin more than 
they'd thin?' 

Terry Hurley, the father of the migrant family, has two sons, 
Robert and Leo, whose paths divide after childhood, remain 
separate owing to conflict between the two half-brothers, and 
finally join again as a result of circumstances at once grimly real 
and humorously ironic. While Leo looks for work in the West 
with his family, Robert hopes to become a writer, frequenting a 
bohemian milieu in St. Louis. Leo fails to get work and Robert 
does not become a writer; but both succeed in realizing a more 
significant purpose during the bleakest years of the Depression: 
a spirit of "brotherhood" and unity that extends beyond to people 
like themselves everywhere. The most striking passages in the 
novel concern the Hurleys' experiences as migrant workers in the 
West. As such, A World to Win bears comparison with Stein
beck's The Grapes of Wrath, which realizes artistically the great 
potential Conroy's story of "flivver tramps" held as subject-matter 
for modern mythmaking. 
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Conroy's novel takes the Hurleys (Terry, Leo, Leo's wife Anna, 
and their five children) west in the Ford to California, supporting 
themselves by odd jobs wherever there is work, but unwilling to 
scab in a Butte mine. Following a rumor of work in California 
lettuce fields the Hurleys arrive only to find a strike. Unlike the 
Joads the Hurleys still have a home, no matter how hopeless, to 
which they may return. Conroy writes: 

They saw the vigilantes rounding up strike leaders and 
sympathizers into a cattle car for shipment out of the state. 
Trying for odd jobs, desperate, trying to get back to Green 
Valley, the only place they knew to go now, and all the 
time Anna nearing her hour. (p. 292) 

The quest of Conroy's migrant workers for employment in the 
West turns into an anxious retreat to Missouri in the feeble 
Model T. The Hurley's flight homeward, like the Joad's odyssey 
West, is an account of unwelcomes in small towns, a gasping and 
wheezing engine, grim circumstances and courage.- Anna, like 
Rose of Sharon, gives birth to a stillborn child, but then dies 
cruelly in a ditch. By accident Leo joins in a protest march and 
becomes a fugitive. Like Tom J oad he discovers a purpose in 
helping his fellow unemployed workers. It is interesting to com
pare Leo's newfound purpose with Tom's declaration to Ma Joad. 
Leo says, 

Some time we'll go down to the city halls ever'where, and 
we'll go inside t' stay. We won't come out no more, and 
then women won't have t' die in ditches like my Anna did. 
If she was the only one, I'd say it didn't amount t' so much 
only t' me and her and her children that's left without 'er. 
But they ain't nothin' just or right about a world that lets 
such things go on. But they' s millions like Anna was and 
like I am, and we ougn't t' never stop fightin' long as such 
things keep on. And we won't. (p. 337) 

Tom Joad: (p. 337) 

I'll be ever'where-wherever you look. Wherever they's 
a fight so hungry people can eat, I'll be there. Wherever 
they's a cop beatin' up a guy, I'll be there. If Casy knowed, 
why I'll be in the way guys yell when they're mad an'
I'll be in the way kids laugh when they're hungry an' they 
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know supper's ready. An' when our folks eat the stuff they 
raise an' live in the houses they build-why I'll be there.22 

Despite the remarkable similarities in their conversations Leo re
veals none of Tom J oad' s perception of a higher faith in or 
identification with "the people." The people whose cause Leo 
takes up are simply others like himself and Anna. Steinbeck's 
version of "the people" is mystical, idealized. Conroy's is forged 
on the anvil of lived experience. Steinbeck's art occasionally runs 
the risk of sentimentality; Conroy's art employs realistic methods 
that juxtapose folk imagination, vernacular expression, literalism, 
and grotesqueness. Apart from the less distinguished, often pure 
"road documents" of Nathan Asch, James Rorty, and others, 
Conroy's depiction of the migrant worker on the road was the 
most compelling and significant antecedant of Steinbeck's to 
appear before The Grapes of Wrath in 1939. 

• • • 
All great social and economic upheavals in the past have 

caused itineracy; indeed the picaresque novel was born in such 
circumstances in 16th century Spain?3 As early as 1892 a folk 
poet named Sam Walter Foss celebrated the disenchanted worker, 
disappointed in his search for work in the city.24 The ''Wobblies" 
in the early part of this century made the itinerant laborer a topic 
of folksong and ballad?5 Dorothea Lange's and Walker Evan's 
photo documentation of the migrant worker in the 1930s are 
viewed today as art; yet the suffering the Federal Security 
Administration photographers attempted to record was intended 
as social realism, not as a matter for a detached aesthetic?• Con
roy's genius lay in recasting the quest theme of the dispossessed 
out of native materials. Steinbeck lifted Conroy's itinerant 
worker into the realm of myth and epic, a dispossessed people in 
search of a new life and a new community in Caanan?7 Conroy 
had taken the road before Steinbeck to portray through literary 
narrative the idiom and experience of the American worker. 

H. L. Mencken had early recognized the power and authen
ticity of Conroy's writing, publishing his stories alongside those of 
another young author who sought an authentic idiom and myth 
for his people, William Faulkner. Given his own considerable 
work on the spoken American language Mencken was doubtlessly 
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impressed by Conroy's use of language which draws upon the 
resources of orality characteristic of a folk society and working 
class milieus. In the manner that Benton reworked native ele
ments in his American Scene paintings Conroy refashioned speech 
to symbolize everyday events and the lives of ordinary people 
within a social context. Mencken' s influence on Conroy was to 
correct an inclination toward orotund phrases, lapses into stylized 
literary diction drawn from his early admiration of Macaulay 
and Browne. Apart from these occasional stylistic incongruities 
Conroy's language was so effective that contemporary critics, 
when The Disinherited first appeared, praised the novel for its 
vividness and truth. "In remarkably vivid prose," John Chamber
lain wrote in The New York Times, 

the world of the working stiff jumps at you from the pages 
of The Disinherited, carrying with it the smell of burning 
chemicals, of cheap gin mills, of flop houses, the sound of 
rasping saws, the discomfort of cold winds off Lake Erie, 
the troubles of second-hand cars and of shoddy love affairs 
snatched at whenever one is not too tired from the daily 
grind?' 

When The Disinherited appeared again in the early 1960s in a 
new edition Warren Beck, a Faulkner specialist, wrote: 

The workers seen in this novel are patient yet not without 
dignity, resilient under disaster, genial and helpful to 
companions who lived with them. They seem more real 
than Steinbeck's or Dos Passos' commoners, less forced into 
thematic melodrama, more representative of a sturdy indi
vidual life ... ?• 

While Steinbeck was writing The Grapes of Wrath Conroy 
gathered new materials for a study of rural migration of workers 
to the cities. His search for authenticity of expression and experi
ence inevitably led him into documentary art. 30 As if to refuse 
the temptation of fiction Conroy accepted a Guggenheim in 1935 
to study the Negro's Hight to Northern industrial cities. Teaming 
up with Arna Bontemps while on the Illinois Writers' Project 
Conroy wrote They Seek a City ( 1945) which later revised and 
expanded became Anyplace But Here (1966). Conroy's natural 
sympathy lay deeply with the people, not "the people." He could 
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not ignore the fact that their homelessness continued to be a social 
fact and that the blacks probably suffered more than the whites. 
Life and work are one for Jack Conroy; and this fact alone no 
doubt steered him in a course away from literary narrative after 
his second novel, A World to Win. Circumstances were such that 
Steinbeck carried the migrant worker to greater literary recog
nition than did Conroy. What we have, nonetheless, in The Dis
inherited, A World to Win, and his short stories are great and 
lasting artistic achievements."' 

University of Missouri-Rolla 
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30. I refer the reader to William Stott's Documentary Expression and Thirties 
America (New-York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1973) for a discussion of docu~ 
mentary art. 

31. The Disinherited has re-appeared in a hardcover edition ( Cambridge: Mass,: 
Robert Bentley, Inc., 1980); and an interesting sample of Conroy's work iis 
edited- by_ Jack Salzman and David Ray in The jack Conroy Reader (New 
York: Burt Franklin & Co., 1980). I draw the reader's attention also to 
Writers in Revolt: The Anvil Anthology, 1933-1940, Jack Conroy and Curt 
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· THE WESTERING EXPERIENCE IN FULTON COUNTY, 

INDIANA: A HISTORICAL STUDY IN MIDWESTERN 

AMERICAN CULTURE 

RoBERT GLEN DEAMER 

There are two major sources for the study of the cultural 
history of Fulton County, Indiana. In 1909 a newspaper editor, 
Marguerite L. Miller, of Rochester, Indiana, was inspired to 
collect personal narratives by Fulton County pioneers. She then 
printed these narratives in a two-volume book which she titled 
Home Folks: A Series of Stories by Old Settlers of Fulton County, 
Indiana. One other personal narrative by an original settler, 
Benjamin C. Wilson, was printed in the Rochester Union Spy in 
1875, and has been reprinted by the Fulton County Historical 
Society. In addition to these stories by early settlers, the student 
of Fulton County's cultural history now has a volume of sixty-six 
family histories titled Fulton County Folks, published in 1974 
and written, for the most part, by members of the various fami
lies.' While the material in these two books is not as extensive 
as one might wish, it does provide the essential story of Fulton 
County from its first white settlement in the 1830s; and, placing 
the books side by side, what one really has are two sets of 
memories: memories of nineteenth-century Fulton County and 
memories of twentieth-century Fulton County. To study the 
memories recorded in these two books, and to compare the two 
books, is, as I hope to show, one effective way of discovering 
some of the root-values in rural Midwestern culture and of gain
ing a sense of the quality of life, past and present, in a fairly 
typical Midwestern county. 

I should perhaps state at the outset that I tend to be negative 
about Midwestern history and culture. I believe that Warren 
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French is right when he describes the Midwest as "a culture that 
has always piously overprompted itself and produced little that 
creates any sense of the central role of sacrality in expanding 
human experience."2 And I have found nothing in Home Folks 
or in Fulton County Folks to abuse me of this view. With rare 
exceptions, the stories told and the sensibilities revealed in both 
books are startlingly devoid of truly cultural values. I mean by 
this that there is no evidence in either book that Fulton County 
"folks" ever formed a meaningful relation either to the land 
which they sought or to one another as members of an integral 
society. The evidence is quite the opposite. As such, what these 
books actually attest to is the failure of Midwestern culture-or, 
at least, the cultural failure of one Midwestern county. 

That failure began with westering, with the American dream 
of building a new, better, freer life in a virgin land. The westering 
experience in Fulton County is of course recorded in Home Folks. 
There is, however, a significant, unintentional irony in the very 
title of this book-for most of the Fulton County settlers were 
not home folks in any truly westering way. As Max Westbrook 
has pointed out, the founding of a home is potentially, ideaily a 
sacral act, and it is the defining act of American westering: "A 
home . . . represents for the sacred man the ordering of one's 
family under God; and the founding of the home is comparable 
to God's original act of bringing order out of chaos. To the 
profane man, a home may represent [solely] a financial invest
ment .... To found a home in a sacred way is to tap primordial 
energies-within one's self and within the universe-and to relate 
the home to the real. To consider a home an investment is to 
serve profane values, to divide one's self from regenerative con
tact with the original."3 Coming into a new country, building log 
cabins in the virgin wilderness, the Fulton County westerners 
were of course fronting a unique chance to found their homes 
and to relate to the land in a sacred way. At the very same point 
in our history an archetypal American westerner, Henry David 
Thoreau, was doing exactly this at Walden Pond.4 And at least 
one Fulton County family, the Rannells-who left Virginia 
because they found slavery intolerable-were also doing so. 
"[F]reeing his slaves and pushing out into a new country, 'The 
Great Republic of the West,' as he was wont to call it," William 
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Rannells built a ''house of logs, such as was generaily found in 
tl1e far west in those days [1838]." By 1842 a new "house was 
finished-large, substantial, and the counterpart, as far as pos
sible, of the old home in Virginia."• The story of the Ranneils
which contains vivid and affectionate memories of both a daughter 
and a grandson of William Rannells-makes it clear that westering 
for this family was indeed meaningful. They founded in Fulton 
County a Southein, family-centered, genial, truly cultured way 
of living-minus the slavery which they had repudiated. 

With the exception of the history of the Ranneils family, 
though, the homesteading recorded in Home Folks was darkly 
willful and acquisitive-profane ratl1er than sacred. Most of the 
Old Settlers' stories show them viewing their relation to their 
new homes and to the new land solely in terms of economic 
aggrandizement. For tl1is they should perhaps not be blamed 
too harshly, since a goading pressure for economic success is 
part and parcel of American democracy; and I am not suggesting 
that these settlers should have been as conscious of the spiritual 
possibilities of westering as the man who-unknown to them
was just then building a hut at Walden. But I am surprised, even 
disappointed, by the absence of any sense of novelty or excite
ment or exuberance in their accounts of tl1e westering experience. 
"The country was new," says Job V. Pownall; "therefore a wilder
ness and swamps. We therefore contracted ague, and had it to 
our satisfaction."" This seems to be about all that the Old Settlers 
thought about the newness of the country. And the references 
to the actual homesteading experience-clearing the land, build
ing log cabins-are equally vapid. William A. Ward, for example, 
does not find the experience even worth writing about: "To go 
into the details of constructing a home, clearing land and the 
many privations sustained by my people, would lengthen this 
effort too much."' Benjamin C. Wilson does describe the home
steading process, noting very matter-of-factly that ''We settled 
right in the woods; not one foot of land was cleared on our claims 
prior to our coming." But all that he reaily cares to emphasize 
about this experience is how hard it was: "I want to say just here 
to those of the present time [1875] who are complaining about 
hard times and the hardships they. are enduring in order to get 
a start in the world, that you have not yet taken one lessen [sic] 
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in hard labor or experienced any such thing as hard times."' 
Again, I have no wish to deny that homesteading was hard, but 
it seems to me that, with only a little imagination, it could have 
been something more, too. It is clear that these settlers did not, 
like Thoreau, go to the woods because they "wished to live 
deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life"; and it is 
equally clear that, living in the woods, they did not experience 
the "forest-change" which Frederick Jackson Turner so fondly 
proposed as the essential characteristic of frontier life. They 
knew what they wanted-land ownership, economic aggrandize
ment-before they reached the Fulton County frontier, and they 
never wavered in their wholehearted dedication to this major 
goal. The constant theme-tl1e fundamental value-in both Home 
Folks and Fulton County Folks is "Progress." As such, both books 
abundantly illustrate the truth in John Ditsky' s reminder that 
"we have created this our culture almost exclusively out of the 
matt~r of male intellectuality, a raw and rugged assertion of will 
like the firearm over the fireplace."• 

Westering in this sense, as an assertion of will merely, leaves 
no room for transcendence-for the impulse toward spiritual 
renewal and rebirth which lies at the heart of America's westering 
dream---{)r for the creating of a cultural landscape, a vibrant, 
living sense of place. None of the settlers seem seriously to have 
wondered about themselves in relation to the virgin land: they 
wanted simply to make the land productive and tl1emselves pros
perous. Although he was "not quite six years of age," George 
Perschbacher "walked every step of the way from York county, 
Penn., to Indiana." Eventually his father ''bought eighty acres 
north of [the] Tippecanoe river .... It was a dense forest, 
covered with tall timber of beach, wahmt, oak, [and] ash." When 
George, his older brothers, and his father finally reach their new 
home (1845), the essential reason for their long journey is sud
denly and starkly revealed: "We were well pleased for it was 
the first foot of real estate [that] we [had] ever owned."10 Like 
most of the Fulton County settlers. Perschbacher speaks from the 
self-satisfied, sharply limited point of view of one who has Made 
It, successfully homesteaded, in a new country. There is, no 
doubt, something to be said for a fierce determination to survive 
and to prosper-but successful homesteading alone can not, and 
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did not, create either an admirable culture or a cultural land
scape. Take, for example, the settlers' attitude-often inimical, 
rarely more than indifferent-toward the wild anin1als in "what 
was then called Tippecanoe country." "I have seen from two to 
three deer in a drove," says Perschbacher, ''but as there were no 
hunters in our family, they were of little use to us."11 Or: riding 
horseback, Jonas Myers' father discovered a black bear-even then 
( 1839) a rare sight iri Fulton County. "He called a dog which 
chased the bear up a tree. Securing a club, Father climbed the 
tree and struck the bear on the head, and when it fell to tl1e 
ground, the dog killed it."12 No mysticism, no mythology in Fulton 
County about Old Ben or about the spirit of the wilderness! 

I see the problem here as the one which Max Westbrook has 
analyzed in his stimulating book on Walter Van Tilburg Clark: 
American democracy, with its "awesome demands" for personal 
responsibility and personal success, places the individual "in a 
profane rather than a sacred relation to his world."13 This was 
clearly the case in the settlers' attitude toward their new home, 
the new land, the new landscape. It was even more clearly the 
case in their attitude toward the original inhabitants-the Pota
watomi Indians-of Fulton County. For the evidence is strong 
that-as earnest and earnestly progressive democrats-the set
tlers were compelled, blindly compelled, to transform Fulton 
County into an image of the prosperous agricultural Garden that 
they remembered having left in New York or Pennsylvania or 
Ohio. And this meant that tl1e closer-to-home image of The Old 
Northwest as "territory," Indian territory, had to be changed. It 
quickly was. 

I shall never forget [says William A. Ward] with what deep 
regret I witnessed my red brethren bunched together and 
driven like cattle from their native land, to a place selected 
for them by the Government, beyond the "Father of 
Waters." Among them were my boyhood playmates and 
staunch friends, whom I regarded with brotherly affection, 
and who held a friendship for me equal to kinship. Out of 
their kindly disposed feeling for me, they had offered me 
gold and enough land to make me a wealthy man, had I 
taken advantage of them, which I am glad to say I refused 
to do, notwithstanding that I was repeatedly urged to ac-
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cept their generous offers. They were gathered together,
the chief [Menominee, who had been bound hand and foot 
and thrown into a log jail atop a wagon], braves, squaws 
and old men-some walking, some on ponies, some in 
wagons because [they were] too old to walk, and started 
westward on their long journey. For more than a mile I 
followed them out of town [Rochester] fully determined 
that I would go with them, my mother following and as 
much determined that I should return home.14 

Ward's regret is genuine and causes his writing suddenly to gain 
impressive strength; but his sorrow could neither appease the 
disgraceful, tragic event nor alter its cultural consequences for 
Fulton County. The event-which Ward witnessed as a nine
year-old boy-was, after all, the infamous Trail of Death ( 1838) 
during which the last of the Potawatomi in Marshall and Fulton 
counties were driven single-file through the small frontier town 
of Rochester, and all the way to Kansas. Ostensibly, this march 
West was in accordance with a legitimate treaty-one which 
Chief Menominee had not signed in the first place; in actuality, 
it was the consequence of the settlers' insatiable greed for land." 
This image of the Potawatomi being marched through the frontier 
settlement stands, then, at the tlrreshold and at the heart of Fulton 
County's history-an image that haunts Fulton County "folks" to 
this day; an image that residents with roots in this county's past, 
myself included, would like to forget, and cannot forget. Without 
necessarily accepting the ontology of D. H. Lawrence's view that 
"the unappeased ghosts of the dead Indians act within the uncon
scious or under-conscious soul of tl1e white Americans, causing 
... the Orestes-like frenzy of restlessness in the Yankee soul, the 
imler malaise which amounts almost to madness, sometimes[,]" 
or that the American landscape "is full of grinning, unappeased 
aboriginal demons,"" one can see very clearly that the removal 
of the Potawatomi is the crucial event, a watershed, in the his
tory-social, economic, cultural-of Fulton County. I mean by 
this that the Indian removal left the settlers alone and free to 
pursue the commitment to cash-crop farming, to business, and 
to Progress which was their foremost reason for coming West in 
the first place. Their urge to change the "territory" could now 
be gratified without resistance; a profane, and typically Mid-
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western, attitude toward land-agriculture as business-would 
be permanently established. 

Indian removal achieved, westering-such as it was for these 
Midwestern pioneers-ended, there is not much more to be said 
about Fulton County. What we have, again, is the poverty of 
a culture with no impulse toward transcendence, toward, that is, 
a truly westering experience. Thoreau went to the woods "to 
transact some private business" related to "the importance of a 
man's soul and of to-day"; but the Fulton County pioneers went 
to the woods for business, indeed. Not smprisingly, then, in 
1875 the oldest living settler, Benjamin C. Wilson, gave a pep
talk to the fellow citizens of his county, assuring them that "It 
is progress and improvement that makes wealth" and that "There 
is ... a future for Fulton county that we know not of, in which 
the coming generation will far excel the present in wealth and 
personal enterprise." Indeed, "If we could have even at this late 
day a tlrrough-line railroad, Rochester would soon hum with 
manufactories and general industry, tl1e population would be 
doubled in a remarkably short time and citizens who are now 
worth hundreds of dollars could count their wealth by thousands. 
The farmer would find a direct market for all his produce, and 
for his wheat, com, oats, potatoes, etc., he would receive the same 
prices paid at other county towns. Not only this but his farm 
and timber land would be increased in value from 25 to 50 per 
cent."17 Wilson's dream-image of Fulton County as a wealthy, 
progressive agricultmal and industrial-as opposed to a truly 
agrarian-society is, historically, a central myth of Midwestern 
American cultme, a myth that he dwells upon lovingly. For 
only "Those who have had the experience"-he claims-can 
"comprehend the change that [Fulton County] has passed through 
from a howling wilderness, possessed almost exclusively by savage 
Indians, who practiced all manner of barbarities, to a fertile 
county, inhabited by a moral, intelligent, wealthy and progres
sive· people."18 True enough, perhaps-but Wilson's astonishing 
lack of insight into the moral and cultural realities of the very 
history that he helped to make does not speak well for the quality 
of the westering experience in Fulton County. 

And we are living with the legacy of this experience-a 
bitter heritage. Perhaps our present vapid, secularized, atomized, 
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commerce-oriented society can not be traced solely to the failures 
of our first settlers; but they did begin a tradition of cash-crop 
farming and economic individualism which, in the American 
Midwest, has yet to be changed. The record of this impoverished 
heritage, for Fulton County, is Fulton County Folks. Here are 
the up-to-date stories of the most prominent Fulton County 
families, and there is simply very little in all of these stories of 
any real interest or importance: no fresh experience to be related, 
few lives of a quality that compells or inspires. How can there 
be when the values by which a people lives are still those which 
Benjamin C. Wilson urged them to pursue: business, progress, 
wealtl1? Home Folks has the intrinsic interest of having been 
written out of the actual westering experience: Fulton County 
Folks is only, as I have said, the record of tl1e failure of this 
experience. One thing that Fulton County Folks does, though, is 
to illustrate Frederick Jackson Turner's insight into one aspect 
of the American "wilderness experience": it- bred the ideal, the 
myth of the self-made man.'9 This is what, on the evidence, still 
moves, still motivates the people of Fulton County. Everywhere 
in Fulton County Folks there are proud references to certain 
self-made men-farmers, merchants, businessmen, doctors-and 
indeed some of these stories are, in themselves, quite remarkable. 
But we have long been aware of the cultural limitations of the 
self-made man, and of a society committed solely to this ideal?• 
One is reminded of Santayana's observation that a truly attractive 
culture requires "tl1e love of a certain quality of life, to be main
tained manfully"; that "the prize of life [is] worth winning, but 
not worth snatching."21 This is what most of the first settlers 
forgot when-seeking land ownership more than they sought a 
new landscape or a new life-they came into Fulton County; 
and this is what most of the people of Fulton County, trapped in 
the Midwest's myth of progress and economic success, seem still 
to forget. 

If we are going to talk seriously about the culture or the 
cultural heritage of the Midwest, it seems to me that we are 
going to have to get back to the quality of individual lives. For 
tl1e people of Fulton County this would mean remembering that 
at least one pioneer, William Rannells, did not come to the county 
solely for land; or that a struggling doctor, Winfield Scott Shafer, 
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not only visioned but actually founded Rochester College; or 
that Marguerite L. Miller single-handedly preserved their early 
history in Home Folks; or that Col. Isaac Washington Brown 
dedicated his life to working and speaking for tl1e saving of 
birds. "It 1s tllis life of the individual, as it may be lived in a 

. giv('ln nation, that determines the whole value of that nation," 
as Santayana said; "and America will not be a success, if every 
American is a failure. "22 The same is true of the American Mid
west.23 

Rochester, Indiana 
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Bibliographers: Clarence A. Andrews, UniverSity of Iowa; Robert Beasecker, 
Grand Valley State College; Michael D. Butler, University of Kansas; Mary Ellen 
Cald';ell, U~iversity of Nor_th Dakota; B. Donald Grose, University of Missouri; 
Rosahe Hewitt, Northern Illtnois Universt"ty; George C. Longest, Virginia Corilmon
w~alt~l University; ?on~ld S. Pady, Iowa State University; Paul P. Somers, Jr., 
Mtchtgan State Unwerstty; Lynne Waldeland, Northern Illinois University. 

This bibliography includes primary and secondary sources of Midwestern 
literary genres published, for the most part, in 1979. Criteria for inclusion of 
authors are birth or residence in the Midwest; fiction with Midwestern locales are 
included irrespective of their authors' ties with this region. 

Citations for poetry, novels, short stories, etc.-as well as critical ~rticles about 
them-should be_ sent to this bibliography's editors: Robert Beasecker, Grand Valley 
State College Library, Allendale, Michigan 49401, and for computerized literature 
searches, Donald Pady, Iowa State University Library, Ames, Iowa 50011. The 
editors and the bibliographic committee continually seek names and addresses 
of living Midwestern writers and poets, and readers are encouraged to submit 
names of individuals-whose works could appear in future editions of this bibliog
raphy. Persons interested in becoming members of the bibliographic committee 
should ~ddress queries to the editors. 

New periodicals are listed here which first appeared usually in 1979 and in 
some way relate to Midwestern literature, either by content or locale. Descrip
tive notes follow each entry. 
Blue Buildings. No. 1-( November 1978- ), 3 issues per year, $5 per year. 

Tom Urban and M. R. Doty, editors; 2800 Rutland, Des Moines, Iowa 50311. 
Poetry is published by this little magazine; many of its contributors are Mid
westerners. 

Corridors. No. 1-(Spring/Summer 1979- ), 2 issues per year, $5 per year. 
Jane Dobija, editor; 1100 Wayburn #3, Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 48230. 
Poetry, slwrt fiction and drama are featured in this little magazine; «the 
purpose of the magazine is to promote writers from the Detroit area." 

Hemingway Notes. Vol. 5-(Fall 1979- ), 2 issues per year. $5 per year. 
Charles M. Oliver, editor; Department of English, Ohio Northern University, 
Ada, Ohio 45810. 
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Scholarly journal publishing essays and reviews concerning Hemingway. Vol
umes 1-4 were published in 1971-1974. 

Kenyon Review. New series, vol. !-(Winter 1979- ), 4 issues per year, $12 
per year. Ronald Sharp and Frederick Turner, editors; Kenyon College, 
Gambier, Ohio 43022. . . 
The reappearance of this literary review which suspended pubbcatton in 1970; 
essays, poetry and fiction. 

Madison Review. Vol. !-(Spring 1979- ), 2 issues per year, $4 per year .. Jay 
Clayton, editor; Department of English, University of Wisconsin~ Madison, 

Wisconsin 53706. 
nd · "half A little magazine which publishes poetry, fiction, essays, a remews; 

of the contributors are University of Wisconsin students." 
Magic Changes. No. !-(December 1979- ), 4 issues per year, $12 per year. 

Donald G. Bullen and John P. Sennett, editors; 1923 Finchley Ct., Schaum-
burg, Illinois 60194. . . . 
Each issue of this little magazine is devoted to a specwl theme; publishmg 
poetry, fiction, reviews, and art. 

Passages North. No. 1-(Fall 1979- ), 2 issues per year, $2 per year. Elinor 
Benedict, editor; Wm. Bonifas Fine Arts Center, 7th Street and 1st Avenue 
South, Escanaba, Michigan 49829. 
«To stimulate and recognize writing of high quality in the Northern Michigan 
region; to bring to the same region writing of high quality from other parts 
of the nation-and beyond"; poetry, short fiction, essays, art. 

Pikestaff Review. No, 1-(Summer 1979- ), irregular, $5 for 3 issues. Jame_s ~· 
Scrimgeour and Robert D. Sutherland, editors; P.O. Box 127, Normal, Illmms 
61761. 
Poetry, fiction, and art are published in this little magazine; contributors are 
not limited to the Midwest. 

Pub. No. 1-( 1979- ), 3 issues per year, $2.75 per year. Daniel R. Betz and 
Axelander Gold, editors; Ansuda Publications, Box 123, Harris, Lowa 51345. 
Poetry, fiction, essays, drama, and art are featured in this little magazine. 

Sackbut Review. Vol. 1-(Fall 1978- ), 4 issues per year, $3.50 per year. 
Angela Peckenpaugh, editor; 2513 East Webster Place, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

53211. 
A little magazine, many of whose contributors are from the Midwest; poetry 
and art are published. 

Sez/A Multi-Racial ]oumal of Poetry & People"s Culture. No. 1-(Winter 
1978- ) , 2 issues per year, $6 for 4 issues. Jim Dochniak, editor; P.O. Box 
8803, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408. 
A little magazine providing "a vehicle of exposure for the many talented 
local, state and midwestern-regional writers"; poetry, fidtion, essays, reviews 
and art are published. 

1 
Annual Bibliography of Midwestern Literature: 1979 

ALBE~So ~ANDALL K SEE loiO~RIS, ·~(GHT. 
(ALG~!;N, NELSON.). NEI..SON Al.GRE:N AND SlHONE OJ; 8EAVV01~: THE END OF THEIR AFFAIR AT .. IU.E~o 

HIOIANAo 8T ~AYioiEAo .JOHN Do ICIUTICISIII) OLO NORTH.ESTo 15 (WINTE~ 1979-801 0 401-407o 
ALl.ENo DENNIS SJ;E LE•ISo SINCI..AIR• 
ALTfOIANo ELIZABETH S. TR'lVELING POEiol lo (POETRY) GREAT LAKES ~EVIE•• 5 l•tNTER 1979), 79 0 

(ALTMANo ~08ERTol• R08!;RT ALTMAN'S 8UFFAl.O 8Il.L AND THE: INDIANS, OR SITTING 8UI...L'S HISTORY 
LESSON: A SELF PORT~AIT IN CJ;Ll.ULOIOo 8Y B61NST!;INo GENE lolo IC~ITICISMI .JOURNAL OF 
POPULAR CULTU~J;, 13 !SUMNER 1979), 17-2S• 

ALY• LUCIL!; F SJ;!; NEIHARDTo .JOHN Go 
ANDE~SON, OAVlO 0 SJ;E ROSEi'FJ;LOo PAUL. 
ANDERSDNo OAVJD•D SEE ANDERSON, SHERWOOD AND ~DSJ;NF!;l.Oo PAUI..o 
ANO!;RSONo DAVID D SEE ANDERSON, SHER.OOD. 
ANOJ;RSONo DAVID Do AND OHASHio KICHINOSIJI(E SEE ANDERSON• SHER.DOD, 
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ANDERSON, DAVID D. THE MID.ESTERN TO.N IN MIDWESTERN FIC1'IDN. ICRITICISioll MIDAMERICA 6 (1979), 
27-43. 

ANDERSON, KENTo HANSON ON THJ; 8l.UFFSo ISHD~I STOiliESI T~IQUARTE~LYo NO, 46 (FAI..l. 1979) 0 

221-JTo 
{ANDE~SDNo SHE~•000 AND RDSENFEI..Do PAUI..olo FROM J;AST-SIOE TO SOUTH-SIDE WITH LOVE: THE 

F~li;NDSHIP OF SH!;~WDOD ANDJ;~SON AloiD PAUl. ROSJ;NFJ;LO• 8Y ANDERSON, OAVID O, 
ICRITICISNI IIID.i;STERN loiiSCELLANYo 7 119791, 41-SSo 

(ANOE~SONo SHJ;R.DOO,I. SHER.DOD ANDERSON'S OHIOo 8Y ANDi;~SDNo DAVID D• {CRITICISM! 01...0 
NORTH.ESTo 5 ISUfolloiER 1979), 181-89o (OHIO), 

(ANDJ;RSONo SHER•DODol• OF TINE AND •INES8URGo OHIO: AN EXPE~IIoiENT IN CHIIONDLOGY• SY WHJTJ;o 
RAY LE.ISo {CRJTICISOIJ loiODE~N FICTION STUOIESo 2S CUNTER 1979-80), 6S8-666o 

{ANDERSON• SHERWOODolo SHER•ooo ANDJ;~SONl THE ·~ITER AT HIS CRAFT, 8Y SALZMAN, .JACK AND 
ANDERSON, DAVID Do AND OHASHI, KICHINDSUKEo (BIOGRAPHY) loiAMARONECKo NY! PAVI.. Po 
APP!;Lo 1979, 

CANDERSONo SHJ;R.ODO.)o MYTH AND THJ; MIOWESJERN LANDSCAPE: SHI!;RWOOD ANDE~SON'S loiiO-ANE~ICAN 
CHANTSo 8Y GREASEI..Yo PHII..IP, (C~ITICISIU IIIDAioiERICA 6 (1979lo 79-87. 

(ANDJ;~SONo SHERWOOD,)• •tNJ;S8UI'IG, OHIO! A UNIQUJ; 1919 OHIO R!;VlEWo 8Y WHITE, RAY LEWIS• 
ICRITICISNI OHIOANA QUARTERLY, 22 (SPRING 1979) 0 12-13, 

IANDERSONo SHER.DOOio THE •Ne•• REALISM! A STUDY OF THE STRUCTU~E OF •INES8URGo DHlOo 8Y 
HOLLADAY, SYLVIA• (CRITICISM! CEA CRITICo 41 lloiARCH 1979lo 9-12o UUOWJ;ST)o 
{ WIN!;S8URGo OHIO) o IDHIDI o 

ANORJ;.S 0 BRUSE Si;E sENNETT, JOHN ~o~, 

ANOJIEWS, CLARJ;NCE A. GL~ 8Ull.IDGII:APHY: LITERATURJ; Of' PLACE--CHICAGO! PA~T II• CBIBLlOGRAPHY) 
GREAT LAKES REVJ!;., 5 I•INTE~ 19791, 36-67, ICHICAGO)o(ILLINOIS)o 

AND~EWSo CLARJ;NCE Ao GL~ 81Bl.IDGII:APHY! A B16LIDGRAPHY OF FICTION AND DRAMA BY WOioiEN FROM IOWA 
ANO loiiCHIGANo (818LIOGRAPHYJo(FICTIOiol) GRJ;AT LAKES ~!;VIE•• 6 (SUNioi!;R 19T9)o S6-68o 
I IOWA) o (loiiCHIGAN) • 

ANDREWS, CI...ARENCE ED SEE GARLAND, HAioiLINo 
ANDREWSo CLARENCJ; 1;0 SEE MCDONALDo .JULIE, 
ANDREWSo CLARENCE J;OITOR SEE HEARST, .JARES AND loiCDONALDo .JUI..IE AND Gl.ASP!;LL, SUSAN AHD 

GARLANDo HAHLINo 
~NOREWS, CLARENCE ED SJ;J; GLASP!;LLo SUSAN, 
APPLE.HITEo CYNTNJA. SUI<OAYS. INOVEL) NE. YDRo;: AVON 800M;So 1979, IIUSSDU~IloCBODNE 0 5 LICICo 

loi!SSOU~I)o 

APSELOFF, NARll.YN F SEE HAMil.TONo Vl~GINlAo 
A~CHERo NUALA. VIRGIN IN A TELEPHONE SOX; TO TEU.. THE T~UTHo IPOETRYl GRJ;AT l.AKJ;S R!;VIE.,S 

C•INTER 19791o 69-70, 
ARNANOo HONIOUE SEE COOVER, ~OSi;RT, 
AllNO., HARRI!;TTJ;. FRA l.IPPI AND loll;, (SHORT STORI!;S) GEORG(A REVIElu 33 (WINTER 1979), 867-74, 
(ARNOW, HARRlJ;TTEo)o A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS IWTHER: HARRIETTE ARNOW AND THE DOU.IoiAICJ;R, 

8Y H08SSo Gl.ENDA• (CRITICISioll GEORGIA REVIEW, 3;3 c•INTER 1979). 851-66, 
ASHioiAN, RUSSJ;Ll, SlollTHo CHOCOI..OET~Y ONEo I POETRY) loiURRAYo K'l'! LORRAH AND HITCHCOCICo 1979o 
AVERlLLo TOiolo HELJ;N SINGL!;TON AND THJ; DEAD CATo (SHOII.T STCRIJ;S) CINARRUN ~EVIEWo (.JANUARY 

1979)• 39-47. 
SACHo GERHARD SJ;!; GLASP£LLo SUSAN, 
SAKERo .ILLIAM SEE CLEIIENSo SAioiU!;l. 1..• 
llALDJ;RSONo .JAY II. SJ;E LINDSAYo VACHEL, 
8AU.OW!;, JAICES, THE COAl. MINJ;RS, (POETRY! PEORIAo JL! SPOON RIVER P~ESS, 1979o 
BARGEN, WALT!;~, HARD ANGEI..o (POETRY) ICANSAS OUARTERL.Y, 11 ISUiolloli;~ 19791, 6lo 
BARN!;So .JIM, FIVE NISSDUI'II POETSo IPOU~Y) KIRKSVIU.:J;, MOo! CNARITOiol ~!;VIE• PR!;SSo 1979o 
BARTDNo FRED, TH!; DEATH OF THE SAIL.OR•S .IFEo lPOET~Y) GREAT I...AICES REVI!;W 0 S I•INTER 1979), ,., 
BASTING, ALAN. FA~IIING AND THE ~OOSTER'S DEN; PUTTING THINGS TOG!;THER, IPCETRY) GREAT l.AICES 

~EVIE•• S IWINTJ;R 19791o 71-72, 
BATES, BETTYo NY MONo THE MONEY NUT, (NOVEl.) NEW YORK: HOLIDAY HOUSEo 1979 0 

BAUER, DOUGLAS. P~A!RIE CITY, IOWA, (8IOG~APHYloiJ;SSAYSI NE• YORIC: PUTNAM'S, 19T9o IID.Aio 
I PRAIRIE ClTY, IO.Al• 

BAVENCio CAioiP8!;Ll.o SOUNDING TH!; Sll.ENCE; HISTORYo (POETRY) PRAIRIJ; SCHDONERo 53 (SUiolloiER 1979) 0 

120o 
SAXT!;~, CNARI..ES, TH!; KART C~ANE POEioiS. IPOJ;TRYl MINNESOTA REVJ!;•o 13 (FALl. 1979Jo ~Oo (CRANEo 

HART)o 
SEASECICJ;Ro RD8E~T AOID PADY, DONALD !;OITORSo ANNUAL 8I8l.IOGII:APHY OF loiiD.ESTEiiN LITJ;RATURE; 

1977o I BIBLIOGRAPHY) NIDAioiEIUCA 6 (1979lo 160-81o 
SJ;ASl.EYo CONGJ;R JRo OVESl DESOTO'S 80NESo IPDET~YI 801SEo IDAHO: Ai"!SAHTA P~ESS• 1979, 
8EHN, ~ICHA~Do MOVING; HOioi!;CONINGo (POJ;TRYI COTTON.OOO REVIEW, NOo 21 {FALl. t979lo 5-6, 
8EI0LJ;R, PE;TER Go AND J;GG!;, MARION F. TH!; AloiERICAN (NOlAN IN SHD~T FICTION. (I'ICTlONio 

INOVJ;LS) loiJ;TUCNENo NJ: SCAREC~O· PRESS, 1979• 
8!;LLO•• SAULo A SII..Vi;~ DISHo (FICTION) NEll YOiiKl AL80NDOCAN! PRESSo 1979. 
BELLOW, S~ULo N08i;L LJ;CTU~Eo !ESSAYS) N!;W YORIC: TARG EOITlONS, 1979o 
I8EU...O., SAULolo ANTI-SEMITJSM AND PJ;~SECUTION COioiPl.EXl A COiolloiJ;NT ON SAUl. BELLOW'S THE VICTlN• 

8Y NILSENo H£LGE ND~MANNo ICRITIC:ISNl ENGLISN STUDIES, 60 (AP~ll. 19791, 183-9lo 
I BELLO•• SAUI.olo SEU.OW'S NOSES HE~ZOGo 8'1' GOLDioiAN, l.lEI..Ao IC~ITICISioll EXPLICATOR, 37 (SUiolloiEJl 

1979lo 26. 
l5£LLOW, SAUI-olo S!;LLOW'S ALTERNATIVE TO THE •ASTELANO! ~OOIANTIC THEioiE AND FORM IN HJ;RZOGo 8Y 

CKAVKINo AU.AN• !CRITICISM) STUOJJ;S IN THE NOVEL., 11 (FALL 1979), .326-37o 
(BEI.l.O•• SAUI.o)o CONSCIOUSNESS FILLS THE VDIO! HERZOGo HISTO~Yo ANO THJ; HERO IN THE MODERN 

WD~LDo 8Y loiELLARDo .JANJ;S No lC~ITICISN) NOOJ;RN FICTION STUDIES• 2S (SP~JNG 1979), 
715-91• 

I BELLOW, SAULolo CRITICAL J;SSAYS ON SAI,Il. 8ELI...OW. 8Y TRACHTENBERG, STANI..EY ED• (CRITIC!Siollo 
(ESSAYSI BOSTON; GoK-' HALl., 1979. 

(8El.LO., SAtA...). .JE.ISH ANO HUfoiAN SURVIVAL ON 8£LUI••s PLANET, 8Y WIRTH-NESHER• HANNA AND 
NALAMlll, ANDREA COHJ;No (CRITICISM) IIODJ;~N FICTION STUDIESo 25 ISPRlNG 1979), 59-74o 

l8ELI..O., SAIA..olo SAUl. eeu.o•: HU1o180l.OT•S GIFT-THE CQN!;l)'l' OF HISTORY, 8Y NE•~o~ANo SADII!, 
(CRITICISM) OUJ• 72 (DJ;CEioiBER 19791• 79-117o 
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(BEt.LilWo SAULo)o 5.\VI.. BELLOW! IN DEFENSE OF MANo BY CLAl'TOlllo JOHN J,o\COBo (CRITICISM) 

BUICMINGTQN: INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRI>SSo 1979• 
(BELLDIIIo SAULol- THE ,IIAT OF ORo TAIIUUN! MATTEA AND MANNER IN SEIZE THE OAY• BY MORAHGo GILIE!AO, 

(CII:lTlCISM) MODERN FICTION STUOIESo 25 (SPRING 1979)o 103-l6o 
IBEt.LOIIIo SAULo)o THE BALANCE SHEET (F LOVE! MONEY AND ITS N!;ANING IN BELI...OW 0S HERZOGo BY 

BRANSo .!Do CCIUTICISNI NNAI..o 2(4) 1978o ITEM 29o 
CBEI.LDWo SAULolo THE UNSUCCESSFUL SEARCH FOR 'PURE LOVE' IN SAUL BB..l.OIII'S HERZOG• BY CHAVKII\Io 

ALANo ICRITICISIII NNALo 2(4) 1976o ITEM 27o 
(BELLOll'o SAULolo THREE MEN ON TliE NOON! FRIEDNANo UPDIKEo IIELLOIIIo AND APOU.O ELEVENo BY 

MEStiERo DAVID Ro ICAITICISMI WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY RESE;ARCH STUDIESo 47 (.JUNE 

1979lo 67-7So 
BENNETT, JOHN Mo AND AN.DREWSo BRUSE• .JOINT WCROSo (POETRY) COLUMBUS, OH: LUNA. BISCNTE 

PRDOUCTIONSo 1979o 
BENNETTo .JOHN Mo EATING TOEJAMi f'IJDT MEAT; IIOOT CLIPSo (POI!TRYJ COMMONPRESSo 14 ( 1979),. 
BENNETTo JOHN Mo E4 SLEEPo (POETRY) DlO'IoiORIINo I (19791. 
BENNETTo .JIIHN Mo f'LIES TICKETSo (POETRY) WHITE WALLSo NCo 2 (1979). 
BENNETTo .JIIHN llo FOOT MEAT tiEAOo (POETRY) LOCAL DRI2ZLEo 1141 1979o 
BENNETTo .JOHN No I SAW A SKULLo (POETRY) NEOo NCo 5 Cl979)o 
BENNETTo JOHN No LIPl BEAT MY CHESTo (POETRYJ TESTLUBE MAGAHNe:, H3lo 1979o 
BENNe:TTo .JOHN No LOST AND FOUND TtMe:S 2o (POETRY) REVISTA CLASIF!CAOAo I (1979Jo 
BENNe:TTo .JOHN Mo M.\KING BOOKo (POETRY) 9TH CRlTIC.\L ASSEM6Lit4Go 1979o 
BENNETTo .JOHN No MOTEL MOODS• (POETRY) FORM.\To 2141 1979o 
BENNETTo .JOHN No NIPS IN LOVE. IPOe:TRYI BL.\OESo 6 (1~79lo 
BENNETTo .JOHN No POP EYEo (POETRY) IRONo 27 11979). 
BENNETTo .JOHN lolo SHOPPING AXISi DREAM LOT. IPOETRY) LOST AND FOUND TIMESo NOS. 6-7 (1979lo 
BENNETTo .JONN Mo THIS IS.\ MIRROR• IPOETRYI .OOCCK)So 19 (1979lo 
BENNETT, .JOHN Mo TRY SUICIOEo (POETRY) tEOo NCo 4 C1U9)o 
BENNETTo .JOHN Mo VISUAL POETRY REFLe:CTEOo CPOEYRYI We:ST COAST POETRY REVIEWo !i(::J)o 1979o 

BENNe:TTo lf.\RREN SEE HEMINGWAY, ERNESTo 
BERKEYo .JOHN c.· SEE IIREISERo THEODORE. 
BERMANo RONALD So MACAUI..e:Y•S KENYON REVIe:W; THE VIEW FROM THE SIXTIESo IOIITICISMI SEWANEE 

REVIEWo 87 (SUMMER ('!i79)o 5(10-507o (PERIOOICALSio 
BERNSTE!No Ge:NE M SEE .\LTioi.\No ROBERTo 
BERRYo ELEANORo Flt4DING THE WORDS• (POETRY) SACKBUT REVIEifo I I SPRING 1979lo 21-22o 
BERRYo ELE.\NORo HAND AND EYe:. (POETRY I SING HEAVENLY MUSEo 4 tloUNTER 1979lo 12-1::Jo 
BERRY, ELEANORo MUI..TIPLICITYo (POETRY) CAN401AN FORUMo APRIL 1979. 
CBERRYMANo JOHNo)o BERRYM4N'S BABY T4LK: 'NUFFIN WEFT'• BY FINNEYo KATHI! 04VISo (CRITICISM) 

NM4L 4 CIIINTER 1979lo ITEM I• 
BILLINGSLEYo DALE B SEI: CLEMI:NSo S4MUEL Lo 
SIRKo DOUGLAS 4 SEE CDNNORo THOM4So 
BL41No 4LEXANDER Ill• MOON LANDING• (POETRY) MICH!G4t4 QUARTERLY REVlEWo 18 SPRING 1979), l76o 

BL.\IRo lf4LTER SEE CLEioiENSo SAMUEL Lo 
BL4KE• SUS4N t. SEE CHESNUTTo CHARLES WAODELLo 
BLEio NDRBERTo THE HOUR OF SUNSHINE NOWo CSHORT STORie:S) 011C4GO: STORYPRESSo 1978o 
BLYo ROBe:RTo FEELING AT HCME IN THE BODYo (POETRY) GI:ORGI4 REVIEIIo 33 CSPRING 1979lo lOB• 
BLYo ROBERTo THIS TREE WILL BE HERE FOR .\ THOUSAND YE4RSo IPOETRYI NEW YORK: H4RPER AND ROllo 

1979. 
BOG4t4o JIMo THI: DISCRIMINATIONS: VIRTUOUS 4MUSEMENTS AND IIICKI:O DEMONS. CPOe:TRY) COTT0t411011D 

Re:VIEIIo NCo 21 CF4LL 19791o ::J0-32. 
BOl.ESo PAUL Q4RYo GLORY OAYo CNDVEL) NEll YORK: R4t400M HOUSEo 1979o COHIOioi4ROENo OHIO). 
80RDEt4o WILLlAMo 4T THE INDIAN WRITERS CDt4FERENCEo (SHORT STDRIESJ FREE PASS4GEo NCo 8 

(SPRING 1979lo 
BOIILERo SHEILA. SUITE FOR THE COLO IN SUMMI:Ri GYPSIES LEAVING THE SAO CAFEo (POETRY I GREAT 

LAKES Re:VIEIIo 6 (SUMioiER 1979lo 92-94o 
BOXo TI:RRY SEE HEMINGWAY• ERNESTo 
BOYLEo To COR.\GHESSANo DESCENT OF llANo (SHORT STORIES! BOSTON: ATL4NTIC-LITTLI:o BROWNo t979o 
BOYLEo To CORAGHESS4No STONES IN MY P4SSW4Yo HELLHOUND ON MY TRAILo I SHORT STORIES) 

TRIOUARTERLYo NOo 46 CF4l.L 19791o 42-48o 
BOYLEo To COR4GHESSANo I 04TEO JAt4E AUSTI!:No (SHORT STORY) GI:ORGIA RE'oltE•• 33 (SUMMER t9791o 

416-2Do 
(BR40BURYo 1'14Yo). THE M.\RTIAt4 CHRONICLES 4NO JORGE LUIS BORGES• BY V4LISo NOEL Mo (SCIENCE 

FiCTIOt41 EXTR4POLAT10Ho 20 (SPRING 1979), S0-59o 
8R40Et4o TOMo L4MENTATIONS AND FONDEST DESIRe:. ISHORT STORIES) K4t4SAS OUARTI:RLYo 11 

CUNTER-SPRING 1979Jo 129-40• 
BRANCHo EDGAR IC SEE Ct.EMe:NSo S4MUEl. Lo 
BR4t4So .10 SEE BELLOWo SAULo 
BRAYo ROBERT SEE GRIERSONo FRAI'«:IS• 
BRENN4No STEPHEN C SEE OIU:tSERo THEODORE• 
BRENNio VITO .JOSEPH. THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC CDNTI'IOL OF AMERIC4N LITER.\TUI'IEo 1920-1975o 

CBIBLIOGRAPHY) METUCHENo NJ: SCARECROW PRESSo 1979o 
BRESLINo C.\THERINEo UNii!ILY CHILD• CNOVEL) NEW YORK: DIAL PRESSo 1979o (MINNESOTA), 
CBROOIC.So GWENOOLYNolo GWENDOLYN BI'IOOKS' CHILDAENo BY STRUTHERS, ANt4o CCRITICISM) IOWA ENGLISH 

BUI..LETIMo 29 CF4LL 1979lo 15-16• 
CBROOKSo GIIENOOLYNolo GLR INTERVIEW: GWENDOLYN BROOKSo BY BROWNo M.\RTHA Ho 4ND ZORNo M4RlLYNo 

(BIOGR4PHY) GRE4T LAKES REVIEWo 6 I SUMMER 1979), 48-S~o 
BROMNo f'REOERICo THE F4BULOUS CI.IP.JOINTo (FICTION)oiMYSTERY FICTION) BOSTON: GREGG PRESSo 

1979o (CHIC4GO)o 
BROIINo MARTH4 Ho SEE BRDOKSo GWENDOLYN. 
BROIININGo ROBERT PACK SEE et.!;MENSo SAMUEL Lo 
BRUCCOI.t." MATTHEW .I SI:E FITZGER4LOo Fo SCOTTo 
BUI:TTNERo SttiRLEYo DISCOVI:R'EOI OUTSIDE EVERY WINDOW IS 4 FLOWI:I'I; WHITE CREEKo (POETRY) 

COTTONWOOD REVIEIIo NO• 21 CFALL 1979)o 
IIUI'«:Ho STEPHe:No LAMB'S QUARTER; FOR M.\TTHEWo AFTe:R EQUINOX; THE DRIVER; DIGGING G4RLIC; THE 

OB.IEC7SI EVENING. tPOETRYl ::JO KANSAS POI:TSo e:o. Oo LOIIo LAWRENCEo KS: COTTONIIOIID 

REVII:W PRESS,: 1979o S-7o 
8URLING4MEo ROBERTo LISTENING TO Ttte: K4NS4S WlNOo (POETRY! KANSAS OU4RTERLYo 11 

CIIINTER-SPRING 1979lo 211• 
BURTo DONo THE POOLHIILLo (POElllY) K4NS4S OU4RTERLYo 11 1111NTER-SPRING 19791o 219o 
BUSHo CYNTHI4o THE PERISH.\BLE PRESS LIMITED. CBIOGRAPHYlo(IIIBLIOGRAPHY)oiCRITICISMI BOOKS AT 

IOW4o 29 (NIIVEMIIER 1978) o 36-!12• 
CALOERWOOOo C4RioiELIT4 SEE ttE4RSTo .14MI:S 
CAMPo DENNIS SEE LINOSAYo VACHEL• 
CAMPIDNo DANIEL Ro 4T THE IIINOOW; BLUEBERRYINGI Le:5 FEUILL.ESI REC4PITULATIONI THE SURVEYo 

(POETRY) SYNCLINe:, NCo 3 U979)o IO-I4o 
CAMPI0t4o DANIEL Ro FOR .104NNo CPOETRTJ GRAVIOAo NDo 16 (SPRINO:O 1979)o 32o 
CAMPIDNo 04MIEL Ro .JAilAICA; TEIIPDR.\RY Me:4SURESo CPOETI'IYJ MAXY 05 .IOURHALo NCo 3 (1979), 21r-27o 
CAMPIONo 04NIISL Ro NEW YORKo 1915o (POETRYI STONEo NCo 12 C1979)o 38o 
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C4MP!~~;I ~4NIEL Ro NEll SHOES; IT COMES AS NO SURPRISEo CPilETRY) SLICO: PRESSo NCo 10 (loi4RCH 

CAMPIONo DANIEL Ro Ttl!; BARKEEP'S TESTIMONY. (PDe:TRYl MATio NOo 19 (DECEMBER 1979lo lo 
CAMPIONo 0.\t41EL l'lo UNTITLED--SUBTITLESo I SHORT STORIES) AlEEEo NOSo 7-8 11979), 4lo 
CANTONio LOUIS Jo AFTERHODN KNOWLEDGE; CELEBRATIDNiEVENTIOEo CPOETRYI BULLETIN OF THE 

N4TION4L CONGRESS OF ORG4NUATIONS OF THE PHYSIC4LLY Ho\NOIC4PPE0o 16 CSECOND-THIRD 
OUARTER 1979lo 4o tOo 

CAt4T~~!~R~OUIS .lo AMID THIS ENFOLDING CALMo CPOETRYI 84RDIC ECHDe:So 20 (.JANU4RY-M4RCH 1979), 

C4NT0Nio LOUIS .lo BI:LOVEO; RAPTURE• (POETRY! DRIFTWOOD EASTo 7 IOECEioiSER 1979), 14o 
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C4NTO~!: LOUIS ,J, BLESSED VIRGIN M4RY i TOYOHIKO SATOH' S t.UTEo (POETRY I POET, 20 ( 4UGUST 19791, 

C4NTONlo LOUIS .lo 81'1It4G ON THE OREAMSo (POe:TRYI DETROIT NEWS, 21 OCTOBER 1979, 10-Co 
C4t4TDNio LOU,IS Jo CELEBRATION. (POETRY) POETo 20 IAPRIL 1979), 74 0 
CANTONio LOUIS .lo CLOUOSCAPI:; R.R. CROSSING. (POETRY) ORIFTWOIIO e:ASTo 7 (.JUNE 1979), 28o 
CANTONlo LOUIS .lo OECLLARATION; OUEST. (POETRY) DRIFTWOOD EASTo 7 (SPETEM6ER 1979), 61. 
C4NT0Nio LOUIS .lo DESIDERATUM; ENTITy; .JUSILAliONi YOUR SMILE. (POETRY) BULC.ETit4 QF THE 

~:!!~~";,~~~~~~SS OF ORGANU.4TIONS OF THE PHYSICALLY Ho\NOIC4PPED, 16 (FOURTH QUARTER 

CANTDNio LOUIS Jo DING 4N SICHi QUESTION, (POETRY) POETo 20 (DECEMBER 1979), 47, 

C4NT~~~;N~D~~~;A~~~~~V~~~~B~:Oi!~~! ~~WSLETTER OF THE WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY EDUCATION 

CANT~~~~S~D~!\~~U~~~U~~:!;::: ~~~:~~A~~~~~~E 0RE4MS CH4NGEl PATCHWOI<Ko (POETRY! PENINSULA 

CANTDNio LOUIS Jo EXTI'IEioii:S; LONELINESS. (POETRY I BULLETIN OF THE N4TION4L CONGRESS OF 
DRG4NIZ4TIONS OF THE PHYSICALLY H4NOICAPPEDo 15 CFIRST OU4RTER 1979lo 7, 

CAN1'~~~- 4~o~!~7~i,F!~"~~~l HAVING .JUST DIEOJ MERGING; SOMN.\IoiBULISTo IPOETI'Il') MODERN IM4GESo 

CANT~~!~o~~u~eA~;.E:~9~!~:1z5~N YOUR TWENTY-SECOND SIRTHDAYo (POETRY) PENINSULA POETS, 34 

C4NTONio LOUIS .lo FOR C.UCIL·E,DN MGTHER'S OAYo (POETRY) MODERN IM4GESo NCo 47 Ci979lo tO. 

C4NTi~~;,:o~::!:i~: FRUIHON; THE WORRII:O CHOREOGR4PHER. (POETRY) SOUTH A,_O WEST, 16 CFALL 

C4NT0Nio LOUIS .lo GR40UALLY THE DREAMS CHANGE. CPOe:TRYI FCRT SMITHo AR: SOUTH 4ND WEST, t979o 

CANT~~~;~~~~~ ~~r.~i~~!~~o~:E; 11:~~~!R~!7:~:S~~~TER OF THE N4TIONAL ASSIJCI4TIDN OF THI: 

C4NT~~~;~~~~ ~~N~~~~~P~~:E 
6 
"t~Z~~· 

1 
!~~~!R~~ 

0 
NEWSLETTER OF THE t4ATIONAL ASSOCUTIDN OF THE 

CANTONio LDUIS J, INTROVERTS; K04L4o (POETRY) MOOERt4 IMAGI:So NCo 43 (19791o SSo 66, 
CANTONlo LOUIS Jo 04K IN SPRING; VERN4L PONOo (POETRY) GUSTOo 1 (WINTER t9791o 59o 

CANT~N~~~~~I~'Ii:;l~R~;:SOR OF ESOTERIC LANGUAGES; WHETHER HOTEL OR MOTEL. (POETRY I GRYPHON, 

CAt4TONio LOUIS .lo SliOII TR411io (pOETRY) B4ROIC ECHOESo 20 COCTOBER-OECEMBER 19791. 86. 

~::!~~;~~~ ... ~i~E~~~ ~~::~N~~~~~;~E~S~~RT STORIES) SOUTHERN REVIEWo IS (.JULY t979lo 6S7-66.._ 

CARKEe:T, 04VI0o NO PE4t4UTo (SHORT STORIES) K4NS4S OUARTERLl'o 11 (SUMMER 19791• 77-60, 
CARTER, JAREIIo ANOTHER CITY, (POETRY) GREEN'S M4G4ZINEo 7 (SPRING 1979lo 18o 
CARTERo .lAREDo CLARK STATION, (POETRY I INOIAN4PDLIS SR040SHEETo 6 CFEBRU4RY-MARCH 19791, tOo 
C4RTERo .lAREDo DD-114H-OIOOLEo CPOETRYI GRAVC04o 16 (SPRING 1979lo 26. 
C4RTERo J4REDo E4RLY 114RNlt4Go CPOETRYI 04LEVILLE, INi BARNWOOO PRESS Cl:iOPER4TIVEo 1979, 
C4RTERo J4REDo IN THE NORTH PASTURE. (POETRY) IM4GESo 5 (SPR!NG t979lo 3, 

C4RTi~' ~~:=~~ ~~~!~~T:~~~9~BJETS D'4RTi FOLLOWING Tt.E 4NIM4LS• (POETRY I SOUTH D4KOT4 REVII:Wo 

C4RTERo .lAREDo MISSISSINEIIA COUt4TY ROAOo IPOETRYI PEMBROKE MAGAZII<Eo ll c1979 ), 185, 
CARTER, .lAREDo OLD TIMERS. CPOETRYI KAR4MUo 6 (F4LL 19791o 7o 
CARTER, .lAREDo SECOND SHEET. (POETRY) BlTSo 10 (.JULY 19791. So 
CARTERo J4RE0o SNOIIo (POETRl'l MISSISSIPPI V.U.LEY REVIEW, 8 (SPRING 19791o 4So 
CARTERo .JARED, THE FIRE'S DRe:4Mo CPOETRYI t41MR00o 23 (FALL-WJNTEA t979lo 39o 
CARTER, .lAREDo THE MEASURING. (POI:TRY) SOU'WESTER, 7 (SPRING 1979), 6-7. 
CARTERo .14RE0o WEATHER PROPHETo IPOETRYI SOU•IIESTERo 7 (SUMMER t979lo 29. 

C4RT~:;S~~~~:!,L; ~~~~:~L ,:;!~E~::. PROJECTS IN THE MIOIIESTo (8IBLIOGRAPHYioiCRITIClSM) SSML 

CC47HERo WILL4 AND MEISER, THEODOREolo 400EN04 TO THE BIIILJOGR4PtHES OF CATHER, CONRAD, OE 
FORe:ST, DREISERo FORSTERo H4RDYo HAWTHORNE, LONDCNo NORRISo POEo WHARTON, 4NO 
WHITM4No BY MONTEIRO, GEORGE• 181BLIOGR4PHY) PAPERS OF THE SIIILIOGRAPHIC4L SOCIETY 
OF AMERICA, 73 (OCTOBI:R-DECEMBI:R 1979)o 4711-61• 

IC4THI:Ro WILL4olo "'THE THING NOT N41o11:0° IN THe: PROFESSOR'S HOUSE"• IIY IHLDo B.\RBARAo 
CCRLTICISM) WESTERN AMERICMo LITERATUREo 12 (FEBRUARY 1978lo 263-74. 

IC4T~:~~G:!~~;I~R~Z~~~I~~~~i~ET~e:;~: =~~~~=~T~:Nif~~~:l~"!~~~~ 4 ~673-1947o BY P4RKSo a, Ko 

(C4THERo IIILL4olo THE DUAL N4TURE OF ART IN THE SONG OF THE L4RKo SY MOSELEY, ANNo 
(CRITICISM! •ESTI:RN AMERIC4N LITe:RATURe:o 14 ISPRING 1979lo 19-32o 

(C4T~~=;T~~~:;';J!i: ~~~~R~~L~N~:~;~N~~6~~4R4CTERS IN MY ANTONI4o 8Y COOPERo CLAR4 Bo 

lC4THERo WILL4olo IIILL4 CATHER'S CUTS 4NO REVISIONS IN THE SONG OF THE L4RK. BY HAYECK, ROBIN 
4NO WOOORESS • .JAMES. ICRlfiClSM) MODERN FICTION STUDIESo 2!5 (WINTER 1979-801 0 6SI-5Bo 

(C4THERo IIILLAolo WILL4 CATHER'S 4RCHB!SHOP: 4 IIESTERN AND CL4SSIC4L PERSPECTlVEo BY IIURPHYo 
.JOHN Jo CCRITIClSMl WESTERN AMERIC4N LITERATUREo 13 (SUMMER 1978), 141-SOo 

CC.\THERIIDODo MARY HARTWEI.Lolo MARY H4RTIIELL C4THERif000'S DISGUISED HAHOBOCKS QF FEMINlSMo BY 
TREECE, PEGGY Bo (CRlTICISMJ MIDWESTERN MISCELLANl'o 7 (1979), 7-l4o 

CC4THERII000o loiARY H4RTWEI..L AND OORSEYo GEORGE AMOSol• "lN C4NA4N'S LAND": IM4Ge:S OF GR4NVlLLEo 
OHIO• BY SE4T0No BEVERLYo (CRITICISM) OLD NORTHWEST, !5 CSPRING 19791 0 ::J-17o 

CAUNo .JOHN. A OREAM OF BUTTERFLIESo CPOI:TRY) KANS4S QU4RTERLYo II (WlNTER-SPI'IING 19791o (12-&Jo 
CH4CK0o DAVIDo PRICe:. (NOVEL) NEW YOI'IKi STo MARTIN•So 1979, (OHIO). 
CH4TF1EL0o H4LEo WATER COLORSo tPOETRYI GULFPORTo FL: KONGLOMERATI PRESSo 1979• 
Ct.AVKINo ALAN SEE BELLCIWo S.\ULo 
Ct.AVKINo .U.LAN SEE BEt.LOWo SAUI..o 
CHEt4ETIERo rc.t.RC SEE CQOVERo ROBERTo 
CHI:RNOFFo M4XINEo UTOPI4 TY STORE. (POETRY) CHIC4GO: YELLOW PRESSo 1979o 
CHERRY, KEI.Ll'o 4UGUSTA PL4YI:Oo (NOVELl BOSTON; H.:JUGHTON NIFFLINo 1979o 
CHERRY, KELLY. CONVERSION. (SHORT STORIES! NEW PALTZo No Yo: TRE4CLE PRe:SSo 1979o 
CHERRTo KELLY. LETTER TO 4 CENSDRo IPOETRYI GEORGU REVIEIIo 33 I WINTER 1979) 0 784-B!io 
CHERRY, KELLYo THE DAY TH4T IIAL.OO 010 ITo (SHORT STORie:SI GALI..IIoi4UFRYo NO. J4 C19791o 1!5I-!56o 
(CHESNUTT, CttARLES 11400ELLolo MYTHIC PATTERNS IN CH4RLES W40DI!.LL CHESNUTT'S THI! CONJURE WOMAN 

~~~E~:~:~ =~!~=~~~:;:~~:: ~!~:~: ~~~~-MAGEEo CCRJTICISM) BUCK AMERICAN 

ICHESt4UTTo CHARI.£$ W4DOELLo)o •A !lETTER MDUSETR4P"I IIASHINGTON•S PROGAAII AND THI! COLONI!.L•S 
ORE.UCo BY BLAKE, SUSAN Lo (CRITICISiol) CL4 JOUANALo 23 (S£PT£loiiii!R 19791. 49-!i9o 
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((:td!::SNUTTo OfAIILES IIIADDELLoJ. ftt£ MASK AS THEilE ANO STR\JCTIHt£; CHARl-ES llo C1CSHUTT 0 S "TN!; 
SHERIFF'S cttiLDRI!:H" ,u .. o "THE PASSING OF GRANDISOH00o BY DELIIAAo Po .JATo !CRITICISM I 
AMERICAN LITERATURE, Sl INOYEMBER 1979)o 364-75o 

ICHESNUTTo CHARLES WADOELLolo CIESNUTT'S FRANK FOIILER: A FAILURE OF PURI'051!o BY HARRISo 
TFUJOIER• ICRITICISIIJ CL4 .J(II,IRNALo 22 I MARCH 1979) o 215-28• 

(CHOPINo KA,TI<o)o FEIUNIST DR NATURALIS1": THE SOCIAl.. COH'fEXT OF KATE CHOPIN'S TilE AWAKENING, 
BY WALKERo NANCTo ICRITICISMI SOUTHERN OUARTERLTo 17 UUNTER 1979)o 9S-103o 

(CHOPIHo KATEo)o TtiE BOY'S OUEST IN KATE CHOI>IN°S "A VOCATION AND A VOICE"• BY SKAGGSo PEGG'to 
ICiillTICISIII AMERI(:AN LITEIU•TUREo !51 OIAY 1979lo 27G-76o 

CHRISTMAN, ELIZABETH• FLESH AND SPIRITo (NOVEL) NJ;W YORK: MORROWo 1979, (OHIO), 
CITINOo OAYIOo AFTERo (POETRY! l.RHCORNo 8 ISPRING 1979), 4, 
CITINOo OAYWo ALL OTHER Dll:JFTERSo (POETRY! MISSISSIPPI VALLEY REVIEWo 8 (SPRING 19791o 59, 
CITINO, OAVIO• ALREAOYo .tNOTtlER BDYo SNOW, (POETRY) WILLOW SPRINGS MAG.AZINEo NO, 4 (SPRING 

19791. 9· 
CITINOo D.tVIO, .tNNUNCI.tTIDNo IPOETRYJ SILVERFISH REVIEWo 1(11 1979o 24o 
CITINOo DAVHlo AP.tRT, BETWEENo .tG.tiNo (POETRY! OESCENT, 10(21 1979o 30• 
CITINOo O.tVIOo CHALLENGING SITU.tTION NCo 61 THE H.tNDi SEAS .tND FORESTSo LIGHT .tHO LOYEi THE 

HERMIT; CHALL!;.NGING SlTU.tTION NO. 9: THE CQRPOSANT; Hl.t.Oi FL.tMEo PALMS, I'ISTS AND 
NAM!;.Sl THREE NIGHTS; INCUBUS. (PO!;.TRYI IU$CONS1N REVI!;.Wo 13(4) 1979, 2-6o 

CITINDo D.tVIDo COMING HOllE .tGAINI THREE PLOTS FOR TELEVISION• (POETRY) IM.tGESo 6(21 1979o Bo 
CHINO, DAYIOo DAUGHTER! THE CHILD'S LAMENTlLAMENT OF THE CHIEF'S SON; SNOWFALLo (PO!;.TRYI SAN 

JOSE STUDIESo S (MAY 19T9lo 42-4!1o 
CITINO, DAVIt), ESSAY EJCAMINATIONl HISTDRIA NATURALISo (POETRY) STo ANOR!;.IIS REVIEIIo 

ISPRING-SUIIMER 1979lo 64o lOS• 
CITINOo DAVID• EVERYONE OLDER DEADo OR ONLY SLEEPING. (POETRY I NE~ >:ENT DUARTEIILYo (SPRING 

19791. 36· 
CITINOo DAVID. FOLK HUMOR• (POETRY) POETil:Y HOllo 4(4) 1979o 8• 
CITINOo O.tVIDo GLASS, CORPSI;o THE EYETOOTH OF A HOG• (POETRY) SOUtHERN POETRY REVIEIIo 19 

!SPRING 1979lo 32o 
CITINOo D.tVIOo HENo !POETRY) FOCU5-MI0W!;.$To 13 (AUGUST 19791• .3lo 
CITINO, DAVID. INTERFEREN<;!;.-NOTES, IPOETil:Y) BIIJC 749o 212-31 1979, 99, 
CITINDo QAYIOo LAST RITES; INSTRUCTIONSo (POETRY) LITERARY ll:EIIIEIIo 22 (SPRING 19791o 327-28o 
CITINO, DAY I Do LEARNING TO LOVE ME; THREE SHADDIISo I POETRY I POETRY TEJCASo 31 II 1979o 24-2So 
<;ITINOo OAVIOo l.E'I"TER FROM TtlE SI-IAMAN NO. 31 1"0 BANISI-I A GI-IOSTl WAl.NUTo I POETRY) l.OUISIIll.l.E 

REYIEIIIo NO• 6 !SPRING 19791• 16-17. 
CI'I"INOo OAVIOo l.IYING ON THE BOROERo (POETRY! SOUTI-IWEST REYIEIIO 64 I SPRING 19791o 165o 
CITINOo DAYIOo MAP RE.tDINGo (POETRY) WEST 6RANCHo NCo 5 119791, 7lo 
CITINOo DAYIDo MART'S SE<:ONO <:HILOo (POETRY) HOLl.OW SPIUNG REVIEW OF POETRYo llllo 1979o 
CITINO, DAVID, IIARTSIIll.LIO Til MARIONo MIDNIGHT. (POETRl'l KUD:Z:Uo NOo B (IIIIHTER 1978-791• 
ciTINOo OAIIIO• MAY 19: CEl.ESTINEo POPE AND MARTYRo (POETRY) OHIO JOURNAl., 5 IAUTUIIN 19791o IJ, 
CJTINOo DAVID• POEM TO A DRAWER FUl.L OF EYEGLASSES• CPIIETRl'l O.tLI-IOUSI!;. R!;.VIEW, 59 (AUTUMN 

1979), 471. 
CJTINO, OAYIOo POST!;.R: IIONSTER MIIVIEo 1956• (PIIETRl'J SOU'WEST!;.R, 1 (FALL-WINTER 1979), IOo 
CITINO, DAVID. PRESSING YOUR LUCK; MAR<:H a: JOHN OF GOOo (POIOTRY) FIOOLEHEAOo NOo 123 IFAl.l. 

19791o 6B-69o 
CITINOo DAIIIDo RITES: Til PROTECT YOU FROI'I YOURSIOLFo (POETRY! PI>:ESTAFF REY(EWo NOo 1 ISUMIOER 

19791o l2o 
CifiNOo DAVIDo SHADIIW• IPO!;.TRY) BITTERil:OOTo NOo 69 IAUTUMN 1979), 6. 
CITINOo OAVIOo SNOIIIo IPIIETRY) HOLl.INS CRITICo 16 IOCTIIBER 1979lo 11. 
CITINOo OAYIDo SUSANNAo (PIIETRYI HOLLOW SPRING REYIEIII Of POETRY, 3(21 1979o •s-47o 
CITINOo OAYIOo THE CAl.Li SEPARATION. (POETRY) COLORADII-NORTH REVIEW, 11 (WINTER 1979)o J3-.34o 
CITINOo O.tVIOo THE PERFE<:T HOST ENTERTAINS. (PIIETRIII GREENSBIIRO REVIEWo NCo 25 Ill INTER 

l'l7e-79lo Ill• 
CITINOo OAVIOo TtlE RETIRED PASTOR CEl-EBRATES <;HR!STMAS; THE MARTYR. (PO!;.TRY) POET AND CRiliCo 

11(11 1979, 20-22o 
C!TINOo DAYIOo THE SIN-EATER. (POETRYI HIRAM PIIETRY REVII!IIIo NOo 26 ISPIHNG-SUIIM!;.R 1979)o 16, 
CITINOo OAVIOo THREE KINOS OF LAUGHTER; THE SENTENCE; JllNUARY 17l ANTHONYo PATRON Of 

GRAVEDIGGERSl THE Pll.GRIMAGEo (POETRY! SUH: A MAG~ZINE OF IDEAS, NOo 42 1979o 26o 
CITINOo OAIIIOo TO BECOIIE A SAINT; ZlTAo PATRONESS OF OOMESTt<:So (POI>TRY) GHIO JOURNAI...o S 

(SPRING 1979lo 7o 
CtTINOo OAYIDo TO GROll HIILYo IPOETRTI IIIINII--LITERARY JOURNAL• 9(.3.31 1979o 13o 
<:ITINOo DAVIOo TRUSTING MY HANDS., (POETRY) SU<:Kl.Eo 3 IFAl.L-WINTER 1979-BOlo 
CITIHOo PAlliD• UNDER T11E IIOLCANOo (POETRY I SOUTHERN POE7RY REVIEIIIo 19 (FAl.L 1979)o 8-9, 
CITINOo OAYIDo WHERE NO SON CAN EYER OIEi HURSERY RHYMES. (POETRY) LONG PCNO REYII!Wo NOo 5 

119791. 7-8. 
CITINOo DAVID. IIIISI-IESo !POETRY) PULPo Sill 1979o 33o 
<;l.ARK, MICHAEl.o IIIISHBON!;.o (SHORT STORIES) ANN ARBOfl REVIEW, NO. 29 11979lo 68-7Jo 
CLARKo So l. SEE SEELEYo NA8El.o 
CLAYTCNo JOliN JA<:IIS SEE BELl.OWo SAUL. 
<:LE.tRYo JONo THE BEAUFORT SISTERS• INOYEl.) NElli YORIO MORROIIIo 1979o (KANSAS <:tTYo MOolo 

IMISSOURIIo 
CLEMENSo SAMUEL L• MARK TWAIN'S NOT!;.BOOKS AND JOURNALSo YCL• Jo 11883-Je:91lo EO. BY ROBERT 

PACK BROWNING• (AUTOBIOGRAPHY I BERKELEYo <;A: CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY PRESSo 1979o 
ICLE!IENSo SAMUEL Lolo PARl.OR TALK IN MARK TWAIN; THE GRANGERFIIRD PARLOR ANO THE HOUSE 

BEAUTIFUL. BY SCHUl.T:Z:o LU<:ILLE Mo I<:RITI<:ISMI MARK TWAIN JOURNAl.o 19 ISUMMEI'I 1979lo 
14-19. 

(CL!;.MENSo SAMUEL l.o)o MARK TWAINl A REFERENCE GUIOEo THIRD .tNNUAl. SUPPl.EM!;.NTo BY TENNEY, 
THOMAS Ao (BIBLIOGRAPHY) AMERI<:AN LITER~RY REALISMo 1870-1910o 12 (AUTUMN 19191. 
175-277. 

ICl.EMENS, SAMUEL L,], MARK TWAIN AS .t l-ITERARY COMEOIANo BY SLOANEo OAYIO f;., Eo (CRITICISMio 
I BIOGRAPHY) BATON ROUGE: LOUISIANA STATE UNIYEIISITY PRESSo 1979o 

(CLEMENSo SAMUEL LOI• GAMES PEOPl.E PLAY IN HUCKLEBERRY Fllfl• BY SHEARo WALTE!l. ICil:II<:ISMI 
!IIDIIIEST QUARTERLY, 20 (SUMMER 1979lo .37&-93o 

(CLEMENSo SAMUEL l.o)o "YOU'LL BE SORRY WHEN IM CEllO": CHILO-ADULT RELATIONS IN HU<:K FINN• BY 
OPOAt<Lo KEITH Mo (<:RITJ<:ISMI MODERN FICTICN STUDIES, 25 (WINTER 1979-BOio 613-24o 

CCLE!IENSo SAMUEL l.olo THE PROPER Pll.OH ,t NEll LOOK AT "DI...D TIMES ON THE MISSISSIPPio BY 
KRAUTH, La..ANOo [CRITI<:ISMI IIESTERN Il.l.INOIS REGIONAl. STUDIESo 2 I SPRING 1979) • 
52-69. 

(<:LEMENSo SAMUEL L,), US!;.S OF THE SIBLE IN HUCKLEBERRY FIHH• BY MC<:ULLOIJGH~ JOSEPH B• 
ICRITICISMJ MARK TWAIN JOURNAL• 19 (WINTER 1978-19lo 2-3o 

ICLEMENSo SAMUEL Lolo MARK TIIAINo HUCK FlHNo AND JACOB 81.1YENS: GILT-EOGEDo TREE-<:ALF 
MORALITY IN TH!;. ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FlNNo BY KOLBo HAROl.O No I<:RITICISNI 
VIRGINIA OUAATERLY REYIEWo !$!$ (AUTUMN 1979), 6!13-69, 

(<:LEMENS, SAMUEL l.o)o liAS HUCI<LEBEil:RY FINN WRITTENo BY BL.tlRo WAL.TERo (CRITICISM) MARK TIIIAIN 
JOURNAL, 19 (SUMMER 19791o 1-lo 

ICl.EMENSo SAMUEL Lolo EARLY TM..ES .tHO SKET<;HESo VCL. 1l 11!$1-HI- (THE IIORKS OF MARK TWAINo 
YCl...o IS), BY llR.tNCtlo !;.OG.tR Mo INOYEl.)o(SHORT STORIESI BERKELEYo CA; <:ALIFORNI.t 
UNIVERSITY PRESSo 1979o 
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(O.EMEtfSo SAHUI!L L•l• MARK TWAIN IN CINCINNATI: A IIYSTERY MOST COIIIPELl.INGo BY B.tKf:Ro WlLLl.tNo 
I<:RITIClSM) AMERICAN LITERARY REALISM, 1870-1910 0 12 (AUTUMN 19791 0 299-.31So 

(<;l.EMENSo S.tMUEL l.o)o •STANDARD AUTHORS" IN tiUCKLEBERRY FINNo BY BILLINGSLEY, OAl.E g, 
(CRITI<:ISMl JOURNAL OF NARRATIVE TECHNI!lUEo 9 !SPRING ('1179), 126-.:U. 

(Cl.EMENSo S.tMUEL L,), THE DIALECTS IN HUCKLEBERRY FINN. BY CARKEETo OAYIOo (CRITI<:ISIII 
AMERICAN l.ITERATUREo 51 (NOVEMBER 19791o .3Hi-.32o 

I<:LEMEHSo SAMUEL Lolo MARK TIIAlN°S NOTEBDO>:S AND JOURNALS, YOl.o .3 (1883-1891)
0 

BY BROWNING, 

~~:~=Tp::~~;~~AUTOBIOGRAPt<Yl BERKELEY: UtfiVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS, 1979o (MARK 

(CLEMENS, SAM~l. l.olo DARKNESS AT MllfiNINGl THE BITTERHESS IN NARK TWAIN'S EARl.Y NOVEl. TOM 
SAIIYERo BY FEENEY, JOSEPH J, (CRITI<:ISMI MARX TWAIN JOURNAL I'll l•li<ITER 1978-79), 4-So 

(Cl.EMENSo SAMUEl. l.olo THE MARK TIIIAIH LEGACY FOR PRESENT-DAY EDITORS .tHO COl.l.E<:TORS. BY GERBERo 
JOtlN Co (BISl.IOGRAPHY) LITERARY RESEAR<;H NEIIISLETTERo 4 (SPRING 1979lo S9-66o 

ICLE~~N~;A~~~~~~9~:~:-~:AIN'S PU00°NHEAD WILSIItfo BY GALEo ROBERT l.o I CRITICISM) EJCPLICATORo 

ICLEMENSo SAMUEL Lolo MARK TIIAIH 0 S LAST Y!;.ARS AS A IIRITER, BY MACNAUGHTON, WILl.IAM R. 
ICRITICISMioiBIOGRAPHYJ <:OLUMBIA: UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI PRESSo 1979• 

!CLEMEtfSo SAMUEL l.ol. HUCKLEBERRY FINN ANO THE TIME OF THE EVASION. BY GOLIN, RICHARD AND 
GOl.LINo RITA, l<:lliTICISM) Ml.S 9 (SPRING 1979) 0 S-l5o 

(Cl.EMENSo SAMUEl. l.olo MARK TWAIN AND THE .tNXIETY OF ENTERTAINMENTo BY FETTERl.Yo JUDITH, 
(CRITI<:ISIU GEORGIA REIIlEIIIo 33 I SUMMER 19791 0 382-'lllo 

CLINEo CHARl.ESo A BOY. IPOETRYI GREEN ll:IYER REYtE•• 10 (SPRING 1979) 0 140o 
CUNEo CHARLESo A PROFESSOR 0 S TOMATO Pl.ANTo (PO!;.TRYI POETo 20 IOCT08!;.R 1979lo 61, 
<:l.1NEo CHARLES. AUGUST NOCNo (POETRY) MODUS OPERANOio 10 (JULY-AUGUST 1979lo IS. 
Cl.INEo CHARl.ESo BLACK WAl.NUT l.EAYES. (PIIETRYI NORTH AIIEJHCAN MENTO!lo 17 (FALL 19791. 39o 
<:l.INEo CHARl.ESo BLACKBERRI!;.So IPOETRYJ NORTH AMERJ<;AN MENTORo 17 !WINTER l979lo 3f., 
CLINE, CHARLES, Clll.l. OF TKE WODOSo !POETRY) NORTH AMERI<:.tN MENTIIRo 17 (SPRING 19791, 27o 
Cl.INE, <:HARl.ESo CHRISTMAS CONNE<:TIONo !POETRY) ttOOSIER CHAI...LENGERo II OoiNfER 19791 0 50, 
Cl.INEo CHARLES, GRA<:Kl.ESo CPOETRYI <:ANAOI.tN POETS AND FRIENOSo EO. !;., STo JACDUESo SAUl.TI! STEo 

MARIEo ONTARIO: l.AUR!;.NTIAN YALl.EY PRESS, 1979 0 6$, 
CLINE, CHARl.ESo M!;.OITATION AT A SPRING. (PO!;.TRYI POET, 20 (JUNE 19791 0 54-55o 
<:l.tNEo CHARl.ESo OUR FAMILY'S FIRST BORN TO DEATH; A SUMREll:• S TALEo I POETRY) VOI<:ES 

INTERN.tTIONAl.o 14 ISUMIIER 1919lo 26-27. 
CLINEo CHARl.ESo PREDATORSo IPOETRYI POET, 20 (FEBRUARY 19791o 18o 
Cl.INEo CHARl.ESo QUESTIONS FOR 7HE SNOIIIo !POETRY) FRANCESTOIINo NHl GOLDEN QUil.l. PRESS, 1979, 
Cl.IN!;., CHARl.ESo TIME, (POETRY) l.YRlCAl. YDI<:ESo I!Oo l.o8o YOUNG• >:NOXYil.LE, TN: YOUNG 

PUBLICATlONSo 1979o 282. 
<:LINEo CHARU<So TO BE A PARENT: TENT IOEETING DANCER; HERITAGEo IPOETRY) THR!;.SHDLOo EO, SoB• 

JENSEN. BR{JOKSIOEo MD: MODUS OPERANDI PRESS, 1979 0 

<;IIHENo >:EITHo TRANSIT• !POETRY) WORl.Oo NO • .39 11979), 19o 
CIIHEN, KEITH, TRUE STORIES: POLl.Yo I SHORT STORIES) MADISON REVIEIIIo 1 (SPRING 1979lo 1JI-140o 
COHNo ALAN M SEE YIINNEGUTo KURT, 
CCKERo CLARK. GOI"G IIINTERo !POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLYo II (SUMMER 1979), B9o 
COl.BYo JEAN. APPARITIONS OF EARTH, (PO!;.TRYI KANSAS OUARTERl.Yo II (SUMMER 1979lo 49, 
CtML.EYo N~NCT SEE HEMJNGWAYo ERNEST. 
CCiNKLEo Do STEVEN• JANo 16; .lANo 11; APRil. 4; KAWAB.tT.t, (POETRI'l SCREEo NOSo 1.1-14 ct979Jo 

26-27. 

<:ONKl.Eo Do STEVEN. SALVATION; O<:TOBEil: 251 NOVo 2i SALT CRE!;.K SA TORI; <:Hu-TUAN: SHIIWSCAPE. 
IPOETil:Yl PLUCKED CHICKEN, NO, S IAUGUAT 19191, 62o 66o 70o 72, 

[CONNELLo EVAN So .lRo)o EVAN So <;IlNNELL JR, 0 S MRSo 8RIOGE AND MRo Bll:IOG!;: A CRITI<;AL 
DOCUMENTARY, BY IIHITE, RAY LEWIS. (BIBLIOGRAPHY) MIOAIIERICA 6 11979), 141-S9o 

ICONNOil:, THOMAS,), WHO WROTE THE OtARY OF THIIMAS CONNOR. A FUR TRADE MYSTERY. Bl' SIRKo 
OOUGLAS A AND WHITEo Bll:UCE Ho (CRITICISM) MINNESOTA HISTORTo 46 (SPRING 19T9lo 
11o-t!Bo IHINNESOTAI• 

<:CNRAO, BARNABY SEE l.EIHSo SIH<:LAIRo 
CCNRII;;7~:CKo A JACK <:CNROl' READER, EOo JACK SALZMANo I SHORT STORIES! NEW YORKl BUR1" FRANKLIHo 

CONTOSKio VICTOR SEE Ol.SC~o TOBY, 
CONTIISKI, Yl<:TORo JOURN!;.Y IllEST; NIGHT ON THE PRAIRIE! 14EA0011l.ARK; CHAMBIOR MUSIC; TEETHo 

(POETRY) 30 KANSAS POETS, EDo O, LOW. l.AWRENCEo KANSASl COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESS, 
l'i79, 8-llo 

<:CNTOS>:Io YICTORo NAI4ESo (POETRTI ST. PAUL, !IN: NEW RIY!;.RSo 1979, 
CtQPERo Cl.ARA B SEE C.tTHERo WILLA. 
I<:OOVER, ROBERTolo COllYER ET l. 1 HISTOIREo BY CHENETIERo MARC, (CRITICISM) PEL TAo NO, 8 (MAY 

1979), 20S-40o 
ICOOYERo ROB!;.RTolo l.ES JEUK DE l. 0 ENONCIATION DANS "PAN!;.l. GAME"• BY AAMANO, MONIOUE, 

ICRITICISM) DB-TAo NO, 8 (MAY 1979lo IB'l-203 0 
(CIIDYERo ROBERT,), ROBERT <:COYER'S PLAYING FIELDS, BY WINEAPPl.Eo BRENDA. !CRITICISM) IOWA 

REVIEW, 10 (SUMMER 1979), 66-74. 
(COOVERo ll:OIIERTo)o ROBERT COOVER'S FICTION; THE NA>:!;.O AND THE MYTHIC. BY HUMEo KATHRYNo 

I<:RITICISI4J NOVELl A FORUM ON Fl<:TIONo 12 (WINTER 1919) 0 127-48. 
COREY, STEPHEN SEE WRIGHT, RI<:HARO. 
COTTONWOOD, SALl.Yo BREAD. IPOETRl'l PRAIRIE SCHOONER, 53 !SPRING 1979) 0 70o 
COTTONII'OOOo SALLY. JEANNE: MEN AND IIIOMENo (POETRY) PRAIRIE SCHOIINERo 5.3 (WINTER 1979), 352-53. 
COUGHLIN, Wll.LIAM J, THE STALKING llANo (NOVELl NEW YIIRK: OELACORTEo 1979o UllDIIESTlo 
C<:UTURIERo MAURICE SEE GAS$, Wll.LI.tM, 
COWLEYo MAI...<:DLM SEE OREISERo TliEDDOREo 
COKo DON RICHARD SEE F.tRRELl.o JAMES To 
CIIJCo JOELo OTO CHIEF'S SONG; NEIGHSORHOOOO WASTELANDo IPOETRYJ 30 KANSAS POETS, EOo o, LOWo 

LAWREI'ICEo KANSAS: COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESSo 1979, 12-1Jo 
(<;RANEo HARTo)o THE UNIVERSAL ORUMl DANCE IMAGERY lN THE POETRY Of El.IOTo CRANEo ROETH>:Eo AND 

Wll.l.IAMS, BY RODGERS, AUDREY To (CRITICISM) UNIVERSITY PARK: PEN,.SYLVAHIA STATE 
UNIIIERSIT'I' PRESS, 1979o 

CROIIIEo .tl.ICEo LUCKY TO 61;: Al.lVE, (NOVEL) NEll YORK: SIMON AND SC:HUSTI!Ro 1979o (JLLINOIS)o 
CROSS, RICHARD >; SEE EBERHART, RICHAROo 
ICROTHERSo RACJiELolo RACHEL CROTH!;.RSo BY GOTTLIEBo LOIS C., (BlOGR.tPHTI BOSTON! TW.tYNE 

PUBl.ISHERSo 1979o 
CURRIIo CAlli Do CONTENDING TO BE THE DREAM. (PDETRYI STo PAULo liN: NEW RIVERS PRI!SSo 1979o 
ICURWDOO, JAI4ES Ol.IVER,]o MI<:HIGAN°S FORGOTTEN SO"'--JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD. BY HEPL!;.R, JOHNo 

(810GRAPHYioiOUTI<:ISM) MIDW!;.STERN MISCELLANY, 7 11979) 0 25-Jlo 
<:URZONo DANII;:l.o SOII!;.THUIG YOU DO IN THE D.tRK. (NOIIEl.l PORT WASHINGTONo NT; .tSNLEY BOOKSo 1979o 

(DETROIT o Ml<:HIGANI oi!IICHIGAN)o 
CUTl..ERo 8RUCEo COMFORTS OF AN EGG, (POETRYI PRAIRIE S<:HDONERo ISJ (FALL 19791o 251!1, 
<:UTl.ERo BRUCE, YOUR NUIIB!;.R; BIG SKY, SWITZ!;.RLANO; BAHNHIIF BERNi THE REc;RE.tTIONo (POETRY! 30 

KANS.tS POETS, EO• Do LOWo l.AIIRENCEo KANS.tSl COTTONWOOD REYJEII PRESSo J979o l4-l6o 
llA<:EYo FLORENCE. TN!;. SIIOONo IPOETRY) MINNEAPOl.IS: MINNESOTA WRITERS• PUBLISHING HOUSE .tND THE 

KRAKEN PRESSo 1979o 
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Q~I,.TONo DOROTHY. THE UlNE:Ro (POETRY I KUOZUo NOo 9 (SPRING 19791• 
DALTON, DOROTHY• THE WIDOWERo (POETRY) POET LOREo 74 (FALL 1979J. 126o 
OAtu.o R08EAT PATRICKo IN A FUGITIVE SEASONo (POETRY) IOWA CITY: UNIVERSITY OF IDIIAo IIINOHOVSI 

PRESSo 1979o 
DARRIDo WILLIAMo Ttl!; BLOODING. INOVELJ NEll YORK: BANTAM BOOKSo 1979o IKANSASiolCROWLEY FLolTSo 

' KANSASI. 
DE GRAZlolo EMILIO. A MINNESOTA STORY. I SHORT STORIES) REO CEDAR REVJ:EIIo 1.3 (SPRING 1979lo 

42-59. 
DE GRAZIAo EMILIO, MARKING TIME. ISHOIIT STORtES) HARBHIGERo 1(2) 1979o 51-56o 
DE .GRAZIAo EMILIO• PROFESSOR OF DESIRE. (POETRY I CARLETON IIISCELLANYo 11 (SPIUNG 1979), 46o 
DEGRUSONo GENEo SHOE;S, EGG SHELLSo AND CAREFULLY LABELI..ED HEADS; DOG DAYS IN THE COAL CAMPo 

!POETRY) 30 KANSAS POETSo EDo Oo UlWo l.AWRENo:;E;, KANSAS; COTTONWOOD REVIIIOW PRESS, 
1979o 17o 

DEKKERo GEORGE SEE HEIUt.IGWAYo ERNEST. 
DEl.ATTREo PIERREo LUCIANA; FROM THE CAMPESIOO .JOURNALS, I SHOAT STDRIESJ TEXAS OUAATERl.Yo 21 

(AUTUMN 1978lo 36-S2o 
OS..AURENTISo LOUISE BUDDo LETTER TO THE MAN IN THE MOONo IPOETAYJ KANSAS DUARTERl.Yo II 

(SUMMER 1979lo 76o 
DEl.MAAo Po JAY SEE CHESNUTTo CHARLES WADDEl.l.o 
DEVANESANo JAYAVANTHY SEE HEMINGWAY, ERt.IESTo 
DEVANESANo JAYAVANTHY SE.E LEWIS, SINCLAIR AND FITZGERAl.Do Po SCOTT AND HEMINGWAYo ERNESTo 
OICKSCNo JOHt.lo VICTORIA HOTEI...o (POETRY! CHICAGO: CHICAGO ll.EVIElll PRESS, 1979. 
DISCHo THOMAS Mo ON WINGS OF SONGo INOVB-1 NE.W YORK: ST. MARTIN°So 1979, (IOWAioiSCIENCE 

FICTIONlo 
DllMit.IICo ll.o So THE ATTENDING PHYSI<:IANo (NOVELl NEW YORK: HARPER ANO ROllo 1979o (OHIO), 

I MYSTERY AND DETECTIONio 
OONAl.DSDNo SCOTT SEE FITZGERALD,· Po SCOTTo 
I DORSEY, GEORGE AMOSolo "IN CANAAN'S LAND": IMAGES OF GRANVIl.l.Eo CHICo EY SEATONo BEVERl.Yo 

(CRITICISIII Ol.O NORTHWESTo S ISPAING 1979)o 3-17o 
OO:olEYo WIU..IAN S SEE VCNNEGUTo KURTo 
ORAKEo ALBERTo ONE SUMNER, INOVEI.I ADELPHI, NO: IIIHITE EWE PRESSo 1979o 
DRAKEo ALBERTo REACHING FOR THE SUNo (POETRY) WOOOINVJU..Eo WA; LAUGHING BEAR PRESSo 1979o 
ORAKEo BARBARA, DEAR .JANEYo (POETRY) HAPPINESS HOLDING TANKo NOo 20 IFAl.l. 1979), 
OI'IAKE; 0 BARBARA. LIFE IN A GOTHIC NOVELl THAT WE FLEW AT AU..o !POETRY) WI'IITEA'S FORUNo NO. 6 

(FALL 1979lo 
ORAKEo BARBARA, LOST METEORITE, THE, IPOETRYI MISSISSIPPI .. UDo NDo ZO (1979lo 38o 
(OREISERo THEOOOREolo ADDENDA TO THE aiBl.IOGRAPHIES OF <;ATHERo CONRADo DE FDRESTo DAEISEAo 

FORSTERo HARDY, HAWTHDRNEo LONDONo NORRISo POEo WHAATONo AND IHlT .. ANo BY MONTEIROo 
GEORGE• (a(al.IOGRAPHYI PAPERS OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AIIERICAo 73 
IOCTOaER-OECE .. BER. 1979) o 478-lllo 

IOREISERo THEOOOREolo At.l EVENING AT THEOOilRE OREISER 0 So BY COWl.EYo MAl.COl.Mo (CRITICISM} 
MICHIGAN QUARTERLY REVIEIIIo 1B ISU .. MER 1979)o 491-94o , 

IOREISERo THEODOREo)o THE HEINEMANN EDITICN OF SISTER CARRIE, BY BERKEYo JOHN Co AND WINTERSo 
ALICE"' (CRITI<:ISMI LIBRARY CHRONICl.Eo 44 (SPRING 19791o 43-70o 

IOREISERo THEOOOAEolo NI<:HOLAS BLOOD AND SISTER CARRIEo BY IIIESTo JA .. ES l.o Wo lllo ICAITI<:ISMI 
LIBRARY CKRONICl.Eo 44 (SPRING 1979), J2-42o 

IDREISEI'Io THEODOAEo)o THE SISTER CARRIE S<:RAPBOOIC:o BY WESTl.AKEo NEOA M, ICRifiCIS") l.IBRAI'IY 
<;HRONICl.Eo 44 !SPRING 1979)o 71-B4o 

(DAEISERo THEOOOAEolo SISTER CMRIE AND ThE TDl.STOYAN ARTISTo BY ai'IENNANo STEPHEt.l Co 
!CRITICISM) WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH STUDIESo 47 I"ARCH .1979), 1-16, 

IDREISERo THEODORE,). DI'IEISER•S VIEIIIS ON ART AND FlCTIONo aY IIDOKERJEEo Ro No ICRITICIS"I 
AMERICAN LITERARY REVIEWo 12 (AUTUMN 19791 o 338-42o ' 

(OREISERo THEODOREo)o YOUNG OREISEA: A CRHICAl. STUDYo BY HAKUTANio YOSHltoOBUo ICRITI<:ISM) 
RUTHERFOROo N.J: FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY PRESSo 1979o 

IDREISERo THEODOREolo NOTES OF THE ORIGIN OF SISTER CMRIEo BY RIGGIOo THOMAS Po ICRITI<:ISIII 
l.IBRAI'IY CHJWNICl.Eo 44 !SPRING 1979lo 7-2<iio 

IOREISERo THEODOREo)o SUICIDE AND SOCIAl. CRITICISM: DURKHI!IMo DREISERo .. HARTONo AND LONDONo 
aT SPANGl.EAo GEORGE No (CRITICISM) AMERICAN OUARTERI..Yo 31 IFAl.l. 1979lo 496-!516• 

COREISERo THEODORE,}. THE ll.OAO TO AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY, BY MURAYAMAo KIYOHIKOo (CRlTICIS .. I 
HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL. OF ARTS AND S<:IENCESo 19 INOV£1tBER 19711), 4G-Sio 

OU BREUil.o l.INDAo CROOKED l.ETTERo I NOVEl.) N£W YORK: BELMONT TDWI!Ro t979o ( .. ISSOUAlloiMYSTEI'IY 
AND OETECTIONio 

DUFFEYo BERNARD SEE SANDBURGo CARLo 
IOUNBARo PAUl. l.AUReNo:::Eo)o PAUl. LAURENCE OUNBARo BY REVELLo PETER, ICRITI<:ISMlolatOGRAPHY) 

BOSTON: TWAYNE PUBl.ISHERSo 1979o 
IOUNBARo PAUl. l.AURENCEolo PAUL "LAURENCE DUNBAR: A SINGER OF SONGS• BY MARTINo HERaERT 

IIIOODWAROo ICRITICISMloiPOETRYl COLUMBUS! STATe LIBRARY OF CHICo 1979. 
DUNNINGo STEPHENo ABOUT THe GRAVE OF EMil. Yo (POETRY! CHARITON REVIEWo S (FALl. 1979), 11-18o 
DUNNINGo ST£PHENo BIRTHDAY BOYo IPOETI'IY) BIG NOCNo 4(1) 1979o Bo 
OUNNINGo STEPHEN, END OF THE WORLD ISo IPOETAY) NE;W MEXICO HU .. ANITIES REVIEWo Z(Z) 1979o 24o 
OUNNINGo STEPNENo HANDFULS OF USo (POETRYI ATHENSo OH: CROISSANTo 1979• 
DUNNING, STEPHENo Pl.AYERo !POETRY I NEW l.ETTE;RSo 4<ii (FAU... 1979)o 4Zo 
DUNNING, STEPHENo SPI'IINGTI .. Eo SWALLOWING GE;NTl.Yl SUil.PRISEo LIKE A FLYo IPOETRYl SOUTHERN 

PDETRY REVIEIIIo 19(2.) t979o 10-llo 
DURANDo REGIS SEE GASSo lllll.l.IAMo 
OYBEKo STUART, BRASS KNUCKLES• (POETRY I PITTSaURGHo PA: UNIVERSITY OF PlTTSaURGH PRESSo 1979o 
EASTMAN, IUIBERTo PENDUl.UIIo (NOVEl.) NElli YOil.K! HARCOURT BRICE JOVANDVI<:Ho 1979o ICl.EVELANOo 

OHIOloiOHIOio 
IEBERHAI'ITo RI<:HARDo)o RICHARD EBERHAil.T: READING GOD'S FINGERPRINTSo BY CROSSo I'IJ<;HARO Ko 

CCRITICISM),(aiOGRAPHYioiPOETRY) CONCERNING POETRY, 12 119791o 13-ZOo 
EGGEo NARUlN F SEE BEJDl.ERo PETER Go 
El.OERo KARl.o AN IDEA OF HAPPINESSo !POETRY) COTTilNWOOO REVIEWo NOo Zl (FALl. 19791o 75-76o 
El.DEAo KARl.o STANDING IN LINE FOR POP<:ORNo !POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERl.Yo II ISU .. MER 1979lo 90o 
El.l.EOGEo JIMo A PERFECT l.OVEo (POETRY I SPOON RIVER OUARTERl.Yo 4 t•INTER 19791o 47o 
ELl.EOGEo .liMo AT HOME IN SOOOMo (POETil.Yl MOUTH OF THE DRAGONo 2 (JUNE 1979lo IOo 
El.l.EDGEo .liMo CO .. EDIANo !POETRY) SUNRISEo NOo Z (1979lo 11o 
El.l.EOGEo .liMo EPISODE:• (POETRY) OVERTURESo 1(1) 1979o <ii3o 
El.l.EOGEo .liMo .JOGGER AND THE .JUGGERNAUTo (POETRY) NE•SAATo NCo 6 (AUGUST 1979), 57o 
EU.EOGEo .liMo VOUOOUIENNE TO VOUOOUIENNEo '(POETRY! RHINOo 2.(2.) 1979, ZB-Z9o 
EU..IOTTo HARl.ETo HO• TO TURN TOWARD THE SE<:RE;T LOYER; GOING. MAO WHILE DRINKING TEA IIIlTH 

STRANGERS; THE BACK ROADS TOUI'I: AFTER PICKING ll.OSEHIPSl SMOKING RI!!D l.IGHTSo (POETRY! 
30 KANSAS POETS, EOo D• LOWo l.AWRENCEo KANSAS! COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESSo 1979o 18-2lo 

El.STEI"'o ROCHELLE S SEE FITZGERAI.Do Fo SCOTTo 
ENGEL• BERNARD F SE;E; l.IN<:U.t.lo ABRAHAM. 
ENGEl.o BEIINAAD F SEE HOIIIEl.l.So Wll.l.IA .. DEANo 
ENGI.E:o aERNARD p, NOTEBOOK FUU.. OF IIIRYo (POETRYI UNIVERSITI' CDLl.EGE DUARTERl.Yo 24 C.IANUARY 

1979lo 21o 

1 
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ERVINo .JEAN EDo THE MINNESOTA EXPERIENCE: AN ANTHOl.OGYo CPOETAYJ,(FICTIONloiSHORT STORIES) 
MINNE.\POl.ISo MN: ADAMS PI'IESSo 1979o .Jo Po POWEI'ISo PARKSo GORDONo GAAAISON KEil.l.ORo 
SINCLAIR l.EWISo F S<:OTT FITZGERAI.Do CAil.Ol. lll.Yo MARGARIIT CUI.KJI\; BANNINGo GEORGE 
VIZENORo MERIOEt. l.ESUEUAo EMILIE aUCHWAl.Oo EMILIO OEGRAZIAo RDBIORT TRI!-UERo SHEILA 
Al.l<llANDEAo PAUL GRU<:HOWo PATRICIA HAMPl.o FREDERICK MANFREDio 

ESaE~::"• aAABAAA JUSTER. POEM FOR MY FRIEND THE POE:T. IPOETRYl IDENTIFY, 14 (SPRING 1979)
0 

ETTEAo DAVE, Al.l.IAN<:E IU.INOISo (POETRY I ANN AI'IBOAo Ml: KYl.IK PRE;SSo t979o 
ETTERo OAVEo BLIZZARD NOTES. (POETRY) SPOOt.l RIVER QUARTERLY, 4 I WINTER 19791. 
ETTER, DAVEo CORNCOB DOU.S: CARNIVAl. CIN EYE STREET. (POETRY I APPl.ECAATo NO. 1 ll979lo 
ETTER, DAVEo CORNFIELDS. IPOETRYI PEORIA, ll.! SPOON RIVER POETRY PAESSo 1979o 
ETTER, DAVEo FLOWERS AND S"Oic:E: FOUR IIOWS OF SWEET CDRNl EMMYUJU; GREAT-GRANDMOTHER•S SPeECH 

ON CHRISTMAS EVE; OOWNTOWN; 8Ail.N OREANSo (POETRY I ANN ARBOR REVIEWo Ni;o 29 119791 , 
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ETTERo CIAVEo FREIGHT TRAINS IN WINTERo (POETRY) MADISON ReVIEWo Z (WINTE;Il 1979-aOio 
ETTERo DAVE • .JA<:K-0'-l.ANTERNSl SAYo WHAT'S GOING ON HERE; PICKL.E; PUSS; THREE FOR THE MONTH OF 

.. AACHo (POETRY) IMAGESo <iiltl 1979o 
ETTEAo OAVE:o JANE'S at.UE .JEANS; LIVING IN THE MIODt.Eo !POETRY) POETRYo 13. (MAY 1979), 98o 
ETTeR, DAVEo NORWEGIAN Pl<;NIC; ACI'IOSS THE <:OUNTY LINE, (I'OETRYI WINNEBAGO PHOENIX, APRIL l979o 
ETTERo OAVEo Dl.O KING COAl.o (POETRY) POETRY NOWo 4(3) 1979, 
ETTERo OAVEo RIDING THE ROCK ISLAND THROUGH KANSAS, IPOETRY) JOl.Ao Wt: IIOl.FSONGo 1979o 

ETTE~~u~:~~·~!~!l;r~~!-:!~H NO NAME; BILLBOARD; ROSE PETAl.So !POETRY) PRAIRIE SCHOONERo SJ 

ETTERo DAVE• Ti1REE SPAI'II'IOWS; NATURE STUDtESo !POETRY) POETRY NOWo •lSI 1979o 
ETTER, DAVEo TRAIN WRECK; TAl.t;ING TO THE OWNER OF A NIGHTCLUB 1"1 EAST OUaUOUEo (POETRYI 

ROAD-HOUSEo NOo 7 11979), 
EVANSo DAVID• PIGSo !POETRY) CHARITON REVIEio S CSPAING 1979), 
E;VANSo DAVID. SOMETHING THE RAIN; DAISY BECKER. (SHOI'IT STORIES) FREE PASSAGEo NOo 8 (1979)

0 
EVANSo DAVID, THE FA<:Eo !POETRY) BLUE BUil.DINGSo NCo 2 11979), 
EVANSo ELIZABETH SEE l.AIIOI'<ERo RINGGOLD Wll.MERo 
EVANSo NAAI, NICODEMUS QUARTETTE. (POETRY I GREAT l.AKE;S REVIEW, 6 (SUMMER 19791, 75-78o 
EVANS, To .JEFF SEE FITZGEAAl.Do Po SCOTTo 
EVANS, To .JEFF SEE HEMINGIIAYo ERNEST, 
IFAI'IREU..., JA .. ES Tolo A WD"l.D HE NEVER "ACE: THE DECLINE OF JAMES To FARRELl.o aY COX, DON 

RICHAIIOo ICRITICISMI Cl.A JOURNAl., 2.3 !SEPTEMBER 1979) 0 3Z-48o 
(FAAAEI..Lo JAMES To)o FOR .JI .. FARRELL'S FUNERAl., BY N<:CARTHYo .. AR1'o IBIOGRAPHYloiOBITUAAYI NEW 

YCRK REVIEW OF BOCKS, INOVE .. BER Bo 1979), S2o 
IFARREl.l.o JAMES Tolo .JA .. ES To FARREI.l.o 1904-79o SY KA21No ALFREDo IBIOGRAPHYio(CRITICISM) NEW 

YORK TIMES aOCK REVIEW, ll4 (16 SEPTE .. BER 1979) 0 9o30o 
FEENEYo JOSEPH J SE;E <:l.EMENSo SAMUEl. l.o 
FEU.OWESo PETER. SURRENOERo (POETRY) COVENANT <:O .. PANIONo 68 II O<:TOaER 1979)o •• 
FEAGUSONo PAUl. F SEE GAROhERo JOHNo 
FERGUSONo ROBERT A SEE FITZGERAl.Do Fo S<:OTTo 
FERl.AZZOo PAUl. SEE SANOBURGo <:ARLo 
FETROW, FRED .. SEE HAYOENo RDaERTo 
FETTERl.Yo .JUDITH SEE Cl.EMENSo SA .. UE;l. l.o 
FtLl.EAo LOUIS SEE KIRKo RI..SSEl.l.o 
FINEo WAIIRENo THE CC.tEEOERATE SOl.DlEil.S AT THE BATTLE OF FIIEDERICKS!IURG SAID. (POETRY) PRAIRIE 

SCHCONERo 53 IIIIINTER 1979lo 333, 
PINNEo OIDERIKo APOLLO 113• IPOETAYI WI<:HIGAN QUARTERLY REVJEWo I !I (SPRING 19791o 2<iiSo 
FINNEY, KATHE OAVIS SEE BERI'IYMANo JOHNo 
FISHERo HARRY No Oo HE LIVES. IIWSICloiPOETRYl llUU..ETIN OF THE UNITED CHUIICH OF <:HRIST (SOUTH 

TEMPEo AZlo 25 APRil. 1979o 3o 

FISHERo HA"RY NoOo PRACTICALLY TRANSCENDENTAl., !POETRY) .JUNIOR LEAGUE TOPICSo SPRING 1979, So 
FITZGERALD, Po SCOTTo THE PRICE WAS HIGH: THE LAST UNCOLLECTED STORIES OF Po SCOTT FITZGERALD, 

EDo "ATTHEW 8RUCCOl.Io !SHORT STORIES) NEW YORK; HAACClURT llRACE JCIVANDVICHo 1979o 
IFITZGERAl.Do Po SCOTTolo GATStlY: FAANKI..IN AhD HOPPYo BY VAl.ENTio PETER. (CRITICISMI NOTES ON 

NODERN A"EAICAN l.llERATUREo 3 IOFAl.l. 19791o ITEM 23o 
(FITZGERAl.Do F, SCOTTo)o FITZGERALD'S MIDWEST; 00 50METHING GORGEOUS SONEIIHERE"--SCIMEWHERE El.SEo 

av GROSSo BARRY, (CRITICISM) .. IOAMERICA 6 11979) 0 111-26, 
!FITZGERALD, Po SCOTT.!. TN!; GROTESQUE IN THE NOVELS OF Fo SCOTT FlfZGERAl.Oo BY FERGUSON, 

ROBERT Ao ICI'IJTIClSMI SAO, 78 (AUTUMN 1979) 0 4<:;0-77 0 

IFITZGERAl.Do Po S<;OTTolo FOR WHOM THE EARTH MOVES: A FITZGERAl.O PARODY OF HEMINGWAY. BY EVANSo 
To .JEI'Fo I CRitiCISM) AMEI'IICAN NOTE;S AND CUERIESo 17 (APRIL 1979)o 127-28, 

IFITZGERAl.Do Po SCOTTolo FITZGERALD'S THE GREAT GATSav, av l.EVITHo MURRAY .Jo iCRITI<:ISMI 
EXPl.I<;ATORo 37 !SPRING 1979lo 7-9, 

IFITZGERAl.Do Po SCOTT,), ThE ACHIEVING OF THE GAEAT GATSaY: Po SCOTT FITZGERAl.Do 19Z0-25o BY 
LONGo ROaEI'IT EMMET, I CRITICISM) l.EWISBURGo PA: BUCKNELL. UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1979o 

I FITZGERALD, Po S<:OTTolo FITZGERAl.0°S JOSEPHINE STORIES: THE END OF THE llClMANTIC ll.l.USIONo BY 
El.STEINo I'IOCHELl.E So ICRITI<:IS"l AMERICAN l.ITERATUI'IEo 51 ("ARCH 19791, 69-83o 

(FITZGERAl.Oo Po S<:OTTo)o Po SCOTT FitZGERALD, PRINCETON °l7o BY OONAI.OSONo S<:OTTo (BIOGRAPHY) 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY CHRONICl.Eo 40 IWINTEI'I 1979lo 119-54, 

(FJTZGERAl.Oo Po S<:OTTo)o •AN INSTANCE OF APPARENT Pl.AGIARIS"'' Po SCOTT FITZGEAAl.Do WILLA 
<:ATHER, AND THE FIRST GATSaY "ANUSCI'IIPTo llY aRUCCOI.Io MATTHElll J. !CRITICISM) Put.<;, 
39 (SPRING 1978lo 171-78. 

IFlTZGERAl.Oo Po S<;OTTolo THE SECIJI\;0 SERIALS OF THIS SIDE OF PARADISE AND THE BEAUTIFUl. AND 
DAMNEDo BY WESTo JAMES l.o Wo lllo (CRITI<:ISMJ PAPERS OF THE 818l.IOGRAPHI<:Al. SOCIETY 
OF AMERICAo 73 (JANUARY- .. AACH 1979lo 63-74o 

CFITZGERAl.Do Po SCOTTo)o SCOTT FITZGERALD; CRISIS IN AN AMERI<:AN IOENTITYo BY STAVOl.Ao THOMAS 
.Jo ICAITICISMioiBJOGRAPHYI NEW YORK: EARNES AND NOBl.Eo 1979. 

FITZPATRICKo KEVINo .. ITTENSo (POETRY) SACKaUT REVIEWo I I WINTER 11l791o e. 
FITZPATRICKo KEVINo FOR JACKo DRINKING, (POETRY) et..UE RIDGE REVIEio 1 (SUMMER 1979lo SB. 
FIT.lP'ATAICKo KEVlNo OATEo IPOETRYI THE WALRUS SAIOo 2 (AUGUST 19791o Z1o 
Fl.ElStiERo MICHAEL l.o CHASING HAIRYo (NOVEl.) NEW YOI'IK: STo MARTIN•S PRESS• 1979• (CHICAGOio 

( ll.l.INDISlo 
Fl.OCKo MIRIA ... VARIATICNS ON A THEME; SKYMARKSo (POETRY) ICANSAS QUAATERLYo 11 (SUMNE;R 19791 0 

•o-4to 
FORDo PHYU..IS AND llllNlERo HELEN SEE KA<;t; .. ARo JESSIE 
FOREl.l.Eo HEl.ENo <:HANSER OF COM .. ERCE; THEN AND NOWo (POETRY) PASQUE PETAl.So .JUNE 1979o 176

0 

tre. 
FOREl.l.Eo HELEN, RACHELo I'IACHEl.o ISHDRT STORIES I ONo:::E MORE WI TN Fl!El.ING. Z ( 1979) 0 14-19• 
FOREI.LEo HEl.ENo SONNET TO NY WJNOOWo (POETRY) PASQUE PETAL.So FEai'IUARY 1979o t08o 
FOX, RDaERT Ao SPRINGFIELD OHIO JOURNAL NO, lo (POETRYI OUTERBRIDGEo NOo 3 IFAl.l. 19711-SPRING 

1'1l791 0 9. 
FOXo ROBERT l'lo SUNDAY AFTERNOONo !POETRY) lNAGESo S (SPRING 19791o eo 
FOXo ROaERT A, YOUR FRIENDI.Y LOCAl. WATCHDDGo IPOETRYJ WATERWAYS, 1 IOCTOaER 11179lo So 
FI'IAt.IZo .JOHNo ASTRONIJ .. Yo (SHOAT STOAlESI KANSAS OUARTI!Rl.Yo II IWINTEIPSPJUNG 197\llo t57-6Zo 
FRIEDBERG, MARTHA Ao THE EVI'!NING CHil.ORENo (POJ!TRYJ BI..ACK NARlAo • (OECEMBER 1979), S3o 
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FRIEOMANo RlCHAROo PHYSICAL CI,LTUREo IPOETRYI CHICAc;;o; YELLOW PRESSo 1979o 
G.O.LEo R08ERT L SEE CLEIIEI'<So SAIIUEt. Lo 
IGARDHERo .IDHHo)o THE GA.$5-GAAONER DEBATEo BY MCCAFl"EAYo LARAYo (CRITICISIU LITI;IIARY REVIEW, 

23 (FALL 1979). 134-44o 
(GAROI'ERo .JO!iHo). THE ART [F FICTION uc:un: IIHERIHEII lllTH JOHN GARONEAo 8Y FERGUSONo PAU... Fo 

~(IHTERVIEIII.ICAITICISIU PARIS REVIElllo HOo 75 (SPRING 1979), 36-74o 
IGARL ... NOo HAIILINol- "LUCY MDNROE 0 S 'C:HICAGO LETTER• TO THE CRITICo 1893-1896"• BY STRDNKSo 

J ... MES 8, ICRITICISMJ IHDAMERICA 5 (l978J. 30-38o 
(GAIII.ANDo 1-!AitLINol- CHRISTMAS IN JDIIAo BY ANDAEIISo CLARENCE EOo (S111lAT STORIES) UIIIA CITYo 

lA: MIDWEST HERITAGEo 1979o 
IGARLANDo HAMLINolo HAMLIN G ... RI.ANO•S DAKOTA: HISTORY AND STOAYo BY GISHo R081!!AT Fo 

ICRITICISitl SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY, 9 (SUMMa! 1979Jo 19:3-209. 
(GARLAND, HAMLINo). HAMLIN GARLAND AND THE PUl-ITZER PRIZE: CONTROVE:RSY OF 192lo BY 

QEHl.SCHLAEGERo FRITZ Ho (CRITICISM! AMERICAN LITERATUREt 51 (NOVEMBER 1979lo 409-14o 
GASSo WILLIAM No THE FIRST WINTE:R OF MY MARRIED LIFE• (POETRY) .NORTHRIOGEo CA: LORD JOHN 

PRESSo 1979o 
(GASSo IIJU..IAMolo LE METAPHOilE CD14ME TEl'lTEo BY DURANDo REGIS• (CRITICISM) OEI..TAo NCo B (MAY 

1979), B7-104o 
(GASSo IIILLIAMolo LES OESORDRES Ou RECIT DANS •THE PEDERSEN KJO•, BY GAULT, PIERREo 

ICRITICISIU OEL.TAo NCo B (MAY 19791. 47-63o 
lGASSo llll.l..IAMol. OIIENSETTER'S LUCKo RONAN POSTFREUDIENo BY POLio MICHEI..o (CRITICISM) DELTA, 

NCo B (MAY 1979lo 47--(13, 
IGASSo llll.l..IAMoJ, THE GAS5-GAR0NER DEBATEo BY MCCAFfERYo LARRYo lCRITICISMI LITERARY REVIEw, 

23 lF.li..L 1979), 134-44. 
(GASSo Wll.l..IAMo)o WILLIAM GASS: INSTANCES DE STYLISATION. BY COUTUHJERo MAURICE• (CRITICISM! 

OELTAo NOo B !MAY 1979Jo 65--IISo 
GATENii!Yo R05£MA.R.Yo THE THIRD IOENTITYo (NOVELl NEll YORK: 0000, MEAOo 1979, (MISSOURilo 
GAUI.To PIERI'IE SEE GASSo to'ILLIAMo 
GERBER, JOHN C SEE Cl...ENENSo SAMUEL l..o 
GEROGIANNISo NICHOLAS SEE HEMINGWAY, ERNESTo 
GEURII .. JOANo THE QANCI!Ro !POETRY) GREAT LAKES REVIEWo 6 !SUMMER 1919lo Bl-82o 
GIBSON, KEIKO MATSUI• TREMBLE OF MORNINGo (POETRY) MILWAUKEE: MORGAN PRESSo 1979o 
GIBSON, MORGANo NEIGHBORSI BIROS AND FIREWORKS. (POETRY I SACKBUT REVIEIIt 2 (FALL 1979), 17o 
GIBSONo MORGANo SPEAKING Of LIGHT, (POETRY I MILIIAUt<:EE: MORGAN PRESS, 1979o 
GillS, JOSEPH SEE MCCORMICK, ROBERT RUTHERFORD. 
GILONERo GARYo GEOGRAPHIC TONGUE, (SHORT STORJESI CAROLINA CUA.RTERLYo 31 lf.li..L 1979lo 2D-24o 
GILDNERo QA.RYo SLEEPY TIME GALo (SHORT STORIES) GEORGIA. I'IE'o'IEIIo 33 (SUMNER 19791. 345-47o 
GILONERo GARY. THeY HAVE TURNED THE CHURCH WHERE l ATE GOOI GEISHA.; AFTER A.N .li..L-NIGHT CA.CKLE 

W1TH SLOTH AND COMPANT I ENTER THE MA.NSION AND GREET THE OA.WNo !POETRY) GEOGR.lPHT Of 
POETSo EOo Eo fiELDo NEll YORK; BA.NTAMo 1979o 219-221o 

GILDNER, GARTo WHAT'S POETRY GOOD FORI IT'S MORE THA.N SESTINA.$ AND TRJOLETSo SA.YS JOllA POET, 
(POETRTioiBIOGRAPHYl DES MOINES SIJNDAV REGISTERo OCTO!IER l4o 1979o 3Co 

GISHo ROBERT f SEE GARLA.NDo HAIIl.INo 
(GLASPEI..Lo SUSANolo CHRISTMAS IN IOWAo BY A.NOREIISo CLA.RENC£ ECo {SHORT STORIES) IOIIA CITYo 

lA.: MIDWEST MERITAGEo 1979o 
IGLASPELLo SUSA.No), SUSAN GLA.SPELL' 5 THE VERGE: AN EXPER I !tENT !N FEMINI SMo BY WATERNA.No 

A.RlHURo lCRITICISNI GREA.T LA.KES REVIEWo 6 I SUMMER 1979Jo 17-23o 
{GLA.SPEI.l..o SUSA.Nolo SUSA.N GLASPELL UNO OlE PROVINCETCIIN PLAYERS; DIE ANFAENGE DES MOOERNEN 

A,MERIKA.NISCHEN ORA.MA.S UNO THEATERSo BY BACHo GERHARD. (CRiliCISM) FRAt<KFURT AM MA.IN: 
PETER Oo LANGo 1979o 

GOFENo EThELo CREOOO !POETRY) KANSA.S GUA.RTERI.Yo II IF.li..L 1979lo 132o 
GOLDMAN, LIELA SEE aELLOIIo SA.Ul.o 
GOI..OSTEINo LAURENCE. A IIA,STERPIECE APPA.RENTLY DESTROYED: R.!UNION liT 35o I POETRY) SOUTHeRN 

REVIEWo 15 (JULY 1979lo li4:3-45o 
GOLINo RICHA.RD SEE Cl...ENENSo SANIJEL Lo 
GOLLINo RITA SEE CLEMENSo SA.MUEL Lo 
GOOONA.No OEBORAHo Tf<E SAME LEAVES, THE SAME SlREA.MI YDLANOA.o (POETRY! 30 KANSA.S POETSo ED• Oo 

&..Olio l.AWRENCEo KANSA.S: COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESSo 1979o 22-23. 
GOSNELL, STEPHENo NA.TUR.ll.. GASo (SHORT STORIES) TEKAS QUA.RTERLVo 21 (A.UTUNN 1978lo li6-7B. 
GOTTLIEBo LOIS C SEE CROTt-ERSo RACHELo 
GOUNARDo BEVERLEY ROBERTS SEE WRIGHTo RICHA.ROo 
GCUNA.ROo .lofo SEE WRIGHTo RICHARD, 
GRAY, PA.TRICOC: WORTH. EVENING, (POETRY) COTTONWOOD REVIEWo NO"o 21 IFA.I..L 1979lo 32o 
GRATo PATII:ICK IIDRTHo Tt<E FIRST STEP; SPRING BEGINS A,S YI!U.OII CROCUSES; ARCH TO ME. !POETRY) 

KANSAS OUA.RTERLYo I I (SUMNER 1979lo 97-98o 
GREA.SELVo PHILIP SEE A.NOERSOt<o SHERWOCOo 
GREENEo ROBERTo GEOLOGISMSo I POETRY! 30 KANSA.S POETSo EDo Do LOWo LAIIRE,.CEo KANSAS: 

COTTONWOOD REVJEW PRESSo 1979o 24-27. 
GREGERSClNo LINDA Ko FIRE IN THE CONSERVATORY. (POETRY) Fl8...Qo 20 (SPRING 1979), IB-19o 
GRIDLEYo ROY E SEE IRii!Yo KENNETH, 
(GRti!:RSONo FRANCISol• THE NYSTICAL &..A.NDSCAPE: FI'IANCIS GRialSDN•S THE VALLEY OF SHADOWSo lilY 

BRAVo ROBERTo (CRITICISM) OLD NORTHWEST, 5 (WINTER U179-80lo 367-BSo 
GROSSo BARRY SEE: FITZGERA.LOo Fo SCOTTo 
GROSSo ROBERTo OH GRANDFATHER• IPOETI'IY) COTTONIIOOO f'IEVIEIIo NCo 21 (FALL 19791o 73• 
GROSS, fiOBERTo ORNAMENTED CEILING, (POETRY! 30 KANSA.S POETSo EOo Do LOIIo LAWRENCE, KANSAS: 

COTTONIIOOO REVIEW PRESSo 1979 0 2B• 
GRDSSMANo M.t.RTINo A FIELD OF APPLE TREESo (POETRY) POETRY NOWo 4(4lo 1979o 19• 
GROSSMAN, MA.RTINo A. PLA.CE TO LIVE, IPOETRY) 50U'IIE$TERo 1 (SPRING 1979), 53-54o 
GROSSMA.No NA.RTIN• FOUR SONGS FOI'I NIONIGHTo I POETRY) IMAGESo 5121 1979t tOo 
GROVERo OORYS Co fl5HERMENo (POETRY! KALEIDO MA.GAZINEo 1 (A.UGUST 1979lo 17o 
GROVERo OORYS Co PASO POR AQUio (POETRY! SOUTHWEST HERITA.GEo 9 (SUNMER-FAI.L 19791o 14o 
GRQVERo OORVS CROll SEE HOUGHo EMERSONo 
GUNNo JAM!!.So THE !MMORTAL.S: FROM PRINT TO FILM AND BACK AGA.INo ICIUTICISM) OESTlNIESo I 

(OCTOBER-DEC.!MBER 1979Jo 23D-53o 
GURLEYo GEORGE• HUNTING TH.! LAST ELEPHANT I THE SHELL GAMEo IPOETRYI 30 KANSA.$ PDETSo EDo Oo 

LOIIo LA.IIRENCEo KANSAS: COTTDNIIODD REVIEII PRESSo 1979o 29-JOo 
GURLEYo GEORGEo MEDICINE MANo (POETRY I CDTTONWOQO RI!VIEWo NOo 21 (FALL 1979lo SOo 
HA.OLEYo LEE AND IRIIINo ANNA.8EI.l..E, THE LILITH SUIIIII!R, BY HAOI..ET IRWINo PSEUDo (NOVELl OLD 

WESTBURY, NY: THE FEMINIST PRESSo 1979o . 
lHAOLEYo LEE AND IRIIINo ANNA.BEU.Eol• WHO IS HA.DI.EY IRWIN• BT YACKNINo ROSALIE, lBIOGRAPHY) 

A.IIES DAILY TRIBUt(Eo (FRIDAYo NOVEMBER 2o 1979lo 9o 
HA.GEMANo MEYLY CHIN SEE HEMINGIIA.Vo ERNEST. 
HA.GEIIANNo Eo R SEE HEMING .. AYo EliiNESTo 
HA.KUTANio YOSHINDfiU SEE DREISERo THEODDREo 
CNA.LLo JAMES NORMAl(,), .lAMES HAI.l..•S •THE OA.RK MAID DF ILLit(OIS•o BY HALLWA.So .IOHN Eo 

CClUTICISM) 01..0 t«<RTHWEST• 5 ISUIIIIER 19791. 141-47o 
IHAU..o .lAMES NORMANol o .IA.MES HORMAN HA.LL: PAST, PRESENfo AND I"UTUREo BY ROULSTONo ROBERT • 

(CRITICISM) BOOKS AT IO .. Ao 29 (NOVEMIIER 197B)o 3-13o (COLFA.Xo IQIIA,),(JOWA)o 
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HALLIIASo JOHN E SEE HAU..o .!AllES NORMA.r.o 
IHA.MILTONo VIRGINIA.olo VIRGINIA HAMILTON: OHIO EXPLORER IN THE IIDRl.O OF IMAGINATION, BY 

APSELOfFo MA.RILYN F. (CRITICISMI COLUMBUS: STA.TE LIBR.t.RY OF OHIOo 1979. 
HANPSTENo ELIZABETH CtiMPILERo TO A.LL INOUIRING FRIENDS: LETTEI'ISo DIARIES AND ESSAYS IN NORTH 

DAKOTA. IBIOGRA.PHYloiESSAYSJ,(DIARIESI GRA.NO fORKS: OEPA.RTMENT OF ENGLISHo 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH OA.KOTA.o 1979o 

HA.NSELLo WILLIAM H SEE HAYOENo ROfiERTo 
HA.NSENo fOlio FATHER'S t1EAO. (POETRY) KANSA.S OUAI'ITERI..Yo l1 (WINTER-SPRING 1979), Bo 
HA.NS£No TOMo HEo !POETRY) COTTONWOOD REVIEIIo NOo 21 (F,li..L 1979), 77o 
HANSONo CHARLES Do GRANDFATHER; MEXICO CITYo (POETI'IT) POET A.Ntl CRITlCo ll(2) 1979, 22o 24o 
HANStiHo CHARLES Oo RENAISSA.NCE OF THE TABLEo (POETRY I .lUST PULPo 3 (WINTER 1979), G9o 

HARN;~~~E;~:!;s;o~!~~TS tiF THE LANDo (NOVELl GARDEN CITY, NY: DOUIILEOAVo 1979o (IOWA.), 

HA.RRISo JOSEPH SEE HEMINGIIAYo ERNESfo 
HARRIS, TRUDIER SEE CI<ESNUTTo CHA.RLES IIADOEL.J..o 
HA.RRISON, JIMo LEGENDS OF THE FALL, (SHORT STORIES! NEW YORK: DEI..A.CORTEo 1979o 

HA.SS~~~~~~~i ~!~~~5~• o~!~;!;~!, ~~OM:;~~~=!; ,:;~~:N ~~::: ONLY AN ANCIEI>T MOON; NUDE, 197 8. 

HASSLER, OONALO Mo EXPERIMENTAL SONNET, (POETRY) TA.R RIVER POETRYo 1';1 IFAU. 1979), 27o 
HASS~!~;~~:::o No THE END llF THE SEVENTIES, !POETRY) BALl. STATE IJNIVERSlTT FORUM, 20 !AUTUMN 

HASSLERo .ION, SIMON'S NIGHTo (NOVELl NEll VORoc:: ATHENEU"'o 1979 0 IIIINNESOTAlo 
HA.THAWA.To JEA.NINEo THE HERMIT lfOM_ANo (POETRY! KA.NSA,S QUARTERLY, II ISUIIMER 1979lo S6-6io 
HA.IIKINSo TOM. THE SPARROIIo (POETRY! COTT0/<11000 REVIEW, NOo 21 (FALL 19791 0 62o 
HA.IILEYo DilEN SEE LINDSA.Yo VACHEL, 
IHAYDENo !<OBERT,), "MIOOLE PASSA.GE•: RO!IERT HAYDEN'S A.NTI-EPICo BV FETROW, FRED Mo 

ICRITICISMI CLA .ICURN,ll.., 22 I.IUNE 19791 0 J04-1Bo 
(I<A.VDENo I<OBERTo)o THE SP1RI1"UA.L UNITY OF ROBEI'IT HAYDEN'S ANGLE Of OESCENTo BY HA.NSELLo 

WILLIA"' Ho (CRITICISM) !!LACK AMERICAN I..ITERA7URE fORIJMo 13 (SPRING 19791 0 24-3lo 
H"VECKo ROBIN SEE CATHER, WILLA., 

HE"R5To .IA.MES A.NO CA.LDERWOOOo CA.RMEL!TAo fiONESETTERS BRA.IILo (NOVELl A.RMOI'IEo PA.: QORRANDo 1979o 
I~EARST, .IA.IIES A.NO NCDONA.LOo .lULIE A.ND GLASPELLo SUSAN AND GIIIU...ANO, HA.NLINo)o CHRISTMA.S IN 

IOIIAo lilY A.NDREIISo Cl...A.RENCE EDITOR. (A.NTHOLDGY),(SHORT STORIES I IOWA. CITTo JA,; 
MIDWEST HERITAGE PU!ILISHING CQ,, 1979o 

HfA.RSTo .lAMES, A.N AC~OUNT OF fA.ILURES, (PI:ETRVl WEST ERANCHo NCo 4 119791, 6So 
HEA.RS~;-~~~ES. 00 PEOPLE CA.RE FOR PEOPLE; SMA.LL THORI/So (POETRY) IIORMWOOD REVIEIIo 19(1), 1979o 

I'EARSTo .IA.MESo HA.NG ON TO THE GRAB fiAR, lPOETRYI KANSAS DUA.RTERLYo 11 I SUMNER 1979), 71o 
HEAR~!;9~~~~~~.:~~~RO WAY TO LEARN; NO I<!GHTINGALES, NO NYMPHS, !POETRY) POEfRYo 134 lAPRIL 

hEAR~!;9~A.MESo LANOMA.I'IK AND OTH£1'1 POEMS: SEI..ECTEO POEMSo (POETRY! FOR OODGEo lA.: .IIFI PRINT, 

HEARST, .IA.MESo NO WORD FOR THE WISE. !POETRY) SllUTHIIEST REVIEW, li4 (A.UTUMH 1979), 293, 
I'EA.RSTo .lAMES. OFF LIMITSo I POETRY) POETRY HOllo 4 (SEPTEMBER 19791o llo 
HIIA.RSTo JA!<ESo OUTSIDER, (POETRY) A.NERICA, 140 116 JUNE 19791 0 497, 
MEA.RST, JAMES, PA.USE EETWEEN CLOCK TICKS, (POETRY) YANKEE, 43 !NOVEMBER 1979)o 297o 
HEARST, JANES, RETIREMENT BLUES, (POETI'IYI POETRY VIEIIo 14 OCTOBER 1979o 14o 
HEA.RST, .IA.MESo SNA.KE IN THE STRAW!IERRIES: SELECTED POEMS, (PDETI'IVI AMES: JOllA STA.TE 

UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1979o 

I<E"R!!~ ~~~;~: ~~~T!s:!~i9~~0 ~:~~~7FA.LLSI DEATH OF A MARI'IIAGE; A. SHABBY OA.Yo I POETRY) BLACK 

I<EAR~!;9:~M;:: THE BA.CKWARD fLOIIo (POETRY I 1/NIVERSifY OF WINDSOR REVIEIIo 14 (SPRING-SUMMER 

HEARSTo .IA.MESo THE FACT !So (POETRY I POETRY VIE•• 23 (SEPTEMBER 1979lo 14, 
HEA.RSTo .IA04ES, THE !NSA.TIABLE DEMANOo (POETRY) NEW RENA.ISSANCEo 3(111 1979, 4s, 
HEAR;!; ::~::e~~·~~~;j: ... ~:,Bl..UES; SHOVE ITo BROTHERo SHOVE ITo CPOETRY) NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW, 

I'EARSTo JA.MESo WOMEN SHEARING MEN, IPOETRV) C"NAOIA.N f"ORUMo 58 CNARCH 1979lo 3Jo 

lhEA.i~!~N~A:~s;~~R~N~C~~~:~~T:~2=~TH .IA.MES HEARST, BY IIITTo SILL. UNTERVlEIIloiCRITICISNI 

HEBALDo tA.I'IOLo EVE WITH SONo (POETRVJ KA.NSAS <IUARTERLVo 11 (~INTER-SPRII>G 1979lo 30, 
HEBALOo CAROLo THE IIIOON LEAKS REO, (POETRY) NGRTH AMERICAN REVIEIIo 264 (SPRING 1979), 72o 
HEBALD, CA.ROLo THREE fiLING MICE, (SHOI'IT STOR!ESI NEll LETTERSo 46 (FA.LI.. t979)o 6!1-90o 

I<EFF~:~::~R M:~~:~:• l !~ PRAISE OF IT; OF THOSE DEAR TO IUM, (POETRY I KA.NSAS QUARTERLVo II 

HEff'~~=~N~A:!~~~~:• K:~:=~~R~oi~~~~~~~F~~!i~! :!~s~ ~~!: ~~~~~~YJ JO KANSAS POET So EDo o, 

I"EINLEINo ROBERT Ao)o ROBERT Ao HEJM...EIN: THE NOVELIST AS PREACHER. BV PARKI,.-SPEEI'Io DIA.NEo 
ICRITICISNJoiSCIENCE FICTION) EKTRAPDLATII!No 20 IFA.LL 1979) 0 214-22• 

II<EINLEIN, ROfiERT Aolo JUSTIFYING THE WAYS OF MA.N TO GOO: THE NOVELS OF .RCBERT A,, HEINI..EIHo 
BY HULL, ELIZAaEfH A.NNo ICRITICtSMiolSCIENCE FJCTIONI EXTRAPOLATION, 20 (SPRING 
1979). 38-49. 

HELLERo JANET RUTH, 
HEU.ERo .IA.NET RUTHo 
I<ELLERo JANET RUTHo 
HELLERo JANET RUTHo 

1'S79lo 91, 

NIOAH (THE MENSTRUA.NT)o !POETRY) EARTH'S OAUGHTEI'ISo NOSo 10-11 (19791, 
A REPLY TO BARBARA FlSCHERo IPOETRVJ PULP, 5 (JANUARY 1979lo 14o 
JANA SPURNED, (POETRY I PA.INTBRUSHo 6 (SPRING 1979) 0 17o 
HAIOC:U FOR A.N ESTR .... NGED FRIEI>Oo lPIIETRY) GREAf LAKES RII<VIEIIo li (SUMMER 

... 
HELLE~;,.IA.NET RUTH, FERTILITY; A GAME FOR ADULTS, lPOETRYl GOLD FLOiiERo 6 (APRIL-MAY 1979), 7o 

HEI.l..E~;,.IANET RUTH, EMBRACE, (PDETRVJ THE GREA.TER GARDEN HILl. POETRY EXPRESSo 3 (SPRING 1979lo 

NEI.l..ERo JANET RUTHo APRIL CONCERT• !POETRY) THE WRITER, 92 (NOVEMBER 19791 0 24o 
I<EU.~:: JANET RUTH, PURIM HAPPINESS IS, (POETRY) .IOURN"L OF REFORM .IUDAISIIo 2li (SPRIHG 1979), 

HEMINGWA.Yo ERNEST. EIGHTY-EIGHT POEMSo EDo WITH INTRODUCTION BY NICHOLAS GII<ROGIANNIS, 
(POEfRYI NEW YORK: HARCOURT li!RA.CE .IOVANOVICHo 1979• 

IHEMINGIIA.Yo ERNESTolo A.IIOENOA TO HANNEMAN: HENINGIIAY'S SELECTED ST0RIESo flY WHITEo WILLIAM, 
lBlliiLIOGRAPHVJ.CCRITICISMI PAPERS OF THE BIIILIOGRAPHICA.L SOC!ETY OF SCCJETY OF 
A.MERICA., 73 I JA.NUARY-MA.RCH 19791, 121-23• 

(HEMINGWAYo ERNESfolo HEMINGWA.Y'S SECRET: VISUAL TO VERB.U.. ACTo BY HA.GEMANo MEVLY CHINo 
I CRITICISM) .IOURNA,L OF MODERN LITERATURE, 7 lfEBRUA.RY 19791 0 B7-112o 

IHEMINGWAYo ERNIESTol• A MISPRINT IN HEMINGWA.Y•S A FAREWELL TO ARMS. lilY IIHITEo IIILLIA.Mo 
ICRITICISNI PAPERS OF THE Blii!LIDGRAPHICAL SOCIETY QF AIIERICA.o 73 IOCTOBER-OECEIIBER 
1979), 476-77. 

lHEMINGWAVo ERNESTo)o FOR IIHOM THE EA.RTH MOVES: A FITltGERALO PARODY OF HEMINGWAY, BT EVA.NSo To 
.IEFFo ICRITICISM),(PAROOVJ AMERICA.N NOTES AND CUERIESo 17 (APRIL 1979Jo 127-2Bo 

IHEMINGIIAYo ERNESTolo IN SEA.RCH OF ERNEST HEMINGWAY: A MODEL FOR TEACHU<G A LITERATURE 
:~~~~~: ~:T:~RKNANo eJIODKSo !CRITICISM) URBANA.o 11..: NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF 
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(HEIUNGIIAYo EANESTolo THE MANUSCfUPT AND THE DIALOGUE OF •A CLEAJ<(, WELL-LIGHTED PI..•U;E"• BY 
BENNETTo IIAJIRENo CCRITICISMI AMERICAN LITERATUREo 50 (JAI<IUAAY 1979). 4l:J-Z4o 

(HEMINGWATo EANE;STo)o HEIUNGIIAY 0S •sai..Dlf!AS HOME•• BY JON~;So HORACE Po CCRITICISMI EXPLICATDRo 
37 (SUMNER 1979lo 17o 

(HEMINGIIAYo ERNESTol• GUILLERMO (:ABREAA INFANTE'S OEaT TO ERNEST HEIIINGIIATo BY PEAVLERo TERAY 
.Jo (CRITICISM) HISPANJ ... , 62. (MAY-SEPTEMBER 1979lo 289-96o 

IHEIHNGIIAYo ERNESTolo ,lQDEHOA TO HANNEMAN: HEMINGWAY IN ITALIAN AND PORTUGUESEo BY NONTEIRDo 
GEORGE; CCAITICISMloiBIBLIOGflAPHYI PAPERS OF THE BIBI..IOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AMEIUCJ\o 
73 !OCTOBER-DECEMBER l'll791 o 477-TEo 

(HEMINGIIAYo ERNESTolo SUPERNATURA.LISN AND THE VERNACULAR STYLE IN A FAREWELL TO ARMSo BY 
DEII:KERo GEORGE AND HAAAISo .JOSEPHo (CRITICISM) PMLAo 94 IMAilCH l9791o 311-1Bo 

(HEMINGIIAYo ERNESTol• DEATH AND DYING: HEMINGIIAY'S PREDOMINANT THEME, BY SCHEELo MARKo 
(CRITICISM! EMPORIA STATE RESEARCH STUOIESo 2B (SUMMER 19T9Io l-12o 

CHEMINGIIAYo ERNESTolo ERNEST HEMINGWAY: BB POEMS. BY GEROGIANNISo NICHOLASo !POETRY) NEll 
YORK: HARCDURTo BRACEo .IOYANOYICHo 1979• 

(HEMINGWAY, ERNESTolo HEMINGW.O.Y'S HIDDEN CR.f.FT: THE WRITING OF A FAREWELL TO ARIISo BY OLOSEYo 
BEflNARDo (CRITICISM) UNIVERSITY PARKo p,<,: PENNSYLVANIA SI"ATE UNIYERIHTY PRESSo 19T9o 

(H~~G~:~~M~:N;::;:: ~~NINGWAY'S A FAREWELL TO ARMS, BY BOX, JERRYo ICRIJICISNI EXPLICATORo 

''CHENINGWAYo ERNESTo)o HEMINGWAY'S "HILLS LIKE WHITE ELEPHANTS~, BY DRGAho OENIHSo (CRITICISM) 
EXPLICATOR, 37 !SUMMER 1979)o Ito 

!HEMINGWAY, ERNESTolo HEMINGIIAYo EXPRESSICNIST ARTIST. BY NELSDNo AAYMOND So !CRITICISM) 
AMES: IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESSo 1979• 

lt.EMINGWAYo ERNESTo)o THE TRIUMPH OF HONOR IN .JAMES AND Ha!INGWAYo BY MAYERo CHARLES Wo 
I CRITICISM) ARI.I:ONA OUARTEflLYo 3S !WINTER 19791o 3T3-91o 

IHEMINGWAYo ERNEST.). AN ADDENDUM YO HANNEMAN'S HENINGWAYo BY .IOYCEo THOMAS .lo ICRITICISNI 
ANALYTICAL AND ENUMERAI"IIYE BI&..IOGRAPHYo 3 I.O.PAIL 1979lo 103o 

IHEMINGWAYo EA'4ESTolo .0. COl.uTIDNo WITH CCMMENT.O.AYo OF IHE FIVE TEXTS OF THE CHAPTERS IN 
HEMINGWAY'S IN OUR Tl~o 1923-36o BY HAGEMANNo Eo Ro !CRITICISM) PAPERS OF THE 
BIBLIOGAAPHIC.O.L SOCIETY OF AMERIC.O.o 73 !OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1979lo 443-SBo 

(t.EMINGW.O.Yo EANESTolo "BIG TIID-HE.O.RTED RIVER" AS THE EXTASIIE IJF HEMINGW.O.Y'S NIHILISMo BY 
N.O.II:A.IIMAo KEh.ll• lCRITICISMI TOKYO: EICHOSE PUBLISHING COoo 1~79o 

IHEMINGIIAYo ERNESTolo t.EMINGWAY: THE ECONCMICS OF SUAYIV,U.o BY COM4..EYo NAhCYo I CRITICISM) 
NOVEL: A FORUM t;N FICTION, 12 (SPRING 19T~Io 244-53. 

lt.EMINGIIIAYo ERNESTolo "THE AMEfliC.O.N TWENTIES .O.NO ITS SIGNIFICANCE"• BY DEYANESANo .IATAV.O.NTHY, 
ICR:ITICISM) LHYo 19(2), .II.A..Y 1~7Bo 129-44. 

HENA:Yo NAT SEE AOETHKEo THEOOOREo 
HENSLEY, .JOE Lo loiiNOR MURDEASo INOYELI GARDEN ClTYo NY! DOUBLEOAYo 1979. 
HEPLERo .JOHN SEE CURWOOOo ,JAMES OLIVERo 
HIGGINSo FRANKo HENRY HATTER CYMBALS IN HANDo (POETRY) K.O.NSAS OUARTERLYo II (WINTER-SPRING 

1979lo <l4o 
HILLo RUTH BEEBE, MANTA HO TOo !NOVEL) GARDEN CITY, NY: DOUBLEDAYo 19T9o (MIDIIIESTloiOAII:OTAH 

INOIANSio(SIOUX lNOIANSo 
HINOo STEVEN• BALING AFTER THE FLDOOo (POETRY) COTTONWOOD AEVIEWo NOo 21 lF.O.LL 1979), 22o 
HINOo STEVENo BALING AFTER THE FLOOD: THREE DAYS ON THE PRAIIAIE; GETTING INTO THE ACTo 

I POETRY) 30 KANSAS POETSo EDo Co LOW. LAIIIRENCEo K.O.NS.O.S: COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESSo 
1979o 34-36o 

HINDo STEYENo THIS TIII.Eo (POETRY! KAf<SAS QUARTERLY, 11 I SUMNER 1979lo .30o 
HOBBSo GLENDA SEE .O.RNOWo HARRIETTE, 
HOBBSo .lo KLINE. DIARY OF THE ULTIMATE ONE NIGHT STANCo AND THAT OTHER OUEST. I POETRY) 

KALA!oiAZOOo Ml: EXPEDITION PRESS, 1979. 
HOFFMANo CANIEL SEE SANDBURGo C.O.Ao 
HOLDENo .JONATHAN, ON A MILO OCTOBER: EVENING; TORNADO SYMPTOMS; HOW TO THROW APPLESo (POETRY) 

.30 KANSAS POETSo EOo Do LDWo L.O.~AENCEo I(.ANS.O.So: COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESSo 1979o 37-39• 
HOLLADAY, SYLVIA SEE ANDERSONo SHERWOCOo 
HCOYERo PAULo LETTER TO EINSTEIN BEGINNING DEAR ALIIERTo !POETRY) CHIC.O.GO! YELLOW PAESSo 1979o 
HORSTINGo EAICo BREVllYo (POETRY) POETRY NOWo 5121 t<;T9o 4-To 
HOSHIKDo PATSY-ROSE SEE KILPATRICK, THOMAS L• 
(NOUGHo EMERSON.!. Wo Ho Q, KOERNER: AND EMERSON HOUGH! A WESTERN COLLABDRATIONo BY GROVERo 

OORYS CAOWo (CRITICISM),(BIOGRAPHYI MCNT.o.NA! THE MAG.O.ZINE OF •ESTERN li!STORYo 29 
!APRIL 1979lo 2-15o 

HOWARDo CU.RKo THE W.O.ROENSo (NOVEL) NEW YORK: Ro MAREK, 1979o IMIOWESTlo 
HOWARD, .JOSEPH. BREAKING .O.W.O.Yo (NOVEL)' NEW YORK: WARNER BROTHI!ASo 1979o (BLDOMlNGTONo 

INDI.O.NA loiiNOIANA)o( INDIANA UNIVERSITY) o 
NOIIIAROo MARY. LONG TRAIL 1JF BLUEo (SHORT STORIES) GEORGIA REYIEWo 33 (SPRING 1979lo 153-6So 
lHOWELLSo WILLI.O.M OEANo)o WILLI.tM OE.O.N HOIIELLS AND MAURICE THOMPSON! AT WAR OYER REALISM. BY 

SCHAONHOASTo GARY, !CRITICISM) OLD NDRTHWESTo 5 (FALL 1979), 291-302o 
(HDWELLSo WILLIAM OEANolo HOWELLS AS TI'I.O.GEDI.O.No BY ENGELo BERNARD Fo (CRITICISM) SSML 

NEIISLETTERo 9111 SPRING 19T9o 7-B· 
(HOWELLSo WILLI.tM DEANolo THE VILLAGE AND AFTER: SOCIAL EVOLUTION THROU~H CHARACTER: IN A 

MODERN INST.O.NCEo BY TAYERNIEA-COURBINo .IACOUELINEo !CRITICISM) AMERICAN LITERARY 
REALISMo 187Q--1910o 12 (SPRING 1979lo 127-142• 

HOWINI(.o EOAo DOMINION OF THE IIIHOLEo (POETRY! BARDIC ECHOESo 20 l.tPR:IL-.IUNE 1979lo 3To 
HDWINI(.o EDAo 1 AM .JUST THERE: A COl.LECTION OF POEMS. IPOETI'IY) FR.O.NCESTOWNo NH: GOLDEN QUILL 

PRESSo 1979o 
HOWINKo EOAo MEMBRANE OF MEMORY. !POETRY) NEW YORK: GUSTO PRESSo 1979o 
HVETERo OIANEo .JUST BEFORE SLEEP; A NORSE MYTH f'OR THE IIIANING NON; PORTR.tiT: SOD HOUSE F.O.MILYo 

(POETRY I 30 KANSAS POETSo EOo Q, LOW• LAWRENCE, KANSAS: COTTONWOOD REYIEW PRESSo 
1979o 4Q--42o 

HULLo ELIZABETH ANN SEE HEINLEINo ROBERT .O.o 
HUMEo KATHRYN SEE COOVER o ROBERTo 
INGR:.O.Mo ALYCE. SNOIIo (SHORT STORTI EUREKAo NO. 3 (WINTER 1979)o 2~2Bo 
INGR.O.Mo ALYCEo THII!. OELINDUENTo ISHOI'IT STDI'IIESI BLOODROOTo Nllo 6 (SPRING 19T9)o 13-17o 
INGR.O.Mo ALYCE. THE STONE .O.NGELI .0. COUNTRY FUNERAL.o (SHORT STDRIESJ ROOMo NOS. S-6 (DECEMBER 

1979)o 44-4Bo 
tRBYo KENNETHo FROM TO M.O.X OOUGI.AS, (POETRY) ;'10 K.O.NS.O.S POII!TSo EDo Oo LOWo LAWRENC:Eo K.O.NSAS! 

COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESSo 1979o 43--46• 
(IRBTo KENNETHolo WITNESS FROM IRBYLANOo BY GRlOLEYo ROY Eo (CRITICISM) CREOENCESo 3 

(FEBRUARY 1979), 16--19o 
IRVINGo .JOHN SEE YCNNEGUTo KURT. 
IRWINo ANNABELLE SEE HADLEYo L£E 
.JACKSCNo .JON A• THE BLIND PIG• !NOVEL) NEW YORKJ RANDOM HOUSEo 1979o IDETROIT)o(MICHIGANio 

IMYSTEflY .O.ND Dll:TECTIONio 
.JACOBo .IOHNo SCATT.I!R: SEl.ECTII!O POI!MSo 1968-1978o !POETRY) CNic.\GQ: IIINE PRESSo 1979o 
.IACOB$0No OALil:o W""'T GOES UNSAID• (POETRY) .IAZ.I:o Nllo S .(DECEMBER 197'1J)o 49o 
.I.O.FFEo Do .O.NO KNOEPFLEo ,J, FRONTIER LITERATURE; IMAGES OF THE AMERICAN WESJ., CPOETRYioCSHORT 

STORIESio(FICTIDN) NEW YtmK: MCGR.O.II-HILLo 1979• 
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J.O.NIKo PHYLI..ISo .O.N ADVENT CAL.ENDAR, (POETRY! CHICAGO: GRASSFIELO PRESSo 1979. 
.IESSANo liR:OELE Lo HORRORSo (POETRY) POETo 20 (.JUNE 1979), 7To 

.IESS~~;9~~0ii~ Lo A BRUISE FDA SHOW-AND-TELL; C.O.PE COO EXP.ERIENCEo (POETRY) ENCQREo13 (SUI'MER 

.JESSEN, ARDELE Lo COME SPRING, (PDETRY) POETo 20 lf'Ef!AUARY 1979lo 16, 
.IESSENo .O.RDELE Lo OUR PRAIRIE TOWNo (POETRY) PDETo 20 (OCTOBER 19791, 42o 
.IOHNSONo MICHAEL Lo L.O.TE SEPTEMBER; L.O.TE AFTERNOON; WILD IIII..L; DRY SE.O.SON: A SORT OF LOVE 

LETTER; A TR.O.NSJ..ATION FROM KC NO TSUf;lAYUXIo CPOETRYJ 30 KIIHSAS POETSo EO. Do LOWo 
LAWRENCE, X.O.NSAS; COTTONWOOD REVIEW PAESSo 19T9o 47-49o 

.IOHNSONo MICHAEL LoON GAINSBOROROOGH 0S THE MOANING IIALK (178S)l OM THE DAI"ES OF POETSo 
!POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY, II CSUMMER 19791 0 4Bo 

JOHNSON, RIT.O., THE COANERo I POETRY) GEORGIA REVIEWo 33 (SUMMER 19791, 421o 
.ICNES, HORACE P SEE HEMINGWAY, ERNEST, 
.lOYCE, THOMAS .I SEE HEMINGWAY, ERNEST. 

I.!US!!~~:E~~N:~~i!ic;~!~H l<~~~o;s I :i~~~:E~:~::~;~ 
0 
T~~~~~EA OF POETIC CONYENTIONo BY REWA, 

XACK~~~~A~~S~~~~~ ~~~~~t:!~~~~ ~~~9~INTERo HELEN, APERTURES TO .O.NYWHERE; POEMSo CPOETRYI 

KAMI~~~~iN~~~~~~~y!~~R:E!N~O~;.~~~i~N!~OVELl NEW YORK: ST. MARTIN'S PAESSo 1979o (CHICMOio 

1(..0.ZINo ALFRED SEE F.O.RRELLo .I.O.MES To 

KELLYo DAVID Bo .JULY 6. IPDETRYI I(.ANSAS DUAATEALYo II (WINTER-SPRING 1979), lOBo 
KENTo ROBERT SEE T.O.TEo ALLEN. 

KIENZLEo WILLIAM Xo IHE ROSARY MURDERS, (NOVELl XANSAS CITY: ANDREWS .O.ND MCMEELo 19T9o 
I DETROIT) o (MICHIGAN! o I MYSTERY AND DETECTION I 0 

KILLOAENo I'IDtiEIITo AT TI-E GRAVE OF A YOUNG PIONEER GIRL. (POETRY) FRONTIER LITERATURE: IMAGES 
OF THE .O.MERICAN WESTo EDo O, .JAFFE AND .lo KNOEPFLE• NElli YORK: MCGRAW-HILLo 1979., 

KILl.~:~~: ROBERT. WINDMILLS, COYOTES AND OTHER NIGHT SOUNOS, (POETRYI OUINTETo BXIIK PRESS, 

KILP.O.TRICK, THOMAS Lo AND HOSHIKOo PATSY-ROSEo ILLINOISo ILLINOIS: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
OF FICTION. IBIBLIOGR.O.PHYI,(FICTION) METUCHENo N.J: SCARECROW PRESSo 19T9o 

IKINGo CHARLES,), GARRISON LIFE IN THE NOVELS OF CH.O.RLES KINGo BY IIHITFORO, KATHRYN, (NOVELSio 

~~~~~!~~~;~C7!!~;;~M! 3~=:~SACTtDhS OF THE liriSCQNSIN Ac.\OEMY OF SCIEhCESo ARTS AND. 

KIAC~~~~~W~A:~:;p!~~G 1~!;:~:\ ;:~~7; 
0 

IN THE SMALL BOATS CF THEIR HANDS, (POETRY I GEORGIA 

IKIRKo RUSSELLolo RUSS~LL KIRK OF NICIHG.O.No BY FILLERo LDUISo ICRITICISMioCBIGGRAPHYI 
MICHIGAN HISTORY, 63 (SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1979) 0 12-IBo 

KLEIN, .IERAYo PLAYED IN PEOAI.O., I ESSAYS I N.,p,; KICKAPQQ PRESSo 1979. 

KLEI~~. ~~~~L~~W~ ... ~~!!~N~~:T~:N:~~~; C~~~~~W~~~N:E:!~~ :!~s~v;:7::· S~:GETAYI 30 KANSAS POETS, 

KLEISo DAVID .JOHN., CLOWN IN THE MOON, (POETRY I DETROIT! HARLO PRESSo 1979, 
KLINKOWITZo .JEROME SEE YGNNEGUT, KUATo 

~~6~~;~E~~L:~~ ~~F~~~H~~TRVCK, (NOVELl BOSTON! ATLANTIC-LITTLEo BAO~No 1979, (MIDWEST), 

I KNOEPFLE o .IOHNol • SOME NOTES ON JOHN KNOEPFLE' S POEMS, 11"1' MILLS, RALPH .1 JR, (POETRY lo 
!BIOGRAPHY) NOATHEASTo SERIES 3 IIIINTER 1<;7B-79lo 31-4So 

~~~~: ~~R~~O T~E S~~H~~!::~:· S~=~~~R~~ K.O.NSAS DU.tRTEAL Yo II I WINTEIHPRING 19791 0 192-93, 

KCDSERo TEDo MATINEE. (SHOAT STORIES) COTTONWOOD REVIEW, NOo .21 (FALL 19T9), SS-56, 
KCOSERo TEO, OSAGE: .O.UNT MINNIS; WITHIN THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY; SOI..AR ECLIPSE; PHIL; THE 

LEAKY FAUCET, !POETRY) COTTONWOOD REVIEW, NOo 21 (F.O.LL 1979), Sl-54o 

IKCO~~~;o~!~~~ •R;~I ~:~e::~~E: I w:;~L~E~9;~~~E=:-::. TAIINEY o ROB I No I BIOGRAPHY l , C INTERV JEWS 1 

KOSM:~~!i,G~i~"-~UTfiNG UP THE STORM WlNOOWSo CPOETRYI K.O.NSAS QUARTERLY, II (IIINTER-SPRING 

XOYA~!:~~-~";G~:!~~~~R~!T~~A~-;:AWARE!<ESS OF BEING .0. WRITER DR GUESTISio (POETRY) NEW ONEOTA 

KCVACINYo GREGORY, .JANUARY: A CHANT• IPOETAYI LYRICAL IOWA, 34 (19T9lo 19• 
KRAUTH, LELAND 5EE CLEMENS, SANUEL Lo 
II:UBACHo DAVID EOS SEE PENh, RICK 

KUZNA, GREGo WHAT IS ITo NOW THAT THE DAY H.O.S AGEOl UNTITLED; A PERSON IN MY LIFE; CHINA ANO 
GI'IEECE, (POETRY) PRAIRIE SCHOONERo ~3 !SPRING 19T9lo Il-21o 

L'.O.MOURo LOUIS, THE IAGN M.O.RSHALL, (NOVELl NEll YOAX; BANT.O.Mo 1979o (KANSASio 
LABRIEo ROSS SEE NEMEAOYo HOWARO, 
LAHET-DOLEGA, CHRISTINE, YOU GO TO Y.O.NCOUVER: I'Jol GONNA Al-IENATE IN DETROIT CITY; ON THE 

~!~~~~G L~:/~~~y ~A~~:L~H~~!~p:~~;s 1 !~~~R~~U~~!!: ~!~~~ ~~T~!E~~~~ ==~~D~=~E~!YI A 
SPECIAL REAOING! FIVE FI'IOM OETROITo DETROIT: THE SOIUOGE, 19T9, 

LAHE!~~;~GAo CHRISTINE, TO A FEMALE ORIFTEA AT THE ALCOVEo (POETRY) SOLANA, 2 (SPRING 1'1179lo 

LAHEY-OOLEGAo CHRISTINE, AATlOSo CPOETRY) GARGDYLEo NOo 11 11979)o 41o 
L.O.HEY-OOLEGAo CHRISTINEo LES TRES RICHES HEURESo (POETRY) 5TUOIA MYSTIC.O.o 2 I SPRING 1979), 
LAHEY-OOLEGAo CHRISTINEo NIGHTMARE• I POETRY) RICHMOND !!ADOMo (SPRING 1979lo So, 
LAHEY-OOLEGAo CHRISTINE, MOTOR CITY·MENo (POETRY I THE SMUOGEo NOo ~(FALL 1979-WINTER 1980) 
LANDERS, GUNN.O.RO, THE HUNTING SHACK. (NOVELl NEll YORKl AR6DR HQUSEo 1979o CIIISCONSINlo 

0 

L.O.OUE, CAROL FEISEAo ll.llTt.ER SONG, (POETRY I WOMANSPIRITo S (AUTUMN 19791• 
LAOUEo CAROL FEISERo BOOY SPIRIT FAIRY TALE, I SHORT STORIES) WOM.O.NSPIRITo S (SUM>IER 1979), 6 4 , 

LARO:i~' W~~~~ ;;~!i~S 1:~~~ RING LARD hERo EDo CLIFFORD No CARUTHERS. (CGARESPDNOENCEI f"LINTo 

(LARONERo RINGGOLD WII..MERolo RING LARONERo BY EVANS, ELI.I:.O.BETHo l!IIOGRAPHYI NEW YORK: 
FREDERICK UNG.O.Ro 1979o 

L.O.SALLEo PETEAo THE GRAVES OF F~QUS WRITERS AND OTHER STORIESo I SHORT !STORIES) COLUMBIA: 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI PRESS, 19T'!lo 

LAUGHLINo MILOREOo GREAT PLAINS; READING FOR YOUNG PEOPLE• (BI!ILIOGRAPHYloiFICTIONio 
IBIOGRAPHYio(POETRY) CHIC.O.GO: AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCI.O.TtDNo t979o ("ORTH DAKOTA), 
(SOUTH DAKOT.O.I o(NEBR.O.SXA) ol KANS.O.Slo 

LEGGETTo .IDHNo GULLIVER HOUSE. (NOVELl BOSTON: HOUGHTON MIFFLINo 1979o 
LENSEo EDWARl>. SNOW. I POETRY I X.O.NSAS ClUARTERLYo II (FALL 1979) 0 131, 
LEVERING, DONALD, BLINDWEEOl THE ORCHARD PRUNER; llACK HOME; DRIVING TO IIICHITA KANSAS; OLD 

~~=;~:E~~;9!P~;~:~~ 30 K.O.NS.O.S PDETSo EOo Q., LDWo LAWRENCE, K.O.NSAS: COTTONWOOD REVIEW 

LEYERINGo DON.O.LOo BLIND.EEOo (POETRY! COTTONWOOD AEVIIl:Wo hOo 21 (FALL 1979), 19o 

~~::;~,L::::!~/~ES:~s;I~~G:! ... ~~~K;~ ~~~~~:!POETRY) GEORGI,\ RII!VIE~o 33 (F.O.LL 1979) 0 64t-42, 

CLEWISo SINCLAIR AND FITZGERALD, Fo SCOTT AND HEMINGWAYo ERNEST,), "THE AMERIC.O.N TWENTIES AND 
SIGNIFICANCE"• BY OE\IANESANo .IAYAVAKTNY, (CRITICISM) LNYo 19(2)o .JULY 19TBo 129-44, 
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(LEIIISo SINCt..AIRo)o A PORTRAIT OF Sltic;LAIR LEIIISJ AMERICA'S ""'NGA't NAN"' IN THE AUTUMN OF tUS 
LIFE, BY CQNRI.Oo 6ARNABYo IBIIlGRAPHT) HOIUZQN, 22(31o !lARCH I<J79o 4G-44o 47-5lo 

U .. !illfiSo SINCLAIRolo SINCLiolA LEIIISo STUART PRATT SHERNANo AND THE IIRITING OF ARRIIIIS.iitTHo BY 
0EHLSCI1LAEGERo FRITZ Ho ICRITICISNI RESOUACES FOR AMERICAN I...ITEIUIRY STUOIESo 9 
I SPRING 1979)o 24-30• 

ILEIIISo StNCLAIAolo THE WILDERNESS CIJNYENTION IN MAIN S'lREETo BABBIT ANO ... RROIISMITHo IIY ALLEN, 
DENNISo ((:RITICISIII GYPSY SCttOLARo 6 I SUMNER 1979lo 74-92• 

(LINCOLNo ASRAKAII•Io ABRAHAM LINCOI..t.lo POET, BY ENGEL, BERNARD Fo (CRITICISMI SSML NEWSLETTER, 
9(1) SPRINGo 1979, 4-7• 

(LINCCLNo ABRAHANo)o HORATIO ALGERo ANDREW CAANEGIEo ABRAMAM LINCOLN AND THE COIIBDYo BY 
RQBERTSONo .!AllES Oo ICRITICISMioiBlOGRAPHYJ MIDWEST OUAAfERLYo :ZO (SPRING 1979lo 
24J-57o 

LlN.DSAYo FRANNIEo THE t!ARP OF THE FIRST OAT; GOO FINDS IIIOioiANo (PCETRY) PRAIRIE SCHCONEAo !!3 
(SUMMER 1979Jo IC!3-C!4o 

LIN.DSAYo NICHOI..AS VACHEI...o LETTERS OF VACHEl... LINIISAYo Ello MARC CHENEfiEA !AMERICAN CULTURAL 
HERITAGE SERIESo l), IAUfCleiOGRAPHYJ NEW YORK; BUI<f FRANKLINo 1979o 

(LINnSAYo VACHEL• I• LINDSAY'S 1908 WALKING TRJP, BY HAWLEYo OWEN, IBIOGI<APiiYI WESTERN 
ILLINOIS REGICNAL STUDIESo :Z (FALL 19791. 156-72o 

ILINDSAYo VACHEL,), VACHEL LINIISAV AND THE CHICAGO HEI<ALIIo BY CAMPo DENNIS• (CRITICISMio 
(PDETI<YI IIIESTERN ILLINOIS I<EGIUNAL STUDIES, 2 ISPIUNG 19791, 70-aa, 

(LlNIISAYo VACHELoh VACHEL LINDSAY, BY BALDEASONo .JAY Ro (BIOGI<APiiYI AMERJCAN WI<ITEI<S; A 
COLLECTION OF LITERARY BIOGRAPHJESo SUPPl.EMENT lo PART 2o Ell, Lo UNGEI<o NEW YIIAK: 
SCRIBNEAo 1979o 374-4113o 

LCNGo ROBERT EMMET SEE FITZGERALIIo Fo SCOTTo 
LCNGMANo DORIS• FLIGHT 382; CATALPA TREEo IPOETI<YJ GREAT LAKES REVIEWo C! (SUMNER 1979lo a3-a4, 
LCSSEo AALYLE MANSFIELDo SPIDER IN THE LIBRAI<Yo IPOeTRYJ New eARTH RI!.VleWo MAY 1979o 15o 
LOSSEo ARLYLE NANSFIELOo A BUS FDA ALL SEASCNSo (POETI<YI EUS LINES (NOVEMBeR 1979)o 2• 
LOSSEo AI<LYLE MANSFIELD, iN OUR MARRIAGe, (PDETRYI POeTS (OCTOIIER-NOVeMBel< 1979) 0 IOo 
LOWo IIENISE EO• THIRTY KANSAS POETS, (POeTRY) LAWI<ENCeo KANSAS: COTTONWOOD I<EVIEW PAESSo 1979, 
LOWo OeNISEo BETWEEN FALL AND WINTERo IPIIETRYI SOUTHWlNIISo NO, a 11979), 
LOWo DeNISI:;o CHINESE GRANDMIITHEI<-IN-LAW; BEYOND THE GIILD NOUNTAINJ THE CHINESE MARKET IN 

KANSAS CITY, (POETRY! TELLUSo 3 !FALL I<;79lo U-l4o 
LOWo OENISEo CYCLE; WEEOlNGo (POETRY! GI<EAT LAKES REVIEIIIo 6 I SUMMER 197<;), 89-90o 
LOIIIo DENISE, LOCKING FDA YOUR BLUE SPOTo CPOETRYJ 30 KANSAS PCETSo EDo Oo LOW, LAIIIR~NCE, 

KANSAS! CCTTONWOIIO REVIEW PRESS, 1979o 54o 
Llllllo IIENJSI:;o SPIDERS: DREAMS AND OMEN$. {POETRY) WCMANSPII<ITo 6 (FALL 1979lo 32• 
LOWo III!.NlSEo VINLANDo KANSASo {POETRY) QUINCAROo NCSo 4-5 {1979), 21o 
LYONSo RICHAADo BORN FREEl YOUNG HAWTHCRNEo (POETRY! FREe PASSAGEo NCo 8 (AUGUST 1979). a, 
LYONSo RICHARD• .JOB'S WlFEo IPIIETR'I') et.OCDRIIOTo NOo 6 (SPRING l979lo 36-39, 
LYONSo RICHARD. TEN POENSo (POETRY I NORTH !lAKOTA HORI.ZONSo 9 ISUNMER 1979>. l2-17o 
LYCNSo RICHARD. UNMEASURI<II TIME; IMNORTALJTY; LOT AGAINo IPOETRYJ DAKOTA ARTS OUARTERLYo NOo 

7 { 1979), 14-IC!o 
{NACLEISiio ARCHIBALDoJo MACLEISH 0 S "ARS POi:;TlCA"o 9-16• BY Sf VINCENTo EOto!No lCRITICISMl 

EXPLICATORo 37 {SPRING 1979lo 14-lSo 
MACNAUGHTONo IIIILLIAM R SEE CLEMENS, SAMUEL Lo 
MADGETT, NAOMI LONGo SOON I WILL BE DONE! MEMORIAL! TIIIICE A CHILD• IPOi:;TRY) GREAT LAKES 

REVlEWo 6 (SUMNER 1'1179), 72-74, 
MADGETT, NAOMI LONGo SOON I WJLL BE liONEl P ... CKRAT; TI'<E SURVIVORS! FIFTH STREET EXITo RlCHMONOo 

CPOETI<Y) CALLALIICo NOo 5 IFEBI<UARY 19791. 27, ~2o 7ao Bl-63, 
MAHERo .JANES To THE DISTANT MUSIC OF SUMMEAo (NOVEL) BOSTON: LITTLE, BROWNo 1979o (Cl-EVELAND, 

OHIOJoiCHIO), 
MAINIINEo ROBERT Fo MOCNLIGiiT! HAIKUo IPOETRYJ DELTONo HI: NAINIINEo 1979. 
MAIDLOo .JOSEPHo DEATH OF AN ELDER. I SHORT STORIES) GREAT I<IVER REVIEWo 2 (SUMNER 1979lo 

107-l'llo 
MAIDL0 0 .IOSEPHo SENlCR CITIZEN! RESCUING TliE IIEADo !POeTRY) PHDEBEo B (.JULY 1979) 0 62, 
MAI..AMUTo ANOREA CDHEN SEE BELLOWo SAULo 
MALINGo ARTt1'.1Ro THI:; KOBERG LINK. I NOVELl NEW YORK: HARPER ANO ROWo 1979o {CHICAGOo ILLlNOISI, 

Ut.Lit.OlSio 
MANFRE[), FREDERICK. Hl.ll"KS WlTH THE MINISTER'S SONo (SHOAf STORIES) THE MINNESOTA EXPERIENCE, 

EDo .Jo ERVIN• MINNEAPOLIS: ADAMS PRESSo 1979, 
MANFREDo FREOERICKo NINETY IS ENOUGH! A PIIRTRAlT OF MY FATHERo I BIOGRAPHY) IOWA REVIEIIIo 10 

ISPI<ING 1979)o 1-21o 
MANFREDo FREOERICKo THE WIND BLOWS FREE! A REMINJSCENCEo (AUTOBIOGRAPHY I SIOUX FALLSo SO! 

CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIESo AUGUSTANA CCLLEGE, 1979. 
!MANFREDo FREDERICKolo FI<EOI:;RICK MANFREIIo BY toRIGHTo RICHARD Co IBIOGRAPHYI BOSTON! TWAYNE 

PUBLISHEASo 1979, 
I MANFREDo FREOERICKo)o PREDERICK MANFRED! TliE OUEST OF THE INIIEPENCENT tolilTEAo BY WYLDERo 

DELBERT Eo CCRITICISM) BOOKS AT IIIIIIAo NOo 31 (NOVEMBER 1979J. 1~3lo 
NANFREDo FREYAo AMERICAN ROADS: A BOOK OF POEMS. (POETRY I IIIOIIOSTOCKo NY: OVERLOOK PRESSo 1919, 
MAPLESo EVELYNo THEY THAT 00 HUNGER; THEY THAT MCI\IRNI TO BE THE LIGHT; TO BE THi:; SALT; WHEN 

MEN St!AU.. REVILE; BLESSEII ARI! THE PURl!! BLESStNG OECLJNEDJ CHILD QF GDIII FOR SPIRIT 
POOR; SliALL OBTAIN fo!ERCY; BI...ESSEIII BLESSEO ARE THE MEEKo !POETRY) SAINT•S HEI<ALOo 
126 (.JANUARY-DECEMBER 1979lo VARIOUS PAGING• 

MARSHALLo CARDLINEo FUGITIVE GRACE, (POETRY) NINNEAPDLISo MN: MINNESOTA IIIRITERS' PUB!.ISHING 
HOUSEo 1979• 

MARSHALLo TERESAo IIIARNINGo {POETRY) KANSAS DUARTEALYo II (SUMMER 1919lo 82o 
MARTINo OAV!Do TETHEREDo !NOVELl NEW YORK! HOLTo RINEHART AND WJNSTONo 1979o (lt.l.INOISJo 

leAIKEo lLLINIJISJo 
MARTINo HERBERT WOODWARD SEE DUNBAR, PAUL LAURi:;NCEo 
(fo!ASTERSo EDGAR LEE AND ADANSo FRANIO...IN Po AND llERLETHo AUGUSTo), IMITATIONS OF SPOON RIVER! 

AN OVERVIEIIIo BY I<USSEU..o lEABo ICRITICISMI WESTERN ILLINOIS REGIONAL STUDIESo 2 
(fALL 1979lo 173-82, 

(MASTERSo EDGAR LEEolo SPCON RIVER•S 'EPILOGUE'• BY RUSSELLo HEili!o CCRITICISMJ MliiWESTERN 
IIISCELLAHYo 7 (19791o 34-40. 

MASTERSo MAUREENo UNTITLEDo CPOETRY) GREAT LAKES REVIEIIIo C! (SUMNER 1979lo 97o 
MATHEI<NEo BEVERLY. PI!:RIQUE FARMING; PERIQUE TIIBACCO HARVEST! TRISAIEULo CPOETI<Y) 30 KANSAS 

POETSo EO, Do LOWo LAWR!;NCEo KANSAS: CCTTCNIIIOIID ReVIEW PRESS, 1979o !:i!l-i56o 
MATTHEWSo .JACK, THE LAST A8ANOONMENTo I SHORT STIIRlESI GEORGIA REVIEWo 33 (FALL 1979) 0 625-400 
MAYER• CHARLES Ill SEE HEMUIGIIIAYo ERNESTo 
MCCAFFEAYo URRY SEE GARDNERo .JOHN, 
MCCAFFE.AYo t.AIIRY SEE GASSo WILLIAM, 
MCCAI<THYo EU.JENE .lo GROUND FOG AND Nl(OHT! POEMSo {POETRY) NEW YORK! HARCOURT I.IRACE .JOVANOVICH, 

1979o 
MCCAI<THYo MARY SEE FARRELLo .JANES To 
MCCAILEYo DIIIIGHT L Si:;E ROETHKEo Tt<EODIIREo 
MCCOMBS, .JUDITHo AGAINST NATURE: III!LIIERNESS POEMS, (POflRYJ PARADlSEo CA: OUSTBOOKSo t979o 
MCCOMBS, .IUDITHo AIIE.AICAN GQTHJC: THE LANDSCAPE REVERSEDo (P06RY) i!LCOCROCTo NO, 6 {SPRING 

1979)o J7o 
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=~~~==~: ::~~:;~: ~~;~=N~:~:~:::v~~~E::~;T:YI SNOIIIY ECOI<ET, 42 {SPRING 19791 0 2, 
MCCCNBSo .IUOITH, THE PIIET AS MOTHER-THE I<EAT LAKES I<E'rli!:Wo 6 (SUMMER l979)o 9!1-96 0 

REVIEIIIo 14 (SPRING-SUMMER 19791 , 3._3 :~THER AS POET, IPCETRY) UNIVEASlTY OF WINDSOR 

MCCCNKEYo .JAMES, THE TI<EE HIIUSE CONFESSIONS 
(MCCIIRMICKo ROBERT RUTt<ei<FORO,), THE COLONe.: ~;IIVELI NEll YORK! DUTTON, 1979o (OHIO). 

(NEWSPAPERS),(CHICAGO fRIBUNi:;) NEW YORK! OUT~~~~A~~;9~Y GtESo .JOSEPH, IBIQGI<APHYJo 

NCCU~~~Yo MARJLYN MANNo NORTON COUNTYo KANSASo (POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY, II I SUMMER 
19791

, 

MCCU..LIIUGHo .JOSEPH 1,1 SEE CLEMENSo SAMUEL t.. 

MCDCNALIIo .lAME$ Mo THE POE PRESERVATION ACTS, (SHORT STORIES! AIEEE Nil' 
MCOONALDo .JAMES No IIIALUM CLUNo (POETRY) INDIANA IIIRIT 0 ' 7-8 (1979lo 5C!-!:i9o 
MCIIONALOo .JAMES, GRAMMARIAN THRESHOLD NOo a, IPOETI<Y~5-CENTERINGo 314-S), 1979 0 54, 
(MCDONALD, .JULIEolo CHRISTMAS IN IOWA BY AN AIEEEo NOSo 7-a 11979), S2o 

IA: MIDWEST HERITAGE, 1979, ' OREtoSo CLARENCE EOo I SHORT STORIES) IOIIIA CITYo 

MCDONDUGHo ROBERT Eo THE UNOEAGROUNII PARKING VAtA..T 
MCtNERNYo RALPH, LYING Tt<REEo {NOVELl NElli YOR • ' IPOEfRY) EVER~MANo 19791 0 20, 

(tLLINOISio(MYSTEI<Y AND DETECTION), K. VANGUARD, 1979o ICHJCAGClo ILLINDISio 

MCKECIIINo TON. lMPRESSICNSo IPIIETRYI MINNESOTA REVIEW 13 (FALL 19791 
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MCLAUGHLINo OANo NEON llllNOMILLS 01< SURELY YOU .JOUST 
0 

IPOETR 
0 24

' 
MCt.AUGHLINo DANo lrHERE THE WARN IIIND BLIIWSo IPOETRYi DANVJL~! D~~~~::-:;• lL: NoPoo 1979, 

MCLA~~~!~' ,;~~~~AIIo BY T .. E 8EAUTIFUL SEA, ISHORT STIIRIESI CII~IIRADo ~U:~T~=~~: 28 (AUTUMN 

MCLAU!..~~~o WILLJANo ART LOVERS, {SHDI<T STORIES! IIIASHINGTON REVIEIIIo!! (OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1979), 

MCLA~~~;!~• WILLIAN, THE FARMER TAKES A LIFE, (PIIETRYI SOUTHWEST RE:IIIEWo C!4 Ill INTER 19791, 

MCt.AUGHLINo WILLIANo ON ITS HEADo THE SNAJL CARRIE 
MCLAUGHLIN, IIIILLIAMo DIRECTIONS FOR lllkEN A RAINBOIIIS;s':~~~RY) POETRY-TEXAS, 3 11979), 19, 

ISUNMER 197<;), 1o INGo CPCETRYI LAUREL REVlEIIIo 13 

MCN ... HON, THOMAS, MCKAY'S BEESo {NOVEL) NEW YORK" HARPER AM) 
MCNEICE, JANESo THE FOUR SEASDNSo I SHORT STIIRJE• RDWo 1979, CKANSAS), 
:ECHANNo GINNY BROWN SE;E MORRIS, WRIGHT, SJ GEORGIA REYIEIIIo 33 ISVMMER 1'117'11lo 299-325, 

EIS~~~=: WILLIAN, LEARNING TO BREATHE UNIIERIATEAo (POETRY) ATHENS! OtHC UNIVERSITY PRESS, 

NEIS~~E~~~~~~~~~=~~!~El::;~~R~:::.:S~AST CAST; SEVEN AoMo SNOIIILOTo IPOETiiYl KANSAS QUARTERLYo 

MELLARDo JAMES M SEE BELLGIIIo SA!Ji.o 
MESHERo DAVID R SEE BELLCWo SAUL 

MILL;:;_~~~EN VOTAW, WhEN I liAS ~AARIEDo I SHORT STORIES) PAAIRJE SC"OIINEAo 53 (FALL 1979) 
0 

=~~;:· .. =~~~~~· .. :A~:~\~~!~F~~~~~~~~ CARilLo {PIIETRYI KANSAS OUAATERLYo U {SUMMER 1979), 91o 

Mit.LSo RALPH .J JRo AS NCW; ELM; A THOUGHT; TONIGHT, (PIIETRY) MISSISSIPPI VALLEY REVIEWo a 
M (F.O.U..-IIIJNTER 197B-79lo 42-45 0 . 

ILLS~6~~~~H .lo .lAo CoOoH.; IN TliE NIGHT AIR, {POETI<YJ SPGON RIVER OUARTERLYo 4 I SPRING 
19791

, 

MILLSo RALPH .Jo .JRo LIVING WITH DISTANCE, CPOETRYJ 6ROCKPDRT • 

MILL~~ .. R:~~~s~' ~~;;, T~~6~TONES, C POETRY I BRCTHER SONG So Ello ; , N~E:R~~:N~D~~!~~!;c~~~~o MN: HOLY 

MILLS, RALPH .J, JR, HORSE; THE DOOR (POETRY) NElli E G 

MILL~~. RALPH Jo .JR, FOURTEEN (I •E• ;.l .JAI>.UARy, (PO~T~~~D A=~~~~: ° C~~~=!~T==G~~:=~~9!' I i!~;r:· 
Mtt.LS, RALPH .J, JR, ALIIAYS IIPENo (POETRY) TAR RIVER p 
MILLSo RALPH .Jo .JR, SCMEChi:; MIGHT SAY; THE IIIAY, IPOET~~iR~;O~~ !s,:,R!NG

0
,.!9,',',,'' 19-20o 

1979lo 17o 43, v" LYo 4 (IIIINTER 

MILL~~H~~!~~~·~~~~:~~~~=:~~~:~is~:OETRY) PEORIA• tL: SPOON RIVER POETRY PAESSo 1 979, 

Mit. T~~; .. ~~~N I :;9~=0 3~=~~~T (~~=~~ ~:~~~:) ~CVELS, la:!ITICISMI o (NOVELS I Nlli<TH DAKOTA HlSTORy, 46 

NINCZES!IIo .IDHNo OLO I!GO SONGo (POETRY I KANSAS tlUARTERLYo II (IIINTER-5PRING 
MINC~ESKio .JOHN, THE SPIOEIIS, {POETRY! STo PAULo M"-1: NEW R V 19791o 102-103, 

:::~!~S~!~G~~~~·/AITING AT THE WRO~G BUS SOPo IPOETRYI ST~~~~:T~~~~S; ;;~~ 19791 , 

IIIIINTER-SPRIN~0~!;9!~EI~;:SSINGo PORTRAIT OF TWO PIIETS, {POETRY) KAhSAS OUARTERLl'o II 

MINT:;u~~~!T~;7:~~~~:!-~~~PLETIDN; IIIINTER POEM--THE SNOWY OWL, IPCETRYI GREAT LAKES REVIEW, 
6 

::NTy, .lUll! THo loALKING; LAST RITESo IPOETRYI BARAT REVIEWo 7 (WINTEI< 1979) 
NTYo .IUOITHo YELLOW DOG .IIIURNAL, {POETRY) LOS ANGELES" CEN ' 

I MINTY, JUDITHolo MOTHER LORE! A SEQUENCE FOR DAUGHTERS• 
8

l' TER PUBLICATIONSo 1979, 
LAKES RE.VIE.,, 6 (SUMNER 1979), 37_ 39 , ' ZORNo MARILYN. ICRITICISMl GREAT 

MOLESWORTHo CHAI<LES SEE RIIETHKEo TliEOIIORE ANII BLYo ROBeRTo 
MllNTEIROo GEORGE SEE OREISERo THEOOCREo 
MGNTEIROo GEORGE SE.E liEMINGWAYo ERNEST, 
MONTEIRO, GE.ORGE SEE CAThERo WILLA ANII OREISER, THEODORE, 
MDIIKER.IEEo llo N SEE OREISERo THEODO!lEo 

=~~=~~' J~~~:;D W~~! ~~L~;:o S=~~~· I POETRY I SANTA MIINICAo CA: MONENTIIN PRESS, 197a 0 

MIJRt~~;T~~~~~O v;;!::!c::e~:, A t!~~E~7~=~;TRYI 30 KANSAS POET So EOo Co Llllllo LAWRENCE, KANSAs: 

=~=~~~: ~~~N~~~~~~A~~~ ~~ES~~~~!:Sp~:~ !iHCRT STORIES) VIKINGo 76 IOECEMBER 1979), 
34 , IIRYo CPOETRY) VILLAGE MAGAZINe, INOVEM8ER tq791o 

MDRR~~:2~:NE ELINIIR, MISS LUCY LEE BI<CIIIN SAGAo IPIII:;TRYI ALCHE:MtST REVIEtoo 3 I SPRING 
19791

, 

MDRRELo .JANE ELINOR, HAIL ANII RICE, !POETRY) MISSISSIPPI VALL 

MORR~:;9~~H~7~:7!~E AUTOBIOGRAPHY; MY CHILOAEN•s BCOKo (PDETI<~~ =~~!~~~ :E~~=~N;3~~~~!~E~7 • 
I MORRIS, WRIGHT,), CEREHONY AT L.DNE TRi:;E AND BADLANDS' THE ST 

~;~:~~: BY MECHANNo GIWIY BAOWNo (CRITICISM! PRAI~IE SCHO:~=~A~~E7s~::~RA~~7!~: NEBRASKA 

(MOI<~~!:.u::!G~!;!;,F~~~ EDITIONS OF WRJGHT IIORRlSo (BIBl.IOGRAPHYI BANCROFTlANAo NO, 71 

(MDR.RISo WRIGHT,). THE FEMALE TRANSFORMATION: THE RilLE OF WONE;N IN Tlllll NOVEL 
MOARISo 8Y ALBERSo RANDALL K, ICRITlC!SMI PRAIRIE SCHCONE S BY IIIRIGHT 

(IIIIARISo WRIGIITolo WRJGIIT MORRIS: THE METAPHYSICS OF HOMEo BYR~ 53 (SUMMER 19791o 95-llSo 
ICRJTICISMJ PRAIRIE SCHIIONERo !:i 3 (SUMNER l'll 791 , 

121
_

54
, EINSTEINo RAYMOND Lo 
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MOSELEY, ANN SEE CATHEAo IIIILLAo 
MOSESo Wo Ro THE BAT; S.U..UTE; lllG DAM, CPOETAY) 30 KANSAS POETS, EDo Do LOIIIo L.O.IfRENCEo 

KAI<ISAS: COTTONWOOD RI<VU!III PRESSo l979o 61-62o 
MOTLEYo WILLARD. THE DIARIES OF IIIIU.AIIO MDTLEYo EOo JEROME ICLINKOIIIIT.Zo CAUTOIIIOGRAPH'I'I AIIESo 

lA: IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY PRI::SSo 1979o 
(MOUNTAIN WOLF IIIOMANo)o THE FULLNESS OF LIFE IN MOUNTAIN '.OLF IIIOMANo BY SMITHo IIIIU.IAM Fo JRo 

((:RJTICISMI GREAT LA.KES RE\IIEIIo 6 I SUMMER 1979J. AQ-47o 
... URAYAMAo KIYOHIKO SEE OAEISERo THEODORE• 
MURPHTo JOHN J SEE CATHI:Ro WIU.Ao 
MYERSo KAREN MAGEE SEE CHESNUTTo O:::HARLES .. AODEt.l.o 
NAKAJUIAo KENJI SEE HEIUNGIIIAYo ERNESTo 
NEHIARDTo JOHN Go PATTERNS AND COINCIDENCES: A SEOUEL TO "AU. IS BUT A BEGINNING"• 

(AUTOBIOGRAPHYI COLUMBIA: UNIVERSITY CF MISSOURI PRESSo 1978o 
CN!HHARDTo .JOHN G.), .JOHN Go NEIHARDT AND TNE ANERICAN !;PICo !lY ALYo LUCU ... E Fo (CRITICISM) 

WESTERN AMERICAN LITERATUREo 14 (I•JNTER 19791. 309-25, 
NEINSTEINo RAYMOND L SEE MORRISo IIRIGHTo 
NELSON, .JAYo LINES UPON SEEING A DDMESYICAT!;O LOVER, IPOETRYI KANSAS QUARTERLYo ll 

(WINTER-SPRING I979lo SOo 
NELSONo R.O.YMOND S SeE t-.EMINGIIAYo alNESTo 
NELSONo RODNEY, DAKOTA POETS• (POETRY! NORTH DAKOTA HISTORY, 46 (SPRING 1979lo 29• 
NEM!;ROVo HOII.O.RDo THE THREE TOWNS, I POETRY) GEORGIA REVIEW, 33 (FALL 197Sl o S30o 
C"EMEROVo HOW.O.ROolo AN INTERVIEW IIIlTH HOII.O.RO NEMEROVo !lY SILETo CHARLES Lo Po (INTERVIEWio 

(CRITICISM) POET liND CRITICo II 11979), 3S-38o 
I"EMalOVo HOIIAROol. HOIIARO NEMEROV IN STo LOUIS: .o.H lNTERVIEWo BY L.O.BRIEo ROSSo (INTERVIEIIIo 

!CRITICISM) SCUTHERN REVIEW, 15 (.JULY 1979lo 605-16o 
NEWLINo PAULo IT HAD TO BE II WON.O.No (NOVELl BRI.O.RC...IFF MANORo NY: STEIN liND DAYo 1979o 

INIDIIESTio 
NEWMAN, p, So STAINEO (;LASSo (POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY, 11 (SUMMER 1979lo 2D-2lo 
NEWMAN, S.O.DIE SEE BELLOW, SAUL. 
NIEH.O.NN, ERNESTo !lLACK GLAND. IPOETRYI CDTTCNWOOD REVIEW, NOo 21 !FALL 1979), 10o 
NILSENo HELGE NIIRNANN SEE BELLIIWo SAULo 
NORRISo KAT~EENo THE MIDDLE OF THE WORLD; FOCUSo IPOETRYI A GEIIGRAPHY CF POETSo EDo Eo FIELOo 

NEll YORK: BANTAM BOCKS, 1979o 24D-41o 
O'CtNNIIRo PHILIP Fo STEALING HOMEo (NOVEL) NEll YORK: KNOPFo 1979o IOHIO)o 
O'MALLEY, ENANUELA SISTER. EJCOOUSo (POETRY! 30 KANSAS POETSo EOo Do LOIIo LAIIRENCEo KANSAS: 

COTTONIIOOO REVIEW PRESSo 1979, 63o 
IIEHLSCHLAEGERo FRITZ H SEE GIIRLIINO, HAMLII'o 
IIEHLSCHLAEGERo FRITZ H SEE LEWISo SINCLAIRo 
OEHLSCHLAEGERo FRITZ H SEE SHERMANo STUART Po 
OLDKNOWo ANTHONY, SPANISH LAOIE;So (POETRY I MINNESOTA REVIEIIIo 12 (SPRING 1979lo 48-49. 
OLDSEYo BERN.\RD SEE HEMINGWAY, ERNESTo 
COLSON, TOBY,), TOBY OLSON: NAPS OF THE TONGUE, BY CONTOSKio VICTOR .. CBIOGRAPHY),{CRITICISNJ 

PAINTED BRIDE QI.IARTERLYo S 11979lo 11-21, 
OPOAHLo KEITH M SEE CLENENSo SAMUEL Lo 
ORGANo DENNIS SEE HE>UNGIIIAYo ERNEST, 
PAOYo DCNALO EDITORS SEE BE.O.SECKERo ROBERT 
PAGEo TllNo PRAIRIE STORM, (POETRY! FOIILKILLERo 4 (SPRING 1979lo 7• 
PALUNBOo OENNISo CITY lARS, !NOVELl NEll YORK: BANTAM BOOKSo 1979, (CHICAGOo lLLINOISio 

CILLINDIS),(SCIENCE FICTlONio 
PARINio .JAY SEE ROETHKEo THEODOREo 
PARKIN-SPEERo DIANE SEE HEINLEIN, ROBERT Ao 
PARKS, Bo K SEE CATHERo WILLAo 
PASEKo NYA KERNo NIG!H WALKo (POETRY) OF SEA AND SHOREo 9 (.JANUARY 19791o 21So 
PASE:Ko MYA KERNo SOMETHING IS IIIRONGo !POETRY) ARTS OF STo LOUISo 8 IOCTOBER 1979lo 2B• 
PASEK, NYA KERN, IOORO PAINTER• (POETRY! !lAKEWELLo ENGLAND: HUE! PUBLICATIONS, 1979, 
PAYLINo .JOLIE• NELS OS!<AR• (NOVELl ANES: IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESSo l'i79o (MICHIGANio 

(MICHIGAN'S UPPal PENINSULAio 
PAYLINo .JOLIE. THE GILL NETTERSo (NOVELl HILLSOALEo Ml: HILLSDALE EOUCAlHlNAL PUBLISHERS, 

t979o !MICHIGAN), 
PEAVLER, TERRY .J SEE HEMINGWAY, ERNESTo 
PENNo RICK ANO KUBACHo DAVID E:OSo SEVEN LAKE SUPERIOR POETSo (POETRY! ASHLANOo Wll !lEAR CULT 

PRESSo 197'i. 
PESETSKYo BEJTEo THE ECONCMIST, IPOETAY) KANSAS QIJ.lRTERLYo II (WINTER-SPRING 1979), 107-13, 
PETEII:SONo ELIZABETH, THE LESSilNo (POETRY! KANSAS llUAATEALYo II (WINTER-SPIUNG 1979), 180, 
PETRAKISo HARRY MARKo NICK THE GREEK. (NOVELl GARDEN ClTYo NYl OOUBLEDAYo 1979o ICHICAGOo 

ILLINIIIS) , (ILLINOIS! o 
PETROSKI, CATHERINE• BEGHINING, CSHORT STORIES! OYEZ REVIEWo NOo 7 1197<;), 23-27o 
PETRIISKlo CATHERINE, THE EPITHET MAKER. (SHORT STIIRIESI PIECESo 1(1) 1979o 9-13o 
PETROSKio CATHERINE • .JOHN GARONER AND THE SUNMER GAROENo !SHORT STORIES! HAVING BEEN THERE, 

EO, Ao LU!<So NEW YCRK: SCRIBNER'S, 1979o J6-42o 
PETRIISKio NENRYo CHAIRS, IPOETRYI WHITE WALl.So NO• 3 !AUTUMN 1979), 2-Jo 
PETROSKio HENRY. CONIC SECTIONSo IPIIETRYI AGAINST INFINITY: AN ANTHIILOGY CF CONTEMPORARY 

MATHEMATICAL. PDETRYo E:Oo Eo ROBSON AND .Jo WIMP. PARKER FORO, PA: PRIMARY PRESSo 1979o 

PETROSKI, HENRY. GEOOEo I POETRY) SEEMSo NOSo 11-12 C 19791 • 1-2, 
PETAOSKlo HENRY. HIIRSE GIRLo !POETRY) THE POETRY OF HORSESo EDo Wo COLE, I'EW YORK: SCRISNERo 

1979, 114. 
PETRDSKio HENRYo PROFESSOR Z INTROOUCES PROFESSIIR Ao IPOIHRY) POETRYo 133 IFEBRU.O.RY 1979)o 

278o 
PETROSKio HENRY, SO THIS IS POETRY; FAILURE CRITERION. (POETRYI POETRY "OW, 5(11 1979o 32-JJo 
PETROSKlo HENRYo TRY SHEETo (POETRY I MICKLE STREET REVIEWo NO, I (1979lo 
PETRYo ALICE HALLo UNIV!;RSAL. AND PARTICULAR: THE LOCAL-COLOR PHENIJMENON RECONSIOEREOo 

ICRITICISMI AMERICAN LITERARY REALISM, 187D-1910o 12 I SPRING 19791. 111-126, 
POLio MICHEL S!;E GASSo WILLIAMo 
POWELL, ENID LE:VINGalo ONCE UPON A TIMEo !SHORT STORIES! SIGNo 58 (JUNE 19791o 40-41o 
POIELLo ENIO LEVINGERo OMMISSIONSo (SHORT STORIES) OVERTURES, 1(1) 1979o 73-76o 
POWELLo ENIO LEVI"GERo DEPENOENCE; CHECK PO(NTo (POETRY) CARLETON MISCELLANY, 17 (IIIINTEFI 

1979-Bo. 
POIIE;LLo ENID LEVINGERo .JOCASTA SPEAKS. {POETRY I RHINOo 2(21 1979o 21o 
POWELLo ENIO LEVINGERo SALT: THE TESTo !POETRY) COLORADO OUARTERLYo 27 (WINTER 1979lo 12So 
POWELLo ENID LEVINGERo SRCKEN SPELLS. I SHORT STORIES I STo ANTHONY'S MES5ENGERo B7 !AUGUST 

19791 o 40-44o 
POW!;RSo IIILLIANo WE PAODLEO THE NORTHERN, (POETRY) GREAT LAKES REVIEW• 5 !WINTER 1979), 75o 
PRASHEK• .J.O.NES Lo THE NURNBERGERS IN DAKOTA: A FAIULY BIIIGRAPHYo !BIOGRAPHY I NORTH DAKOTA 

HISTORY, 46 (FALL 19791o 9-19o 
PRICEo NANCYo AN ACCOMPLISHEO WOMAN, (NOVEL) NElli YORK! CIIWARDo •cCANN A"O GEDHEGANo 1979. 
PRINUSo .JANE;. DAVIS• TO PROPAGATE, (POETRY! LYRICAL lOWAo 34 11979Jo 22• 

l 
! 
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PRIMUS, .JANE OAVISo WINGS, (POETRY) !;LOORA, lA! SERVICE PRINTo 1979, 
PUGHo CHARI.ESo THE HOSPITAL PLOT• (NOVELl PORT IIASHINGTONo NY: AS~EY BCOKSo 1979, (CHICAGOo 

ILLINOISJ ,(ILLINOIS), 
PURDY, .JAMESo TWO PLAYSo (ORAMAl O.O.LLASo TX! NEW LONOON PRESS, 1979, 
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RACH.O.L, PATRICIA, FOR A.NNE! UKE MICHIGAN IN FAU...; FROM .0. !lESTIARYo (POETRY) SOUTHERN REVIEW, 
15 (SPRING 1979), 3B7-94 0 • 

RAYo CAVIOo AND HIS OJC BABE, (SHORT STORI!:Sl NEW LE.TTERSo "*S !SUMMER 1979lo 193-209;.. 
RIIYo DAVID, AT THE HELSIINo IPIIETRYI POETRY NOWo 4(31 1979o 
RAY, OAVIOo BASKIN'S WOODEN ANGELo I POETRY) ASCENT, FAU... I979o 
RAYo C~VIDo EXTREME UNCTION IN PA, (POETRY) N£11 l-ETTERS, .. 6 (WINTER 197'i-IIO), 106o 
RAYo llAVIOo FA"tHERo 1941. (POETRY) R!;LIGIOUS hUMANISM, 13 (IIIINTER 1979), 4lo 
RAYo ~~~:~~· FOR GARY GILMORE; HEAVEN IIITH A GUN. (POETRY) GREENFIELD REVI£11, 7 !SPRING-SUMNER 

RAYo OAVIDo FOR NY WIFE, IPOETRYJ GREEN NOUSEo SPRING 1979o 
RAY, ·DAVIO, IN THE ORPHANAGE; ALL NIGHT DINER; CN AN EMPTY MAILBOJC; FOR AUNT RUTH: f!EATRICE; 

THE CONFERENCE: A FRAGMENT; AFTER VDZNESENSKY: NATURE POET; IIALKING HONE THROUGH THE 
CEMETARY; FOUR FOR THE SHARKS; SONNET TO SEA!lROOK; PROPOSITIONS OF VAr. GOGH; THE 
PUBLIC OPINICN SPOT; THE CENOTE AT CHICHEN ITZA; THE TRAINING BRA, !POETRY I FIVE 
MISSOURI POETS, EOo .J, I!ARNES, KIRKSVILLEo NO! CHAIUTON REVIEI PRESSo 1979o 

RAYo llAVIDo SONNET TO SEABROOK, IP1JETRY) NASSACHUSETTS REVIEIIIo 20 (SUMMER 1979lo 25Bo 
RAY, OAVIOo THE THIRTIES: STOPPING AT MUNAo I POETRY) VIRGINIA QUARTERLY REVIEIIo 55 !SPRING 

1979), 30io 

RIIYo DAVID, THE WOMAN WHO IS LIKE A PEPPER: LEIIIS HINE 0 S PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE ENPIRE STATEo 
(POETRY) GEORGIA REVIE;W, 33 (fALL 1979). 660-61. 

RIIYo OAVtO .. VIETNAM, !POETRY) AMERICAN POETRY REVIEW, B CNOVEMBER-OECENBER 19791. 
RAYMER, JOHk 0 SEE ALGRE"• NELSON, 
REAROCN, JIIANo POETRY BY A.ERICAN IIIOMENo 190D-197So A BIBLIOGRAf>HYo CBIBLIOGRAPkYI,(POETRYI 

METUCHEN, N.J! SCARECFiCW PRESSo 1979, 
REESo DANIEL Go BI..OOO ANO RIICK ANO INK AND IIOCOo (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLYo II (IIINTER-SPRING 

1979lo 105, 
REES, OANIELo MUCH TO MY CREDIT, (POETRY! KANS.O.S QUARTERLY, II (SUNNER 19791, 99o 
REITER, LORA, GROWING UP FEMALE, (POETRY) 30 KANSAS POETSo EO. Do LOIOo LAIIRENCEo XANSAS: 

COTTCNWODD REVIEII PRESS, 1979o 64-6S• 
RENSN!;R, NICHAE;L, SPOCNS; WALKING NIGHT IN LAIIIRENCEo KANSAS. (POETRY) CCTTONWIIOO REVIEW, NOo 

21 (FALL 1979lo 20-21, 
REVELlo PETER SEE OUNBARo PAUL LAURENCE, 
REW.O.o MICHAEL SEE .JUSTICEo DONALD. 
RHODES, RICHARO, LOOKtr.G FOR AMERICA: A WRITER'S ODYSSEY. fESSAYSl GARDEN CITY, NY: OOUBLEOAYo 

197 .... 

RICHAROS, NELAN!Eo SUNRISE! THE DISTANCE TI-E STORK FLIES, (POETRY I SING HEAVENLY MUSEo NO, 3 
!SPRING l'i79), 

RICHAROSo NELANIEo THE DISCOVERY OF STARS! CONVENT EVENING; SPHINX, !POETRY) ALEMB,IC, NQ, 4 
(1979), 1B-20. 

RICHARDS, MELANIE, THISTLES; PONEGRANATESo I POETRY) ASPEN ANTHOLOGY, NO. B !FALL 1979lo 65, 
RIGGIIIo T!iOMAS P SEE OREISER, THEClOOREo 
RIVERS, .JIM Wo FROM ThE CHICAGO NIITEBOOK: NEMIIRIES OF THE SOUTH SlOE. (POE;TRY) PEORIAo ILl 

SPDt.N RIVER POETRY PRESSo 1979, (CHICAGO, ILLINOISI,(ILLINOISJ, 
ROBERTSONo .JANES 0 SEE Lit<CCLNo AERAH~M. 
RODGERSo AUOREY T SEE CRANEo H.\RTo 
IIOQGERSo AUDREY T SEE ROETHI<Eo THEODORE, 
IROETHKEo THEOOORE AND IlL Yo ROBERT,), THE FIERCE ENERACE; A STUOY OF CCNTEMPORARY AMERIC.O.N 

POETRY. BY MOLESWORTH, CHARLES, (CRITICISM) COLUNBIA! UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI PRESS, 
1979. 

IROETHKEo THEODORE,), THEOOQRE ROETHKEl AN AMERICAN ROMANTICo BY PARINio .JATo (BIOGRAPHY) 
AMHERST! UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESSo 1979, 

IROETHKEo THE;OOORE,J, ROETHKE 0S "I KNEIO A WOMAN"• BY MCCAWLEY, OWIGHT Lo ICRITICISNI 
E:u>LICATORo 37 (SPRir.G 1979lo 10-llo 

IRDETHKEo THEIJDOREo)o THE UNIVERSAL DRUM: DANCE IMAGERY'" THE POETRY OF ELIOT, CRANE, 
ROETHKEo AND WILLIAMS, BY ROOGERSo AUDREY To (CRITICISN) UNIVERSITY PARK: 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESSo 1979, 

(IIDETHKEo THEOODREolo ROETHKE'S "00l.0R"• BY WESTFAI..Lo JEFF, ICRITICISMI EJCPLICATORo 37 
I SPRING 19791 o 2~-21. 

(RIIETHKEo TKEODOREolo THE UNITY OF THE GREENHOUSE SEQUENCE: RIIETHK!;.'S PCRTRAIT OF THE ARTIST, 
BY SPANIERo SANDRA WHIPPLE, (CRITICISNI CCNCERNING POETRY, 12 (19791 0 S3-60o 

IROETHKEo ThEODORE,), ROETHKE 0S "I KNEW A WONAN"o BY HENRY, NATo (CRITICISM! EJCPLICATOR, JB 
!FALL 1979), 17-18, 

ROOTo .JUDITH Co !li.ACKBERRI!;S LIVE HERE! WINTER IN CALIFORNI.O.o I POETRY) ICA"SAS QUARTERLYo 11 
!FALL 1979), 13D-3lo 

RllSELIEPo RAYMOND. FIREFLY IN MY EYECUP, (POETRY) BATTLEGROUND• tr.: HIGH-CliO PRESSo 1979. 
RCSELIEPo RAYMOND. SKY IN NY LEGSo !POETRY) LACROSSE, 1111: .JUNIPER PRE;.SSo 1979, 
RCSELIEPo RAYMOND. THE STILL POINT, I POETRY) MENOMINEE, WI! UZZANO PRESSo I979, 
[RIJSENFELOo PAUL,), FRCM EAST-SIDE TO SOUTH-SIDE WITH LOVE: THE FRIENOSHIP OF SHERWOOO 

ANDE;RSON ANO PAIA.. RIISENFELO, BY A"DERSONo DAVID Oo (CRITIClSMI MIDWESTERN MISCELLANY, 
7 11-.791. •1-s5. 

ROSHWALOo MOROE'CAio OILY ENTERPRISE, (POETRY I NINNESOTA DAILY• Bl (29 .JUNE l'i79), So 
ROSSo OANA FULLER, NEBRASKA, (NOVELl NEW YORK: BANTAM, 1979o IMISSOURiloiNEBRASK.O.J, 
ROSSo SAN, IlNDY CITYo !NOVEL) NEW YORX: PUTNANo 1979 0 (CHICAGO, ILLINOISioiiLLINIIISio 
ROULSTOt.o ROBERT SEE HALLo JAMES NDRMANo 
RUSSELLo HERB SEE MASTERS, EOGAR LEE, 
RUSSEI..Lo HERB SEE NASTERSo EOGAR LEE ANO AOAMSo FRANKLIN p, AND OERLETH, AUGUST, 
SAlSER, NARGE, THREE LOVE POENSo (PO!;TRYI KANSAS OUARTERLYo 11 !WINTER-SPRING 1979lo 163o 
SALZMANo .JACK SEE ANDf<RSCI'<o SHERWOOD, 
lSANOEIURGo CARlo "•CCNLIGHT DRIES NO NITTENS"; CARL SANDBURG RECONSIDERED, BY HOFFNANo O.O.NIELo 

!CRITICISM) OUARTERLY .JOURNAL OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESSo 36 (IIINTER 1979), 4-17, 
(SANDBURG, CARLo)o CARL SANDBURG ANO THE UNIIETl!i:RMINEO LANDo BY OUFFEYo BERNARO, (CRITICISJCI 

CENTENNIAL REVtEWo 23 (SUMNER 1979Jo 29S-303o 
(SANOBURGo CARL,), CARL SANOBURG REMEMBERED. BY SUTTONo WILLIAM Ao (BIOGRAPHY) NETUCHENo N.J: 

SCARECROW PRESS, l979o 
ISANOBURGo CARLo), THE POPULAR IIRITERo PROFESSORSo AND THE MAKING OF A RI!PUTAHON: THE CASE 

OF CARL SANDBURG, BY FERLA:ZZOo PAULo (CRITICISM) NIOAMERICA 6 11979lo 72-7Bo 
SCHAAPo .JAMES Co SIGN OF A PROMlSE ANO OTHER STORIES, (SHIIRT STORIES) SIOUJC CENTERo lA: DOROT 

COLLEGE PRESS, 1979o 
SCHAEFER, TE:Oo THE ESTUARY: GRAPEFRUIT; VET 10 THE VoA• S~INKo (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLYo 11 

(SUMNER 1979lo 3B-39, 
SCHAONNDRSTo GARY SEE HOWELLSo WILLIAM DEAN, 
SCHEELo MARK SEE HEMINGWAYo ERNEST, 
SCHEELo .AR!<o CREEK CIIDSSINGo CPOElRY) HERITAGE OF KANSAS, 12 I SPRING 1979lo 21-22 .. 
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SCHf:ELEo AOYo ICE STORM Ul LATI! HOVEitiJER; O .. KQTA OURI.U.o IPOETRVI PRAUUE SCilOOHI;:Ro 53 IF.lU... 

SCHO~:~:!~, 2!~;l'~~o A HE• PAGE: 13 LOVE POEMS IN THE CONTaiPDRARV IOIOMo (POETRY I COL.UHBUSo 
OH: TttE AUTiiORo 1<;79• 

sCHOONDVERo AMY .JOo A SONNET SAMPLER. (POETRY) PEDIUAo JL: SPOON RIVER POETRY PRESSo 1979o 
SCHDIINOVEI<Io AMY JO, STONEHENGEo IPDETII.YJ LACUNAo 3 I SPRING 1979lo So 
SCHOONDVEAo AMY JOo RECOVERY RDOito !POETRY) PTERANOOONo lUI 1979o 38o 
SCHOONDVERo ,lMY JOo I ACCUSE MYSELF; QUIETLY ANIO SCENERY! UHCDMPASSEOo IPOETR't) ENCOREo 14 

(FALL 19791. lAo 2lo 23• 
SCHDONOVERo AMY J(l, IIETIIPHOR (OF A POET IN THE SCHOOLSio (PIIETRTI PEN TIDMANo SA (MAY 19791. 

"· SCHOONOVERo 
SCHOONOVERo 
SCHOONIIVEAo 
SCHDONOVERo 

AMY JQ, LOVE'S COOlCILo (POETRY) LYRICo 59 (WINTER 1979)o 12o 
AMY JOo PRO ARfiSo (POETRY I PURPDSEo I APRIL 19791 o II• 
AMY JO, MY FRIEND THE POETo (POETRY) SPOON RIVER OUARTERLYo 4 (WJNTI!R 1979lo 
AMY JOo THE MOON IS MY TUTOR. (POETRY) PIVOTo 6(29Blo 1979o 30o 

... 
SCHDONOVEAo AMY JOo MOOD FR.t.HC.o\ISEo IPOET/n'} SPOON RIVER QUARTERLYo 4 (SPRING 1979lo ,l!)o 
SCHORNHORSTo GARY SEE THCI'IPSONo MAURICEo 
SCHUFF, KAREN Eo GLADNESS GREENS ANOTHER SEASONo (POETR'fl BARDIC ECHOESo 20 (MARCH 1979lo 2l• 
SCHUFF, KAREN Eo HALF PAST INNOCENCE;. (POETRY) PEGASIJS (FALL-MINTER 1919lo l3o 
SCHUFF, KAREN Eo OF .JUNE I SINGo IPOETRYI CHARLESTON, ILl PRAIRIE POET BOOI<So 1979o 
SCHUFFo KAREN £, TO AN ADOLESCENT SONo (POETRY) PENINSULA POETSo 34 (SECOND QUARTER 1919lo 14, 
SCHUFF, KAREN Eo IIIlTH APOLOGIES TO EMILY OICKENSONo CPOETRYI .JEAN'S JOIJRNALo 16 I APRIL 1979lo .,. 
SCliUFFo KARENo 0 TARRY WINTER, !POETRY) .JEAN'S JOURNAl.o Hi (FEBRUARY 1979lo 42o 
SCHULTZo LUCILLE M SEE CLEMENSo SAMUEL Lo 
SCULLY, JAMESo MAY OAYo (POETRY I MINNESOTA REVli!Wo ll (FALL 19191. 5--7, 
SEATONo BEVERLY SEE CATHEI'IWOODo MARY liARTIIELL AND DORSEYo GEORGE ANOSo 
SEATONo BEVERLY SEE DORSf'Yo GEORGE ANCSo 
(SEELEYo MABELolo A SENSE OF PROPERTY: MIDWEST AND MONEY IN THE NOVELS CF MABEL SEELEY. BY 

CLARK, So Lo (CRITICISM! GREAT LAKES REVIEIIo 6 (SUMMER 1919lo 24-.36, 
SENNETT, JOiiNo DIVE TO THE BDTTDMl IS NOT OAIIINl SHE'S THE NAME OF SILENCE; MY GUITAR ECiiOES A 

MOLF IN THE FQREST UNDER STARSl CROll TRAIN BLUESo !POETRY I MAGIC CHANGESo NCo 1 
(DECEMBER 1979lo ZOo 24o lBo SZ, BBo 

SHARPo MARILYN. SIJNFLOIIERo !NOVEL) NEW YORK: Ro MAREKo 1979o 
S~-EARo WALTER SEE CLEMENSo SAMUEL Lo 
SHEPARD, NEILo FATHER POEMSo !POETRY I BALTIC AVENUI! POETRY JOURNALo NCo 1 I SPRING-SUMNER 

1979lo 12-l4o 
SHEPARDo HElLo THE SROTKERHODO OF I'ANDSo IPDETRYI PHANTASNo NO• 20 (197o;), 
ISHERMANo STUART Polo SINCLAIR LEIIIISo STUART PRATT SHERNANo AND THE IIRITING OF ARROIIISMITI'o BY 

OEHLSCHLAEGERo FRITZ Ho (CRITICISM! RESOURCES FOR AMERICAN LITERARY STUDIESo 9 
!SPRING 1979), 24-30o 

SHIREo KEHTo EARTH CHANGES• (POETRY) GREAT LAKES REVIEIIo 5 IWINTEA 1979lo 77, 
SHUMIIIAYo IIARYo SEHINO PLOII AND WEATHER: A POET IN THE I'IELOo (ESSAY I WISCONSIN ACADEMY RJ;;VIEih 

25 !JUNE 19791o 111-19, 
SHUMWAY, MARYo BUAIAL GROUNOI NOT YOUA RDSEo NRo EI...IOTo (POETRY I NDRTHEASTo SERo 3 (SPRING 

1<;791, 14-ISo 
SHUMIIAYo MARY. TRANSITlONo (POETRY) WISCONSIN ACADEMY REVIEIIIo 25 (JUNE 1979lo ZOo 
SIEGELo ROBERTo PI'ONIESl KILMARTIN STONES; MOUNDl SUMAC. IPOETRYI PRAIRIE SCHOONEAo 53 (FALL 

lo;79Jo Z19-23o 
SIEGE:Lo ROBERTo SOli NOCNo (POETRY) NEll YORK OUAIHERLYo NOo 25 (1979lo 61• 
SIEGELo RDSERTo SUBMARINEo (POETRY) Nl<ll ENGLAhD REVIEWo 2(21 1979o 192. 
SIKES, SHIRLEYo SAVING GRACI!So !SHORT STORIES) KANSAS QUARTERLY, II llllhTER-SPRING 1979), 

53-61. 
SILETo CHARLES Lo P SEE NEMEROVo HDIIARDo 
SINAKo CLIFFORD Do fHE WISITORSo PART 2o !SHORT STORII<SI ANALOGo 99 INDVENBER 19791o 611-130o 

(MINNESOTAioiLONE PINEo IIINNESOTAloiSClENCE FtCTIONio 
SIMAKo CLIFFORD Do THE VISITORSo PART lo (SHORT STORIES! ANALOGo <;9 IOCTOSER 1979lo 10-79, 

(IIINNESOT AI, (LONE PINEo MINNESOTA I o ISCJI!NCE FICTION! • 
SIMAKo CLIFFORD Do THE VISITORSo PART 3, I SHORT STORIES) ANALOGo 119 (DECEMBER 1979lo 7B•135o 

IMINNESDTAioCLONE PINEo IIINNESDTAJoiSCIENCE FICTIONio 
S1110No LINDA SEE WILDERo THORNTONo 
SKAGGSo PEGGY SEE CHOPINo KATE• 
SKEENo ANITAo AUTUMN AFTERNOON IN 061!RL!No OHIOi THE BACK FENCE; NY YOUhGER BIIDTHER SITS 

PLAYING HARD ROCI<o (POETRY) lO KANSAS POETSo EO• Do LOI!Io LAWRENCE, I<ANSAS! 
COTTONIIOOD REVIEII PRESSo 1979o 66-611o 

SLATEo IIDNo THE PURPLE LIG.HTo (POETRY) GEORGIA REVIEW, 33 (FALL l\179)o 658-59• 
SLOANEo DAVID Eo E SEE CLEioiENSo SAMUEL Lo 
SMITiio RAYo OLD POSSUMo (POETRY! SOUTHERN HUMANITIES REVIEW, ll (JAI<UARY 1979)o 77o 
SMITHo RAYo THE SECOND PC.NOo (POETRY! SUPERIORo 111: KIRK PRESSo 1979o 
SMITHo WILLIAM Fo JR SEE MoOUNTAIN IIOLF IIOioiANo 
SOBINo Ao Go THE DIETo (POETRY) K.o\NSAS OUARlERLYo II (IIINTER-SPRIHG 19791o 4B-49o 
SOIIINo Ao Go THE WINTER SKYi PROPPING UP BODIES TO FOOL THE INDIANSo IPOETRYI 30 KANSAS POEfSo 

EOo Q, LOWo LAIIRENCEo KANSAS: COTTCJNIIOOO REVIEII PRESSo 1979o 69-71o 
SOBINo TONYo TilE STRAIIBERRY HUNTEIIS; WE DECIOE TO 00 A PORNO MDVI Eo IPOI!TRYI POETRY HOllo 

(JANUARY 1979). 
SONNICHSENo Co Lo FROM HOPALONG TO HUOl THOUGHTS ON WESTERN FICTIONo ICRITICISMI COLLEGE 

STATION: TEI<AS A AND II UNIVERSITY PRESSo 1<;711• 
SORRELLSo HEI..ENo SKY IN AUGUSTo IPOETRYI PRAIRIE SCHODNERo 5l !SUMMER 19791o 72• 
SOUTHIIICI<o MARCIAo A BURJAl.o GREEN, (POETRY) GEORGI,o\ REVIEIIo 33 (SPIUNG 1979lo 152o 
SPANGLERo GEORGE M SEE OREISERo THEODORE. 
SPANIERo SANOII:A IIIKIPPLE SEE ROETHKEo THEOODREo 
SPENCERo LAVYRLEo THE FULFILLMENT• (NOVEL) NEW YORK: AVON BOOKS, 1979o ININNESOTAio 

I BROWERVILLE• MINNESOTA! o 
SPENCER, AOSS Ho THE REGGIS ARNS CAPERo (NOVELl NEll YORK: AVON BOOKSo 1979o (CHICAGO), 

(ILLJNOISlo 
SPENCER, SCOTTo ENDLESS LOVE• (NOVELl NElli YORK: KNOPFo 1979o ICHICAGQ), 
SPIKEo PAI.I..o THE NIGHT LETTER. INDVEL) NEW YORK! PUTNAMo 1979o (NICHIGANio 
ST VINCENT, EOIIJN SEE MACLEISHo ARCHIBALDo 
STACH, CARLo IIHEN I LEAliE YOU TODAY, !POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLYo II (SUMNER 1979)o 73o 
STAYOLA .. c,THOMAS J SEE FlTZGERALOo Fo SCOTTo 
STEFANILEo FELIX• IIOYAGES TO THE lNLANO SEA VIII: ESSAYS AND PDENSo IESSAYS)olPOETRYI 

LACROSSEo III: CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY POETRYo MURPHY LlBRARYo UNIVERSITY OF 
lllSCONSlN-LA CROSSfo 1979o 

STEGNERo WALLACE, RECAPITUI...ATIONo (NOVELl NEll YORK: DDUBLE.OAY 1979, 
STEINo RITA. A LITERARY TOUR GUIDE TO THE UNITED STATES: IIEST AND MIOIIESTo (BIOGRAPHYio 

I BIBLIOGRAPHY) NElli YORK! JoiORRDIIo l979o 
STREETo DOUGLAS Do BAND'S OPERA HOUSI!i THE CULTURAL HUB OF CRETEo U11'1'-19Q0o (Af!T AND 

I..ITERATURE) NEBRASKA HISTORY, 6Q !SPRING 19791o !i8-76o (NESRASKA}o(CRETEo NEBRASKA)o 
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STRICK• IV1'o SCOT FREEo (NOWELl NEll YORIO:! TAPLJNG.ERo 1979o (MIOIIEST)o 
STRONKS, JAMES 8 SEE GARLANDo HAMLIN• 
STRUTHERSo ANN SEE BROCKSo GIIENOOLYN, 
STUMPo ROGER, FEAR. IPOETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLYo 11 (SUMNER 1979)o 21. 
SUTT~:;9~~R~~i,SWEDISH LESSONS; KOREAN PORCELAIN, (POETRY) CAROLINA QUARTERLYo 31 (FALL 

SUTTONo IIIILLIAM A SEE SANOBURGo CARLo 
S~ANDERo MARYo SUCCE~SIONo !POETRY) ATHENS: UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIAo 1979o 
SIIENSONo KAREN, GOODIIYE DOROTHY GAYLE, (POETRY! PRAIRIE SCI100NERo 5l (SPRING 1979), Sl-57, 
SIIETS, ROIIERT Do FIRST THINGS, (POETRY! KANSAS OUARTERI...Yo 11 IWINTER-SPRING 19791o J94o 
SZYMANSKI, RONj\LOo THE MIDWEST, !SHORT STORIESloiPOETRYJ NEW YORK: SCRISNERo t979o 
TARG~~~s~7'~!;9~URV1VING ADVERSE SEASONSo I SHORT STORIES) CHAMPAIGN: UNJWERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

TARGANo BARRY. THE, EDITOR OF Ao (SHORT STQRJESI GEORGIA REVIEWo ll (FALL 1979Jo• 691-911o 
(TAT~~p~~E~,~~YA~;:J:A~5~N NINNEAPOLIS, BY KENTo flOBERTo (BIOGRAPHY) NEll BOSTON REVIEII, 4 

TAVERNIER-cOURBINo JACOUELINE SEE HDIIELLSo WILLIAM DEANo 
TAWNEYo ROSIN SEE KOOSER, TEDo 
TAWNEYo ROBIN, KANSAS; ThE MASTER OF BEGINNINGSo (POETRY I 30 KANSAS POETSo ED, Q, LOWo 

LAIIRENCE, KANSAS: COTTONIIOOD REVIEII PRESSo 1979, 72o 
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~:~~~:: i~~!~; !W~E~~~~~=:N~ :~M~:~L~•SNDIIo (POETRY! GREAT LAKES AEIIIEIIo !i IIIINTER 1979), 73, 

TERRY, MEGAN, SRAZIL FAOOo (DRAMA) OMAHAo NE: OMAHA MAGIC THEATREo 1979, 
TERRY, MEGAN, PRO GAMEo ICRAMA) OMAHA, NE: OMAHA MAGIC THEATRE, 1979o 

THOMoG~~=~~ :~~~:~~=R· LQI<G KNIFE, (NOVELl NEll YORK: AVONo 1979, INORTH.EST TERRITORYiolCLARKo 

THOMASo MARY ANN RUHI...o GOING AND COioiii<Go (PIJETRYJ GREAT LAKES REVIEIIIo 6 !SUMMER l979lo SB, 
THOM:~~~,J~:~~C~~~9~ASOLINE liARS; STORIES. ISHORT STORIES! URBANA! UNIVERSITY OF tU..INOIS 

(THOMPSONo MAURICEolo IIILLIAM DEAN tiOIIELLS AND MAURICE THOMPSON: AT WAR OVER REALISM. BY 
SCHORNHORSTo GARY. (CRITICISM} OLD NORTHWESTo 5 (FALL 19791o 291-l02o 

THOMPSON, ROBERT So IN LEW OFo !SHORT STOIUESI PHANTASM, 4 (SUMMER 1979Jo 14-ISo 
TCMPERTo ANNo CHARLOTTE AND CHARLES, (JUVENILE FICTION! NEW YORK: CRCWNo 1979o 
Tf;MPERTo ANNo THREE FOCLISH TALESo I JUVENILE FICTION! NEll YORK; CROWNo 1979o 
TRACHTENBERG, STAI<LEY ED SEE SELLOIIo SAUL, 
TREECE, PEGGY 6 SEE CATHERWOOOo MARY HARTIIELL, 

TRUD~~~~N~~N~!~;l ~D:~~~;:,PERFECT; THE LIGHT IN OUR BODIES, I POETRY! GEORGIA REVIEW, ll 

TI.IDOR, STEPHENo BENCH VICEo IPOETRYI KANSAS QUARTERLYo II (SUMMER 1979), 27o 
UPTO:;,_~~· MY OAUGtiTER KEEPS CRYING; MOURNERo (POETRY! GREAT LAKES REVIEioo 6 !SUMMER 197'l)o 

VALENTio PETER SEE FITZGERALD, Fo SCOTTo 
VALIANo MAXINE KENTo BLESSING AT KELLENBERGER ROAOo !POETRY} KANSAS QUARTERLY, 11 

(WINTER-SPRING 19791o 1211. 
VALIS, NOEL M SEE BRAOBURYo RAY, 

VAN VECHTENo CARLo "KEEP A-INCHIN' ALONG"; SELECTED IIRITI"<GS OF CARL VAl\ VECHTEN ABOUT BLACK 
ART AND LETTERSo EO, ERUCE KELLNER, (ESSAYS! IIESTPORTo CONN,; GREENIIOOO PRESS, !979o 

VAN IIINCKEL, NANCE, THIIOUGH IIATERl PARADISE IN IIRONZEo (POETRY! 30 KANSAS POETSo EOo Q, Low, 
LAIIIRENCEo KANSAS! COTTONWOOD REVIEII PRESSo 1979o 7l-75o 

VANDER MOLEN, ROBERT, GEORGIA. (POETRY) EPOCHo 29 IFALL 19791 0 9-llo 
VANO~~~~~~: JOHN. FOX FEED, I SHORT STORIES! MICHIGAN QUARTERLY REVIEWo IB (IIINTER 1979), 

VELI~;L:~~:A R;R;~;, A~:~:~AN ·!NOlAN LITERATURE: AN ANTHaL.OGYo (ESSAYS! NCRMAN: UNIVERSITY OF 

VINZo MARK EDo AN EXPLOSION OF WIHTE PETALS: AN ANTHOLoGY OF STUDENT PGETRY FROM THE 
MINNESOTA POETS IN ThE SCHDQLS PAOGRA.Mo 1976-79o {POETRY) STo PAULo liN: COMPASo 1979o 

VINZo MARKo A HARVEST, !POETRY) GEORGIA REVIEW, l3 IFALL 197<;1), 592o 
VCNNEGUTo KUI'!To JAILIHRDo INOVEI..J NEW YORK! OELACORTEo i979o 
IVONNEGUlo KURTolo A VCNNEGUT RARlSSIMAl A SUPPLEMENT TO HUDGENS AND TO PIERATT AND 

KLINKOWITZ, BY COHN, ALAN N, (CRITICISNl PAPERS OF THE BIBLIDGflAPHICAL SOCIETY OF 
AMERICAo 73 (JULY-SEPTEMBER 19791 0 365-66 0 

IVONNEGUT, KURTolo DESIGNER'S CHOICE IN CAPS CRADLE• BY WILLIAMSo MELVIN Go (CRITICISM! 
PAPERS OF THE BISLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AIIERICAo 73 (JUNE-SEPTEMBER 1979lo 366, 

(VONNEGUTo XURTo)o LONESCNE NO MORE: AN INTERVIEW WITH KURT VONN!;GUTo BY XLINKOWITZo JEROME, 
IINTEIIVIEII)o(BIOGRAPiiYI WASHINGTON POST BOCK IIIORLOo (2 SEPTEMBER t9791o z, 

IVONNEGUTo KURTo)o THE AESTHETICS OF ACCESSIBILITY! KURT VONNEGUT AND HIS CRITICSo BY IRVING, 
JOHNo ICRITICISMI NEll REPUBLICo 181 (22 SEPTEMBER 1979), 41•4<;. 

IVON~~~~!;RK~:~;!: :~NNEGUT'S CAY'S CRAOLEo B,it DOXEYo IIILLIAN So ~CRITICISNJ EXPLICATOR, 37 

VREU;~:l~:ANEo THE NARY MYSTERY, (SHORT STORIES) MICHIGAN QUARTERLY REVIE'Ih HI (WINTER 1979), 

IIAGDNERo OAWIO, IN BRCKEN COUNTRy; POEMS. !POETRY I BOSTON: LITTI.Eo BROIII<o 1979o 
IIAKOSKio CIANEo A COLLOQUY IIITH DIANE WAKCSKlo IIHT!;RVIEW),(CRITICISMI GYPSY SCHOLAR 6 

(SUMMER 19791, 61-7lo ' 

WAXOSKio OIANEo ON THE SUBJECT OP ROSES; BRACELETS, (POETRY} SOUTHERN REIIIEIIo IS !JANUARY 
1979) o llll-l9o 

IIAKOSKio DIANEo TROPiiiES, (POETRY) SANTA IIARBARAo CA: BLACK SPARRGW PRESS, 1979o 
IIIAK~~~~;.OIANEolo A COLLOQUY IiliTH DIANE IIAKDSKlo (INTERVIEW) GYPSY SCHOLAR, 6 ISUMMER 1979lo 

WALKERo NANCY SEE CHOPINo KATE, 

WALKER, ROBERT llo SUII-ZEROo !NOVELl NEW YORK: BELMONT-TOWER, 1979o (CHICAGOioiiLI..INOISJo 
WALKER, IIARREN So ANNUAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SHORT STORY FICTION, I BIBLIOGRAPHY I STUDIES IN SHORT 

FICTION, l6 (SUMNER 1979), 253-TIIo 
IIIALLACEo JONo PUBERTY. IPOETRYI KANSAS OUARTERLYo 11 IWINTER-SPRINGo 1979Jo 104. 
WALLACEo RONALD, AFTER BEING PARALYZED FRCM THE NECK DOliN FOR TWENTY YEARSo MRo WALLACE GETS 

A CHIN-OPERATED MOTORIZED IIIHEELCHA!Ro (POETRYJ SOU'IIESTERo 7 (SUMMER 1979)o 4D-41o 
WALLACEo RGNALOo DAYBREAK, (POETRY) POET AND CRITICo lOili J979o 22, 
WALLACEo RONALD, DI<CEMBERO AT THE OOLPHIN SliDIIo (POETRY) POEM, NCo 36 (JULY J979lo l• 
IIIALLACEo RONALDo EXHIBITIONISTo (POETRY) CARLETON MISCELLANY, 17 (SPRING J979lo 17Q-71o 
IIALLACE, RONALD• KITCtii!N COUNTERTOP! A TERRIBLE SDNNETo !POETRY) POULTRYo 1 (1979lo IQ, 
IIIALLACEo RONALD, LAPAROSCOI'Yo (POETRY} QUARRY llfSTo NOo 10 tl979)o ~O-Slo 
IIIAt.LACEo RClNALDo ON A MORNING LIKE THIS, I SHOULD HAllE GONE FISHII<GI TRIJMPETER•S 11QLIDAYo 

!POETRY) HIRAM PD!;TRY REIIJEW, NCo 26 (SPRING-SUMNER 1979), lSo 
WALLACEo RONALOo RHUIIARBo IPOETRY) H.Ot.LOW SPRING REVIEW OF POETRYo l(ll 1979o 24o 
WALLACE• RONALD. SALAMANDERSo (POETRY) SILVERf'lSH REVIEWo NDo I 11979} 0 tlo 
IIAI.L~~~= RONALD, STILLBORN; IIINTER SONGo !POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLYo II (MINTER-SPRING 191'9), 
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IIALL ... Ci;, RONIILDo THE> MAGICIAN'S LUNCHo (POETRY) CHARITON REVIEWo 5 U'AU. 1979lo 2~. 
IIALLACEo RONALOo THE f'Ac;TS OF LIFE. IPOETRY) MAIHSONo Ill: No PHlLLIPSo 1979, 
IIAU.ACEo RDNo\LOo THE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR'S NIGHTMARE. IPOETRYI UNIVERSITY GF WISI;DNSIN 

TEACHUIG FOFIUMo I (MARCH 19791. 8o 
IIALLACEo l<ONALOo WINTER SONG, !POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLVo II I WINTER-SPRING 1979lo ll5o 
MALLER, LESLIE• THE BRAVE Af40 THE FREE• (NOVELl NEW YORIO DEI...ACOIUEo 1979, IOHIOI.INEII EfUio 

OHIOJ. 
li ... LT!;:Ao KENNETHo HOLDING ON, (POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY, 11 UUNTER-SPIUt<G t9791o 194-95• 
lfldiRENo Fo EUGENE, CHRISTOORAPHIA 3So IPOETRY) CHRISTIANITY lODAYo 23 12 FEBRU ... RY 19791. 22o 
WARSAW, liUONEo CONQUEROR; TRIUMPH Sy OEFA~To IPOETRYI PENINSULA POETSo 34 IFIA$T DUARTER 

1'1179). 7, 13, 
IIARSAIIo IRENEo TO THEE I CLING, IPOETRT) AMERICAN LEGION MAGAZINE, (AUGUST 1979), 48o 
IIARSAW, IRENEo UNEARTHLY SENTIMENTS. (POETRY I PI!NINSI..N.A POETSo 34 (THIRD OUARTER 1979lo 19• 
IIARSAW, IRENE. WARILY liE liQLL Al..ONG, (POETRTI FRANCESTOIINo NH: GOLDEN QUILL PRESS, t979o 
IIATERMANo ARTHUR SEE GLASPELI..o SUSAN, 
IIATSON, CRAIGo .JUNE. IPOI>TRY) NICHIGAN QUARTERLY REVIEWo 18 (SUMM!R 197_91, 409-lOo 
WATSON, LAIIRENCE, IN A DARK TINEo (NOVELl NEW YORK: SCRIBNER, 1979o IMI"'NESOTAio 

(NYSTERY-DETI>CTION)o -
IIEBBo CHARLES Eo HERITAGE OF KANSAS; A .JOURNAL OF THE GREAT PLAINSo IPOI>TRYI 12 (SUMMER 1<;179), 

30-32o (.JANES WHITCOMB RILI>Yo CARL SANOBURGo .JOHN NEIHARDTo IIILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS, 
HANLIN GARLAND), 

IIEBBER, GDROONo THE GREAT BUFFALO HOTELo INOVEL) BOSTON: LITTLEo BRO~No 1'1179o (OAKDTAio 
WEBSTER, LEE. WAREHOUSE SQO(Go (POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY, 11 (SUMMER 197'01, '112o 
WEGNER, ROBERT Eo THE FRESHMANo I SHORT STORY) CIMARRON REVIEWo NO, 46 (.JANUARY 1979), S-ISo 
IIEI<iLo BRUCE• A RW4ANCEo (POETRY I PITTSBURGH: UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESSo 1979. 
IIENDTo LLOYOo CHICAGO TRIBUNE: THE RISE OF A GREAT AMI>RICAN NEWSPAPER• (NEIISPAPERS)o 

IPUBLISHINGioiBIOGRAPHYI CHICAGo; RAND MCNALLYo 1979o (CHICAGOio(ILLINOISJo 
I NEWSPAPERS), 

IIESTo .JAMES Lo W, III SEE FITZGERALD, Fo SCOTT, 
WESTo .JA!OES Lo II, Ill SEE OREISERo THEODORE. 
WESTERFIELD, HARGISo ACADEMIC FESTIVALo I POETRY! OIULL AND PALETTEo NOVEMBER 197<;1o 
WESTERFIELOo HARGIS. Ct<APEL AT DARKFALLo IPOETRYI CHRISTIAN CENTURY, 96 121 MARCH 1979). JIOo 
WESTERFIELDo HARGIS• FOR ONE aRIEFLY ASSENTo !POETRY) AXLETREEo 3111 1979, 
WESTERFIELD, HARGIS• CAT IIITH GOLD IN HIS I'URo (PDETRTJ OUILL AND PALETTE, APRIL 1'1179. 
WESTERFIELD, HARGIS• IN THE BASEMENT DARK; CAT PICTURED IIAl..KING IN SUNLIGHTo (PDETRTI 

PTERANOOONo 1(21 1<;7'11• 
IIESTERFIELDo HARGIS. PRoi,YERS FOR THE AGED. IPOETRYI LIVING CHURCH, 178 16 MAY 197'111 0 
WESTERFIELD, HARGIS• .JOE RICHARDSo HOBO. (POETRY) PHANTAS!O, 412) 197'11o 
WESTERFIELD, NANCY Go liNEAE I WALK IN NEBRA$KAo (POETRy) KANSAS QUARTERLY, II IIIINTER-SPRJO(G 

19791. 203. 
WESTFAt.Lo .JEFF SEE ROETHKEo THEODORE, 
IIESTLAKEo NEOA M SEE OREISERo THEODORE• 
11111TEo BRUCE 10 SEE COI<NOR, THOMAS• 
WHITE, JA!OES Lo SUBMISSION TO SILENCE; SUB!OISSION TO DEATHo (POETRY! KANSAS QUARTERLYo II 

ISUM!OER 1'1119), 26-27o 
WHITEo RAY LEWIS SEE ANDERSON. SHERWOOD. 
IIHITEo RAY LEWIS SEE CCNNELLo EVAN So .JRo 
IIHITEo RAY LEIIIS SEE ANDERSONo SHERWOOD• 
IIHITEo WILLioi,M SEE HE!OINGWATo ERNEST, 
WHITEo WILLIAM SEE HE!OING.AYo ERNESTo 
IIHITEHEADo FREOo VICTORY HEIGHTS; THE RAU.ROAD; REME!OBERING STU. (POETRY I 30 KANSAS POETS, ED. 

D. Lllllo LAWRENCEo KANSAS: COTTONIIOOD REVIEW PRESS, 1'1179, 76-77o 
IIH1TFORDo KATHRYN SEE KING, CHARLES, 
WILDo BARBARA SEE CATHERo IIILLAo 
IWILDERo THORNTON,), A VAST.,LANOSCAPEl TIME IN THE NOVELS OF THORt.TCN WILDERo BY WILLIAIOSo 

!OART ELLENo (CRITICISMI POCATELLO, IDAHO: IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1979o 
IWILDERo THORNTON.Jo THilRNTOO( WILDERo HIS WORLDo BY SIMONo LINDA, (BIOGRAPHY! GARDI!N CITYo 

NY: OCUaLEOAYo l'l19o 
!WILDER, THORNTONol• THilRNTON WILDER: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SECONDARY SOURCES, 1963-1">78. BY 

IIRIGHTo GERRY Ro (BIBLIOGRAPHY) BULLETIN OF 8UILICGRAPHTo 36 IOCTOBER-OECEIIBER 1979)o 
IBS-'l3o 208, 

WILDMAN, EUGENEo THE LAST BEAT STORy, I SHORT STORIES I TRIOUARTERt.Yo NCo 46 !FALL 1'1179lo 
1'08-ZCBo 

IIILLIA!OSo MARY ELLEN SEE JIILOERo THCR ... TONo 
IIILLIAMS, MELVIN G SEE WRIGHTo RICHARD. 
IIILLIA!OS, MELVIN G SEE YONNEGUTo KURT• 
WINEAPPLEo BRENDA SEE COOVERo ROBERTo 
WINTERS, ALICE 10 SEE OREISERo THEOD!lREo 
WIRTH-NESHERo HANO(A SEE BELLOW, SAUL, 
WITTo BILL-SEE HEARST, .JAMES, 
IIIXONo DOUGLAS. AS OF .JULY 4THo ANilTHER YEAR IIILL SE SHOT• (POETRYI QUI ... DAROo 4-So MAY 1979o 
IIOESSNERo WARREN, LOOKING AT POWER; BUFFALO Cl.IFFo (POETRY! BELOIT POETRY .JOURNAl.., 29 I SPRING 

197'11). 2-3. 'ii 
WOESSNER, WARREN, NO HIDING PLACE; POE!OS 1974-1979. IPOETRY) PEORIAo IL: SPCON RIVER PRESSo 

1979. 
IIDESSNERo WARREN, PARVIN STATE PARK, (POETRY) CHOWDER REIIIEWo NOS, 10-lt. (FEBRUARY 1979), 280 
IIOESSNERo IIARREN, RETURN TO PHIU.Yl THE FOXl WE KNOW liE CAN'T PLEASE EIIERYONEo BUT WE TRY TOo 

IPOETRYI SPCON RIVER OUARTERLYo 4 ISUM!OER 1'117'lllo 27-29• 
WOLFo TONY LONG JRo LONG •OLF POEMS; INTRODUCTION BY CRAIG IIOLKo (POETRY I MARVIN, SO: SLUI! 

CLOUD OUt,RTERLY PRESS, 1979. 
IIOLFEo EOGARo INVENTORY; MIRAO..Eo !POETRY I 30 KANSAS POETSo EDo Do LOIIo LA.RENCEo KANSAS: 

COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESS, 1'1179o 78o 
IIOODRESSo .JAMES SEE CATHER, IIILLAo 
WODDSo .JOHNo KNOWLEDGE: THE !OERCEOES POE!O; THE DAY Tt!E ARTISTS LEFT OAYTONo !POETRY I MADISON 

REVIEW, I I SPRING Hl79), 84-88• 
IIOOIJSo .JOHN• THE LONG WARRJAGIB THE SERVANT OF I!UTTERFLIESo IPDETRY) QUARTERLY IIEST, NCo 8 

(WINTER 1979), 27-2'lo 
WORK!OA.N, BRDOI(S SEE HE!OINGWAYo ERNESTo 
WORLEY, .JAIIES, TO IIALDEN IIHEREVERo !POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLYo 11 IIIINH!R-SPRING l'l79lo 93, 
WRIGHT, GERRY R SEE IIILIJERo TNDRNTilNo 
IIRIGHT, RICHARD C SEE MANFREDo FREDERICK, 
IIIRIGHTo RICHARD,). BRINGING READERS TO THEIR SENSES: IMAGERY IN RICHARD WRIGHT'S UNCLE TOM'S 

CHILDREN. BY. WILLIAMS, MELVIN G, (CRITICISM I SLACK AMERICAN LITERATURE FORU!Oo 13 
(SPRINGI'II791, 1.!1-19. 

(IIRIGHT, RICHAROoJo RICHARD IIRIGHT'S SAVAGE HCLIOAY: USE DR ABUSE OF PSYCHOANALYSIS, BY 
GIIUNARD, .loF, AND GDUNARDo BEVERLEY ROBERTSo (CRITitiSIO) CLA .JOURNALo 22 (JUNE 1979lo 

344-4'\lo 
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(~RIGHTo RICHAROolo THE AVENGERS IN LIGI1T IN AUGUST AND NATIVE SOl< 
I CRITICISM) CLA .JOURNAL, 23 IOECENBER 19791 , 
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, ' BT CDREYo STEPHEN. 

IIYLDER, DELBERT E SEE WAINFRED, FREDERICK, 
YACI(NIN, f<QSAILIE SEE HADLEYo LEE AND IRWINo ANNABELLE. 
YOUNG ~EAR, RAYo WINTER OF THE SALAMANDER; THE KEEPER OF J 

CA. HARPER ANC ROW, 1._79 , IIOIIA),(TA!OA, IOWA), !OPORT.O.NCEo (POETRY) SAN FRANCiSCO, 
ZORN, !OARILYN SEE BI<OtKS, GWENDOLYN. 
ZORN, MARILYN SEE MINTY, .JUOITHo 

ROBERT liE!SECKER ... 
DONALDPA!IY 
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